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“The Farmers’ Institute has been found to be a cheap, practical and 

available arrangement at which agricultural knowledge can be presented, 

explained end discussed. Here each farmer attending has opportunity 

to state his difficulties, draw upon his brother farmers’ experience, and re- 

duce to an available form in his own mind, for future use, the information 

and experience given.” Hon. Franklin Dye, New Jersey. 

een 

“Go to the country where man lives close to nature’s heart, study him as 

! he there meets the problems of life and you will find literature which is 

f realistic in the best and truest sense. Men of the country are to our national 

) life what the steel frame work is to the mighty stone or brick structure, 

when the crises come which shake the nation to its foundation. It is the 

loyal hearts, and clear brains of the country folk which save it from de- 

struction.” 
(lan MacLaren) Rev. John Watson. 
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“Whatever else may tend to enrich and beautify society that which feeds and | 

4 clothes comfortably the great mass of mankind should always be regarded | 

as the great foundation of national prosperity.""— DanieL WEBSTER. 

Edited by GEORGE McKERROW, Superintendent. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

Hon. Joun JOHNSTON, 

President of Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 

Srr:—I have the honor herewith of presenting to you Bulletin No. 11, of 

Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes. 

Most respectfully yours, 

GEORGE McKERROW, Superintendent. 

| Mapison, Wis., Nov. 12, 1897.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. : 

re res 

Board of Regents. 

he State Sup’t of Public Instruction, ex-officio. 

: The President of the University, ex-officio. 

State at large, John Johnston, President. 

State at Large, H. W. Chynoweth. 6th District, Frank Challoner. 

1st District, Ogden H. Fethers. 7th District, Wm. P. Bartlett. 

2nd District, B. J. Stevens. 8th District, Orlando B. Clark. 

$d District, W. A. Jones. 9th District, J. A. Van Cleve. 

4th District, Geo. H. Noyes. 10th District, J. H. Stout. 

5th District, John R. Riess. Secretary, E. F. Riley, Madison. 

Colleges. 

College of Letters and Science. College of Agriculture. 

College of Mechanics and Engineering. College of Law. 

School of Pharmacy. School of Music. 

School of Economics, Political Science, 

and History. 

Courses. a7. 

Long Agricultural Course. English Course. 

Mechanical Engineering Course. Civic Historical Course. 

Electrical Engineering Course. Courses in Economics and Political 

Law Course. Science. 

Ancient Classical Course. Special Science Course, antecedent to 

General Science Course. Medicine. 

Short Agricultural Course. Special Courses for Normal School 

Dairy Course. 
Graduates. 

Civil Engineering Course. Collegiate and Academic Courses in 

Pharmacy Course. Music. 

Modern Classical Course. 

Branches of Study. 

The University presents a wide range of study, embracing more than 

three hundred subjects. Something of the extent and variety of these may 

be indicated by the following synopsis: Eleven languages are taught, viz.: 

Greek, Latin, Sanscrit, Hebrew, German, Norse, French Italian Spanish, 

Anglo-Saxon, and English. In Mathematics there are twenty-one special 

courses. Under the Sciences there are a variety of courses in each of the 

following: Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology, 

Botany, Bacteriology. In History there are sixteen courses; in Civics, nine- 

teen; in Economics and Sociology, twety-eight; in Mental Sciences there are 

twenty, embracing Psychology, Ethics, Aesthetics and Logic. There are 

eleven courses in Pedagogics, and two courses each in Military Drill, Gym- 

nastics, and Music.
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10 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTE. sate ag 

Physical Culture:—The Armory and Gymnasium is one of the largest 

buildings for its purposes connected with any institution of learning in 

the country. It is provided with rooms for lectures on Physiology and 

Hygene, and for class and individual exercise in all the forms of gym- : 

nastic practice. There are also the most abundant and approved 

facilities for shower, sponge, and swimming baths. : 

Adequate accommodations are provided for the woman’s gymnastics 

by the construction of an addition to Ladies’ Hall, which has been fully ; 

equipped. This furnishes ample facilities for systematic courses for 

young women, and is under the immediate direction of a trained in- 

structor. 

In Mechanics and Engineering:—Ele mentary Mechanics, Mechanics of 

Material, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory of Construction, Thermody- | 

namics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic Surveying, ' 

Geodesy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, Steam Engineering. | 

Hydraulic Motors, Hoisting Machinery, Theory and Construction of Lo- 

comotives, Railway Locomotives, Railway Location, Railway Equip- 

ment, Construction and Maintenance of Way, Railroad Field Work. 

In Electricity:—Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Con- . 

struction, and various forms of drawing are given; also shop work in 

wood, iron, brass, both hand work and machine work, machine designing, 

construction and testing machines. 

In Agriculture:—Various courses are given in agriculture. Animal Hus- 

bandry, Farm Management, Dairying, Agricultural Chemistry, Veteri- 

nary Science, Agricultural Physics, Horticulture and Economic Entomol- 

ogy, etc. 

In Law:—Courses in Equity, Jurispru dence, Real Property, Constitutional 

Law, Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, 

Corporations, Domestic Relations, Admiralty, Insurance, Estoppel, Part- 

} nership, Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Jurispru 

dence, etc. 

In Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 

Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany, and Practical Laboratory 

Work. 

General Facilities:—The faculty embraces upward of 115 instructors. The 

| laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped; embracing the Chemi- 

| cal, Physical, Metallurgical, Miner alogi¢al, Geological, Zoological, Botan- 

ical, Bacteriological, Civil and Mechanical Engineering, Agricultural and 

| Pharmaceutical Laboratories. Seminars are held for advanced study in 

i History, Language, Literature, Mathematics, and other branches. 

| The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 43,000 

volumes; of the State Historical Society, 180,000 volumes, including pamph- 

lets; of the State Law Department, 26,000 volumes; of the city, 15,000 vol- 

umes, besides special professional and technical libraries, making in all more 

than 264,000 volumes, thus affording very exceptional opportunities for 

reading and special research. 

For further information send for a catalogue, or address the President 

or the head of the department concern ing which information is desired. 
C. K. ADAMS, President. 
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. | 

Agricultural Committee. 
Hon. W. A. JONES, Chairman, . . Mineral Point. 

Hon. ORLANDO E. CLARK, . . Appleton. 

Hon. OGDEN H. FETHERS, . . Janesville. 

Officers and Instructors. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY. : | 

W. A. HENRY, 2 . e 7 Dean and Director. 

Ss. M. BABCOCK, . . . . Chief Chemist. 

F. W. WOLL, . a “ < Assistant Chemist. : ; 

F. H. KING, . . . . Physicist. 

E. S. GOFF, z a < - : Horticulturist. 

W. L. CARLYLE, . . . Animal Husbandry. 

H. L. RUSSELL, " <i 2 . Bacteriologist. 
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I. The Agricultural Experiment Station is devoted toa study of prob- 

lems incident to the agricultural development of our commonwealth. It is : 

supported jointly by the general government and the State of Wisconsin. | 

Each year an annual report of several hundred pages and frequent bulletins 

are issued and distributed gratuitously among the farmers of the State. Any 

farmer wishing to receive these reports and bulletins regularly should send 

his request on a postal card addressed to Agricultural Experiment Station, 

Madison, Wis. 
II. Agricultural Instruction at the University. The College of Agricul- 

ture offers instruction in agriculture to graduates of our own or other col- 

leges, a four years’ course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in 

Agriculture, special instruction to students of mature years, instruction in 

the Short Course in Agriculture requir ing two winter terms of fourteen weeks 

each, and the course in Dairying lasting one term of twelve weeks. For in- 

formation concerning these courses see this bulletin and write for catalogue, 

illustrated circulars, etc., addressing W. A. Henry, Dean, College of Agricul- 

ture, Madison, Wis. 
III. The Farmers’ Institute. Each year this practical school for the 

farmer holds more than a hundred two-day meetings in the farming districts 
of our commonwealth. These meetings are for practical instruction and 

conferencé on all matters pertaining to the farm and farm life, and at them 

60,000 copies of the Farm Institute Bulletin are distributed annually. Any 

community can secure an institute upon early application to the Superinten- 

dent. For further particulars concerning this school for the farmer, write 

to Geo. McKerrow, Supt. Madison, Wis.
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AGRICULTURAL DIRECTORY. 

National Agricultural Organizations. 

Dep’t of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.... Sec’y, James R. Wilson. 
Farmers’ National Congress.......+..++++.-+» W. D. Hoard, Pres., Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

John M. Stahl, Sec’y, Chicago, Il. 
Association of American Agricultural Col- 

leges and Experiment Stations............ H.C. White, Pres., Athens, Ga. 
,., J; H. Washburn, Sec’y, Kingston, R. I. 

American Ass’n of Farmers’ Institute M’g’rs Geo. McKerrow, Pres., Madison, Wis. 
F. W. Taylor, Sec’y, Lincoln, Neb. 

Horse Breeders’ Associations. 

American Clydesdale Breeders’ Association R. B. Ogilvie, Pres., Madison, Wis. 
Alex. Galbraith, See’y, Janesville, Wis. 

American Shire Horse Association.......... W. E. Pritchard, Pres., Ottawa, Ill. 
Chas. Burgess, Sec’y, Wenona, Il. 

American Percheron Horse Breeders’ Ass’n T. W. Palmer, Pres., Detroit, Mich. 
S. D. Thompson, See’y, Chicago, Ill. 

National Register of French Draft Horse 
ASSOCIATION ..........-sseeececeeeeceeeseeeeeee W. M. Springer, Pres., Oskaloosa, Ia. 

C. E. Stubbs, Sec’y, Fairfield, Ia. 
American Suffolk Horse Soclety.............. Peter Hopley. Pres. Lewis, ia. 

Alex. Galbraith, Sec’y, Janesville, Wis. 
American Hackney Horse Society........... A. J. Cassett, Pres., Chesterbrook, Pa. 

wane Webb, Sec’y, 44 St., New York 
y- 

American Cleveland Bay Horse Society...... W. A. Banks, Pres., LaPorte, Ind. 
R. P. Stericker, Sec’y, Springfield, Il. 

Ameriean Shetland Pony Club................ L. W. Mitchell, Pres., Dixon, ill. 
Mortimer Levering, Sec’y, LaFayette, Ind. 

National Cattle Breeders’ Associations. 

American Shorthorn Breeders’ Assoclation.. Emory Cobb, Pres., Kankakee, Ill. 
J. H. Pickrell, Sec’y, Bee! I. 

American Hereford Record.................. Chas. B. Smith, Pres., cago, Ill. 
C, R. Thomas, Sec’y, a Mo. 

American Aberdeen Angus Breeders’ Ass’n H. W. Elliott, Pres., Estill, Mo. 
: ‘Thos. McFarlane, Sec’y, Harvey, Il. 

Red Polled Cattle Club of America........... P. G. Henderson, Pres., Central City, Iowa. 
J. MeLain Smith, See’y, Dayton, Ohio. 

American Jersey Cattle Club................ . A. Darling, Pres., New York City. 
f J.2. ne See’y, New York City. 

American Guernsey Cattle Club.............., .Silas Betts, Pres., Camden, N. J. 
» Wm. H. Caldwell, Sec’y, Peterboro, N. H. 

Holstein Friesian Association of America... .C. R. Payne, Pres., Hamilton, N. Y. 
: iF. L, Houghton, Sec’y, Brattleboro, Vt, ( 

} 
}
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National Sheep Breeders’ Associations. 3 

National Wool Growers’ Association......... Wm. M. Lawrence, Pres., Bellefontaine, O. 
W. G. Markham, Sec’y, Avon, N. Y. 

American Shropshire Registry Association.. John Dryden, Pres., Brooklyn, Ont. 
Mortimer Levering, Sec’y, LaFayette, Ind. 

American Oxford Down Breeders’ Ass’n.. Geo. McKerrow, Pres., Sussex, Wis. : 
W. A. Shafor, Sec’y, Middletown, O. 

American Southdown Breeders’ Association J. H. Pickrell, Pres., Springfield, Il. 
J. H. Springer, Sec’y, Springfield, Il. 

American Cotswold Association............... J. ©. Snell, Pres., Edmonton, Ont. 
F. W. Harding, Sec’y, Waukesha, Wis. 

National Lincoln Associatiom................... H. A. Daniels, See’y, Elva, Mich. ‘ 
American Rambouillet Sheep Breeders’ Ass’n L. G. Townsend, Sec’y, lonia, Mich. 

National Swine Breeders’ Associations. 

American Poland China Record Association R. J. Johnston, Pres., Humboldt, Iowa. 
Wm. McFadden, Sec’y, West Liberty, Iowa. 

American Berkshire Association................ N. H. Gentry, Pres., Sedalia, Mo. 
Chas. F. Miils, Sec’y, Springfield, Hl. 

American Duroc-Jersey Swine Breeders’ 
Association ..........sseseeeseeeeeseeseeeeeeee S. E. Morton, Sec’y, Camden, Ohio. 

Cheshire Swine Breeders’ Association...... G. S. Button, Sec’y, Chittenango, N. Y. 
Todd’s Improved Chester White Record . 

Association ..........ccccececceseescesessceese OC. W. Baker, Sec’y, Delaware, O. 

. 

Wisconsin State Agricultural Organizations. 

Wisconsin State Agricultural Society......... S$. D. Hubbard, Pres., Mondovi. 
T. J. Fleming, Sec’y, North Greenfield. 

Wisconsin State Board of Agriculture....... J. M. True, Pres., Baraboo. 
Geo. McKerrow, Sec’y, Sussex. 

State Horticultural Society ................... L. G. Kellogg, Pres., Ripon. 
: A. J. Philips, See’y, West Salem. 

Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association............. G. W. Burchard, Pres., Ft. Atkinson. 
D. W. Curtis, Sec’y, Ft. Atkinson.* 

Holstein Friesian Breeders’ Ass’n of Wis. J. Rust, Pres., North Greenfield. 
Fred E. Harriman, Sec’y, Appleton. 

Wisconsin Shorthorn Breeders’ Association.. Geo. Wylie, Pres., Leeds. < i 
H. B. Drake, Sec’y, Beaver Dam. 

Wisconsin Jersey Breeders’ Association...... Geo. E. Bryant, Pres., Madison. 
I. C. Taylor, See’y, O: He. 

Wisconsin Swine Breeders’ Association...... ae Wylie, "bres, oe = 
Wisconsin Sheep Breeders’ and Wool Grow- H. P. West, Sec’y, Fayetteville. 

erm! Association ....--..-sevesenseessvevooes J, N. Crawford, Pres, Mukwonago. 
= i H. J. Wilkinson, Sec’y, Whitewater. 

Wisconsin Farmers’ Alliance..............-. W. BE. Fay, Pres., Sir Prairie. 
ss Wm. Toole, See’y, Baraboo. 5 
Wisconsin State Grange...............s.e006. HH. EL Huxley, Worthy, Master, Neenah. 

A. C. Powers, "y, Beloit. 
State Forestry Association................++++ B.S. Hoxie, Pres.; ‘Evansville. 

e L. S. Cheney, "y, Madison. 
Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Association.......... Prank Wilcox, Pres., Mauston. y. 3 aac 
Farmers’ Alliance and Industrial Union of - #- France, Sec’y, Platteville. 

Wisconsin .......-.0seseeeeeeeeeeeeseceeeerees CL M. Butt, Pres., Viroqua. é 

Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association...... LG - 2 a Se 7 ee oe 

Wiseonsin Auxiliary of the National Dairy U- 5. Baer, Sec’y, New Lisbon. : 
Umion «2... .ee eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeseeeeeeereeeeeee® WD. Hoard, Pres., Ft. Atkinson. 

Wisconsin Fair Managers’ Association...... = = pene 5, Moa 

~ *Deceased. ‘ Arthur Babbitt, Sec’y, Madison.
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PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE ; 

NNUAL 

Closi F ’ Institut 
‘ 

HELD AT , 

APPLETON, WIS., MARCH 9-10-11, 1897. 

C. H. EVERETT in the Chair. Prayer by the Rev. Dr. Plant. { 

| 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME. | is of no use or little value, until the 

energy of man is applied. When the 4 

P.R. Thom, Mayor of Appleton, | oal is brought to the surface its 

Wis. | value and energy are quickly multi- 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-/| plied in connection with the modern 

men:—In extending to you the free-| mechanism of today, and still all in 

dom of this city the municipal au-| connection with the product of the 

thorities and citizens unite in offering | soil, by the aid of the farmer by 

you a hearty welcome. All are deeply | planting and harvesting, thus taking 

interested in those that supply us| advantage of what nature in her wis- 
with that by which we maintain our | dom has supplied to us for our use. 

energy and existence. Nature and And then consider how little of the ' 

the aid of the farmer supplies the ex- | product of the soil it takes to give 

istence of all energy, great and small, energy to our commercial pursuits, 

from the single horse power to the| such as our railroads and steamship 

harnessing of Niagara. When we lines. In the first place we have to 

consider the primitive power of supply our locomotive engines with 

energy and how it can be multiplied | fuel which comes from the mines. A 

it is wonderful, Coal under ground | miner can mine from four to six tons
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j per day. The amount of food he} tion. No one man lives long 

i consumes in proportion to amount of | enough to make all of these 

j coal mined is small, still it is the| experiments within himself. The 

I primitive energy. A locomotive en- interest that you have taken 

gine, pulling a passenger train from|in the past goes to show that 

| Appleton to Chicago, will consume | you have long since learned to appre- 

t about twelve to fourteen tons of coal, | ciate the usefulness and value of the 

| but the amount of food needed by the | Institute as relative to success on the 

| engineer and fireman is compara- farm. 

| tively nothing compared to the con- It has been said that the farmer : 

| sumption of fuel, but still all the makes lifé on the farm a drudgery; 

primitive energy is supplied by the | this assertion belongs more to the re- 

farmer. Cut off the supply of prim- | mote past than to the present or fu- 

| itive power and everything is at a | ture, as with all the modern improve- 

| stand still. All of this taken into|™ents in agricultural machinery, a 

j consideration, it is needful and neces- | farmer can accomplish his work in 
sary for the farmer to take under much shorter time and more satisfac- 

serious consideration the best means torily. 

| of getting the greatest results from We hope that the success of this 

| what nature in her greatness has | meeting will more than meet your 
given us. highest anticipations, and I hope you 

Hence you have associated your- will be so impressed with the hospi- 

selves for the purpose of meeting to- tality of our people that you will al- 
gether at stated times and comparing ways consider that you have a warm 

| ideas as to how the most satisfactory | Welcome. 
results can be obtained from the dif- Zoo ee | ee 

ferent crops and the various ways RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF 

| that progress can be made in the nu- WELCOME. 

| merous stages of routine work on the Supt. Geo. McKerrow. 

| farm. All such information has been As. the representative of the 

| x productive of great good not to the) farmers here assembled from the dif- 

i farmers alone, but to all. The past| ferent sections of Wisconsin I heart- 

history of your Institutes has also| ily thank you for your warm words 

made it possible for men who have| of welcome. Also on behalf of the 

not followed farming, to get informa- | Farmers’ Institute I thank you for the 

tion that enables them to carry on/| words of encouragement contained in 

farming with some degree of suc-| your address, for that work. It is 

\ cess, where without such information | not my purpose to reply here at any 

failure would in many cases surely be | length to this magnificent welcome 

the result. given us by the representative of 

The result of your deliberations are | your city, but simply to say that we 

also productive of much good to the| shall endeavor in the sessions that we 

experienced farmer; he is able to| hold here and the discussions that we 

make very close comparisons in all | take part in here to earn this wel- 

the products of the farm, from differ-| come that you have so cordially 

ent soils, change of fertilizers, change | granted us. 

of seeds, rotation of crops, and the | We have a very full program this 

! most minute details of the farm have | forenoon, and we will therefore im- 

| been reduced to practical demonstra- | mediately proceed to business. 

|
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TILLAGE. 

THOMAS CONVEY, Ridgeway, Wis. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- | is to do fall plowing, and that the 

} men:—The subject of tillage comprises | opinion is, that it is necessary to do 

such a large field that it will be out that, in order to get fairly good re- 

of the question to discuss it in all its sults. On the south and west, where 

bearings. Tillage refers to the prep- the soil is lighter, spring plowing is 

aration of land for the crop, to the | preferred in the majority of cases, 

seeding of the crop, to the care of the | more particularly with those farmers 

crop, and to the kinds of crops that | who like to keep a growing crop on 

you raise, in order to improve the | their land as nearly all the time as 

mechanical condition of the soil and | possible. There are certain advan- 
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to retain the fertility, so that it will, tages connected with fall plowing 

be utterly impossible to fully discuss | that we should take into considera- 

this question in the time allotted me. | tion. Of course it facilitates the put- 

I will confine myself, therefore, to | ting in of the crop to have a portion 

speaking with reference to plowing, of the spring work done in the fall; 

harrowing, cultivating and rolling. | besides that, the action of the frost 

| and the other elements tend, in a 

Plowing. | measure, to pulverize and reduce fall 

| plowed land and get it in very much 

We find a great diversity of opinion | better condition to yield up its fertil- 

in regard to the time in which to| ity to the crop the following season. 

plow and the manner in which to It will retain moisture to a greater 

plow. Along the whole eastern side | extent and will give better results, es- 

of the state we find that the tendency | pecially with stiff, clayey soil.
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On the other hand, in those parts of ; deep plowing, but the plowing should 

the state where they run their farms be a little deeper each year until the 

: very much to grass and like to top-| desired depth is obtained. Where 

dress that grass land with manure, | grass or manure is plowed under of 

they find that spring plowing gives | course it is better to plow shallow 

good results. In that case the tex- unless it might be for a root crop and 

ture of the soil is such that the/| of course deeper plowing would have 

spring plowing can be done early and | to be depended upon in that case, but 

the soil reduced to the proper condi-| for a corn crop on grass land, and es- 

tions to receive the seed with com- pecially grass land top-dressed with 

paratively little labor. Besides, it re- | manure, shallow plowing—four or 

moves the coarser part of the manure, | five inches in depth—will give good 

the liquid portions of which have results. There is a serious objection 

been leached out into the soil; it re-| to shallow plowing, and that is, the 

moves the coarser portion of manure deeper soil is prepared, the greater 

out of the way of cultivation, and in | the capacity of the soil to take up and 

a measure delays the sprouting of | retain moisture, so that if the soil is 

weed seeds, so that crops will get a| deep it will take up the rainfall to the 

start before the weeds are started, | full point of saturation. It has been 

and it will be easy to care for the determined that land prepared to the 

crop later on, In the majority of | depth of ten inches will take up two 

cases on light lands this will give inches of rainfall, which would be an 

better results, because the growing extremely heavy rain, of course. 

crop on the land tends to retain the 

fertility, and guards against the sur- Harrowing. 5 

face washing and blowing of the soil| Proper use is not made of the har- 

that you find prevails in some por- | TOW; that is, we neglect to harrow 

tions of the state. Where the farms | When we should and in that way save | 

have been run largely to grain or | 2 great deal of moisture in the soil. | 

even corn, and the mechanical condi- Fall plowed land that is intended for 

tions are not just right, and where | 4 late crop should be harrowed early | 

it does not partake of the character in the spring. The object should be 

of new land, not being light, mellow, | to simply drag on the surface, kill | 

and inclined to dry out early in the | whatever weed seeds have germinated 

spring, fall plowing should be de- and prevent the evaporation ot | 

pended upon. After all I question the moisture. Now, in case the land is 

utility” of that style of farming, un- fall-plowed and you wish to: put in a 

less, of course, your iand is of such a | late crop of corn or potatoes, it would 

character that you cannot get on be better not to try to level the whole 

there sufficiently early in the spring surface; it would be better to harrow 

in order to get in the crop in good | lengthwise rather than crosswise and 

j time, because we all realize that the leave it rough. Successive harrow- 

i early crop is the paying crop. ings will get land in proper condition 

i 
to put in your crop, and in that case 

{ 
the cultivation necessary to take care 

Deep vs. Shallow Plowing. of the crop will be in a large measure 

Now, with reference to the matter done, even before you sow the crop, 

i of plowing deep or shallow. It is a and the moisture retained in the soil. 

| subject that every farmer should | There is another valuable feature in 

j carefully study from his own stand-| this, and that is that it is so much 

i point. Some subsoils are compara- | easier to get the soil in proper condi- 

| tively rich in fertility. There, of | tion when it has the right amount of 

! course, the soil may be deepened by moisture in it. Slight harrowing, 

i i
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when the soil has a sufficient amount deep cultivation. The surface soil 

of moisture in it, will save very| ought to be the richest part of the 

much labor later on. soil, and if we attempt to cultivate to 

It is surprising to see how many | the depth of three or four inches, we 

farmers spring plow for corn, or in realize that we cut off the roots and 

fact for any crop, and neglect to har- | force them down into the subsoil 

row until they get through plowing. | where it is cold, and where the fertil- 

If it is a dry time it is impossible to | ity, if there be fertility there, is not 

get it in proper condition; it is lumpy | in proper condition for plant food. 

and dry, double the labor, and will | So we will see if we study this matter, 

not produce half the results. If rain that we will not be as much inclined 

does not come the crop starts un- | to follow deep cultivation as some of 

evenly, or if rain does come after | us have been in the past. 

ne ss a a ene & aa Tools for Cultivation. 
nd in condition ry out rapidly, . 

and a poor crop is obtained.  Har- ek with regard to the kind of im- 

“row every half day, if necessary. a — is necessary to secure 

Fall plowing is better left in a rough shallow cate yeton You take those 
‘ a .,| large shovel cultivators and in order 

condition during fall and winter, if to stir up. the entire fi f th 

intended for a spring crop. Harrow- | ae Pp — ve a oA . 

ing winter grain in the spring gives | soil it is necessary to run them deep, 
by so it is not possible to carry on shal- 

good results. Just try it. It closes 1 itivati ith ak hovel 

cracks or fissures made by the frost, ctl: re — a . ee 

breaks up the crust, kills weeds, and eee besides they lift up and 

will put in grass seed in the very best eee = —_ a than pulverize 

manner. I like it better than sowing | it, ee is an objectionable style 
iis Jatter on anow: | of cultivation. The proper imple- 

| ment to cultivate with to get shallow 

Cultivation. cultivation is one you can adjust to 

The idea in Wisconsin at the pres-| the depth you wish, and at the same 
ent time is to give shallow and fre- | time stir the entire surface soil, and 
quent cultivation. Those of you who | the implement should enable you to 

read the market reports know that in | do this without going to more than 

the state of Iowa at the present time, | two or three inches in depth and 
although it is a much better corn | leave the surface level. If you can 

state than Wisconsin, there is about | secure a cultivator where these con- 

half the corn crop not fit for market. ditions all exist it ought to be satis- 

They plant it earlier than we do, and | factory for any kind of crop. Re- 

have even a better corn soil, and | member when I speak of shallow cul- 

climate. Many parts of our state are | tivation I am not advocating shallow 

not at all adapted to the early matur- | preparation—the deeper the prepara- 

ity of many varieties of corn, but I | tion the better because soil of that 

have yet to hear of a case in our state | kind will take up and retain moisture 

where the corn crop was not fully | better, but the subsoil should be rea- 

matured, as was the case in Iowa last | sonably compact and only the surface 

season. I attribute this very much to| soil cultivated. I have examined 

the difference in the methods of cul- | crops where the deep system of culti- 

tivation, because the Institute has | vation has been followed, and found 

been preaching shallow and frequent | that where the land is ridged up, 

cultivation all the time. Now, if we | that it dries our very rapidly, in fact, 

attempt to reason along this line we | in a dry time there will be no mois- 

can understand why we get better re- | ture present near the surface, and 

sults in shallow cultivation of any consequently no roots. Now, you evi- 

kind of a cultivated crop than from | dently drive the feeding roots of the
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plant down in the subsoil, and yet|realize when you allow that 

you expect to get good results from | wheel mark to remain there for any 

cultivation of that kind. Of course | length of time that it compacts the 

where you give this cultivation to | soil and takes moisture out of it and 

your corn crop particularly, it will | crusts it over; that is the reason that 

check the growth until the root sys-| corn farmers advocate immediate 

tem is rebuilt, it may make a larger harrowing, or in the case of a stiff 

growth of top, but it will be at the soil to use some implement that will 

expense of the maturity of the crop, throw a furrow. But it should never 

and the final yield of grain. You| be neglected, the harrow running in 

take any kind of a cultivated crop, | the same direction that the corn 

where the surface is kept fine and| planter went. You might think from 

level, and you can find moisture | the fact that the weeds will grow 

within an inch or two of the surface. | very rapidly in that wheelmark that 

Deep cultivation is not detrimental | it will be favorable to the crop, but 

to the retention of moisture, provided | you must remember that weeds will . 

. the surface is left fine, and compara-| sprout at a lower temperature than 

tively level, but usually it is uneven | the corn will, and the leaving of that 

and loose, but more mischief is done | wheeltrack there not only takes the 

by root pruning. This very mater- moisture out of the soil but takes 

ially affects the quality of the grain, the heat as well. 

especially corn. Immature corn is I was not put on this subject to dis- 

undesirable for seed; it has a large| cuss corn, but I would like to call 

per cent. of moisture, is deficient in , your attention to some advantages 

dry matter, and lacks feeding value; | that would be likely to occur in har- 

hence the bulk or weight of such a| rowing or cultivating immediately 

crop is not a true test of merit. | after planting, and that is that it 

Another style of cultivation that is guards against insects or gophers at- 

very injurious is hilling up around | tacking the corn plant; it checks the 

the plant and leaving a hard surface | growth of the weeds and enables you 

} in the center. This is quite common | to give cultivation more readily and 

| with potatoes. You build a roof to} prevents the evaporation of mois- 

| run the water from around the plant ture. We do not begin to realize the 

} —a hard surface in the center to | necessity of giving good cultivation. 

earry the water off, or if perchance You can take two pieces of land, one 

| some of it should soak into the rich in fertility but poor in texture, 

| ground the compact soil affords the | and get better results from good cul- 

open door for its escape. And yet tivation on poorer land than you will 

you fervently if not piously pray for | from greater fertility on the other. 

rain, and continue the same foolish- | Of course when you get new land you 

| ness. | probably get texture, and fertility, 

. | but a good deal of our old land that 

Rolling. | has been run to grain continuously 

| Another feature connected with | without sufficient grass or manure, 

tilling is rolling. It requires more is very much out of condition; it is 

| judgment to do rolling at the proper lumpy, hard and poor in fertility, and 

i| time and in the proper way than to| in order to make the fertility in the 

1} use any other implement we have on soil available the land has to be rea- 

1 the farm. There is one form of roll-| sonably well cultivated. It not only 

| ing that I want to speak about, and | takes the fertility out of the atmos- 

| that is the rolling of a corn planter phere in a measure, put it actually 

| when you plant corn, that is in the | catches and holds fertility that would 

| wheel-marks. Many of you do not | escape from the soil when rapid evap- 

| 

i 7
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oration is going on. . For this reason Mr. Coe—The one we have is an 

we want to pay strict attention to | old-fashioned one; it has a beam like r 

stirring the soil just as soon after a| a comomn plow with a strong, long 

rainfall as it is possible to get on it.|standard, about twenty-two inches 

Of course we cannot work soil that is | long, and on the bottom of the stand- 

too wet, but if we have a slight rain-| ard is a cast iron diamond-shaped 

fall in a comparatively dry season, in | point about fourteen inches long by 

a day or so you will have drier soil | eight inches broad and considerable 
than you had prior to the rain, from | higher in the center. This runs in 

the fact that there is a connection | the bottom of the furrow, breaking 
established between the moisture in| up the subsoil as deep as you want, 

the subsoil and the surface—and this | making it in good mechanical condi- 

promotes evaporation. tion. Then we also have the best re- 
You should always harrow after | sults by subsoiling two years in suc- 

rolling, because if you leave a rolled| cession. The first year we run the 

surface it will dry up very rapidly, |subsoiler north and south, and the 

whereas if you harrow after rolling it | next year we like to run it east and 

will prevent the rapid escape of mois- | west and break it all up and get a 

ture. good condition. 
=e Mr. Arnold—In his address Mr. 

DISCUSSION. Convey said a thing that I doubt the 

Mr. Kellogg—I would like to ask | propriety of. He said that in the 

you to explain the benefits of sub- | eastern portion of the state where we 

soiling and how it can best be done, | have clay soil, they plow in the fall, 

aside from what you have already | while in the western part of the state 

said in regard to the retention of the | where we have lighter soil they plow 
moisture. in the spring. 

Mr. Convey—A man who has never Mr. Convey—In the southern part 

done any subsoiling should not at-| of the state, and in the southwestern 

tempt to explain, yet we understand | part, fall plowing is really rather an 

the principle of it. It deepens the exception. 
soil so that the rainfall will readily} Mr. Arnold—It is possible that our 
go down in the soil. It will retain | custom is not in accord with the best 

moisture and at the same time afford| way of doing things. In my exper- 
an opportunity for the roots to find | ience fall plowing is the best for my 
plant food and have access to the | land, spring plowing for heavy clay, 

subsoil. and it seems to me there is a good 

Mr. Kellogg—I would like to ask if| reason for it. The light soil wants 

any one here has had experience in | to be plowed in the fall so that it can 

regard to this subsoiling? compact itself and put itself in con- 

Mr. Coe—I have subsoiled a little, | dition just right for the plant root 

and we find a good deal of benefit | during the summer; it will retain 

from subsoiling where we have quite | moisture with this surface cultivation 

hard, stiff, packed subsoil; it breaks| we speak of, whereas a stiff clay, if 
it up and makes it hold more mois-| plowed in the fall becomes too com- 

ture, and to a great extent it takes | pact, just the condition that it should 

up the rain and more readily gives | not be for a good growing crop, but 

it up to our growing crops in a dry in the main I think the fall plowing 

time. We have had the best results| is best all over if it has proper cul- 

from subsoiling in the fall of the| tivation—proper tillage before the 

year. crop is put in. The great trouble 

Mr. Kellogg—What kind of a sub- with the farmer is that he does not 

soiler are you using? give it sufficient cultivation before
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the crop is put in. The main share | prepare the land well before I at-: 

of the cultivation should be done be- tempt to plant, and then we harrow 

fore the crop is putin the ground, | just after planting. 

and when this is well done we may| There is another matter I have 

be sure that a good crop will follow, not speken of, and that is the disc- 

provided we do not dig too deep in | ing of corn ground for a grain crop. 

the soil. I believe the great reason It is very desirable in every respect, 

why they failed to raise a good corn | except one, and that is with shallow 

crop in Iowa is because their system | preparation the land will wash very 

is to use much deeper cultivation. In | badly. On land that is inclined to be 

the state of Wisconsin by reason of too rich for the oat crop, where you 

the Farmers’ Institutes it has been disc it in, you will get better results; 

pretty well pounded into our heads | the exposure to the elements of the 

that in order to have an early crop, | surface soil during winter will bring 

we must allow the roots to come near | the very best condition for crops. 

the surface and not cut them off. 1| So where land is clean and well cul- 

nad rather not have it cultivated if I| tivated, and more particularly where 

wanted an early crop than have it the corn stalks are all cut off, discing 

cultivated deep. | in the preparation of the corn stub- 

Mr. Convey—There is a great deal | ble is preferable to plowing in every 

of land on the east side of the state | respect, save that of washing. 

that needs underdraining, and it Mr. Chadwick—Do you roll that 

would be quite difficult in the spring grain after putting it in? 

to get it sufficiently dry to plow Mr. Convey—Well, we haven't 

early enough and the bulk of the| rolled it very much recently, though 

farmers there practice fall seein | it might be an improvement to do so. 

and get better results. With the | Now the washing that I refer to is 

lighter lands in the south and sovth- | about the time you sow the seed be- 

western portions of the state you can | fcre the grain is fairly. well started. 

compact the soil by cultivation. It is not a deep washing, but it 

= There is one thing you should not leaves little ruts all over the surface 

neglect in spring plowing, and that is | of the field and it is inclined to oc- 

to harrow before the land gets too | cur where the land has been well 

‘ dry. The tendency on light lands cultivated, even where it is compara- 

i should be to keep a growing crop tively level. 

just as long as possible, and oe Mr. Reed—Is ‘there any sulky cul- 

you follow that system on the farm | tivator made with which you can cul- 

you will get good results and retain | tivate shallow and keep it regular? 

t more fertility near the surface than Mr. Convey—There is a style of 

if you fall plow and allow the soil| cultivator made with levelers at- 

to blow and surface wash and then| tached and you can have them so 

| prepare for a crop in the spring. I, arranged that you can adjust the 

| have tried both systems and I like depth of cultivation, even with a 

| the spring plowing of the clover sod | sulky cultivator. I have one of that 

i very much better than the fall plow- | kind. Mine is a disc cultivator. 

it ing. : Mr. Gray—Have you ever observed 

| Mr. Chadwick—Would you recom- the effect of early fall plowing on 

i mend the rolling of the corn im- loosening the subsoil? I have no- 

ii mediately after planting and then | ticed that early plowing immediately 

i harrowing. 
after the crops are harvested 

i Mr. Convey—Where you give a|we would generally find hard 

i sufficient harrowing before planting | pan in the bottom of the 

it it is scarcely necessary. I like to furrow on these stiff soils and if you 

i |
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attempt to replow Yater in the fall that {to be lost and there is something to 

hard pan is all gone, and it is mel-| be gained. We lose this crop that 

lowed up to the depth of the original | is occupying the ground and the fer- 

plowing. 
tility is being lost when the ground 

Mr. Convey—That is true, and that is idle. Nature sees to it that there 

accounts for the improved condition is some kind of a growing crop on 

of land that is underdrained. The | the ground, if possible, but if you 

water percolates through the soil | want a good crop next year you must 

rapidly and it dries out rapidly; the perhaps lose some of this fertility 

wetting and drying tend to create a in order to insure a good crop next 

crumbly or loose condition of the| year to have the ground sufficiently 

soil, so that land that is under- compact. 

drained improves in condition for Mr. Convey—I apprehend that Mr. 

several years after. Arnold speaks of plowing under a sod 

Mr. Brooks—Don’t you think | OF Something of that kind, where it 

there would be a great deal more is absolutely necessary that you do 

fall plowing done in your part of the | 41! plowing in order to get the land 

state if it was not that they have to | '™ condition for the next crop, for in- 

guard so against the washing of the stance tough sod, but I speak partic- 

soil? ularly of the clover sod that has only 

Mr. © —Th hi a been in clover one or two years. It 

blowin Se i ° ii ae a is just as easy to reduce it to a con- . 

oad S ae ae e serious Ob-| Gition fit for the use of the crop as 

Mr. =s oe 2 hes me a it is stubble land. Where grass land 

. Brooks—If your land was 8 | i, allowed to remain until spring “Is 

level as it is in the eastern part of | it advisable te allow that 

on i eawent think you could grass to grow just as large as pos- 

ee mi ee . a an sible before cropping?” is a question I 

r. Convey—I have followe | am asked. It is not. At the Exper- 

plowing for a number of years and I| iment Station they have determined 

= aa Seer as where they spring plowed land rea- 

sonably early and they took proper 

crop on the land; the mechanical con- | care of the soil afterwards, and later 

dition is very much better and there | on compared the soil with that where 

seems to be better results. The ad-| the crop was allowed to grow as late 

vantages are all in favor of fall plow-| as possible prior to plowing, they 

ing, I think, except that one fact;|found in the first place that 

where you keep a growing crop on | with early plowing they had 

= elaine ee Se twenty pounds of moisture to the 

, - | eubie foot, whereas in the latter case 

proves the mechanical condition of | it showed only six pounds of mois- 

the soil as well. - ture; besides, where you allow a crop 

Mr. Arnold—I think the soil| to grow large and woody, like that, 

should be occupied, it should not be | it may form a layer between the sub- 

without a tenant. Soil that is left | soil and the surface soil and intercept 

bare cannot help but lose its fertility. | the moisture that would arise by 

I am of the opinion, however, that in | capillary action. Besides, where you 

bed eee an ages ee of | allow it to become woody it is difficult 

e state, in order mature the best | to produce decay under those condi- 

crop, if the ground is not too rough, | tions, when moisture may be deficient, 

ea raat plow ee ground chp consequently good results will not be 

of the year; let it rot, and then | obtained. Therfore there is a ne+ 

it will not blow. There is something | cessity of plowing reasonably early.
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SAVING FERTILITY. 

L. E. SCOTT, Neenah, Wis. 
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© Farm property of L. E. Scott. The wagon shown in the foreground is_a homemade affair, 14 

ft. long (inside measurement) with 10 inch projections on each side, not only making it convenient 

for hauling potatoes or other bulky products to market, but a good sized load of. manure may 

be brought back therein from the livery stables and hotel barns of the city, to assist in keeping 

up the fertility of the farm. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- only for the benefit of the original 

men.—A fertile soil is the foundation | owner, but for succeeding genera- 

of succesful agriculture. It is the | tions. 

first thing sought by the inquiring | . Z 

pioneer seeking a farm and a home. We Must Enrich the Soil. 

Other conditions may enter into his It seems almost incredible, in this 

consideration, but the first and most | advanced age, that men of ordinary 

important is fertility, and he eagerly | judgment in most matters, can be 

looks for evidence of it in the charac-| found, who believe in the inexhausti- 

ter and growth of the original crop, bility of soils; and that they are sin- 

whether it be of forest trees, or of| cere in their belief, I have no doubt 

prairie grass, for he well knows that | when I see how prodigal they are in 

it is the base upon which his future | their practice. The best we can do, 

hopes and prospects are to be builded. if we are consuming or selling more 

Equally important is it that this fer- | from our farms than we are return- 

‘ tility, when once obtained, be con- | ing to them, then they are certainly 

served and judiciously used, that it | becoming poorer. They may not 

may serve to the best advantage, not| show it for a term of years, for they
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may contain a sufficient quantity of ; grown in Wisconsin in 1894, con- j 

the original elements of fertility, | tained nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and 4 

though latent, to last for some time, potash to the amount of twenty-seven 

and we have only to cultivate and ro-| millions of dollars at the market : 

tate to render these elements avail-| price of these elements in the form of i 

able for plant food, and thereby suc- commercial fertilizers. This did not \ 

ceed in growing satisfactory crops for include the straw or corn stover or 

a period longer or shorter, according | potato tops, nor the milk, beef and ' 

to the original strength of the soil.| wool that was produced from our fi 

But the fact remains that every ton| pastures. It will be remembered, 

of hay or bushel of grain or potatoes, | too, that owing to the drouth of that 

every hundred weight of milk, every | year, the crop was below the average. 

pound of meat or fleece of wool we Can we calmly witness this  tre- 

sell from the farm, removes with it a| mendous drain with no degree of ap- 

given amount of fertility; and unless prehension? Let us stop and con- 

P we are replacing it with grain or | sider the experience of other and 

F commercial fertilizers, cr some form | older countries. Some of the older 

of fertility, our farms are becoming portions of the world, once rich, are 1 

just that much poorer. now depleted. In others the fertility 

has been kept up in various ways. ‘ 

Wasted Fertility. The fertile lands of Egypt are main- 

Loading a pile of stable manure in| tamed by the inundations of the 1 

the city, one winter’s day, to draw| Nile, which annually brings down the 

upon the farm, an object lesson pre- | rich wash from the forests of Central | 

sented itself to view. Here was a| Africa. Japan and a considerable 

pile of manure from a stable of well portion of China supply the incessant 

fed cattle, the grain and hay which | and necessary demands of the soil by 

entered into its composition had | the fish products of the sea, and by 

been purchased, for aught I know, |! carefully saving every particle of fer- 1 

from my neighbors’ farms. Being | tility, they have succeeded in sup- i 

upon a side hill, had that pile | rerting a dense population for thou- 

been allowed to remain there a few |sands of years. England’s high state 

weeks, the spring rains would =e of agriculture is due partly to the use { 

washed it into a ravine which ran at | of commercial fertilizers, but more to / 

its base, and while it would not have the imports of the products of the 1 

gone up the proverbial “Salt Creek” | Soils of newer countries. 

it would have gone down Fox river| We are told by the chemist that 

to Green Bay; thence through = some thirteen or fourteen elements 

lakes and St. Lawrence, to the At-| enter into the growth of all plants, 

Jantic Ocean. Then I thought of the and that nearly all agricultural soils 

millions of dollars worth of fertility | contain a sufficient supply of all, ex- 

that goes, annually, through the sew- | cept three of these, to be practically 

ers of our cities to that vast recep- | inexhaustible. These three are ni- 

tacle, the ocean, and until the day | trogen, phosphoric acid, and potash. 

comes for the sea to yield up its| The farmers of New York are al- 

treasures, no power on earth can ever | Teady paying annually five million 

reclaim any considerable portion of it. | dollars for these three elements in the 

ee | form of commercial fertilizers, paying 

Elements of Fertility in a Crop. | 12 cts. per pound for nitrogen, 4% cts. 

Prof. Woll has figured that, accord- | per pound for phosphoric acid, and 

ing to the state census report of 1895, | 4% cts. per pound for potash. The 

the crop of grains, hay, and potatoes | nitrogen could no doubt be supplied,
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in part, at least, by the use of clover , cannot be kept up for an indefinite 

which has the power of extracting period by the growing of clover 

this valuable element from the at- alone, for with the exception of ni- 

mosphere and storing it in the soil| trogen, it adds nothing to the soil 

for the use of succeeding crops. except what it takes from the soil, 

and it is evident that if by supplying 

Value of Clover. needed nitrogen we grow a larger | 

Nitrogen is not only the most cost- | Crop, then that crop in proportion to | 

ly element of fertility, but it is the |its increased yield, draws more 

one in which our soils are most fre- heavily upon the other elements, and | 

quently deficient, owing to its being the soil is really rendered poorer in 

the most readily washed or leached all the elements, save the one, than it 

NITROCEN Mil = PHOSPHORIC ACIDM# = POTASH SSS 

CosT----12¢ ant 4° per Ib. 

| Pounos oF FerTiUZiNc INCREDIENTS PER Tou 

MANURIAL 

tS eles CORN STALKS 4.05 *50 
TIMOTHY HAY Ta 
CLOVER” 726 a 

WHEAT STRAW 198 1.49) : : 

US BARLEY 477 358 
OATS G18 4.65 immmiorns 

WREAT a WHEAT BRAN 41 = 7.81 

He a —— 
LINSEED MEAL-OP- 1578 11.84 

CHEESE 1218 (9.5 TT 

BUTTER 42 32 Benn 
BEET 949 712 eimmmlins 

away. The clover plant, in supply- would have been had the clover crop 

ing this one thing needful in our Wis- | not been grown. 

consin soils which are generally rich | 

in the other elements, has been the | Careful Rotation Necessary. 

means of increasing our yields of| Inasmuch as two different plants do 

other crops in a large degree. not require elements of fertility in 

The practice of sowing clover with | the same proportion, a proper rota- 

all grain crops, is therefore to be| tion of crops will aid in conserving 

i commended. But contrary to the be-| the hidden treasures of the soil. A 

lief and claims of many enthusiast careful attention to the analysis of f 

friends of this plant, soil fertility the crop that we are selling is also of |
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the utmost importance. Farms inj tons of bran purchased with the pro- 

the older portions of the state from ceeds, after deducting 25 per cent. that 

which the most grain has been sold,| the cows would extract in process of 

are beginning to present a sad con- digestion, would still give the farm 

trast to adjoining farms where stock| $312 worth of fertility at market 

growing or dairying has been the| prices. Again, deducting 25 per cent. 

leading industry, and upon which the| from the extra 52,000 pounds of skim 

products of the farm have been more! milk, we would have $34 more from 

largely fed. But with all our care} that source, and while owing to many 

nothing can fully compensate for the| contingencies the absolute value of 

annual outgo, but to bring back to| Manures can never be determined, it is 

our farms fertility from some other| safe to say that the manure from this 

source than from the products of our| forty tons of bran, if carefully saved 

farms. I believe commercial fer-| and applied, would supply the farm 

tilizers to be too expensive to corres-| with as much fertility as $346 would 

pond with the present prices of farm purchase in the form of commercial 

products in the west. The hauling of! fertilizers. 

stable manure, from the village or| Handling Manures. 

city, cannot be thought of except by | It would seem then that so long 

the comparative few who live within) .. we can purchase bran or linseed 

a limited radius therefrom. meal from Minnesota or the Dakotas, 

aor satcers a ea ee a or cotton seed products from the 

Sara tinak) to ov thle we anust <gut south, end can get first cost or more, 

= put! in the milk pail, or from stock grown, 

back as much as we take from it, but| that it would be wiser for us to add 

it is unnecessary that it be of the| tnis fertility to our farms, than to see 

Haag eal a oe ee it go to enrich the lands of Europe. 
But after once obtained, the saving 

tne market pies of commercial fer and applying this manure are mates 
oa { which demand our consideration. 

ee aie ee a is icaie | Our varied practices upon the farm 

Now aton of butter at 16 cts. a pound ae oe Sis ee tye 

would purchase forty tons of bran =| amaages notion, prejudice or mis 
$8 per ton. Forty tons of bran taken idea, instead of being founded 

judiciously fed to good dairy cows, in upon ‘ecteniifie -kacwiodae) ane 

connection with other feeds grown - ay — Sa And in noth- 

Spon the frm, thon produce one |i ta more mani oti oe 
-ovaaeptabragabash peed nicagke—a tinue to leave manure in the yard all 

out 4 nines teen = tasie Gt'S summer to rot, knowing full well 

a that they are losing the use of it 

per cent. milk, this would mean an) for a year, and in the face of the fact 

oa i thousand pounds of| that even when piled in the most ap- 

“ roved form it will, upo. aver- 

It is not my purpose to discuss the lose more a "halt we 

Se ete pasate a | allowed to remain there six months 
* | in the summer son. If s| ut 

meation the fat that the farmer td | over the conan Gs sot ae 
Sceetintes end that'while the ton of | "ON" Se 
butter sold has carried with it but 42) Saving and Applying Manures. 

cents worth of fertility, the forty | While the loss from these piles has
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been ascertained by carefully tried; result our field presents the appear- 

experiment it seems incomprehensive | ance of a vast checker board for sev- 

to the majority of farmers if not| eral successive seasons. 

really incredulous. We all recognize| Waters from under drains from 

the difference in strength between | manured fields have been analyzed to 

Jeached and unleached ashes and it determine the loss from leaching. Of . 

might be plainer to us if we would | course this depends largely upon the 

contrast “barnyard” and “stable” | character of the soil, but upon the 

; manures in much the same way.|same soil Sir John Lawes found that 

Some have done this, and desiring to | water from a fallow field contained 

save the leachings which are the| more fertility than from a field upon 

most available if not the most val-| which there was a growing crop, 

uable portions, they have dug cellars | proving that if we apply manure to 

under their stables, with water tight | a grass field we will save more fer- 

floors, an excellent place for the stor- | tility than we would to spread it up- 

| age of the manure, but the fumes | on a stubble or fallow ground for the 

| arising from this decaying vegetation | growing crop would at once take up 

| fill the atmosphere with impurities,| some. of the liquid portions that 

| and permeating the hay loft and| might otherwise leach away. 

| meal bin render the feed unwhole- Stable manure is a complete fertil- 

some. izer in the full sense of the term, for 

} Covered barn yards have been ad-|it not only contains the nitrogen, 

| yocated by some of our eastern farm- phosphoric acid and potash which the 

| ers, but they are expensive. Sheds} so-called complete commercial fertil- 

| large enough for a few months’ ac- | izers are said to contain, but it com- 

| cumulation might be practicable, but| prises every element that enters into 

| as manure never gains anything by | the growth of the plant and is there- 

| age except in solubility, I believe the | fore worthy of our considerate atten- 

better way is to take it to the field | tion. 

| as directly from the stable as con-| Let us increase the fertility of our 

venient, and spread it at once. This | soils, if possible, but if we will not 

would hardly be advisable upon a| do this we owe it to posterity to at 

frozen hillside, but upon comparative- | least hand down as much land to the 

ly level ground the loss would un-| acre to our children as we received 

doubtedly be far less than if left in| from our fathers., 

the yard through the spring rains. eet ae een 

A Bad Practice. DISCUSSION. 

The practice of hauling the ma- Mr. Wicker—You said that it was 

nure into little piles in the field | best to spread stable manure directly 

would seem to be poor economy. A| on the ground on comparatively level 

load of manure can be spread from| ground. What do you call compara- 

the wagon almost as quickly as it | tively level ground? 

can be hooked into piles and when| Mr. Scott—I would say most of the 

| once spread it is where it will do the| lands in southern Outagamie and 

| most good. If left in piles a rain or Winnebago counties. I should pre- 

} two will carry the most available | fer to spread by all means upon grass 

| portions of it directly into the soil, land, especially on the side hills be- 

| making a few square feet in close | cause the washing will be less. A 

proximity perhaps too rich, while the | growing crop, starting in the spring 

| haulm only remains to be spread| would take up the liquid portions 

upon the intervening spaces. As a] quite quickly, and the loss would ‘be 

}
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far less than if spread upon fallow | of some of our ground the accumula- 

ground. | to of water and ice occurs and if 

Mr. Wicker—But you see I have! we spread the manure we will lose a 

considerable land plowed, and there | great deal of fertility, even the level 

would be some portions where I portions the water washes away. We 

wanted to get a stand of clover, and I| believe in applying it on almost all 

followed that plan of spreading it on kinds of soil and all kinds of situa- 

the ground where the land would be | tions excepting when the ground is 

plowed. 
hard frozen. 

Supt. McKerrow—Let me put it a Mr. Reed—When the ground is 

little differently. Supposing you had | hard frozen, if you want to use that 

no grass land to put it on, but had | ground for early crop will there not 

these plowed hillsides, would you| be some danger of the manure hold- 

leave it in the yard, or haul it out? ing the frost in the ground and de- 

Mr. Scott—I would prefer putting | laying the crop? 

it on the side hills to leaving it in the Mr. Scott—I think there might be 

yard. I would put it there and plow | if the manure is coarse. 

it under as quickly as I could. Mr. Robbins—The ground of this 

The Chairman—Wouldn’t it be a country is always hard frozen during 

good plan to harrow it in? the winter, and I have found, con- 

Mr. Scott—Yes. trary to the teachings that I had 

Supt. McKerrow—How many of | when I was a boy in the old country, 

these gentlemen have practiced haul- that it was necessary to plow up and | 

ing out and spreading manure at all | down, something of a trench—that it 

. times of the year? I see twenty or is better to have the ground 

twenty-five hands. Now, how many plowed so that the water would 

who have practiced it feel satisfied | not drain off easily, plowing along 

that it is the best plan? The same | the hills instead of up and down. Of 

number, I see. Are there any here | course, with a very steep hill it might 

who are not satisfied that it is the| not work so well, but I have found it 

pest plan after having tried it?| very advantageous for me to put the 

There is one. Now, tell us why you| manure from the barn onto the 

are not satisfied. | ground in the winter, even when the 

Mr. Anderson—I put it out just | ground is frozen, and even upon 

about this time and the land was | plowed land, if it was plowed so that 

watersoaked, as it is now, and there | it would retain the moisture. 

was frost; after that we had a snow| Mr. Scott—I wish to emphasize the 

storm and a big thaw and the water | point made regarding the loss of ma- 

from the manure ran right for the | nure that is left in the barnyard. 

ditches and my crop was no better. | Prof. Roberts, of Cornell, tried a two 

Supt. McKerrow—That was your | years’ experiment, analyzing each 

bad experience, as against the good | day’s product as it was piled in the 

experience of several others. We yard; he had it piled in as compact a 

like the bad stories, as well as the form as practicable, about three 

good ones. | feet deep with square sides, and then 

Mr. Kellogg—We are hauling out) after leaving it in the pile six months 

our manure and spreading it, except- | this manure was hauled to the field, 

ing at this time when the ground is | each load analyzed, and it was found 

frozen so that it cannot leach into the | that in those six months it had lost 

soil at all, and we are piling the ma- forty-two per cent. This was a very 

nure to spread later. We have no- |dry season The next season he re- 

ticed that on the most level portions | peated the same experiment and he 

3 ;
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found that the loss was sixty-two{| spring—straw and bits of stalk. Now, 

j per cent., or an average of fifty-two | that is not in fit shape to plow under, 

per cent. in the two seasons, more /| and if it is firmly piled up and nicely 

than half of its value. Now, the/ squared, it will give satisfactory re- 

question for us to settle is this—will | sults. First, put up the coarse stalks, 

t we lose anything like that amount if| straw and such things, apply a little 
i we spread it upon the surface of our | land plaster, and keep it piled up. I 

i fields. If we lose more, then perhaps | think it is better to get it out of the 

it would not be good policy. yard entirely. 

Mr. Briggs—When Mr. Scott Mr. Arnold—Do you not have trou- 

spreads this manure on the surface, | ble in heating in that way? 

does he plow it under in the spring, The Chairman—No; the land plas- 

i or does he take off a crop of grass or | ter tends to neutralize that; apply lib- 
pasture that one season? erally of land plaster. 

Mr. Scott—With fairly fine ma- Mr. Scott—If Mr. C. P. Goodrich ' 

/ nure we produce good results upon| were present I think he would say 

the grass crop, but my practice has/| that he applies such manure to his 

generally been to plow it under for! pasture land. 

corn or potatoes; I have done both, A Member—Mr. Goodrich doesn’t 

however, and have had good results| do any yard feeding, and I don’t see 
from both practices. any occasion for having it in the 

! Mr. Lyman—Have you ever had | yard. 

| good results from manuring your Supt. McKerrow—You must not for- 

i clover and plowing it after you take | get the sheep man. He must have a 

I a crop of clover off of it with a suc- | good large yard for the sheep. 

} cessive crop of corn? The Chairman—And the steer man, 

Mr. Scott—Yes. too. 
Mr. Arnold—I get the best re Mr. Convey—I think that where 

j sults by hauling out the manure | you have yards adjacent to the field 

} whenever I have it, all that I can, but | it is a good deal better to let your 

t we make so much of it that we can- | stock exercise on the land where you 

| not haul it out at all times of the | expect to raise the crop, and you will 

year, so all there is left in the barn- | see that that land will be very much 

| yard is put in piles. We square the | enriched. It is better than to keep 

sides of this and make it as solid as | the stock in a small yard. 

possible, and then put that out in the Supt. McKerrow—We will accept . 

fall of the year on winter wheat, | your amendment except for sheep; 

! thereby starting a good crop of | for two or three muddy weeks you 

clover. I maintain that if there is | must have them in the yard. | 
any time that clover needs help, like The Chairman—About the cow, too, 

a young animal, it is when it is|it is possible that a cow cannot be 

young, so that it can get a good, long | turned into the field in the spring, 

root, and get well started. I never | sometimes, but I do like to have my 

yet had a failure of a crop handled | cows in the yard, enclosed by a tight 
in that way. Manure the clover and | fence, lying in that yard very deep in 

then the rest of the crops will take | the straw; it may not be the best 

care of themselves. way, but it is what I have practiced. 

The Chairman—Mr. Arnold made| Mr. Convey—Mr. Scott said that 

one good point with reference to the | barnyard manure compared favorably 

coarse manure upon the farm. We | with commercial fertilizers in regard 

all have considerable manure from the | to the fertility, and he might also 

litter that is piled in the yard in the | have spoken more of the humus con- 

d
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tained in barnyard manure, «which is Mr. Scott—I have found it very 

very valuable. 
beneficial to our soils to plow in as 

j Mr. Scott—The friends of commer- much of that litter as we have, but I 

f cial fertilizers make this point in| am told by those who have had ex- 

favor of their wares, that “they are | perience upon sandy soils that it is 

i more quickly available than barnyard objectionable upon that sort of soil, 

or stable manures.” That may be| because it checks the capillary ac- 

true, but there is an advantage with | tion, preventing the moisture from 

stable manufes; they supply the land coming up from below and as a conse- 

with the mixed vegetable matter | quence the crop suffers in time of 

which is needed in most of our soils, drought. 

and which is especially beneficial to Mr. Coe—In all this discussion we 

our heavy clay soils, keeping them | have not heard a word about rye. I 

light and porous, giving them a believe that Wisconsin farmers can 

greater storage capacity for moisture. make a good deal more use of rye 

‘And then in rotting and fermenting than they do. I have very serious 

in the soil, they break down the ele- | objections to leaving any soil bare 

ments of fertility that are already in the summer or winter; as soon as 

there, but in a form which is not | one crop is taken off another is put 

available for plant growth, putting | on, and I find that the rye crop comes 

these elements into a form that will in very handy. It is a crop upon 

enable them to be taken up by the which we can apply manure, which 

crop and give us the benefit of an in- will take the fertility 1p and hold it 

creased yield. Upon sandy land this | near the surface where we want it, 

humus, we are told, is also beneficial. and when we come to plow that crop 

It prevents washing, for one thing. jee which we do early in the 

Mr. Briggs—I don’t like the way | Spring, we find everything in much 

that Supt. McKerrow handles this | better condition for use. We do not 

coarse manure, it makes too much add any particular amount of fertil- 

work, and I am always willing to get ity by the use of the rye crop, but 

rid of work. we hold what we have, and it also 

Supt. McKerrow—I understand Mr. holds the soil from blowing away by 

Everett’s practice is like mine, to get | the winds of the summer and fall, 

the coarse manure out onto the pas- | and it holds the fertility from going 

ure land. We have some permanent down through into the sub-soil, and 

pasture lands, but I always avoid put- of course this fertility being stored 

ting this fresh manure out on sheep in the rye crop, when it comes to de- 

pasture because in wet seasons I am cay early in the spring when it be- 

convinced it has a great deal to do | comes full of water, it gives its fer- 

with the development of intestinal | tility back to the crops. 

parasites—the lung and liver worms. Supt. McKerrow—You would not 

Mr. Robinson—Isn’t it sometimes | suggest replacing clover with rye? 

advisable to plow -in our horse| Mr. Coe—Oh, no; but you know we 

manure in the soil? I know for a|have always some crops taken off 

time on my farm in Manitowoc county our lands in the fall, corn, or straw- 

there was a knoll on which I had | berries, or something. Of course the 

hardly grown anything, and I plowed| clover is preferable to the rye, but 

in on that land all the straw I could | we always keep the land covered with 

turn under; the result was that the | some crop. 

best part of the winter wheat grown Mr. Scott—I have sown a good deal 

on that ground, about forty-five of rye and turned it under, and had 

bushels to the acre, was on that clay | good results. We get the benefit of 

hill. Woe the mechanical action, but I am fully 

rr — eCiééé#é#é#ééé4#w44
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aware that in doing this I really add, have I found it was detrimental. I 

no fertility to the soil more than | generally let it grow in the spring to q 

that which the rye takes from it, but | about eight inches high before we 4 

of course we get larger crops by the | plow it in. One dry season I think 

use of the rye. the following crop was injured. | 

Supt. McKerrow—I can see a good Mr. Arnold—Nature clothes herself 

deal of force in Mr. Coe’s statement. | with verdure. This world has been 

We are told by the scientists that | going along many years and there is 

nitrogen in some of its forms, passes | no evidence of its becoming poorer; it 

out of the soil very rapidly. Now, if | has been covered all the time by na- 

the rye crop can hold that nitrogen | ture. I believe that in order to avoid 

when we turn the rye back into the| its becoming poorer we must keep it 

soil, we have saved it, although we | covered either with roots or clover or 

may have added nothing. rye, something that will keep a grow- 

Mr. Kellogg—We have used rye a| ing crop on the land all the time. 

good deal, and only in one instance 
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: 
RASPBERRIES. 

: R. J. COE, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. . 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: ; they are pruned in spring we may cul- 

—When we come to look back at the | tivate crosswise of the rows about 

years that are passed and gone, and | twice before they begin to leaf out. 

consider where we used to get our We do this for the purpose of saving 

raspberries and compare that with the| work; we want the soil thoroughly 

present time, it seems to me that this | well cultivated early in the spring so 

is a good object lesson for us. I well | as to retain all the moisture we possi- 

remember when I was a boy, going into | bly can. The first year you may plant 

the field, into the fence corners, to get | some other crop, such as potatoes, for 

the raspberries for the year’s supply; ! convenience’s sake and for economy’s 

also remember that it was the early | sake, as well. The first year when 

boy that got the berry, and 1 have been | the new canes get abcut ten or twelve 

in the field many and many a time] inches high, we pinch off the top; this 

. waiting for it to get light enough for| makes them branch, and that is about 

me to pick the berries. ‘All this has| the only pruning we do the first sea- 

changed with me, and it should be) son. 

changed with every man who owns a 

piece of land, whether he be a farmer, ' Care the Second Season. 

whether he be a village lot owner, Of} Now, when we come to the secona 

wherever he is, he should have some] season, and the seasons thereafter are 

of the small fruit. Raspberries, I| simply a repetition of this, the two 

think, are more neglected than any| main points 1 want to make are, first, 

other small fruit, and perhaps that is| the summer pruning, and second, the 

the reason this subject is put upon the| summer cultivation. We find that the 

program, for this round-up Institute. | second seascn, along about the first of 

+ June, the first new canes will be about 

Preperation and Conve eighteen inches high. We want the 

There are just a few points that 1| main canes to grow two feet high, but 

want to make, that go to make a suc-| when it gets eighteen inches high we 

cess in growing them. In the first| will pinch out the tips, and we do it 

place, suppose we begin with the prep-| at this time because the cells at the 

aration of the soil. We would like to| top of the new cane are not fully de- 

i have the land made as rich as it may| veloped; we find that the cane will 

be, before the crop is planted, manur-| grow just about six inches after the 

ing it thoroughly the year previous,| top is pinched out, and then we will 

keeping it well cultivated, plowing it| have it two feet high. You may ask 

early in the spring—as early as it will] why not wait until it gets two and a 

plow; harrow it immediately and har-| half or three feet high and cut it off? 

row every two or three days after to| The trouble is you would defeat the 

keep in fine condition. If it is fre-| main object you have in view. In the 

quently harrowed it holds moisture.| first place you don’t want to cut off 

We allow no crust to form upon the| any foliage from a growing plant ex- 

surface and we aim to put out our| cept for special reasons, or on special 

plants with the expectation that every | occasions, but if you take off a lot ot 

one will grow. Usually we make the| foliage from a growing raspberry cane, 

rows seven feet apart and the plants| and will note the results, you will see 

three and one half apart in the row,| that that cane stands still—it stops 

and row both ways so that when| growing for quite a number of days— 

> 
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and you will see that the remaining| as it stands up through the winter, is 

leaves on that plant will turn yellow,| exposed to the dry winds of winter, 

and that the plant has received a very| and very likely loses the greater part 

serious check, which is something we| of its vitality before spring comes. On 

do not want. We want it to grow/the other hand this, treated as I sug- 

every day from the time it starts to| gest, has its strong branches. They 

grow in the spring, until it ripens in| do not sway back and forth by the 

the fall. We make our efforts all winter’s winds. They are not high 

along this line, and it is with this in and therefore are not exposed to much 

view that we pinch off the top when| of the winds. Of course they have 

our raspberries get about eighteen had the proper summer treatment, and 

inches high, just the terminal bud./ Row let us see what that proper sum- 

Now, it is, we will say, the first of| mer treatment is. 

June, and we have two canes about Summer Treatment. - 

eighteen inches high. Let us take In the spring you can very readily 

these two canes and treat them, first,| see when these canes begin to grow | 

as some treat them, and again, in the| that you will have fruit the whole 

manner that I will suggest and see the! jength of these branches, if allowed to | 

difference in the crop. grow. But we do not allow them to | 

grow; we prune them in the spring, 

Two Methods of Treating Canes. | taking off the end of the branches, then 

In the first place we will take this it will stand up without any tying or 

cne and do nothing but cultivate it and] staking, and will carry itself well 

aim to keep it growing right along. throughout the season. Just as early 

By August or September, it is way up, | as the ground will work in the spring 

seven or eight feet high, and a good} We go in there with a corn cultivator 

deal like a buggy whip. Now, then,| and cultivate very thoroughly, shallow, 

the other one; let us pinch this bud off} of course, but frequently. We induce 

and see what that one does. We see| as rapid ‘and as strong a growth as we 

in this cane that we simply pinch off| possibly can, and as early in the season 

the terminal, in the next two inches/ as possible, and we do this so as to 

below the top there are five or six or| grow big canes. In the summer time 

seven buds. These cells develop, the| most of the people, farmers at least, 

top of the cane stretches out, and in| and in fact the majority of fruit 

less than six inches we have five or six| growers, cultivate their raspberries un- 
branches, something like an umbrella) til they begin to ripen, and then they 

plant—they grow and keep on growing will stop their cultivation. It seems 

during the summer—we are talking to me that there is where they make a 

about black raspberries now; so you| great mistake. Why, if that is right, 

see the difference between the two|for the same reason the dairyman 

canes by this treatment. would feed his cows first rate until 

Now, let us see what some of the ad-| they begin to give milk and then take 

vantages are. All along these| the feed away from them. You see at 

branches, of course, we have buds! that time our raspberry is doing dou- 

pretty close together. Now, the| ble duty; it is growing new canes for 

next spring when our two rasp- the next year’s crop, and it is develop- 

berry canes begin to grow, these buds| ing its fruit and at the same time rip- 

along this cane grow out eight or ten! ening its seed, the greatest work any 

inches long and at the end of each one| plant can do. Our practice has been to 

there is a little cluster of berries. | cultivate at least twice every week dur- 

These others do just the same, only| ing the picking season and sometimes 

there are a great many more buds and| three times a week, so as to force a 

there is a bigger crop. Then this cane,|strong growth at this time. If we do
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not do this of course the plant goes on results at first, but we do not consider 

and develops its berries and seed just| the bad effects of the years following. 

the same, but it does this at the ex-|If I had a raspberry patch and was 

pense of the new cane; they get a| about to discontinue it, and had the 

check, stop their growth to a great ex-| mulch, I would use it; but if I hada 

tent, and then later in the season, plantation I was going to keep year 

when we come to take out the old cane,| after year I would not use it, because 

they start a new growth which does| I want the roots down in the soil. 

not get ripe. If the growth has been Mr. Tobey—You don’t pinch off the 

kept right along, the new canes have| red raspberry? 

made a strong growth and will ripen| Mr. Coe—That depends upon the va- 

up their wood for winter and will| riety. The Cuthbert we do pinch off, 

stand a good deal of cold weather and| but as a rule, not the red raspberry. 

come out in spring in good condition. Mr. Corse—Do you put the rew plant 

‘As soon as the fruit is picked, we right in the same hill? 

take out the old canes and burn them, ‘Mr. Coe—Oh, no. I start in new soil 

and allow the whole strength of the| entirely. 

plant to go into the next year’s growth, Mr. Corse—What kind of an imple- 

and then you may stop your cultiva-| ment do you use for cultivation? 

tion and allow the balanc2 of the sea- (Mr. Coe—The Planet Junior cultiva- 

son for the canes to get ripe. In this| tor—it is one of the new ones. It has 

way they get a full growth and when| what they call a rake attachment—a 

the frosts come they are not full of| concern made of iron and steel rods, 

green sap. which run behind the cultivator and 

drags the surface over Jevel; you don’t 

DISCUSSION. have to cultivate more than half an 

Mr. Smith—How many canes would inch if you don’t want to, and with this 

you leave in the hill? rake attachment you can gauge it very 

(Mr. Coe—In the case of Black Caps, nicely. 

when they are young, they hardly ever Mr. Scott—Please explain how you 

grow more canes than they can take trim off in the fall. 

care of—three or four canes in the hill Mr. Coe—We do not trim off in the 

—pbut when the plant begins to get fall, but in the spring; we cut back the 

weak and old, then the tendency is to branches, half or more. I have been 

grow weaker canes and more of them. asked how long we should leave the 

At that time, of course, we want tc side arms. Well, of course you cannot 

| have new plants to take their places | $4¥ fifteen or eighteen inches or two 

and dig up the old ones. About five feet, because some canes are very much 

4 years is the usual life of the plant. stronger than others, and are capable 

Mr. Briggs—Why not mulch instead of carrying a much larger crop of fruit. 

of cultivating? The best rule I know 1s to cut the side 

Mr. Coe—The object of cultivating is branches at the highest point of the 

to prevent the weeds growing and hold bend; that is the point that they be- 

moisture. Of course the mulch holds| £7 to drop down towards the ground 

moisture, but it holds it just again. Your strong canes will then 

‘at the surface, and the roots of the| have long arms and your weak canes 

plant will go where the moisture is, short arms, and in this way you gauge 

consequently the roots will be at the| !t by the strength of the cane. 

top of the soil, and when the dry| 4 Lady—What do you do with the 

weather comes, or when it passes|@sPberry borer? 

through another winter, then our cane! Mr. Coe—We do not do anything. 

suffers in consequence. The trouble That is one of the hard problems of 

with mulching is we always see good raspberry growing. 

a
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j Mr. Kellogg—Does it do anything for| partly avoid this trouble you have 

} you? with the borer, because a good many 

| Mr. Coe—It does not help us any. 1] of these insects have not come from 
haven’t seen any of their work for the| the cane at that time, and of course 

last two or three years, but for several| all of them that have not are de- 
| years before that, during the dry sea- | stroyed. z 

sons particularly, we had a great deal Mr. Tobey—I believe that three- 

| of trouble with that insect. I suppose| fourths of the farmers of Wisconsin 
I you mean the one that bores little} cannot grow raspberries without giving 

{ holes along the side of the cane and| them winter protection. Mr. Coe has 

| deposits its eggs. Of course they are| covered the subject very thoroughly, 

1 out of sight and it is very difficult tc| but in my experience in growing rasp- 

r get rid of them. berries in western Wisconsin, espe- 

Mr. Loni—What variety of rasp-| cially black raspberries, we have yet to 

berries do you find best for Wisconsin | find two winters where they will go 
soil? through without being properly pro- 

‘Mr. Coe—I can name varieties that tected, and the next Bulletin, No. 11, 

do best with us; of the black rasp-| Will treat of that subject. I believe 
) berries, the old varieties, Ohio and eS ce cae 

Palmer and : 
course the a = farmers wul say that if they have to 

of soil make a difference in the best a Gn ee 

variety to use. id nike 

Question—What do you call the first that they can te ene oe bcs 7 
season; the year you set out your aiater oten ee Aes eee 

> i 
ee will lay down a half acre and give 

a - 2 them protection, in a day, easily, and 
Question—Do you practice covering Jenis insures the crop. I think the 

for the winter? reason this gentleman’s were winter 

Mr. Coe—We do not. killed was because last season was very 
A Member—A year ago last fall 1/ gry, On our plantation of many acres 

covered mine and last spring I founda a good many were winter killed. 

they were frozen, killed back very) There are varieties grown near the 

ee What was the cause? _ | lake that will winter kill in three 
| He r, Coe—That is a difficult question | quarters of our state, so that I believe 

answer. It was a very dry winter) in three quarters of our state we must 
and the soil was very dry, so it would protect them. 

freeze as hard as if exposed! Mr. Loni—In the vicinity of Appleton 
to the weather. Where mine| | have raised raspberries, and I have 
stood up through the winter] found that by proper trimming at the 
they wintered through and gave! proper time of the year, we have been 
us a very nice crop of fruit. I think! more successful not to lay down either 
that if you let them stop growing] the black raspberry or the blackberry. 
during the season, and then cut out the I know that two or three winters ago 
old canes and let the whole strength| | took particular pains with my black- 
of the root go into the canes, it makes | berries and raspberries by laying them ~*~ 
@ second growth, and the first frost] down, and the next season I had no 
catches them full of sap, and they fall} crop at all. I believe that we let the 
or winter kill. cane grow too long, most of us, and 

A Lady—When do you cut out the| that if we will follow Mr. Coe’s sug- 
old wood? gestions, and properly trim, we will 

Mr. Coe—Just as soon as the fruit is| have better success. 
picked, and we burn it. That will Mr. Reed—Mr. Tobey, at what time
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+ 4n the spring do you recommend tak-| they have covered and where they 

ing up those that are laid down? ‘We| have cultivated thoroughly and 

found last spring that many of ours| pruned early in the spring. I find 

laid too long and when we took them| the average testimony is in favor of 

up they had started a growth of about| their not being winter protected; 

an inch long, with roots about an inch| that you will get as good growtb 

long, and about one-nalf of our canes without winter protection as with it, 

were entirely ruined. and that being the case, we may at 

Mr. Tobey—We should watch the| Jeast afford to experiment along this 

cane. About the time the new growth| line. If we find that we grow enough 

starts, just the bud, we uncover, but! petter crops to pay for winter pro- 

not until then. Sometimes that is the| tection, of course we will do it, but 

40th of April, and sometimes the 20th; | if it does not pay, as it certainly does 

it depends upon the season. not pay me, we will leave them to 

Mr. Kellogg—How do you ¢%ver| stand up. I never have lost a crop 

them? yet. Ihave had some crops cut 

Mr. Tobey—We lay down earlier | short, but never have lost a crop by 

than most farmers, as a rule. Many | winter killing. 

farmers will put off laying down the Mr. Kellogg—What is the condition 

raspberries until the last thing. We/ of the canes at the present time after 

commence about the first of October | the past winter? 

to lay down upon the green side;| Mr. Coe—I have not been in the 

they will bend easier and you caQ| field since last fall. 

cover them up. We just cover the Mr. Kellogg—I was in the field re- 

tops and then after our plantation is | cently, examining these two varieties, 

all down, we go along and cover them | of which I have specimens here, and 

up entirely. When we first lay them | | have also a peach here, cut from the 

down we do not cover them entirely, | same field, and it seems to me that 

but the Nemaha, the Older, and the | some of them are dry. 

Gregg are entirely covered up, with Mr. Coe—The tips of them are dry, 

us. but that doesn’t make any difference 

‘A Member—What kind of plants | because we cut them off, anyhow; 

would you select in the spring to set | that is in pretty good shape. 

out; those that come up the same| The Chairman—How many practice 

spring or the year before? laying down raspberries? One. 

Mr. Coe—The Black Caps, by bend- | Now, how many do not practice it? 

ing over, that forms a growth of| The evidence here seems to be 

roots that we plant from. There are | against laying down. 

some sections of this state that are Mr. Kellogg—I want to vote both 

very much colder than some others. | ways. 

I have been told that Sparta is the Mr. Coe—I want to call your atten- 

coldest place in the world. tion to one thing, and that is to a 

Mr. Tobey—We don’t want that | hoe that works easy. We had a hoe 

published as true, because it is not. years ago, a three cornered hoe, and 

Mr. Coe—The fact is that the sum- | we like a three-cornered hoe yet, but 

mer treatment has as much to do|it has a point on the other end, so 

with the summering and the winter-| when we go to get a hoe we buy a 

ing as the covering in the winter. I| common shaped hoe, and the thinnest 

am satisfied of that from my twenty | and best we can get. After you have 

years’ experience; and moreover I| your hoe bought, if there is a tin shop 

have taken pains to ask questions in | in connection with the hardware 

different parts of the state where | store, take the hoe into the tin shop 

i
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and have the tinsmith cut it in two; | time on the red raspberry, and they 

he will object, but insist; then draw | claim that they get larger and better 

a line straight, about half an inch | fruit. 

from the shank, and the same on the| Mr. Kellogg—Tell us something 
side, and when you have a hoe that | more about the varieties. 

shape, have it sharp. When we go Mr. Coe—The Cuthbert does well | 

into the field to hoe strawberries or | with us, but it requires a little more 
any other fruit, we take a file with | care than some of the other varieties, 

us, and four or five times a day that | because it wants to grow very late in 
hoe is filed, so that it is kept as sharp | the season. We cultivate during the 

asa knife. If there are any weeds| picking time, just the same as we do 
there it will cut them off very easily, | the Black Caps, to enable us to grow 

and it will slide through the soil very | effective fruit. Then we stop culti- 

easily. We can get the weeds out and | vation. In the other varieties the 
we can take off the strawberry blos- | Brandywine has given us good re- 
soms when we get ready to do so. I | sults—not that it produces more ber- 

will state this on general principles, | ries, but it produces nice berries, and 4 

that any plant where the foliage is | a great many. 

interfered with in the growing sea- Now, I suppose you would like 

son, receives a very serious check, be-|to lead up to new _ varieties. 
cause the roots of the plant take up| There are two new ones. that 

fertility from the soil, and it goes| have been growing for a short time 

from the roots through the stalk in- | and give promise of very great value 
to the leaf, where it undergoes the | —one the Columbian and the other 

chemical changes that make wood | the Louden. They promise to be the 
growth, the surplus moisture is evap-| most valuable varieties that we have, 

orated and the growth goes from | according to my opinion. The Co- 
there into the plant, and when we/| lumbian is of the black cap type, 
take off a lot of foliage from any | and is the strongest grower of any- 
plant, it disturbs the balance between | thing I have ever seen in the rasp- 
the top and the root growth, and our | berry line. 
plant receives a very serious check.! Mr. Reed—I want to emphatically 
In the case of the raspberry I have | Object to what Mr. Coe says about the 
seen it in dry seasons, when we have | Columbian being a black cap type. It 
taken off quite a good deal of cane | is of a distinctively new species; it 
like this, that the plant will stand | has been given out as a cross and is 
still for several days, and the leaves | Supposed to -be a true hybrid, which 
will turn quite yellow before it starts | is supposed by many to be impossi’e. 
to make growth again. If yousimply | The Columbian and many others of 
pinch out the tip, it does not make | the new berries are of the hybrid 
any check. class. 

Mr. Tobey—Do you ever practice Mr. Kellogg—It is of the black cap 
pruning or cutting back red raspber- | type in that it does not sucker from 
ries in the spring, and with what suc- | the roots. Both the Shaffer and the 

cess? Columbian are of this type, and there 
Mr. Coe—We have sometimes, but | is no question about their being hy- 

unless they have made more growth | brid. The red raspberries are all of 
than we think they ought to have, we | the suckering varieties. 
do not do it. The Institute. adjourned to 1:30 

Mr. Tobey—I will say that in the | o’clock P. M. 
old country they practice that all the
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 P.M. H. A. Briggs in the chair. 

gee aes 

APPLE_GROWING. 

Prof. F. W. TAYLOR, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb. 

Mr. Chairman—It seems to me in, the production of varieties of apples; 

beginning a talk about apples and ap- that is, as to where the varieties 

ple trees that there are a few ques-| come from that we are most likely to 

tions upon which some of us have| find of value ‘through all this section 

wrong ideas, and that it would be| of the country. 

well to go back a little further than 

we usually do to find out just why we An Indigenous Fruit. 

run to certain classes or varieties 

that have been introduced csi —
 so of the apple, 

ommonly grown 

certain methods being used rather | over a wide territory and which may 

than others. I have some ideas se be kept during practically the entire 

my own upon this subject which year which is true of scarcely any 

shall present to you as my own ideas, | other fruit, this history has been 

not as necessarily being right, but ; 

simply as drawn from my own obser- something like this, as near as we are 

caigalion. 
able to tell: From some wild form, 

: which no botanist has been able to 

A Dearth of Apples—The Cause. | certainly tell us, there have come the 

It seems to me that all over this | present sorts that we have. In each 

great central, morth central, and country into which you may travel 

western part of the United States we | You will find a different assortment 

ought to grow bushels of apples, | of apples; you find, in fact, those di- 

where we now grow single ones, and | Visions which always 80 back of 

the reason, which is not a sufficient | Varieties, and there have often been 

one, but which is perhaps at the bot- ideas advanced that from certain sec- 

tom of the whole question more than tions there could be transferred 

any other, is that during a certain varieties which have grown up there 

period of years, some dozen or fifteen | and which might be taken long dis- 

years ago, there followed two or three tances to some other section and 

seasons, one after another, which re- | there find a home which in every 

sulted in the death of a large part of | way would be suited to them. The 

the orchards of the country, the in- fact is, as far as my observation has 

dividual trees suffering from various | gone, that into whatever country you 

conditions which surrounded them at | go, you find that the apples grown 

that time. There followed this | there have originated practically 

series of years, another series, during where they are now grown. This is 

which all sorts of trees were planted, not strictly true enough so that it 

which were recommended for their | ™ay be said to bea fact which is 

extreme hardiness as having origi- | never other than true, but in a gen- 

nated in countries where they grow eral sense the apples grown in any 

iron-clads; and so that brings me neighborhood are those which have 

around to begin with the question of originated not far from the neighbor- 

—
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hood in which they are now grown. | planted, and over almost that entire 
; Thus it has come about that each sec- | territory in which they were planted 
} tion of the country into which you | there has been a vast amount of fail- 

may go, each state in our own union, | ure and loss, and a great deal of dis- | 
each natural division in almost any | appointment. There has been brought 
other country have the same varie-| about a belief with many people that 
ties of apples that have grown up in | there are no varieties of apples which 
that immediate neighborhood, and| may be successfully grown here. It 
which are suited to the conditions | seems to me that more of that trouble 
there, and it is to this feature of the | than any other comes from having 
growth and origin, and particularly | done this thing which is unscientific 
of the development of the apple, that | and impractical, tne bringing trees 
I wish to call your attention, and|from some distant climatic and soil 

, which I would emphasize. I know | conditions and attempting to intro- 
that this statement is squarely oppo-| duce them to our own conditions 
site to the generally received opinion, | With the expectation that they are go- 
and I know just as well as you do| ing to be a great success. 
down in your hearts, that it is true ; 
that the generally received opinions Study Climatic Conditions. 
on many of these questions are not| Those of you who have grown any 
based on scientific or practical facts.| @PPles have no doubt observed the 
You know, in your own experience, | 8Teat failure of which I speak, and 
that there are many things whic are| there is a proposition connected with 
taken for true that will not bear in- | t#1s which { wish to make, and which 
vestigation, and I am quite sure that |! think will perhaps surprise you, this is one of them. but which, if you will study into it, 

you will find is true. It is this, that 
A Mistaken Idea, this commonly accepted idea or be- 

Now, to be specific. There were in- | lief that if you go to a certain dis- 
troduced into this country and have | trict, say in the extreme north, and 
been disseminated all over it at the | Procure there certain varieties of 
time of which I speak, some fifteen | Plants, and take them along way 
years ago, a lot of varieties of apples | South, that they will not only be 
which would, it was claimed, take the | hardy, but they will be much more 
place of those which had proven not! hardy than if they stayed in their 
sufficiently hardy to go through the | Own neighborhood. The point that I 
severe series of winters of which I| Wish to make is this, that the oppo- 
have spoken. These were of two dif-| site is as likely to be true, as that; 
ferent classes; they were those which | that in general you are as little 
were said to have been originated | likely to find that tree which is hardy 
further north than this, and conse-|in a certain locality is necessarily 
quently would be very hardy here, | hardy five hundred miles south of 
and those which were brought from | that, as that it is hardy five hundred 
countries far distant from this, in-| miles north. That tree which is ex- 
cluding eastern Europe. It was said | actly adapted to stand the climatic 
of these apples, when they were | conditions here will not be any more 
brought here and introduced in Wis-| likely to stand the conditions in Ar- 
consin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois,| kansas or Kentucky or some other 
and other western states that they | point five hundred miles south than 
had _ originated under conditions| to take it five hundred miles north, 
which would make them undoubtedly | for hardiness is a comparative thing; 
valuable here, and so they were| hardiness in one locality does not in-
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dicate that the same thing will stand| of trees or fruits, or corn, or grain, 

other conditions than those it has to | we should expect these stations to do 

stand here, even though they seem to| the experimenting, and we should be 

be much lighter. extremely careful how we give up 

very much ground to it. The serious 

Select Varieties Carefully. thing about experimenting with the 

The accepted idea is that the condi- | apple is that you are doing something 

tions of heat are not as hard to with- that is going to take years to carry 

stand as those of cold, that the tree | out. If you plant apple trees today, 

which is inured to considerable cold which are two or three, or four years 

will stand an unlimited amount of | of age, it is going to be five or ten 

heat; and just here comes in the fal-| years before you have even a fair 

lacy of the whole question of trans-| idea how they are going to succeed, 

ferring apple varieties which have| unless they aie, which in many cases 

become used through generations to | will be better for you. 

one condition of things, to another | ,,. = = 

place where they will be subjected to Be Sure You're Bight tee Go 

different conditions. That this is Ahead. 

true you have only to go to your own So it comes about that in the sug- 

experience to find out, if you have gestion as to varieties to plant in any 

ever tried bringing trees from the section, my experience has all been, 

north, south, or from the south, | and my advice always is, to select 

north. So I have come to believe those sorts which are absolutely 

that if you send trees of a certain | known to come the nearest to supply- 

variety which are known to be hardy | ing the best quality of marketable 

there from Alabama, that the trees fruit if you are raising for the mar- 

é which you bring from Alabama are | ket, which you know can be grown in 

just as likely to succeed here as will | your own neighborhood, or under 

those that you send from Hudson’s | conditions which you think must be 

Bay, or equally far north. So I think | much the same as yours. It seems to 

we ought to start out on the selection | me this is so important that in plant- 

of orchards with the idea that we ing an orchard I would never plant a 

cannot go into any country on the single tree, except as I planted it 

face of the earth and bring plants with the distinct idea that it was an 

here with the idea that we are doing experiment, except such sorts as have 

anything but carrying on an Experi- | actually produced crops of fruit for a 

ment Station, and it is not safe or series of years in the sections where 

economical, or money making, for the | I was planting. This, of course, un- 

average farmer to do very much in| less I were in a new country where T 

experimental work. If he is what he| had nothing to guide me. I feel to- 

ought to be, he is studying, he is | day, that if fifteen years ago instead 

watching things which he grows, of trying to drop all of the old sorts 

whether livestock or trees, with the which had done well for a quarter or 

idea of learning how he might Better half a century, and which all at once 

their conditions, but in general, he through an unusual series of condi- 

does not want to set apart a portion tions, failed you, instead of trying to 

of his farm to carry on experiments. replace those with others which you 

In each state in the union there is a| believed were going to be a panacea 

station which receives a considerable for all the trials with which the apple 

sum of money from the United States | grower is tried, instead of dropping 

for that work, and when we go to any those and taking up others you knew 

distant place and bring in yarieties| nothing of, you had continued from 

eee
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} the old sorts, selecting seedlings|less hardy than those which are 

| from them, to experiment with, that | propagated by grafting. The varie- 
; you would have been much further | ties that we use for propagating are 

along than you are now. And that| those that have been selected for pe- 
brings me to say a few words upon | culiar hardiness as well as other su- 

; the subject of seedlings. perior qualities, and they are much 
} hardier than the average seedlings. I 
} My Idea of Seedlings. have known people who have planted 
i There is so widespread an error in| entire orchards of seedlings on the 
| regard to the hardiness and value of | supposition that they were getting 

seedlings, that I wish to make some | something that would be hardy, even 

very emphatic statements regarding | if they produced something a little 
I them, in order that you may get into| lower in quality. This is absolutely 
| your minds the uselessness of depend- | false, as any man who ever planted 

ing in any way on producing fruit | any apple seeds and watched the re- 
from seeds. The apples which we| sult of the seedlings produced from 

4 grow, the varieties which are in our | them, knows. In my own case I have 

; orchards, are not of the different | planted bushels of seeds in a mercan- 
kinds and shapes which we grow| tile way for the producing of seed- 
from the seed. We all understand | lings upon which to graft, and wher- 

that if we plant seeds from any cer- | ever they have stood out for a year or 

tain varieties they produce some-| two through severe winters, there 

thing, we know not what, but they | has always been a very large and se- 
differ from the fruit the seed came/| vere loss because many of them were 

from, and in nine hundred and | unable to withstand the rigors of the 
ninety-nine cases or more out of a/| winter, while the grafted sort, which 
thousand, they are inferior in quality | had grewn for the same length of 

to the parent. The fact is that the | time, were perfectly hardy and able 
grafted fruits that we have are sim- | to stand for themselves. 
ply selected seedlings. The grafted Now, it always seems to me in 

varieties are generally very much | speaking upon any subject of this 

more hardy than are seedlings, for | kind that it is better just to make a 
they are seedlings selected for hardi-| few general statements and remarks 
ness, as well as quality. If you plant | and then to find out from some of you 
a thousand seeds from any of the | what you are particularly interested 

hardy varieties of apples, you will be/in hearing, and what you wish to 

surprised to know that nearly every | know about it, and so I will wait for 
one of those will be much less hardy questions. 

than the parent. Sometimes people 

say, “If we could only get varieties 
as hardy as_ the seedlings that used DISCUSSION. 
to grow in my father’s orchard,| Mr. Kellogg—We are troubled very 
what a splendid thing it would be.” | much with fire blight in our or- 
Well, it would be, if the majority of | chards, and during the past year it 

the seedlings that grew in your| has come into our nurseries. Will 

father’s orchard were hardy, but they | you tell us what are the causes and 
were not. The chances are that the | what is the prevention, and if it is 
varieties of apples grown today are | contagious? 

better than they have ever been be-| Prof. Taylor—I think there is no 
fore, and so it is about orchards with | question but that it is contagious. In 

regard to hardiness. The fact|my own experience in growing trees 
is thap the seedlings are much| in the nursery, I have found that cer:
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tain varieties are very much addicted | is, they turn red, look as if they had 

to the blight, and I think that we | been purned, appear just as they 

know that our Russian varieties are | would if in killing caterpillars you : 

particularly subject to it in this | applied the torch and it flashed up 

country. In Russia they do not seem | and burned the leaves. 

to be, but there is a case of a variety Mr. Kellogg—It came on last year 

of trees which are quite hardy in in May. It doesn’t often come in dry 

their own country, which is further | seasons, does it? 

north than this, which, when brought Prof. Taylor—In my experience it 

here, have proved very weak in many | seemed to me that it was much more 

respects. They are not very good in | likely to show itself in very hot 

quality, but leaving that out, one of | weather, following heavy rains; when 

the respects in which the trees from | there have been soaking rains and 

Russia and eastern Europe are weak- | everything as wet as can be, and the 

est is in their being so extremely sub- | sun comes out strong, it seemed to 

ject to this fire blight. I do not | make it develop. 

know that there is anything that can Mr. Kellogg—Are there any Rus- 

be said to be a cure, or to even pal- | sian varieties free from blight in this 

liate it. The only thing that I know country? 

of that can be done, is to cut off and Prof. Taylor—Well, my experience 

purn all the blighted parts as fast as | with Russian varieties has been so 

they appear, so that there may be no unsatisfactory that I hardly like to 

spores blowing from one tree to an- | speak of it. I planted quite a number 

other. In certain years it is very | of them when they were first brought 

troublesome in the nursery, attacking | to this country by the horticulturist 

certain varieties of our own American | of the Iowa Station, some eighteen 

sorts, all the so-called Siberian crabs | years ago, and those are all dead 

are affected with it, and the larger | from the blight or worthless in qual- 

proportion of the Russian apples. ‘As | ity. I don’t know of any of them 

the trees get older they seem to be | which I should consider free from it, 

less subject, but to answer the ques- | but I wouldn’t care to make a state- 

tion as to whether there is any cure, ment that there were none of them 

I don’t know of anything, except to | so because my observation is rather 

cut out the affected parts as fast as | limited with them. 

they appear. Do you know of any- | Mr. Edwards—What time would 

thing else, Mr. Kellogg’ you recommend trimming apple 

Mr. Kellogg—No, sir, and I don’t | trees? 

know that that will do it. Prof. Taylor—The best answer I 

Prof. Taylor—That is simply to cut| ever heard to that question was one 

down the probability of infection, | I once heard given when I was a boy, 

and it kills the spores that you get | by an old gentleman. He said, 

at, but they are produced in such im- | “Whenever you have a sharp knife.” 

mense quantities, that a few hundred | My impression is that when you 

millions, more or less, do not cut | prune, when the limbs are small, as 

down the number very much. they ought to be, any time you have 

Mr. Kellogg—How can we tell the | a sharp knife is the proper time to 

fire blight? 
do it, but it should be done at the 

Prof. Taylor—It comes along to- | very earliest moment possible; that 

wards the latter part of the summer is, you ought not to cut off a limb as 

usually, and the leaves on the ends | large as a man’s arm, any more than 

of the new growth begin to look as if | you would amputate a limb from an 

they had been held over a fire; that | animal, for it is just about as hard ap 

ee
e
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| the constitution. Indeed it is even;for that is apparent. The injury 
} worse to remove the limb of a tree | which comes to our trees is almost 

than that of an animal because of | invariably not from the severe freez- 
j the recuperative power in the animal | ing, but is the result of extreme varia- 

through its circulation. Nothing | tions in the temperature. Take a 
should be cut off but the small limbs, | day like this, when it is thawing con- 

and that can be done almost any time | siderably in the sun, and last night 
of year. was pretty cold and tonight may also 

Mr. Kellogg—Supposing it was|be very cold. The south side of the 

necessary or expedient, however, to | trunk of a tree is very likely to get a 
} cut off a limb as big as your arm,| good deal of the freezing and thaw- 

when would you do it? ing on the south side of the trunk, 
i Prof. Taylor—As early as you can | and any location of the orchard or 

in the winter, I am inclined to think, | any protection of the trunk which 
is as good as later. will do away with that exposure to 

Mr. Kellogg—Would you apply any | the sun the middle of the day is ex- 
dressing? tremely desirable. 

Prof. Taylor—It is desirable to put| Mr. Kellogg—What _ protection 
| something on in the way of grafting | would you give the tree, and when? 
| wax, or something which does not Prof. Taylor—Through the entire 

| have lead in it; no lead paint. It is| winter some protection is very de- 
| desirable to cover it up, because it| sirable. The reason that the north 

| hinders the decay which would other- | slope is better is because the direct 
| wise set in immediately. rays of the sun are less liable to 
| A Member—How is shellac for cov- | strike the trees and as they get larger 

ering? they protect one another. The most 
Prof. Taylor—That is all right— | practical protection I have seen is to 

| anything that will last a good while, take two thin boards, perhaps three 

| because you are apt to forget it next! or four inches wide, nail them to- 

} year, and there is nothing to hinder | gether, in the shape of a “V,” and set 

the place from rotting as soon as the | them up to the height of the first 

shellac or oil, or whatever it is, is | limbs on the trees, maybe three or 
} dried up. I am not sure that lead is | three and a half or four feet on the 
| injurious, but I have so often heard | south side of the tree. Take a single 

| the statement made that it was, that | wire nail and drive it through one of 

I think perhaps it is safer not to/| the boards, near the top into the 

use it. tree; that will hold it, and it will be 

A Member—Which is the best place | absolute protection from the sun. 

to plant an orchard, on a level piece | Many people make a lath screen to 
of land or on a slope, and which way; | reach around the tree, which answers 

is it best to have any hedge row of | the double purpose of protection from 

trees around it? the sun and from mice or rabbits. 
Prof. Taylor—That brings up two| That is very nice, but it requires 

or three important questions—the lo- | more watchfulness for fear that it 

cation of the orchard, windbreaks, | may girdle the tree. I do not like 

ete. I think that generally speaking | tarred paper or any sort of paper, be- 
it is an accepted idea, and my own ob- | cause it makes a harbor for insects ir. 
servation bears it out, that level | the winter, and it also shuts out the 

ground is better than a southerly | air. 

slope, and that the best of all loca- Mr. Hill—Tarred paper will kill a 

tions is one that slopes at least a lit-| tree if it is left on it during the graw-: 

tle towards the north. The reason | ing season.
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Prof. Taylor—Now, about the wind- | in diameter, they grow downward as 

break. There is another point on which | well as upward, and so the top is apt 

the majority of opinion is wrong. The| to get close to the ground. 

fact is that much more damage is Mr. Kellogg—Are there any five 

done by the south winds than by the | Russian apples that are good for any- 

west winds. I should put a wind- | thing in Nebraska? 

preak on one side only and that Prof. Taylor—Well, the Yellow 

would be on the south, because the | Transparent is the best, I think. It 

hot summer winds come from that di- | blights very badly in certain years, 

rection, and the temperature in but, as it gets older, it seems to get 

spring rises through the day and gets | away from that bad habit, so that if 

hotter than it ought to be sometimes; | it lives until it is six or eight years 

the winds from the south are the ones old, it seems to survive, so that we 

that cause injury. I consider a consider that a very valuable thing 

south windbreak desirable, providing | for an extremely early summer ap- 

you do not let it get too large so that | ple. 

it stops the circulation of air. 1 Mr. Kellogg—Will you name five of 

think a great deal more damage is | the best Russians that you know of 

done in general by windbreaks, than | for the Northwest? 

good. 
Prof. Taylor—To do so might leave 

Mr. Kellogg—I wish to protest | me in the position of recommending 

against the Professor’s recommend- them for general planting, and I 

ing the Alabama Duchess for Wiscon- | should not do that unless I wished to 

sin. 
| include them with perhaps fifteen 

Prof. Taylor—I did not; what I said | varieties of American sorts. I do not 

was that I would as soon have them know of any five Russian varieties 

grown in Alabama as from Hudson’s | that I should want to plant ahead of 

Bay. I said that it was equally | any five, ten, or fifteen American 

as risky to bring them from the far | sorts. 

north as from the far south. Mr. Kellogg—Do you know of five 

Mr. Reed—Would you advise plant- | American sorts to recommend for the 

ing an apple tree five years old? northwest—anywhere in this state— 

Prof. Taylor—No, I would not. My | the northern portion of it? 

own choice for an apple tree would Prof. Taylor—I do not think I 

be one not to exceed two years of age. | should want to make up a list for the 

I would wish that it be a simple | northern portion of Wisconsin at all. 

whip, just a straight tree. It ought | I do not know enough about it. 

to be four or five feet in height at A Member—What do you consider 

that age, without any branches; then | the best kind of graft? 

you can form the top just exactly Prof. Taylor—I believe in piece root 

where you want it. I think the most | grafting, using @ very long cion and 

successful orchard growers plant at |@ short root, so that the tree is practi- 

about two years. cally a cutting growing on its own 

Mr. Reed—Is it also a fact that root. 

trees planted so that the tops will be Mr. Boynton—We find some of our 

two or three feet from the ground, | most valuable orchards are protected 

make the best style of tree? by evergreen belts on two sides, some 

Prof. Taylor—Yes, I would want | on one side. In Minnesota they say 

three feet to be about the minimum, | that the most successful orchards are 

because the top tends to get lower also protected on the north and west 

rather than higher. Of course, you sides. We find it does not cut off the 

know that 4s the branches increase circulation that is necessary, unless 

4 
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! allowed to grow very high, while the; the crosses from them are best for 

protection of that belt serves to keep this section of the country. 

the wind from blowing the young ap- Mr. Coe—Will you name for us the 

ples off. two Russian cherries most likely to 

Prof. Taylor—Do the winds come | prove valuable? 

from the north that blow the apples Prof. Taylor—I am not able to give 

off? any names that are reliable for those 

Mr. Boynton—No, from the west | Russian cherries. The fact is that in 

. and southwest. Vladimir and Moscow where they 

; Prof. Taylor—We were speaking of | grow the most of them, they are 

that question before, and I said that | grown under the general name of 

in general my observation was that Vladimir cherries. There are many 

the south wind did the damage. A | different varieties of them. We have 

very low windbreak on the north at/a black cherry which is called the 

some distance may not be any injury, | Vladimir, which is one of the best 

but I have never been able to see that | there is, but if you should send to 

it was of any direct use. some nursery for Russian varieties, 

| Mr. Hyatt—I would like to sustain | You might get a Vladimir that is very 

the speaker in regard to the north different. I do not know of any that 

| slope. My observation for fifteen | W° could depend upon getting by 

| years has been directed to that mat-| 2ame. 

ter, and by all odds the best or- Mr. Alsmeyer—If you had some of 

| chards in Sheboygan county today | these old varieties of seedlings in 

| are on a very steep northern slope. your orchard, would you go to work 

| Mr. Kellogg—What is the best time | and graft them, or would you grub 

| to prune nursery trees to promote a them out—trees that in some cases 

| healthy growth and prevent black- | are fifty years old? 

i heart? Prof. Taylor—If I had some that 

Prof. Taylor—I do not think there | were hardy in the trunk and seemed 

is danger of blackheart unless you| to be healthy, but produced poor 

let the limbs grow to a considerable | fruit, I would top graft them with 

size. A man can do the heavy part | such varieties as do well in this coun- 

of the pruning by simply rubbing off | try. 

{ the buds as they begin forming limbs.| Mr, Kellogg—We are troubled with 

Mr. Kellogg—Are there any sort of | the fiat-headed borer in apple trees. 
Russian crabs or small fruits that | When does it get in, and how can we 

will do for the northwest? prevent it from getting there? 
Prof. Taylor—I believe that the| Prof. Taylor—It usually comes 

Russian cherries will prove of very | along in the summer time, and the 

great value all over the northwest, direct cause of its coming in, I think, 

but it should be understood that they | is sun scald on the south side of the 

are all short lived. I never saw any | body of the apple tree, resulting from 

that did not begin to show signs of | the extreme variations in tempera- 

death after they were planted ten/|ture. I think that the borer comes 

years, but by replanting and remem-|into a diseased tree one hundred 

bering that they are short lived, I be-| times, where the diseased tree re- 

lieve that they can be made of great | sults from the coming of the borer 

value. I do not know of any native| once; the wrapping of the tree will 

Russian grapes. The plums in my | help to keep out the borer. 

own experience have proven of little) Mr. Kellogg—My observation is 
value. Our own native plums and | that it comes in the first summer it
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is planted, and the tree should be| out; they even plant them thirty or 

protected that first summer. forty feet apart. If you have the 

Mr. Convey—Do you recommend | nerve, I should plant the trees not 

mulching apple trees? It is a common more than fifteen feet apart each way, 

practice to mulch for the purpose of | cutting out the north and south al- 

delaying the development of the tree, | ternate rows when they first come in- 

at least that is the common impres- | to bearing, and then cutting out the 

sion of the result. alternate east and west rows. I think 

- Prof, Taylor—I know it is. The|all of the largest orchardists are 

difference in the time of plossoming | adopting that policy now. 

between a tree mulched and one not Mr. Edwards—Why is not rye straw 

mulched is about fifteen minutes. good for protecting your trees, set up 

Mr. Hayes—Wouldn’t you take the | around the tree and tied? 

wrapping off and whitewash your Prof. Taylor—It answers fairly 

tree, or wash it with something in| well; anything that will make it hard 

the spring? 
work for the mice is a good thing, but 

Mr. Kellogg—I wouldn’t have a|I am afraid the mice will get into 

wrapping; I would have a Jath screen | straw, in most cases. 

that would let in plenty of air. A Member—What was the cause of 

Mr. Hayes—Don’t you think it is a | the failure of apple trees some years 

good plan to take strong lye and | ago of which you spoke? 

wash your tree every spring? Prof. Taylor—The trees froze to 

Mr. Kellogg—You don’t want the | death, not because it was so extreme- 

borers in there at all; you want to | ly cold, but because of the lack of 

shade your tree and they don’t work | water in the ground ‘during the 

in the shade. 
winter. There is nothing so abso- 

Mr. Boynton—Isn’t it a common | lutely necessary to a tree as water. : 

error to overfeed an apple tree with| A dry season is very hard on them. 

barnyard manure and isn’t it just as Mr. Kellogg—This discussion would 

necessary to feed an apple tree as a discourage the boys and_ girls 

beef animal? 
from planting apple seed. The 

Prof. Taylor—Well, to a certain ex-| facts are that Wisconsin has pro- 

tent that is true, but with orchards duced some of the finest seedling ap- 

planted on fairly good ground, the | ples in the United States. Wolf 

tree will pretty nearly take care of River, that took the two $10.00 prizes 

itself until it comes time to fertilize at New Orleans in competition with 

for the fruit. I think it is a mistake the world, is proof of its value and a 

to push the growth too hard. living monument to William A. 

Mr. Boynton—We find it a good Springer, of Fremont, Wis., more 

thing to apply ashes or other forms lasting than granite or marble. This 

of potash. 
variety is catalogued by the best nur- 

A Member—How far apart should | series in the United States and Can- 

apple trees be planted? ada. Among those originating in 

Prof. Taylor—Most orchardists are Wisconsin, I will only mention, be- 

following the plan of very close side Wolf River, N. W. Greening, 

planting with the idea that a man Newell, McMahan, Windsor, Avista, 

will retain his senses in such a con- Eureka, Sweet Russet; there are 

dition that when it comes time to cut | twenty others that are claiming our 

out trees he will do it, but a good | attention, all very promising. 

many men refuse to plant their trees The boy or girl who will save the 

thick, because they think they will | seeds of hardy varieties of apples and 

not have nerve enough to thin them | crabs will produce a better class of 

eee
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seedlings than come from the cider-{ There are a few things necessary to 
mills of our country. Of course, no_ best success in apple growing in Wis- 
one can expect to meet with best re- | consin: First, high ground, clay soil, 
sults every time but this planting | northern _ slope; second, varieties 
seeds and growing trees will induce | adapted to the climate and location, 
a love for horticulture and many a and trees grown the nearest where 
home will have plenty of fruit, when | they are to be planted; third, forma- 
if they wait for the purchase of | tion of top, no sharp crotehes, limbs 
trees, they will go without. In my | six inches apart, one central trunk 
Institute work I have disseminated! with branches at right angles; fourth, 
hardy seeds and I would advise every | protection to the bodies summer and 
farmer’s boy and girl to grow fruit | winter,—woven lath with wire, rye 
tree seeds, learn how to graft and bud | straw, anything to keep the sun off 
and transplant successfully, and be- | and the borers out, good mulch, 
come interested in horticulture. | clean cultivation, sow to buckwheat. 

APPLE CULTURE AS A BUSINESS. 

A. L. HATCH, Ithaca, Wis. 
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Home or A. L. Haren. 

There are enough apple trees | Thousands of carloads of apples not 
grown successfully to show where the | produced in our state, but consumed 
best sites and soils are found in each year by our people, and our 
southern and eastern Wisconsin. | nearness to the fruitless north and
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i 

northwest, both show that we need | about fifty trees per acre. This ii 

not worry about paying markets. | will reduce the cost to about five dol- i 

The question then of success in apple | lars per acre for the trees. After the i 

culture hinges upon growing and | trees are planted the farmer crops the } 

managing the orchard properly. | ground just the same as if he had no i 

There are some large orchards in trees, giving preference in rotation i 

Wisconsin, but scarcely one of them | to such crops as potatoes, peas, beans {| 

is a real business orchard, founded | and clover, and in a way to increase \ 

upon correct business principles. | the caeares of the land nom year S i 

They contain too many varieties, al- | year. ways give culture aroun i 

together too many sorts, as a rule. | the trees in April, May and June, but | 

| not after July 1st. In five years the i 

. = eo ai ee . | trees should be worth two dollars i 

This is a very different affair from | each, and bear fruit. In ten years i 

the home orchard. While a man may | the trees will capitalize for five dol- 

consult his fancy in growing many | jars each for the fruit they will bear. i 

or all varieties for his own use, such | In this way ten dollars of value per i 

a course would make succotash of | acre can be grown into the orchard i 

the whole matter as a business enter- | each year and still give the use of 

prise. From a business standpoint | the land for other crops. There are 

but few kinds should be grown, and | many Wisconsin farmers having ex- 

these always in large quantities. To) cejient apple orchard lands, teams, 

grow small lots of many sorts and tools, and implements to farm with, 

expect good profits, is to expect profit | who could in this way grow into | 

from hash. Not only will the market | wealth by means of the apple. And 

take and pay better for good quanti-| why not do it? They will farm the 

ties of a few kinds, but the grower | a anyway, and eae there is no 

himself will learn the peculiarities of other business way of making so 

each kind and be better able to give | much from so slight an investment, 

them the kind of care each needs. | 

Each sort has its individual traits,| Give the Trees Plenty of Room. 

and no man can learn those of many | ‘ 

sorts as easily as those of a few. | Thirty feet — way © nee 

The aim of the grower should be to | SS for trees in the pot = 

secure perfection and superior excel- | chard, and yet 1t is the universal cos 

Jence for whatever he grows. Let it | = 2 plant much closer under the 

be written in letters of gold, “Any- | ea a = ae clues 

thing well grown is half sold. | winter I measured two farm orchards 

Starting an Orchard. | of about two acres each and then 

There is no waiting in the business | took an inventory of the fruit trees, 

orchard. The orchard grows to the | forest trees, buildings, etc. I then com- 

farmer; he does not invest in it, he | puted the necessary land required and 

does not buy into it, he simply starts found that it was overplanted three 

right and then goes right along times—that there were three trees 

with his farming, and in a few years where there was room for only one. 

the orchard is there and he scarcely | Such overplanting is quite as absurd 

realizes that it has cost anything, asit would be for a dairyman to put 

provided it is done right. Let him three calves into a stall but three feet 

devote ten, twenty, or more acres to) wide and keep them there until they 

the orchard and then he can buy the | became cows. I suppose it could be 

trees at the lowest rates. Let them | done, but I think the cows would be 

be planted thirty feet apart each way, | rather flat-sided specimens. And yet 

dee
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! we expect trees to thrive under forest Co-operation with my neighbors, 

trees forty feet high, or crowded with | especially this last season, has 

two others of their own kind that at | helped me very much. By joining 

twenty years will have a spread of | together we were able to secure our 

top twenty to twenty-five feet across. | apple barrels at five cents better prices 
, If you want a good orchard let each | than heretofore, for each barrel. On : 

| tree have 900 square feet of room. | the 2,500 barrels we all used, this 

; On trees so situated I have had from | amounted to $125. Then we shipped 
| three to five barrels of splendid ap-| only in car loads and made another 

| ples per tree this last season, while | saving to us all of about $600 above 

( some crowded trees have failed to | what it would have cost if we had 
: produce a half barrel per tree of good | shipped in less than carloads. In 

; apples for the last five years. The| this way we saved on those two 

; young orchardist may plant closely, | items over $700, of which my share 

} but the old orchardist always gives | was $300. In other words, -on the 

more room. eleven carloads shipped for myself 
; Will it Pay? and neighbors, my neighbors were 

Yes. Although my orchard is very | Worth $300 to me, and 1 was worth 
| far from being a business orchard | $400 to them on account of this co- 

such as I would now plant, it has | operation. 
; always been a paying business upon| But we did not ship all our apples. 

my farm. How have I made it so?| We Picked, stored, cured, sorted and 
; Even this last season of hard times, | Packed nicely a good many barrels, 

overproduction, and low prices, it | including our Snow apples, and others 

paid me several hundred dollars clear | that were good keepers, and sold 
money, and now it is established [| them at home during the last of Oc- 
cannot see how it can possibly bank- | tober, at better prices than outside 

rupt me as the principal expense | @Pples brought, and that, too, with 
| about it is harvesting. Surely no | 800d satisfaction to our customers. 
| man ever was bankrupted in Wiscon- A Few Words About Varieties. 

sin by the cost of merely harvesting | Of over eighty varieties of Russian 
i a good crop. apples, and twenty-five or more 

; To make it pay I have always | American apples grown by me in the 

i tried to grow good crops and one) last twenty-five years, there are 

\ thing that has greatly assisted me in | many paying kinds that can be safely 

that is judicious pruning. By doing | planted in the business orchard. One 

that in the spring before the sap | of my favorites is the McMahan, not 

starts 1 thin the coming crop and | only on account of its superior hard- 

secure a vigor that is necessary to|iness, standing at the very front in 

each tree to help it grow good apples. | that respect, but because it makes a 

Where I cannot cultivate this has | large, strong tree in the orchard not 
been a great help. Of course I spray | easily broken by its loads of fruit, in- 

and fight insects, but I go very slow | deed it is very near a model for 

in the use of animal manures, always | strength and stoutness. It is a splen- 

preferring wood ashes as a top dress- | did apple in the market and brings 

ing. Although I am not favorably | good prices. The Lubsk Queen is so 

situated for shipping, I have for many | beautiful that it has always sold for 

i years found profitable sales in the | about double that of any other apple 

i great city markets of Chicago, Mil-| of its season. Last summer some sent 

waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis, | to Minneapolis sold for $4.50 per bar- 
This last year all our shipments were | rel. In one car of 170 barrels there 

4 to Minnesota. were ten barrels of them and they 

i
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made prompt sale of tne whole at an, It isa fine grower and very vigorous 

advance of $25.50 for the car load. In | tree in the orchard. It is to be grown 

other words they were worth just as from five to ten years and then 

much as the finest Duchess and $2.55 changed to produce such varieties as 

per barrel more. Northern Spy, Newton Pippin, Spitz- 

In the orchard my trees are hardy, enberg, etc., those finest quality ap- 

handsome, and productive, and I be- ples of all known. The vigor and 

lieve in the Lubsk Queen as well as | Strength of the Switzer tree would 

the McMahan for the business or- improve these apples in maturity, 

chard. 
quality and size, and also make them 

A Valuable Combination. more productive, hardy, and profit- 

If I wanted to make a combination one 

of three kinds to grow the greatest 

amount of fruit in the first ten years The Apple a Northern Be: 

from planting, I would take Yellow The apple is a northern fruit, and 

Transparent, Longfield and Wealthy. | does not thrive so well in the south. 

They will not only all bear young, | I believe that for money making 

put keep persistently at it, and if prop-| there are many places in Wisconsin 

erly handled there is money in them. | where the apple is a surer, better in- 

To the long headed business man yestment than any other business, 

there is a world of splendid possibil- | and second to few other regions in 

ities in the top grafted orchard. For | the United States. In these views I 

this use I know of no tree so prom- commend to your consideration the 

ising of good results as the Switzer. | business orchard in Wisconsin. 

SWINE FOR PROFIT. 

C. H. EVERETT, Beloit, Wis. 

Ladies and Gentlemen:—Supt. Mc- , no breeding; that he was better fitted 

Kerrow said to me only a little while | for the use that we intend to make of 

ago that I would have to take Mr. | him, and that his powers of digestion 

Wylie’s place on this program and | and assimilation seem to be stronger; 

discuss this subject, and be brief. Ij he made more meat from the food 

will do the best I can. that we gave him, and therefore was 

This subject of swine husbandry is kept at greater profit. Accordingly I 

one that I am interested in. I pre- | have kept nothing but pure bred 

sume that you are, to a large extent. stock on the farm, simply because I 

I like the business, because I have | can keep them cheaper. It costs a 

been able to make some money out | little more to start, but after you have 

of the hog, and that is what we are started with pure bred stock, the ex- 

after. 
pense is less. ' 

I will not stop to discuss the good 

Value of Breed. | points of the hog in particular, be- 

I early discovered, too, that a well | cause it is not necessary,—or to talk 

bred hog would feed at a greater | to you particularly about breeding, 

profit than would one with little or| but more especially about the good 

———
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qualities of the brood sow and her, Another valuable characteristic is ; 
care. I will say, however, that there | that she should be a good milker, and 
are some points that we should look | this is perhaps the most valuable of all 
to. [the good points of a brood sow. 

I like a hog that resembles this one 

upon the chart—that is my kind of| Too Much Corn. . 

a hog—the kind that I keep; and I As a class I think that we feed too 

keep him because I like that breed | much corn to swine. It is the cheap- 

better than any other. Of course we | est food that we produce upon the 

want a hog that has lots of vitality, | farm; we are liable to have large 

plenty of heart room, broad and | crops of it, and it is very convenient 

straight on the back, short legs, and | to shovel it over to the hogs. Men 

well up on his feet. | come to me looking for breeding 
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Home or C. H. Everett. 

The Brood Sow. stock, and they say, “My hogs look 

Now, the kind of a brood sow that | well—I like them first rate, but the 

is best adapted to the farmer’s use. | bone is too fine. You fellows are spoil- 

I like matured dams to breed from,| ing these animals by breeding them 
from one year up to five or six years; too fine. When my hogs weigh 200 

of age. Whenever we find a sow that | to 250 pounds, they become crippled 

has the valuable characteristics of a| and drag their hind parts—they can’t 

good breeder, we keep her upon the| stand up.” I know at once that the 

farm as long as she continues to pay | man does not understand the business 

as a breeder. In the first place she | of hog breeding; he is not an intelli- 

should be a uniform breeder as_ to | gent feeder. He has not stopped to con- 

numbers in the litter and as to the | sider that the hog from birth up to 
size of the pigs. That is of very great | whatever age he has arrived at, has 
importance; a brood sow that brings | been built out of what that man has 

forth two pigs at a litter, and then | given him. This fine bone, this 

again twelve, and they are uneven in | crippled condition of the hog has 
size, has but little value. | been made because the foods were not
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rich in bone element; because, in | try than any other. We come in con- 

other words, they were fed too much tact with the udder of the cow every 

corn. The food that makes pienty ot day, because we milk her twice a day, 

fat and makes it cheap, makes heat | and we very quickly know when there 

and energy. The bone is largely is cake there, and that it must be 

made of those foods that contain | looked after; and we know, first, 

protein and nitrogenous elements. You| that we must take the food away from 

must consider that this sow is to| the cow, we must lighten up on her 

bring forth this litter of young that | ration, the food that makes the milk, 

are composed very largely of lean | and we must go to work and get the 

meat, and that she must be fed with | cake out of that udder. But how 

that in view. To feed her corn will be} many of us come in contact with the 

very unwise feeding, because corn | udder of the brood sow four or five 

will not make bone or muscle, when | years old that may be just as heavy a 

fed to excess. milker as this cow—the udder may 

We feed our sows throughout the | frequently drag on the ground; there 

winter, protein food very largely, that | is a big litter, and about the only idea 

is, considerable skim milk, which is we seem to have is that we must 

one of the best, and wheat shorts. | hurry up and promote the fiow of 

We feed a slop made of wheat shorts, milk, so that the little pigs may have 

skim milk, sometimes oats and pea all they want. I have known a litter 

meal and skim milk, and if we do not of pigs to die, simply of starvation, 

have all the milk we want, we use | because no attention has been given 

water; we feed whole oats, scattering | to this matter of the caked udder and 

them over the floor, or on the clean | the sow has lost the udder. It wil 

earth, so she will pick them up slow- | pay every one of us to give this mat- 

ly and thoroughly masticate them | ter attention, and to look to this 

and at the same time take exercise, udder; if she is an old sow to be very 

which is essential to all breeding particular about it, for she may be a 

stock. We feed corn once a day, a. heavy milker, and there is just as 

good liberal feed. We have no fear’ much difference in the milking ability < 

of their becoming too fat, because | of two sows as there is between a 

we feed all the protein food they will | heifer and an old cow. There is 

eat. I think there is a difference be- | often more milk at that time than the 

tween a hog in good breeding flesh, little pigs can take care of, and in- 

and a fat hog, so that, while we try | stead of crowding her with food we 

to keep them in good flesh, they will | should let her run for two or three, or 

not be too fat—the meat will be good | four days. At that time it may be 

quality. We sometimes feed clover | well to give her a drink of water 

hay, one or two feeds a week. Run it | slightly warm, once in a while, be- 

through the feed cutter, cut it fine, | cause of her feverish condition, but 

put it in a barrel, soak it @ little | beyond that I would not feed her. 

while with hot water, and then add Usually most of the pigs upon our 

some meal and skim milk, and they farm are born in May and in Septem- 

eat it up clean. We feed a few roots | ber, and we turn the brood sows out 

in the winter and our sows are fed | into a wood lot used for that pur- 

to keep them in good growing condi- | pose; they bring forth their young, 

tion. |and whenever we miss one of the 

| sows at feeding time we go up the 

Care at Farrowing Time. | pasture and find her, because we are 

I believe that more men fall down | interested very much, and we make 

at the farrowing period of the indus- | sure that everything is all right, and 

_. .._. rw. eee
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then we steal quietly away from her| who anticipate building, and are 
and leave her alone until she comes | thinking of building large ones, my 

along with the little fellows trotting | advice would be not to do it, and I 

behind her; then we know she is all| am _ giving that advice from the ex- 
right, that the pigs are taking all the | perience I have had. I know that if 

milk from her that they need, and | you are a breeder a nice hog pen is 

she has come up for something to | an ornament—a nice thing into which 

eat. If this cake comes to the udder | you can take prospective buyers, etc., 

and the little pigs attempt to suckle, | to show off your swine, but it is not 
it hurts the udder, and she jumps up | necessary to have one in order to 

and gets away from them. Again, | raise just as good swine. There are 

such milk is not good for the little |some advantages in large, perma- 

pigs; it is not so healthy, so we feed | nent hog houses, and some disadvan- 

them very carefully at first, not all| tages. It is difficult to get sunshine, 

they will eat, but gradually increase | and you cannot get swine enough in 
the food until we get them on full| there to warm up, and the pigs far- | 
feed. rowed in such a pen will pile up, and 

z Pi if they are suckling the old sow who 

The Litter of Pigs. is a heavy milker, they become ex- 
Then we want to teach the little | cessively fat and die with the thumps. 

pigs to eat as young as possible, so| Then, again, the floors and the soil 

we have some little shallow troughs; | under such pens become more or less 
sometimes we use old tin pans which | diseased and foul, because you can- 

the good wife has discarded, and | not get the sunlight in there to pre- 

place them where the little pigs can | vent it, and besides that, there is a 

. get under the fence and feed out of | great waste of fertility, besides hav- 

them; they come upon these pans of | ing conditions that are not altogether 
skim milk accidentally, and when | healthy. Now, if you have several 

they have tasted it they are all right. | portable pens that you can put in the 

If you wait for the pigs to eat from | pasture in the spring, and back in 
. the trough where the mother eats,| your yards in the winter, and then 

they may be nearly old enough to| the next year onto another pasture 

wean before they can eat from the | and plow up the old one, in that way 
large trough. We keep an old broom | you have conditions that are more 
handy, and with a pail of water these | healthy, and you get the benefit of 
troughs may be cleaned out very | the fertility. I find that it pays me 

quickly. After they begin to eat we | to save that fertility and keep my 

; crowd these pigs—give them all they | swine héalthy. The portable pen 

will eat. Never let any animal upon | that I use is used by many men in 
the farm that you are feeding lose a| this state and in many other states 

pound of flesh. If you let them | that I know of. I met Mr. Lovejoy, 
shrink back and lose a pound it costs | who is a large breeder of Berkshires 

two prices to put it on again. in Winnebago Co., Ill, and he told 

me that he made some of these pens, 
Our Hog Pens. | and was much pleased with them, 

One word now about the use of the | and asked me to talk to the farmers 
hog pen, and I will stop. A great | ir his county about them. They are 

| many of you may have permanent hog | very simple to build—eight feet 

houses upon your farms, nice expen- [ears and cost about $5. You can 

sive hog pens, and if you have, my | have a good many for $50. Two men 
: only advice would be to make the best | can lift one of them up, shove a stone 

use you can of them, but those of you | boat under it, and take it wherever
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you want to put it. There should be A Member—How about the sow 

a large window light in the gable so | eating her pigs? 

that the sun will shine through. Mr. Everett—I think that only 

There should be a hole cut through | comes from improper feeding. Where 

the roof and some boards put over it | she has been fed too much corn and 

for ventilation. 
heating food, it causes her to be 

pai ae Me ar feverish and irritable, and then this 

caking of the udder makes the sow 

DISCUSSION. cross and she jumps up with a howl 

A Member—Do you have a plank and snaps at the pigs, and gets a 

floor, or dirt floor? taste; when she gets a taste she will 

Mr. Everett—We have a floor in have more. It is quite possible that 

them made out of inch stuff. We | the sow that eats her pigs once will 

prefer these to planks because they not do it again, but I cannot afford to 

are used for sleeping purposes, and wait a year to find out, because they 

being bedded through the winter I do | are very liable to eat the second and 

not see but the fioor is all right. If third litters, 

they were used for feeding, the ‘A Member—I have had a little ex- 

plank floor would be preferable. perience with hogs this winter. It is 

Mr. Arnold—I don’t like that pen. | somewhat of a new enterprise with 

If you would take it and cut two feet| me, and having had a little bad luck 

off the roof, and then have it ar- in the business, I want to ask for in- 

ranged so as to raise the roof, then formation. I have five sows that 

the sun will shine on the little pigs farrowed about the first of January. 

in the spring of the year. Then, in|I was very particular and put them 

the summer time, even if you want to | in a basement—a large basement, and 

use that, turn that same side to the | made beds for them, Each sow did 

north and you have your pen well| well; they had about fifty pigs and 

ventilated. I saw a pen at Mr. they lived along nicely and did very 

Scott’s house that suits me better | well until they got to be four or five 

than that. Instead of having a hole | weeks old; then they began to die, and 

in the roof, he has a side that swings | they died down until finally I had only 

in, so the little pigs can come out of eight of them left. Then I took .aem 

there and get away from the dam. It | away and put them out doors in an- 

will cost no more than that. You other pen, and they all died but three. 

will simply have to have hinges on | One of them today resembles a pig 

the inside and then you raise the roof | and two of them look just like ground 

right up, and you are not obliged to | hogs. I fed those hogs milk with 

crawl through this door. pran and middlings mixed, and kept 

Mr. Everett—This is the simplest | them only just in good flesh; I 

pen for the farmer. He is not apt to eared for them regularly, and could 

have any if there is too much work | not assign any reason why the pigs 

about it. should die. 

A Member—What remedy would Mr. Everett—I can give you my 

you advise for the caked udder in| view of the case. From what you 

the sow, besides taking away the have stated I would assign the cause 

fcod? 
to lack of exercise. You fed the sows 

Mr. Everett—The same remedy that | to promote a good flow of milk and 

would apply to the dairy cow—knead | no doubt successfully, but the pigs 

it with hot water applications. A jacked exercise. 

good kneading and rubbing is ail I The Member—The basement was 

have ever done. warm; they did not pile up at all; 

—
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they had a pen about ten by sixteen. , a place too warm. In putting them 

Mr. Everett—Were they excessively | out where they have to run and ex- 
fat? ercise, they will do better than in a 

The Member—The pigs were fat, | warm place. I think this gentleman 
yes. kept his pigs where it was too damp 

Mr. Thorp—Was there a floor in| and didn’t give them exercise. 
your basement? Mr. Everett—I would rather feed 

The Member—yYes. and care for twelve litters of pigs 

Mr. Thorp—If you had not had them| in the month of June than one in the 
on the floor they would have lived. month of December. 

Mr. Everett—I don’t take any stock The Chairman—Mr. Thorp says to 

in that. I don’t believe the floor had | give them dirt, but I suppose he does 

anything to do with it, although I be- | not mean dirty dirt, he means clean 

lieve that they would have been bet- | dirt. 

ter off on the ground than on the Mr. Kellogg—I have no doubt that 

floor. the coming of those pigs in the 

Mr. Convey—I wish to enter a pro-| winter is a great cause of their 
| . test against the habit some farmers | death. Two years ago last February 

have of keeping pigs in very close | we had three litters of pigs and we 
quarters, with low roofs; they are| only raised one-third of them. May 
very apt to be damip and they get the | is the time to have your pigs. 
rheumatism. I think Mr. Everett is Mr. Arnold—I want to protest 

right in regard to the death of these | against keeping the hog in a little, 

pigs; thumps, or fatty degeneration | confined place where she has no ex- 
of the heart is due to high feeding |ercise. The hog does want soil, but 
and lack of exercise. not filth, and the hog needs a_bed- 

Supt. McKerrow—It is very evident | room and a place to exercise, sep- 

that these pigs died from lack of ex-| arate; she wants plenty of exercise 

ercise and too much good food. and sunlight. If they have sunlight, 

Mr. Thorp—I do not wish to be un- | exercise, and good treatment, they 
derstood that I advise keeping them | will be all right. 
in a dirty place. That is not so, but Mr. Briggs—It is more in the type 

I do advise keeping them on the| of the hog than in the breed of the 
. ground, or giving them something | hog. I do not think that Mr. Everett 

that is equal to dirt, because they |means to impress you that Poland 

must have dirt if they are going to be | hogs or Berkshire hogs are the ones 
healthy. I had just that experience | you want, but early maturing types of 

when I first began farming—keeping | some improved breeds. 

them on the floor in the pen—and Question—Does Mr. Everett ad- 
they died. I never have lost one|vocate breeding the sow more than 
since I began keeping them on the | once a year? 

ground. If those little fellows had The Chairman—I don’t do it, and 
had some dirt in their pen I think | another thing, it is not necessary to 

they would have been all right. have an expensive hog house. It is 

A Member—I find it is too damp to | not necessary to spend $150 to $200 

keep them under the barn whether | for’ a hog house when you can put 

they are on the floor or whether they| the money, or part of it, in these other 
are not; then, again, I think they had | pens. 

better be in too cool a place than
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GROWING SUGAR BEETS. 

JAMES R. WATSON, Sussex, Wis. 

could be profitably raised at the 

2 
terms offered by the company, I sub-. 

. Saas scribed to raise two acres for use in 

is : the beet sugar factory. 

ess eo Planting and Cultivating. 

iz “A he Be Not having a plot of ground just 

a ee Bo such as the company recommended 

a . 2a to grow our beets on, we selected a 

as - Bee piece that had been seeded down for 

3 i go seven or eight years with June grass; 

er b " we plowed it down as deeply as we 

aa ae could, prepared the ground thorough- 

bar E F ly, and just about the time of plant- 

3 & P a ing corn we planted our beets. We 

s F i drilled them in with a hand drill, in 

a Vv] e drills thirty inches apart, put them 

a in about half to three-quarters of an 

‘ inch deep. We cultivated them as 

= soon as they were up sufficiently so 

% 
eS we could see the rows, and about the 

aa aa | eleventh day of June we got some 

Se eT | laborers and had them hoed. We 

— kept them well cultivated during the 

| growing season, end about the 19th 

Jas. R. Watson. day of July, the season being so 

The very low price of farm pro- favorable for grasses and weeds, we 

ducts at the present time in general, | were obliged to have them hoed once 

is causing the farmers of Wisconsin|| more. About the first of October the 

to study with interest a new industry | crop was ready for harvesting, but as 

that promises fair returns for their | the company was uncertain whether 

labor, and for which the soil and cli- | they would get the factory completed 

mate of Wisconsin seem to be well | in time to use this year’s crop, Wwe 

adapted. This new industry has had | did not begin harvesting until about 

a good beginning in this state, in| the 20th of Cctober. We experiment- 

Waukesha county, as one of the best | ed somewhat at the beginning of the 

equipped sugar beet factories in the| harvest and thereby increased the 

country has been established at Me- | cost, put the method we finally 

nomonee Falls. As a grower of beets| adopted was this: We took the 

for this new sugar beet factory, Iam | coulter and wheel off a plow and 

here to give a statement of the cost of | made a deep furrow closely along the 

growing sugar beets, together with | side of the rows of sugar beets. This 

one year’s experience in growing the loosened them, and we could then 

crop. Being satisfied with a previous easily pull them up, and throw them 

experience in growing sugar beets | along the top of the furrows made by 

and other roots for stock, that they ithe plow. At the beginning of each 

—————————_xooo
o<=<<
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i half day, we had raised enough beets Now, here is a statement by an- 
H so that we would have about a load. | other grower: 
H After the men became thorougifly ac- | Cost of seed ..............02.05 $1 56 
| customed to handling the beets, two | Plowing ....................... 150 

men were able to plow, raise up, trim | Preparing ground and seeding. 1 50 
and load into a wagon, four tons per | Cultivating ................... 200 

| day, working nine hours. The beets | Hoeing and thinning .......... 7 00 
{ were not removed from the wagon un- | Harvesting .................... 9 00 
\ til they were shoveled out of it at the | Hauling at $1.00 per ton........ 18 75 

factory. We hauled about two tons to —_ 
1 the load on the average. Making the total cost per acre 
i raised, and delivered at the 
| Cost of Production. TROUEF oo 5 osinscscccasss cea eee 

Now, I will give you a statement ae payin oo a oe 

a ae a. ee we their value according to the contract, 
: ; and I think it is reasonable to sup- | grower who raised a heavier tonnage pose that they are worth $4 a ton 

| than I did, and a statement of the If this is correct, his crop would be 
| ee oe based upon the con- worth exactly $75, and his net profit 
| men we ae Sees the sugar beet would be $34 per acre. The help we | factory. This is estimated some- used in growing our crop was the 
| What, because the beets were not wives of Polish laborers in Lannon, 

mamas .. = —. of “787 | Gait’ ont item of iabec wanttr going } own, of whic ad a sample sent 
| to the Experiment Station at Madison ees oo pose ane 
{ for analysis. The items are as fol- The plot of beets was rather un- 

| oe even on account of the unevenness 
‘ of seeding. Attempting to sow as 

eae ee = . thinly as pcssible to save labor in 
Cost of the seed a fant ae 156 thinning, I closed (the machine too 

| Sowing same Be ae oe 100 much, and when we came to thin 
| Cultivating ena ie 2 00 them we found many spaces blank. 

Hooing and iiieniae ls ees 5 00 The crop was also reduced by some 
Harvesting dake 9 00 careless thinning. We found a good 

Conveyance ‘of ioe 1 50 | many places where two beets stood Hauling at $1.00 per ton Satie together and neither attained a 
i anien eight intles = 11 25 | Proper growth; they must be thinned 

ict to seven or eight inches apart to give 

$33 81 a good crop. Under the same condi- 

tions that prevailed this year, I think 

i thi "Ss ex - The yield per acre was 11% tons. a fia ay sae The total cost of production was, de- the a ground to fourteen or fifteen 
livered on the factory grounds, $33.81 tons per acre although the results in 
per acre. The contract price, based both my own case and the case of the 
on the Madison test, would be $4.50 grower are satisfactory. 
per ton, and the 11% tons, at this 
Price, Would amount to $50.62; de-j What Experience Has Shown. 
ducting the cost leaves a net ese The fact should not be lost sight 
of $16.81 per acre, disregarding thej| of in going into the industry, that 
rent of the land. there is a good deal of labor involved;
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Kleinwanzleben, a model sugar beet root. 
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Vilmorin, a model beet root of an excellent variety. 
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sometimes it is pretty hard to get the | ground, select fall-plowed ground that 

help necessary, although I may say | has been manured recently; but do 

that growers for the factory this year, | not select land that has been manured 

as a whole, experienced very little | since a crop has been raised on it. If 

difficulty in getting their crop cared | you do it will be apt to raise large, 

for and harvested. The sugar beet | overgrown beets with small sugar 

crop this year proved that that crop content. The next thing is to secure 

was the best paying crop. It is im-| the proper kind of seed, and this can 

possible to tell accurately how many | be done by sending to the company 

acres there were raised for the factory | at Menomonee Falls; the manager 

this year, but it is supposed that | says he will provide seed if the cash 

there were upwards of five hundred, is sent with order. It will be useless 

and the tonnage between 6,000 and|to send to city seedsmen, because 

7,500 tons. I may say that a large their seed is not grown with the idea 

majority of growers are satisfied with | of maaufacturing the beets into sugar. 

the result of their year’s work in| After you have plowed your land in | 
growing sugar beets. Some of them | the spring, harrow it thoroughly, then 

had large overgrowm beets on account |sow your beets in drills, not over 

of growing them under improper con- thirty inches apart. The French ex- 

: ditions, and some of them had a very | perts, who raise the seed, advise nar- 

{ poor stand of plants on account of | rower sowing. Take good care of 

. too deep planting. Some used horse | them and by the first of October they 

machines and got the seed in some | Will be ready to harvest. Harvest 

two or three inches deep. On this ac-; them and get them weighed, if possi- 

count a good many of the growers ble; if it is inconvenient or impossible 

| were obliged to sow twice, and some | to get the whole crop weighed, take 
three times, and that made the crop | an average load and get it weighed, 

late. There was just a little bit of | and load your loads similarly, so you 

dissatisfaction, too, on account of the | can get a pretty good estimate of the 

delay the company has experienced in | tonnage. Then each party should se- 

getting their plant ready for opera- lect a sample; select one of the larger 

tion, not having begun yet, and con- | ones, a medium sized one and a small- 

sequently being unable to pay for the | er one, do it up in a bundle, label it 

crop; but if the crop is satisfactorily | with your own name, particularly if 
settled for, I am quite sure that the | several parties are shipping together, 
acreage will be doubled, if not tripled| ship it to the Experiment Station and 
this year. rye an analysis made. Prof. Henry 

as said that they will analyze any 

What I Would Advise. samples sent to them. Then, send 
Now, with regard to what is best | these analyses to the association and 

for a particular locality to do towards | the secretary of the association can 
securing a factory, I will mention a | tabulate these reports and get aver- 

few points. The factory came to us, | 2ges, and you will have the data at 

we did not have to solicit its location, | hand to show the representative of 
but I think if it were necessary I | the Sugar Beet Company, and you will 
would do this: I would endeavor to | also be learning how to grow sugar 
get as many farmers together as pos- | beets on a small scale before you have 

sible, who were interested in growing | the factory, and attempt to raise them 
sugar beets, and have them organize | on a large scale without having any 
into an association; get as many as | experience. 

possible to promise to raise small Raising sugar beets I think is de- 
plots of beets. In selecting plats of | sirable and applicable to a great part
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of Wisconsin. In regard to the work ; weather after the crop is ready to 

I might say we do not find it unpleas- | harvest, in getting the work done. 

ant, the hardest job was getting the | Though the work may not be unpleas- 

crop hoed, and we hired that done. ant in warm, dry weather, it becomes 

Our men preferred to work at harvest- | very disagreeable, as well as more ex- 

ing sugar beets rather than husking pensive, if the weather grows wet or 

corn. However, growers should not | cold. 

fail to improve the first pleasant 

eee eee ge 

THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY. 

w. A. HENRY, Dean College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin. 

I desire to call your attention at | sugar consumed in this country cost 

this time to what I think we will all | $540,000,000, while for the same period 

concede as the most important ques- | we exported $736,000,000 worth of 

tion now confronting our people for wheat and wheat flour. Think of it 

consideration, namely, the production | for a moment, friends! Every season, 

of the sugar consumed by this coun- | as summer advances, all over this 

try, from the sugar beet plant. country the people are watching with 

First of all let us consider the cost | the keenest interest the condition of 

of sugar to our people and where this ! the wheat crop. Daily reports sent 

Table showing’ value of the sugar and molasses imported into the United States, 

ne athe value of the wheat and flour exported from the United States to foreign 

countries, 1891 to 1895, inclusive. 

ee 
ee 

1891. | 1892. | 1893. | 1894. | ise. | = 

Imported. 
| | 

Sugar .......-- ----|$105, 728, 216 $104, 4€8, 813 $116, 255, 784|$126, 871, 889 $78, 462, 838 $529, 727, 538 

Molasses........-.| 2,659,172) 2,877, 744} 1,992, 334 1h Te 1,295,146, 10,809, 174 

Exported. 

| 

Wheat: ......-++-+-| $51,420,272/$161, 399, 132] $93, 534, 970) $9,407,041] $13, 805, 663 $409, 567, 078 

Wheat fiour ......| 54,705,616) 75, 362, 283) 75, 494, 347) 69,271,770 51,€51,928 326, 485, 944 

money goes. The annexed table, out from the various sections are 

gives the value of sugar and molasses | gathered by the newspapers which 

imported into the United States for | are eagerly scanned by everybody to 

a period of five years and also the | know the situation. Storms which 

value of wheat and wheat flour ex- | may help or damage the crop, intense 

ported to other countries in the same | heat or other conditions prevailing, 

time: 
are all reported and carefully consid- 

What American citizen can study | ered. Railroad managers watch the 

the table without being deeply im-| yield in sections tributary to their 

pressed with the enormity of this | lines, well knowing that a prosperous 

sugar question? In five years the | year for their business depends upon 

5 

ddd
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the success of the farmers in produc- | History of the Development of the 

ing a wheat crop. The shipping in- Beet Sugar Industry. 

terests of the great lakes, the canals| The beet having conquered the cane 

and inter-ocean traffic are all alive to | plant in producing the world’s sugar, 

the conditions of the ripening crop; | let us briefly recount how this was 

and when all of this has been gath-| brought about. One hundred and fifty 

ered and when all the great exports | years ago a chemist by the name of 

of wheat and flour are over and the | Margraff studied the different roots 

bankers and brokers are settling up | growing in his garden, such as par- 

the business, $5.00 out of every $7.00 | snips, carrots, beets, etc., and an- 

worth of wheat sold must be left over | nounced that he found sugar in the 

in Europe to pay for the sugar which | beet root identical in chemical com- 

European farmers have produced and| position with that produced by the 

European manufacturers have shipped | cane pldnt. About fifty years Jater a 

to this country, and only $2.00 out of | pupil of Margraff by the name of 

the $7.00 can come back to this coun-| Achard, continuing the investigations 

try after our sugar bill has been paid.| of his teacher, undertook to produce 

sugar from the beet root and con- 

The World’s Production and Con- structed a little factory for this pur- 

sumption of Sugar. pose. About the same time another 

small factory was erected in Germany. 

Let me next present to you a most | During the wars: of Napoleon ocean 

interesting table showing the world’s | commerce was almost annihilated and 

production of beet sugar, the total | the price of products from the tropics 

production of cane sugar and the | rose greatly in consequence; sugar 

world’s consumption of all kinds of sold as high as 25 cents per pound. 

sugar: Napoleon wishing to free his country 

Remember, please, that all the sugar from dependency on other nations and 

of Europe is from the beet root. As | especially Great Britain, whose colo- 

shown by the table, there was a total | nies were the great sugar producers, 

of 4,792,000 tons of beet sugar pro- set his wise men to seeking sources 

duced in Europe in 1895. In the same for sugar. At first their attention was 

year the tropics, including India, | turned to the raisin grape, but the 

Cuba, Louisiana,  etc., produced | sugar which they obtained from this 

3,067,000 tons of sugar from the cane | fruit was not satisfactory, being really 

plant. In this table we have the an- | glucose instead of sucrose. In 1811 

swer to the inquiry which I am sure the emperor’s attention was called to 

is in your mind, as to where beet i loaf of sugar produced by Achard, 

sugar is grown and how much of it is | and at once this wonderful man seized 

produced. You will observe that Ger- | the situation with his usual energy 

many is the leader in the industry, | and directness and an appropriation 

having produced the enormous amount | was made to study the beet root for 

of 1,800,000 tons, while Austria-Hun- | sugar production. Lands were planted 

gary comes second, and France third. | to beets, schcols for the study of sugar 

You are surprised, I am sure, to learn chemistry were established and young 

that more sugar is produced from the | men were placed in these schools as 

humble beet root grown in the tem- | pupils. Such was the energy and pro- 

perate regions of Europe, than is| gress of this man and his people in 

yielded by the regal sugar cane plant | those times that soon France was pro- 

in the tropics where sunshine is so in- | ducing considerable quantities of beet 

tense and where labor is so cheap. sugar, and Germany took up the in- 

edges
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dustry also. It is said that when Na- and Tennessee and further southward, é 

poleon was defeated at Waterloo, these roots carry very little cane 

there were in operation 300 beet sugar | sugar and are worthless for beet pro- 

factories, small ones, of course, all of duction. Wisconsin is in the sugar 

which owed their existence to the wis- beet belt. 

dom and foresight of this ruler. With 
+ 

the downfall of Napoleon and the re- Past and Present Condition oo 

turn of shipping to normal conditions, Beet Sugar Industry. 

prices feli and the beet factories of | With so much interest in this great 

Europe, crude and illy regulated, questidn shown by the countries of 

succumbed to the general disaster, all Europe, it is not strange that our peo- 

being wrecked. Gradually, however, ple have for some time past been much 

the industry was renewed, the govern- interested in beet sugar production, 

ments of the several countries taking though, I must confess, we have 

the liveliest interest in all matters re- shown far less intelligence and push 

lating thereto. And now we have | in this matter than our boasted 

reached the time when the temperate claims for intellectuality and progress 

regions of Europe with their free la- warrant. As early as 1830 efforts 

bor have conquered the tropics with | Were made toward producing sugar 

their slave or Cooley labor. from the beet in the United States. 

Many years ago a factory was estab- 

The Beet a Temperate Region Plant. | lished at Chatsworth, Illinois, which 

Let me here definitely state a fact proved a failure. The machinery was 

which has perhaps already become moved to Freeport and from there to 

apparent to you from what I have | Prairie du Sac in this state. Some 

said. Do not forget that the sugar sugar was produced but the farmers 

beet is a temperate region plant, grow- failed to grow a sufficient quantity of 

ing and flourishing to the northward beets to keep the factory in operation 

of where the sugar plant reigns. The | and so it failed. At Fond du Lac a 

best climatic conditions for the sugar factory was started which produced a 

beet plant are those where a summer considerable quantity of sugar. The 

temperature of 70 degrees F. prevails. machinery, however, was taken to 

Now, if you will examine climatic | California, where failure resulted. 

maps you will see that a line marking Thus we had two failures in beet 

a temperature of 70 degrees for the sugar production many years ago in 

summer months crosses the state of | our state. The first beet sugar factory 

Wisconsin. In your mind draw a line to be successfuly operated in Amer- 

from Racine through Madison, Chip- ica was at Alvarado, California, this 

pewa Falls and Hudson; this line is having been in continual operation 

the isotherm of 70 degrees for the now nearly twenty years. California 

months of June, July and August. ‘As | now has two other factories, making 

you well know, the temperature of our three in all. There is also a factory 

state at any given point does not vary in operation near Salt Lake, Utah, and 

materially from that at the points another at Eddy, New Mexico, and 

named for one hundred miles on either | two in Nebraska, one at Norfolk and 

side, so that all of Wisconsin is prac- the other at Grand Island. Thus we 

tically in the heart of the sugar beet | have seven factories in this country 

belt. If we pass far north of this line, in active operation, and these have 

the summers are too short; if we go turned out during the past year some 

to the southward, the days are too| Sixty or seventy million pounds of 

hot, Remember that while fine look- | Sugar—say one pound for each individ- 

ing beets can be grown in Kentucky ual in this country.
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Concerning the Menomonee Falls; Along the bottom of the great hopper 
; Beet Sugar Factory. bin holding beets runs a stream of 

You have all heard of the Menomo- | water in a ditch. The beets are kept 
. nee Falls factory and, I am sure, are | Out of the ditch for a time by planks 

interested in this second great effort | Placed across it. When the beets are 
of Wisconsin to produce sugar. Most | needed the planks are slipped out and 

i unfortunately the projectors of this the beets fall into the ditch, in which 

enterprise have been greatly cramped | they are floated into the factory. 
for money and are struggling for suc- | Much of the dirt is washed off by the 

: cess, with the odds seemingly against ditch water, but inside the factory the 

them. This factory should have been | beets fall into a great washing ma- 
| completed last fall but is not yet ready | Chine which cleans them of all foreign 

for operation. This is most discourag-| Matter. From the washing machine 
ing to the farmers about Menomonee | the beets pass upward to the top of 
Falls who during the past year have | the building where they are sliced 

| grown large quantities of beets. These | into pieces about the size of a lead 
farmers are intelligent, thrifty Ger- pencil rubber. These slices are next 

| mans, some of whom were beet grow- placed in iron cylinders holding one 

ers in the old country, and naturally | 0" two tons each. When filled, the 
| all take a deep interest in their home | CYlinders are closed and hot water 

factory. Let us hope they will suc- enters from below, passing upward. 

ceed, but if failure comes, it is for | TB@ water after it has soaked more 
, purely financial reasons and not be-| T less of the sugar from the beet 
, cause the farmers could not or would | Slices in this cell or cylinder, passes 

not grow the beets, nor because the to a second cell where it abstracts more 

beets were unsatisfactory. At the| Juice; from the second it goes to a 
Wisconsin Station we have analyzed a third and so on until the same water 

number of sample beets grown by the gathering more and more of the sugar 

farmers about Menomonee Falls, and in solution has passed through ten or 

[ assure you these beets are satisfac- twelve cells. As soon as a cell has 
tory. been treated by water it is again 

treated in the same manner with a 
How Beet Sugar Is Made. fresh supply until the beet slices have 

The mention of the Menomonee | been washed with water ten or twelve 

Falls factory leads you to wish, I am| times, the water passing from cell to 
sure, to know just how beet sugar is| cell. By this method the water is 
produced. Let us visit the factory and | finally as strongly impregnated and 

witness the operations. First of all we| becomes as sweet with sugar as the 

notice the many evidences of industry} beet juice itself. On the other hand, 

and push. Scores of farmers’ teams | the beet slices washed again and 

are coming by every highway to the | again with warm water lose their 

factory, for it takes hundreds of | sweetness until after ten or twelve 

wagon loads of beets for each day’s | washings they contain little or no 

operations. The wagons drive onto a| sugar. The slices freed from sugar 

scale and the roots are weighed and | are emptied from the cells and pass 

samples taken for analysis. On the | through a machine which squeezes 

other side of the scale railroad cars | much of the water out of them, and 
loaded with beets are being weighed, | on into the farmers’ wagons, by which 

for beets are coming in from twenty! they are hauled to the farms for cat- 

or thirty miles away by rail. Next | tle feeding, for silage, etc. In this 

we find the cars being unloaded of | way the farmer leaves at the factory 

their beets, which go into great sheds. | only the sugar. The sweetened water, 

-
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which corresponds to the peet juice, is | of our intelligence and progress. We } 

next treated with fresh lime, which | will never admit for an instant that i} 

coagulates the foreign matter and any other nation has people half so 

clears it of impurities. The lime is | bright and pushing as our own, yet 

. jn turn freed from the juice by pass- | year follows year with Germany, 

| ing carbonic acid gas through the | France and Austria producing the 

juice, which precipitates the lime in the sugar which should be raised on farms 

| tanks. The juice freed from impuri- ‘in Wisconsin and other northern 

ties now goes to boiling tanks where | states. Here is a nation sending 

| it is boiled in more or less of a vacu- abroad $100,000,000 every year for that 

um to prevent burning. Finally, the | which could be produced just as well 

molasses, rich in sugar, is boiled in a | at home. 

special vacuum pan, where the art of | Concerning Beets. ' 

i the boiler is to produce sugar crystals. Let us come down a little more to 

; From this pan the dense mass, almost detail, In order to be profitable, th 

| sugar in itself, is let fall into cen- | 5 ee = ' : D : —_— Bi 

i trifugal separators, which throw out juice of the beet root mus ge 

the molasses and leave the sugar. The | Or amare Ber cont i ee - one 

sugar after drying is barrelled and| beets grown in Wisconsin meet this 

ready for shipment. | condition? Yes, and more too, At 

4 Beet sugar factories, when in opera- joe Experiment Station we have an- 

{| tion, run night and day, never stop- | alyzed hundreds of beets grown in dif- 

; ping from the opening of the campaign | ferent parts of the state and find that 

,, until closed for lack of beets to work | where farmers are careful in growing 

i further. Hundreds of men are em- | beets these roots carry from 13 to 16 

| ployed, and I assure you it is a busy | per cent. and even more of sugar. In f 

i place. 
| Calumet county, not far from where 

i 
| we are holding this meeting, the Ger- 

it Wisconsin’s Opportunity for Wis- | man farmers have grown beets which \ 

i consin’s Necessity. | run 18 per cent. in sugar. Another 

#] Le | point is the purity of the juice. Be- 

i In the U nited States we con-| cides the sugar the juice contains for- | 

‘4 sume nearly 70 pounds of sugar eign matters which are a great hin- 

ct for each inhabitant. Allowing 60) grance to sugar production. Beet 

3} pounds consumption for each per-| jnice must be 80 per cent. pure to 

i son in saad stat>, it will re-| work satisfactorily. Wisconsin beets 

i Se 
are again right in this particular when 

iN a . Bee j carefully grown. We have found Wis- 

4 uce our own sugar. Annually our | eonsin beets running as high as 84 per 

i sugar costs us over $5,000,000. Think | cent, in purity, 

rf 5 
v: 

i] of it, friends! We must gather a 

each day and send out of this state | The Sugar Beet a Thoroughbred. 

Pa an average of $15,000 to pay for the| Do not forget that the sugar beet is 

f sugar we consume, and this sugar is | the greatest thoroughbred known to 

| produced in the fields of Germany and| man. Ever since the time of Achard 

i France, with a climate similar to | men have been selecting beets to se- 

FY Wisconsin and a soil far less rich. | cure a higher percentage of sugar and 

| We have people begging for work and | a greater purity of the juice. In Na- 

A we are talking about hard times. Is | poleon’s time the sugar beet carried 

Fh it strange that we have hard times | 6 or 7 per cent. of sugar; now it car- 

; and lack of work when we must ries from 12 to 20 per cent., and even 

i gather up $15,000 each day to pay our higher! Is not this an interesting 

i sugar bill? We boast in this country | fact and one full of encouragement
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to farmers and breeders of plants and | Will Wisconsin Become a Sugar Pro- 
animals? It shows us what we can ducing State? 
accomplish by selection and what} My friends, this is a great question 
room there is for improvement. Be-| now confronting these people. I have 
cause it is a thoroughbred, the sugar | shown you that we are in the sugar 

beet must be grown with great care. | beet belt. I have shown you that by 
If weeds are allowed to choke the analyses made by the hundreds at the 

growing plants, if the cultivation is | Wisconsin Experiment Station our 
poor, if raw manures are used, if the | farmers have grown beets which are 
land is marshy and contains much | rich in sugar and high in purity of 

vegetable matter, any or all of these | juice. Let me tell you that on our 

conditions tend to produce beets of | experimental grounds at Madison we 

low quality. | have produced in beets as much as 
Good Seed of the Highest Import- | three tons of sugar on one acre of 

ance. land. 
The production of beet seed is a We are talking of hard times and 

wonderful industry in itself. Let me | realize that thousands of people in our 
tell you something of how it is car-| villages and on our farms would glad- 
ried on. In the fall the choicest look- | ly have some work to do if there was 
ing beets only are selected. A core|a sale for the product. There is an 
is taken out of the beets by an in-| over-production of corn, wheat, beef | 
strument resembling a cheese trier. | and pork in this country; at the same 

The juice of this core is analyzed, and|time we are sending  $100,000,000 

if the beet it is taken from carries | abroad every year,—most of this 

enough sugar and is sufficiently. pure, | $100,000,000 goes to the manufacturers 

that beet is laid aside for seed produc- | and farmers of Europe for producing 

tion. In this way the beets are pa-| sugar from the beat root. Why should 

tiently and laboriously selected for | not this $100,000,000 be saved to Amer- 
seed production. Such beets are| ica, in which case 40 or 50 per cent. 
called “mother beets.” The mother | of it would go directly to the farmers 

beets are carefully housed and the | and the remainder would go to the 

next spring are planted in rows in| producers of coal, lime stone, manu- 

the best prepared gardens where they| facturers and builders, to the men who 
receive careful attention. The seeds| work in the factories, to those who 
saved from these beets are planted the | furnish the capital and to the rail- 
next spring and the beets raised there- |-road companies whose traffic would be 
from are selected as before, but a enormously increased through this in- 
small part of the crop being saved for | dustry. Five million dollars would 
seed production again. After select-| annually be saved to the state 

ing in this way for several seasons all| of Wisconsin to be scattered 

of the seed produced is finally dis- | among our own people in- 

posed of to the farmers who grow | stead of being gathered up and sent 

beets for the sugar factory. You can | off to other countries. We would fight 

easily see why beet seed is somewhat| to the last rather than allow any other 

expensive and how some seed grown | courtry to conquer us, yet commercial- 

by careless people may sell much | ly we pay a tribute to other nations 

cheaper than that offered by careful | of $100,000,000 a year! Wisconsin’s 

growers. Some beet seed might be| share of this tribute is at least 

worth 30 cents a pound while other | $5,000,000, or $15,000 per day! ‘Will we 
seed carelessly grown would not be | awaken to the situation and avail our- 

profitable to the grower at 10 cents | selves of the opportunity to produce 

a pound. our own sugar? Will we cease talk- 

{ ——
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ing about aard times and set to work A Member—We will give you beets 

correcting our economic conéitions? of high quality from Waupaca county 

It is a national disgrace for the United | the coming year. 

States to be forced annually to gather Prof. Henry—The Wisconsin Exper- 

up $100,000,000 of hard earned money iment Station will send out a very 

to pay for an agricultural product pro- | large number of packages of beet seed 

duced in other countries which could | the coming season. Now, farmers, 

as well be made within our own por-| remember in growing your experi- 

ders. What part shall Wisconsin mental beets, samples of which you 

farmers take in wiping out this great | will send to our Station, to choose a 

plot? 
good garden soil and do not attempt 

a 
to grow large, coarse beets. Our 

friend here is an old sorghum grower; 

DISCUSSION. 
he will tell you that farmers who have 

A Member—What soils are best for| their sorghum patch in an old barn- 

the sugar beet? yard or where hogs have been fat- 

Prof. Henry—The sugar beet will| tened, though it produces a large 

grow on a large variety of soils. | yield of sorghum stalks, does not fur- 

Those which yielded so well in the |nish cane which will produce nice 

vicinity of Menomonee Falls were | sorghum molasses. We all know that 

grown on a heavy clay loam—a hard sorghum grown on over-rich lands 

maple soil. Muck or marsh land or | gives a juice loaded down with impuri- 

those containing much vegetable mat- | ties. 

ter are not satisfactory for beet grow- Question—What is the proper size 

ing. Beet lands should not be|for sugar beets—how heavy should 

manured with fresh stable manure | they be? 

just before planting. If possible, ap- Prof. Henry—The best sugar beets 

ply the manure to the preceding crop, weigh about two pounds each. Do not 

having the land rich with fertility but | try to grow great, large peets, think- 

not loaded with fresh raw manure. ing they are the pest. Years ago when 

Question—-Will worn-out soil pro-| I was looking up the beet sugar ques- 

duce good beets? tion in California I had a conversa- 

Prof. Henry—Soil to grow good | tion with some of the officials of the 

beets must not be worn out. Do not | Southern Pacific Railroad Company in 

understand that I wish you to grow their office in San Francisco. I was 

beets on poor soil. What I wish to| urging upon them the importance of 

impress is that lands rich with vege- beet sugar production in California. 

table matter or loaded with raw ma- Col. Crocker, the leader, showed much 

nures, while they will grow large | indifference, saying that he had lost 

beets, will not grow rich beets. $50,000 in trying to promote this very 

Question—How will the sandy lands | enterprise. I told him that that was 

in some parts of the state that pro-| not necessarily a reason why beet 

@vce such fine potatoes, do for beet| sugar production could not yet be 

culture? 
profitable. Later on in our conversa- 

Prof. Henry—These sandy lands| tion, when talking about California’s 

have puzzled us considerably. We| wonderful productions, he said that in 

have had beets grown on the sandy his experiments he had grown beets 

soils of Marquette county, which were that weighed 20 or 30 pounds each. 

very satisfactory indeed. On the| As soon as he told me this, I replied: 

other hand, some of the beets grown “There, Col. Crocker, is one of the 

in Waupaca county were not so good| reasons your factory failed. You 

as we expected they would be. thought large beets were good beets
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when in truth they are poor beets,, will grow good beets, but marsh 

and helped wreck your factory. You | muck land as arule is not satisfac- 

should have tried to produce small | tory; such soil may grow large beets 

beets, but many to the acre; and such, | but it will not grow beets whose juices 

if grown properly, would have been | carry much sugar and are pure. 

rich in sugar and these would have} A Member—What can the farmers 

brought you success instead of fail- do to advance the sugar industry in 

ure.” 
our state? 

Question—Mr. Watson, what kind Prof. Henry—Just now let every 

of soil do you raise your beets on? | farmer endeavor to grow a plat of 

Mr. Watson—Our soil is black loam, | beets and to push his knowledge of 

but there are beets grown for the fac- beet culture. Remember, friends, 

tory on all kinds of soil; the very that beet growing is a great art in 

nicest kind are grown on heavy clay and of itself. Capitalists will not 

land—they were the most even, the | come to Wisconsin to build facto- 

smoothest, averaging about two and a| ries until they are sure that our peo- 

half pounds, and the man told me he | Ple will grow beets in sufficient quan- 

had nineteen or twenty tons to the| tity to keep their factories running 

acre, and I am quite sure they would | to full capacity when once they are 

analyze very well. erected. Now, let me urge upon you 

‘A Member—Will the sugar produced | most strongly to form local beet 

at our beet sugar factories be granu-| srowers’ associations. Let every 

lated and white when it leaves the | member of this association cultivate 

factory? from # quarter of an acre to two acres 

Prof. Henry—Until recently all the of beet roots. If you cannot get true 

beet sugar produced was raw and had | Sugar beet seed for so large an area, 

to be still further refined. Now men | then buy mangelwurzel seed for all 

have learned to treat the sugar in but a few rows which should be true 

the factory where it is produced so as | Stsar beets. Study to plant this 

to make refined white sugar. Some beet seed in the best possible way and 

factories, however, still produce raw to grow the finest crop of beets you 

sugar, leaving the refining to be done | Can possibly produce. Let there be 

in central factories. rivalry among the different members 

Question—Mr. Watson, were those | of the club. If possible, have premi- 

beets that you raised for the experi- | UMS offered for the largest and best 

ment, good feeding? crops of beets. Then send some of 

Mr. Watson—Yes. Here is my the beets produced from genuine sugar 

idea; grow from one to two acres of beet seed next fall to our Experiment 

roots. If you can’t afford to pay so Station. If a hundred or more farm- 

much to buy seed, plant a field of man- | €°S in your community will all go in- 

gelwurzels, and plant a few rows of to beet growing in a small way, and 

true sugar beets. You will get well | cam produce beets of a high quality, 

paid for growing even these man- I think you will not have to wait 

gels, you would be well paid long for a beet sugar factory. But do 

if you grow the sugar beets, so not expect capitalists to come and 

; there is no loss to you either way. put hundreds of thousands of dollars 

‘A Member—There are some gentle- | into a factory in your neighborhood 

men here who did not understand | and carry things on by boom methods 

what Prof. Henry said about the) while you sit back and wait for every- 

| black, mucky land. | thing to be in operation before you 

| Prof. Henry—I wish it to be under-| begin to study your part of the en- 

| stood that there are dark soils which | terprise. Remember that everything 

oad
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depends upon you in the beginning. | good, enterprising citizens. Then, 

Mr. Watson—It is useless to exper- they can only grow a limited area of 

iment with mangel wurzel seed unless | beets, for a beet field must be well 

you want to, because you can obtain cultivated and must follow in rota- 

seed from these factory people just | tion. To eat up the pulp and waste 

as cheap as you can buy it of the leaves they must keep many cattle. 

seedsmen. The seed last year cost The beet farmers of Europe keep just 

us just twenty-six cents a pound, and | about as much stock as they had be- 

you can get it in almost any quantity | fore the sugar factories were started. 

from them this year, I am quite sure. Now, let me tell you of a letter 

J used about six pounds to the acre. which came to our office the other 

Mr. Kellogg—How were the beets day. In our sugar beet bulletin re- 

wintered that were not worked up? cently published I told the farmers 

Mr. Watson—I have not been in | that the beet plant did not necessarily 

the factory. The chemist says that impoverish the soil to any great ex- 

the beets brought there and deposited | tent for the farmer could feed the 

in pits before the frost took them, are leaves to his cattle and also haul back 

in good shape yet, and the appear: | from the factory the beet pulp and 

ance of the beets would indicate that feed this, and that if he kept the 

he is correct. This company intends leaves and pulp on his farm, very lit- 

this season to put up a system of stor- tle was taken off of it, for, I said, “su- 

ing sheds that are frost proof. They | sar is made up of the elements which 

will preserve the beets and hope event: | are found in carbonic acid gas and 

ually to lengthen out the season tc water, and these are free to the farm- 

180 or 209 days. 
er.” A few days after sending out the 

‘A Member—How far will it be prof-| bulletin a letter came to us saying: 

itable to ship these beets by railroad | “You say in your bulletin that carbon- 

to the factory? 
ie acid gas and water are free to the 

Prof. Henry—Probably the limit | farmer. Will you please send me 

for successful shipping is not over | some?” 

forty miles from the factory. The The Chairman—Do you mean by 

railroad companies realizing the great this that we can raise sugar beets on 

advantage of this industry to them, |a piece of land indefinitely? 

will haui beets for a low price per ae Prof. Henry—No, that is not just 

so long as they can take many car- | what I wish you to understand. My 

loads each trip. 
| point is that beets do not really draw 

Let me here speak to the farmers and heavily on the soil when we return 

business men present about the great the leaves and the pulp, before or 

value of this industry. Beet sugar | after feeding to cattle, back again to 

money is one of the pest kinds of | the land. The proper thing for the 

money that can come into a commu- | farmer to do is to grow beets in rota- 

nity. I do not call tobacco money | tion with other crops. On an eighty 

good money for Wisconsin, for as a | acre farm near a beet sugar factory, 

rule farmers who grow tobacco usu- the farmer should have from 8 to 10 

ally impoverish their farms and are | acres of land in beets and the rest 

not nearly so thrifty as dairy farmers. devoted to pasture, hay, corn and 

The beet districts of Europe are today | other crops. Then the beets will 

the most prosperous on the continent | come in as a regular rotation crop. 

and beet growing farmers are among Let me illustrate how peet culture 

the most intelligent people we can is a great help to the people. When 

find. They have to learn their busi- I visited the Alvarado, Cal., factory I 

ness thoroughly and this makes them | stopped at a hotel in the little village
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near by. Right around the hotel; have a means of earning a little 

building where a lawn usually is was | spending money, which they cannot 

nothing to be seen but growing beets | do now, when we try to sell oats, 

I said to the landlord “How does it | wheat and other grains to bring in 

come that you are growing beets right | the cash. I am sure that if we were 

about your building in this way?” He | growing our own sugar we could get 

replied, “My father is an old man and | scores of farmer boys to the Short 

he cannot now do a full day’s work in | Course where now comes but one be- 

the field, but he is still ambitious and | cause there is not money enough to 

wishes to make some money for him-| go around. Besides this form of agri- 

self. By cultivating the land here | culture not only brings cash money 
about the hotel building he is grow-| but as I have said it makes better 

| ing some 6 or 8 tons of beets and will | farmers and the young men in study- 

do all the work except that of taking | ing beet culture and all that goes with 
them to the factory. Each ton of | it will be full of ambition to learn 

beets will bring him $4.00, and I as- | more about farming. 

sure you he is very proud of his little Mr. Scott—It seems as if we were 

income.” peculiarly situated in this part of the 

Now, friends, if we had sugar beet | State for this work; we have the land 

factories in Wisconsin producing the | and the water and soil. Let us, as 
$5,000,000 worth of sugar which we farmers, secure some of these seeds 

now buy elsewhere, women and child-| and try it this summer. 
ren, young men and old, even cripples Mr. Cressy-—I find a little difficulty 

could go out in the beet fields and|in equalizing what this gentleman 
help weed them in the summer time| said with the statement made by 
and help top and load the roots in the | Prof. Henry at our State Horticultu- 

fall during the busy periods. In this | ral meeting at Madison last month. I 

way thousands upon thousands of | remember Prof. Taylor spoke about 

t people who are now helpless and de- | using twenty pounds of beet seed to 

pendent, could earn more or less| the acre, and that those seed only 

| money and by just the amount they | cost ten cents a pound. 

| earn would be so much less of a bur- The Chairman—The price per acre 

| den to themselves and to the commu-| is about the same. 

nities in which they lived. As it is,| Prof. Henry—I wish to state that in 

t we have very little work which this | the older beet districts both in this 

class of people can do—this piece| country and in Europe as much as 20 

work. Our farm work is of such | pounds of beet seed are planted to the 

character as a rule that one must be | acre. The reason for using so much 

either a good full hand, or not work | seed is this: to get a large tonnage 

at all. With the beet industry in full) there must be a beet plant every 6 or 

progress everybody could have work | 8 inches. Now, if 2 minimum amount 

during the pleasant summer and fall | of seed is used, there will quite surely 

i months. be skips and breaks in the rows, and 

i The Chairman—Could not the farm- | old beet growers would much prefer 

| er’s son then have money to take him| to plant an excess of seed and avoid 

| to the Short Course? these skips than save a little on seed 

. Prof. Henry—Most certainly he | and have their tonnage run low. 

; could. Bright boys could earn from Supt. McKerrow—I have in my 

! $20 to $50 in their beet patch on a little; pocket one of last year’s contracts 

piece of land set aside for them by the | with a Nebraska factory, in which 

head of the family. Boys and girls, | they sold the seed to patrons only at 

old men and young could all then! fifteen cents a pound. But there are 

A. es
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different varieties of sugar beets, and | Prof. Henry—The average size 

different ways of buying seeds, for they, would be about the same, but there 

are all imported. are large and there are small seeds. 

Prof. Henry—Then, again, the | Question—How small beets will the 

nearer you are to the mother beet the | factory take? 

more they charge you for the seed. Mr. Watson—The chemist told me 

Gne man may charge you twenty cents| that the limit ought to be three 

a pound and the seed be worth it; an-| pounds as to largeness; they would 

other man may charge you five cents, | not limit the size as to smallness. The 

and the seeds not be worth even that.| smaller they are, usually the sweeter 

Mr. Kellogg—How much more are| they are. I think they charge us a 

sugar beets worth for teed than man-| little too much for the seed. I had a 

gels? conversation with Mr. Currie, in Mil- 

Prof. Henry—Experiments in Den-| waukee the other day, and he said the 

mark show that the value of beets run | very best quality of seed, from either 

directly with the amount of solid mat- | France or Germany, ought not to 

ter they contain. Sugar beets contain | cost us over 15 cents a pound, but for 

much more solid matter than man- | a little experiment I do not think you 

gels; on the whole I should say they | will mind the difference. It is for the 

are worth from one and a half to two | interest of the factory to give us good 

times as much. seed. 

Question—How will it do to trans- The Ckairman—We have had enough 

plant sugar beets? said so as to get us to thinking how 

Prof. Henry—European practice is | to save this $100,000,000 Prof. Henry 

generally against it. has been telling us about, and if this 

. Mr. Watson—My experience is | Institute grows in enthusiasm as it 

against it. We transplanted to some has grown in numbers, we certainly 

extent, and our labor was entirely will have enthusiasm whether we 

lost. have beets or not. 

Mr. Jones—Are these sugar beet The Institute adjourned till 7:30 

seeds as large as mangel beet seeds? p. m. 
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EVENING SESSION. 

The Institute met at 7:30 P.M. Supt. McKERROW in the Chair. 

WHAT THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY IS DOING FOR 

THE PEOPLE OF WISCONSIN. 

REUBEN GOLD THWAITES, Secretary, Madison, Wis. 

Wisconsin had an historical society | compliment to his official station. 

whilé it was still in the territorial | The list of vice-presidents comprised 

stage. As the result of agitation be- | one from each county in the State. 1 

gun in the columns of the Mineral | A. Lapham, the distinguished scien- 

Point Democrat, in October, 1845—| tist and antiquarian, was elected sec- 

three years before Wisconsin was ad- | retary, but he was able to give no 

mitted to the Union—a society was | time to the work. Public addresses 

formed at Madison, the capital, in Oc- | were given before the society, in 1849, 

tober, 1846, by delegates in attendance | 1850, and 1851, by prominent citizens 

. on the first constitutional convention. | of the State; but beyond these three 

: Most of the principal men of the ter- addresses, nothing of importance was 

ritory were present at the initial | done during this period. The pam- 

meeting of the association, the pur- phiet discourses were sent out to 

pose of which was “to collect” from) perhaps a dozen other learned socie- 

the pioneers then alive, such facts|ties, and a library of fifty volumes 

in regard to the early history of Wis-| was slowly accumulated—all of these 

consin as they might possess, as well| books being State laws, legislative 

as to treasure up those concerning the] journals, miscellaneous public docu- 

future.” ments, two volumes of the “Transac- 

But while the enthusiasm at this] tions of the American Ethnological 

meeting was great, the participants Society” and a volume of American 

were immersed in their own affairs | bibliography. The meagre collection 

| and no one gave the matter any fur-| was contained in a small glass-faced 

i ther attention; no records were kept, | case, kept on a table in a corner ot 

| no money was paid into the treasury, | the governor’s office, and this case is 

i no work was performed. What was | now exhibited as a curiosity in the 

| everybody’s business, was nobody’s. Society’s museum. 

Thus the first organization of the so- First Officers of the Society. 

ciety may be considered as having! jt was evident that the Society 

died when the gavel sounded for ad-| would never amount to anything at 

es this rate of progress. Somebody 
must devote his entire time to the 

Early Days of the Society. work, becoming personally responsi- 

On the thirtieth of January, 1849, | ble for the conduct of the Society’s 

nineteen days after the opening of the affairs, and giving to it life and indi- 

| first session of the State Legislature | vidual character. The man for the 

in Madison, a hundred and fifty per- | Place was imported to Madison in Oc- 

sons, chiefly members of the Legisla- | tober, 1852. He was Lyman C. Dra- 

ture, held a meeting at the American | per of Philadelphia, who had already 

House and formed a State Historical | spent about fifteen years in’the accu- 

Society, the previous existence of the | mulation of materials for Western 

old society, now defunct, being ig- history, achieving such success in his 

nored. Governor Nelson Dewey was manuscript and book collections, ina 

| chosen President of the Society, as 9 time when collectors of Americana 

|
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were few, as to attract the atterition | in no way suited to library purposes. 

of scholars throughout the Hastern | In January, 1866, the institution— 

States. Draper was then thirty-seven library, portrait gallery and museum 

years of age; full of vigor and push, —was removed by the authority of 

kindly of disposition, persuasive in the legislature to quarters especially 

argument, devoted to his life task of prepared for it in the then new south 

collecting, self-denying in the cause,| wing of the capitol. It was thought 

and of unimpeachable character. that there was now ample room for the 

For various reasons, not necessary accessions of at least a quarter of a cen- 

here to recite, it was the eighteenth of tury. But such was the rate of in- 

January, 1854, before the Society was | crease that in less than ten years’ 

thoroughly reorganized for work on | time these quarters were a tight fit. 

the new plan. Draper was at that | By 1881 cords of volumes, pamphlets, 

time chosen secretary and at once en- and relics were piled in out-of-the- 

tered with joyous enthusiasm upon way corners and rooms throughout 

the undertaking of accumulating | the capitol, there being no space to 

pooks for the library, relics and cu-| Shelve or display them. 

riosities for the museum, portraits for Secretary Draper, as the executive 

the gallery, and documents for publi- officer of the Society, now opened a 

cation in the Wisconsin Historical | vigorous campaign for a new build- 

Collections. In the course of a few ing; he awakened interest in many of 

weeks, the little library case was too | the leading men of the State, and 

small. By the close of the year, the gained the unanimous support of the 

secretary was able to report to the So- | newspaper editors. But there were 

ciety the acquisition of a thousand certain complications which made it 

volumes and a thousand pamphlets impossible to carry a separate puild- 

and documents—certainly a remark- | ing scheme through the legislature. A 

able showing, compared with the fifty compromise resulted in the Society 

books which had been the product of being given the second, third and 

the five years preceding his adminis- fourth floors of one of two large trans- 

tration. For want of library space, | Verse wings ordered by the legislature 

the greater part of the acquisitions of 1881 to be attached to the capitol. 

were stored in Draper’s residence un- In December, 1884, the transfer was 

til in August, 1855, a small room in made to the new and greatly enlarged 

the corner of the basement of the quarters—the library occupying the 

local Baptist church was secured for second and third floors of the wing, 

the Society’s use. On the first of and the museum and portrait gallery 

January, 1856, Daniel S. Durrie, a | the fourth. These several floors are 

bookseller, formerly in business at reached by a passenger elevator. 

Albany, N. Y., was chosen librarian, Having seen the Society established 

and held this useful and honorable po- in its new rooms, Secretary Draper re- 

sition for over thirty-six years un- signed his position on the sixth of 

til his death, August 30, 1892. He was January, 1887, with a record of thirty- 

succeeded by Isaac S. Bradley, for | three years of arduous labor in be- 

seventeen years his chief assistant. half of the State.* It was Dr. Draper’s 

desire to devote the remainder of his 

Moved to the Capitol Building. life to forwarding some private 

The Society soon securing legislat- Iiterary Wark, but he ‘was prevented 

ive aid, the collections grew apace un- capers ae accomplishing his 

til nearly the entire basement of the jong-cherished plans in this direction, 

church was occupied. This place was, * He — eect Ld oo aa 

however, dark, damp and dingy, and | PaPint cecictant orton shes oe ae 

6 
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and died on the twenty-sixth of Au-| torical Society is an institution which 

gust, 1891. The Wisconsin Historical | all good citizens unite in declaring 

Library, which he practically founded, | should be free from such baneful in- 

and so successfully managed and pur- | fluences. The work is thus left in the 

° veyed for through a third of a cen- | hands of those having a keen interest 

tury will remain an enduring monu-| in it, and trained to its performance. 

ment to his tireless energy as acol-| As for the official interests of the 

lector of Americana; while the first | commonwealth, they are looked after 

ten volumes of Wisconsin Historical) by the governor, secretary of state, 

Collections attest his quality as an|and state treasurer, who are by the 

editor of material for Western his- | law er officio members of the executive 

tory.7 committee and serve on its most im- 

i rt portant sub-committees. The fact 

Management of Society—Anti-Par-| that these officers have the power to 
tisan. report upon the Society’s operations, 

From the first, the Wisconsin legis-| and the further fact that the legisla- 

lature, with enlightened liberality, | ture can at any time investigate its 

looked kindly on the undertaking, and | affairs, tend to make the management 

made appropriations with which to | Scrupulously careful. 
purchase accessions, meet the greater 

part of the running expenses, and pay co ace! emcee 

the salaries of secretary and librarian.| The Scciety is actively engaged in 
The relationship of the Society to the several departments of historical and 

State is not generally understood,| CCOMOMC research and accumulation, 
even in Wisconsin. It is, however, has a fairly-equipped historical and 

easy of comprehension. By statute, ethnographical museum, and a por- 

the Society, which operates under a aos as of Wisconsin worthies, 

legislative charter granted in 1853, is containing about two hundred por- 

tha trustee of the State, and holds ali) “2 2 02 some o teats ae 
of its property for the commonwealth. and numerous pieces of portrait stat- 

It can neither sell nor give away any| U@"Y- About fifty thousand persons 

of the property it thus holds in trust, | Visit the gallery and museum annu- 
nor remove any of it from the capitol, | lly, the three large halls devoted to 
without special consent of the legis- | these departments being possibly the 
lature. As to rooms, lights, fires, jan- best patronized exhibition rooms in 

itorial service, repairs, mechanical the State. Yet, whatever reputation 

supplies, stationery, printing, and | the Society may have ‘won among 
postage, the Society is on pretty much scholars has been chiefly the out- 

the same focting as any of the State| STowth of its library; in this it takes 
bureaus. The machinery of the So- great interest and is doing its best ed- 

ciety serves to remove the manage- | Ucational work. 
ment of this enterprise from partisan | 11 1875 the miscellaneous books in 
control; the members are gentlemen | the State library, at the other end of 
of prominence throughout the State, the capitol, were transferred, by order 

of all shades of political opinion, and ee ae legislature, to the Historical 
for forty-three years there has not | S°ciety’s library, leaving the former 
been even a suspicion of “polities” in To ee ; ited sada under the 

: ‘0. e justices of the supreme 
ries ee erecta eee court; while the latter became, to all 
7See Wisconsin Historical Collec-| intents and purposes, a miscellaneous 

tions, Vol. XII., pages 1 to 22, for See-| State library in charge of the Histor- 

retary Thwaites’ memoirs of Dr.| ical Society. The relations between 
Draper.—Ed. the two libraries, both the property 

—_—
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of the commonwealth, are harmoni- Collection of Newspapers. 

ous. The principal daily and weekly 

Library Publications. newspapers of the State, some three 

The Society has published twelve hundred and seventy-five in nuntber, 

volumes of Wisconsin Historical Collec- | are sent gratis to the library, by 

tions, averaging five hundred pages their publishers, for binding and per- 

each; the Catalogue of its library, in| manent preservation. Some two 

seven volumes of seven to eight hun- hundred and fifty stout volumes are 

dred pages each; the Proccedings of its| annually made up in this manner 

annual meetings; two Special Class three years of the smaller weeklien 

Catalogues, one containing titles of | being bound in a volume. These files 

“Books on the United States Civil generally reach back to the first issues 

War and Slavery,” and the other an of the journals represerted. We find 

exhaustive “Bibliography of Wiscon- that the State papers are frequently re- 

sin Authorship;” three editions of its | ferred to by judges, lawyers, members 

Portrait Gallery Catalogue, and numer- of the legislature, and special investi- 

ous historical pamphlets. gators of every sort, while, as the So- 

ciety’s files are in many cases the only 

Number of Volumes. full ones in existence, editors them- 

The Wisconsin Historical Library selves have not seldom had occasion 

now numbers about 100,000 volumes to examine them in the library or write 

and 85,000 pamphlets. The average for data contained in early issues. 

annual increase is 3,500 volumes and Our collection of bound newspaper files 

3,000 pamphlets; nearly two-thirds of published outside the State amounts to 

the former are purchased, but not rearly 8,000 volumes. The earliest 

over ten per cent. of the latter. London file is that of the Public Intelli- 

In the West, large private libraries | 7°"¢¢" bearing date 1656. From that 

are not so numerous asin the Hast, time on, there are few years not rep- 

and these are generally in the pos- resented by some prominent English 

session of young or middle-aged men. | American journal. From 1750 for- 

Thus we have not that source of sup- | W274 the collection is unusually 

ply enjoyed by the older libraries of strong, especially in the American de- 

the Atlantic slope, in the receipt of partment. Newspapers are a fertile 

books by bequest. Only once have source of historical information, and 

we had a large gift of this character. this feature of the library we regard 

3 In 1866, Mrs. Otto Tank, of Fort How- as of the utmost practical importance. 

ard, gave us the library of her father, An elaborate catalogue of our news- 

a scholarly Amsterdam clergyman paper files is now being prepared for 

named Van der Meulen. The Tank ee 

library consists of 5,000 old and rare An Aid to the University. 

volumes, mostly in the Dutch lan-| Regarding the scope of the Society's 

guage—probably the largest collection | |jprary, I may explain that it is a gen- 

of Dutch books in the United States. | eral reference library, with the lines of 

Nearly half of them are richly bound | jccal and general American and Eng- 

in vellum, and many are profusely il-| lish history, economics, and descrip- 

lustrated with seventeenth century |tion, developed with especial care. On 

copperplate engravings; in the col-| account of the proximity of the Uni- 

lection are numerous Bibles, atlases | versity of Wiscorsin—a mile away— 

and charts, old editions of all the | about ninety per cent. of our readers 

classics, early lexicons and historical | are students from that institution, and 

works. These old Dutch books are |in purveying for the State Historical 

among the most precious of our treas- Library their wants are taken into 

ures, consideration. University students do- 

Sh ai
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ing original work of some importance ,could not have been successfully main- 

are under certain restrictions allowed tained in this State, without liberal 

access to our shelves, the same as other | State aid—far removed, as it is, from 

special investigators, as it is greatly to| the intellectual centers of the Nation, 

their advantage to have in sight all|and thereby laboring under peculiar 

the resources cf the library on a given | difficulties. The great need of the So- 

subject. To be as useful as possible| ciety has long been @ commodious, 7 

is the aim of the library, and the at-| fire-proof building, designed on the 1 

tendants are instructed to grant to| most approved models, for the accom- 

deserving studexts whatever privileges | modation of its library and museum, 

; are consistent with careful manage and its several offices. The present 

ment. The University seminars, and| quarters in the State capitol are quite 

some special classes in that line of| inadequate in extent, badly constructed 

work, are given the use of rooms ad-|in every way, and in no sense fire- 

joining the library. ‘The students and| proof; moreover, the State Government 

prefessors are, in fact, encouraged to| needs for the use of legislative clerks 

use our library as freely as they would|and committees the space occupied by 

that of the University itself. The Uni-| the Society. After many years of agi- 

versity library, of some 30,000 vol- | tation, the legislatures of 1895 and 1897 

umes, is at present more especially | came liberally to the rescue, with tax 

devoted to technical works, and dupli- | levies which in due time will aggregate 

cation of books already in the State | $420,000. The desired building is at 

Historical Library is avoided so far as last in course of erection, upon an am- 

possible; the students in  history.| le plot of ground given for the pur- 

economics, and kindred subjects ap-} pose by the board of regents of the 

pear chiefly to rely upon the latter, as| State University, in the proximity of 

their own literary laboratory. that institution. It is anticipated that 

In addition to the University stu- the removal into this building, to oc- 

dents, specialists from all parts of the| cur, probably, during the year 1899, 

West may be found in the State His- will be accompanied by considerable 

torical Library, especially in the sum- private gifts to the library and mu- 

mer months. During the past year|seum, and a general broadening of the 

historical investigators from several Society’s influence and usefulness. 

of the Atlantic States, north and The legislature of 1897 also provided 

south, have sought our shelves chiefly | for the incorporation of local histor- 

to consult our manuscript collection, ical societies, which shall be auxiliary 

which now embraces nearly six hun- to the parent Society. The local or- 

dred stout folio volumes. These are| ganizations will each be entitled to one 

particularly rich in material for the| representative at the annual meetings 

history of the West and the South dur- | of the State Society, and may make re- 

ing the Revolutionary War, and the ports to the latter, to be published in 

war of 1812-15, and for the history of its Proceedings. It is possible that an 

the fur trade in the Old Northwest. | outgrowth of this union may be occa- 

There are few libraries in the United sional historical conventions, held at 

States, where the range of readers is representative points, at which papers 

so cosmopolitan as in the Wisconsin | ™ay be presented and other appropri- 

| State Historical Library. ate exercises held. As a general re- 

zs sult, the prospect is encouraging for a 

The New State Historical Building. | considerable growth of popular inter- 

The Legislature has certainly been | est in Western history, within our 

f generous to the Society; with a few| State, which will find its best fruits in 

notable exceptions, in earlier years, the public schools, with whose teachers 

1 the latter’s relations with the govern- the Society is anxious to keep in the 

| ing body have been harmonious, and | closest possible touch. 

} it must be confessed that the Society 

}
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THE AIM OF EDUCATION. 

Mrs. FLORENCE COLE CLELAND, Columbus, Wis. 

hands every year? The church as well 

5 as the school, assemblies, reading cir- 

as | (| cles, lecture bureaus, conventions, in- 

be aaa ed get pie stitutes, all must be enumerated as 
ag ae —. | | means employed for the education of 

ake 5 Boe the people. Life itself is a school in 

; [sia = "| | which old as well as young are enrolled 

13] ¥)| | as students. This being true, may we 

|, | | not ask, What is the aim of education? 

! | | What Should Education Do for Us? 
| | In the minds of parents whose chil- 

} | dren are to be educated, of teachers 

} | | upon whom a large share of the re- 

4 sponsibility of this work depends, of 

! x ™am| | all who, whether speaking from the 

s, * | | pulpit, on the platform, or through the 
ls i ce press, are nevertheless interested in 

ee Pa the advancement of the present gene- 
a . - F Bus Pe ration, What ideas are formulated re- 
Lege oe ee garding the work education should do? 
ene Pee a Ry oes What to them and to us is the meaning 

cee ers ee Ne conveyed by the term “well educated?” 
Oe eS eae a foes at *| | Education is a means to an end, not 
——O—oaEse—=s—_—_—ovi—— an end in itself. The nature of the 

end determines the nature and value 
Mrs. Frorence Core Cretan. of the means, while the clearness and 

a definiteness in which the goal to be 

This world is growing exceedingly| »..-hed is defined in the mind of the 
full of people, of projects, of needs, of educator measures the success to be 
opportunities, and of obligations. The atiained: Resalte must. frat Uselas 

means employed for the education ot thought and purpose. Hence the im- 

the human family today are more nu- portance of this question. 

merdus than ever before, and the edu- 

cational field more inclusive. First to Brain and Brawn. 

come to mind would be the public and} Education is a theme which has oc- 
parochial schools, preparing their large| cupied the thought and attention of 
body of students for the university, | the wisest men of all ages. But one 
business college, and more advanced] has only to study the historical de- 
instituticns of learning. All would in-| velopment of this science to realize 

clude in the educational field the stu-| that among those who have been inter- 

dent, from four to twenty-one or/| ested in education there has not been 

twenty-five years of age, and the in-; unity of purpose. In different ages 

structor. But does not a thoughtful| and in different nations numberless 
ecrsideration discover a broader field? | systems have developed, the promoters 

Is not the object of the press educa-| of each having distinct ideas as to 
tional? Is there not an educational| what were the elements of manhood 
value in the many books which pass|and womanhood which it was the 

from the publishers’ into the public’s| function of education to strengthen
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and develop. The principal systems ofj be wanting that general knowledge, 

the ancient world, the Greex and the| that uprightness of life, that breadth 

Roman, stand in sharp contrast. The | of interest and sympathy constituting 

ideal of the one was a man of thought, full-orbed manhood. Those should 

of the other a man of action; of the rather be termed training schools than 

one man beautiful, emotionai, clever; educational institutions which adver- 

of the other man, brave, sturdy, war- tise to prepare students for a business 

like, In mediaeval and modern times| life by a course of six months. The 

two leading systems developed, the| real struggles of life are not for food 

humanistic and naturaiistic, each| and raiment, but for ideas, for truth, 

worked out with various modifications.| and for purity. Money is not the ob- 

The standard of the former was purely | ject of life, nor does money making 

intellectual. The learner was exaltea| necessarily imply education. Not that 

above the doer. By the latter a} education should stand in the way of 

breader view was taken of the work| prosperity, nor lessen the ambition to 

education should do. “Our object,”| secure a home and provide means 

wrote Montaigne, a leading author, “‘is| against a time of need. Whether 

to breed, not a logician, not a gram- farmers, mechanics, merchants or doc- 

marian, but a gentleman. "Tis not al tors, education should, if worthy of 

soul, ’tis not a body that we are train-| that name, better fit us for our profes- 

ing, but a man.” The results and in- sion. The farmer with no aspiration 

fluences of each of these systems can| xcept in the accumulation of wealth, 

be traced in the history of the differ-| 20 patriotism that can be stirred ex- 

ent nations during the time each was| cept by national prosperity, no spirit 

practiced. With the experience of the| of neighborly interest or kindness ex- 

past to guide us, with the best thoughts | cept for that man with whom he can 

of the most intellectual men of the|™ake an advantageous bargain, such 

present before us, certainly we ought | has not felt the least beneficial infiu- 

not to err in our judgment. ence of a general awakening of their 
powers; their higher nature is dwarfed 

| Essentials of True Manhood and| and withered. They live and labor for 

. Womanhood. self and the present time, and their 

Treating the subject first negatively, | labors perish with them. Their desire 

I will mention such attainments, which| for knowledge may not be strong 
although they may be included in the| enough to bring them to an institute, 
qualities that help to make up the|and if, by experience they have come 

. ideal product of education, do not of| into possession of any knowledge 

| themselves constitute that product;| Which would be of value to others, 

such are accomplishments, business| they would selfishly keep it to them- 

: ability, and scholarship. Althcugh a selves. I think the conductors and 

daughter may have completed courses | Supporters of these Institutes will 

at the best conservatories of music| agree with me that the meeting to- 

and art at home and abroad, still she| gether of the farmers has a value be- 

may lack the deep foundations on side that which can be measured in dol- 

which a noble character must be built, | lars and cents. It deepens their inter- 

| and those enduring qualities essential| ests, opens up new lines of thought, 

to an ideal womanhood. I do not say| broadens their views, and gives birth 

| “does lack,” for these accomplishments| to @ whole souled feeling of brotherly 

| of themselves are not uneducational.| sympathy and good-will. 

} But alone they do not supply the es-} But perhaps the most frequent mis- 

| sentials. Although a son may possess | application of the term “well-educated” 

that shrewd business ability that) is in using it synonymously with the 

makes the accumulation of wealth a| term “scholarly,” and grading people 

seemingly easy process, still there may between the limits “well-educated” 

} 

| 
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and “uneducated,” according to the ing more and more the dependence of 

varying amounts of knowledge stored | the intellectual and moral natures, and 

in the mind. This puts @ premium | are saying: “Bring up your child ro- 

upon the work of the memory, ignoring | bust and healthy, in order that he may 

the higher power of reason; not taking | be wise in understanding and moral in 

into consideration the character, the habits. This attaches to the strength 

soul of man, or his fitness to meet life| of the physical constitution a new dig- a 

successfully. Probably all have among) nity and importance, and discounts the 

their acquaintances scholarly people,| value of any material or intellectual 

who are sometimes termed “educated | progress made at the expense of health. 

fools,” those who lack with all their! Regarding the intellectual element, 

Jearning, that most uncommon of all whether faculty or knowledge be the 

the senses, termed common sense.| direct aim, the ultimate purpose is to 

Knowledge is not everything. prepare a man qualified to engage in 

the active duties of life, bringing to 

Mental, Moral and Physical| jear upon all questions involved that 

Strength. preadth of view, that strength and in- 

Let us now turn to a positive treat- dependence of judgment which marks 

ment of the subject. If merely the| the free man and woman. 

accomplished member cf society, the 

successful financier, or the scholar, be All Our Lives a School. 

not the ideal product of education, it Education should be a preparation 

remains to define that product. but) for complete living, 4 preparation 

there are certain facts which must be| which seeks to awaken the soul to a 

enumerated before this can be clearly | realization of the meaning of life be- 

stated. First, that in ecucation there} fcre its orportunities are past, a prep- 

is not cnly the intellectual nature} aration which in the words of Sully 

claiming attention, but not of less im-| “seeks by social stimulus, guidance, 

portance the physical and the moral,| and control to develop thé natural 

that implanted in the life of every per-| pcwers, making one able and disposed 

son are the germs of his or her possi-| to lead a healthy, happy, and morally 

bilities and powers, an expression of| worthy life.” This educational work 

*the Divine purpose concerning that in- certainly is not confined to the school 

dividual; that there are certain means,| room nor to youthful students. Many 

which if properly employed at the) of the deep-thinking, whole-souled, in- 

proper time, tend to call forth, to de-| spiring men and women, people of in- 

velop and to perfect these implanted] fluence and power, have a diploma from 

faculties. With these facts jn mind|no institution of learning. Life and 

we can better appreciate the words 9f| its surroundings may not have per- 

Col. Parker, who said: “The harmon- mitted a course at college; but with 

jous development of every individual, | eyes open to see, minds active to think, 

body, mind, and soul, a symmetrical| and hearts quick to feel, life itself has 

upbuilding otherwise termed character, been a school, and its lessons have 

should be the end and aim of all edu-| been well learned. 

cation.” Certainly never has a higher To those who have peen in attend- 

ideal enthused the educator, and we | ance upon these Institutes many new 

“Can doubt not threugh the ages, ideas have come. Let us take them 

An increasing purpose runs, home, think over them, study and ap- 

And the thoughts of men are widened| ply intelligently, striving to make 

‘By the process of the suns.” every day’s work count for as much, 

Opinions differ as to which of thel every head of stock to bring in as 

three elements of education should be| much, every acre of land to yield as 

counted first in importance. Study| much as possible. If we are farmers 

and investigation, however, are disclos-|let us strive to be prosperous, thrifty
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farmers. But with this, let us be more, stance in life which makes our minds 

—let us be men and women of charac- [mere active, our hearts more tender, 

ter, and whether young or old, let us | our feelings more responsive, our char- 

welcome every thought and circum-| acters more noble. 

LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBILITIES OF OUR RURAL 

SCHOOL SYSTEM. 

State Supt. J. @. EMERY, Madison, Wis. 

any class of pecple who ere peculiarly 

zealous in reference to the views nat- 

urally most strong with them. 

| 7 i 4 Shas 

| zs Bo 
Basic Principles. 

o e =! sa The ultimate aim of every course of 

7 ; study which is to be most fruitful of 

q a “| results for the general good must be 

i = a wise adjustment and apportionment 

! *% aba maces of the multitudinous special claims 

P re re * a made on the public schools. 

\ 7 aa ee he | ‘The brevity of the school life of the 

ee Bis & majority of children emphasizes the 

Ya! Peis sean ueed of the careful differentiation of 

ee wn | | the studies to be pursued, under the 

Cee ARES | well settled maxim, that it is the 

eg oe proper function of our elementary® 

Be 4 * | | school system to furnish such instruc- 

firaees y | tion and training as shall be helpful 

* % P to every class of citizens. The com- 

& mon schools therefore seek to aid the 7 

\ education of boys and girls, first, on 

the broad basis of common humanity 

and, second, on the basis of the in- 

' dividual needs and according to the 

| ervironment, present or probable, of 

the child. Where the second seriously 

Supt. J. Q. Emery. interferes with or precludes the first, 
it should, to that extent, be excluded 

In the diccussion of a question | from the schools. Where the second 

which involves the enlargement of the | principle tends to its observance to as- 

scope of work in our common schools, | sist and complement the objects of the 

it is vitally essential that we keep | first, it would be unwise not to cor- 

constantly in view the fundamental | relate these bases of educational the- 

purposes of the system. No addition | ory. 

to the curriculum should be attempted! The common school in conformity 

simply because it is an innovation nor| with this idea, from its inception has 

because it ministers to the wishes of| adopted the plan of working through 

ee
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general elementary 
principles, not on this mass of material what will be of 

the narrow foundation of the inter-| service in the furtherance of the 

ests of any trade or profession put on proved principles of education before 

the broad conception of the elementary enunciated. Notwithstanding 
the dif- 

training requisite for usefulness in the | ficulty encountered in this selection, it 

practice of every employment or pro- anything from this rich realm of 

fession, be it commerce, agriculture, knowledge may contribute “to develop 

government or any other phase of hu-| the natural powers of the child, so 

man activity. 
as to render him able and disposed to 

Whatever other controversies there lead a healthy, happy and morally 

may be relative to our school system, worthy life” the children in the schools 

I take it there are these certain, im- should not be deprived of its benefits. 

movable fixtures, concerning whose It is not alone the internal factor or 

inherent stability there can no longer | the natural capabilities and inherited 

exist any dispute or doubt. No one tendencies that influence the develop- 

class may rightfully administer the | ment of the mind, but as well the ex- 

common schools to the detriment of | ternal factor of social and physical en- 

others. All classes are to be benefited vironment. While the education of all 

in the same general way and in our normal children rests on the same 

school system as elsewhere in our free | principle, the methods of reaching re- 

system of government, the greatest sults must vary widely according to 

good to the greatest number must be the environment of the recipients of 

the motto. 
education. There must be an adapta- 

Now, it follows from these state- tion of present means to desired ends. 

ments that there are numerous limita-| The mind of the child must be brought 

tions to education, inherent in the na- into right relation to his surroundings. 

ture of the common school, and these Some 400,000 children of our state 

limitations are applicable to agricul- live in rural communities. All about 

tural education, or, stated with more them is the constant profusion of 

definiteness, education in the princi- problems that nature offers. Agricul- 

ples of agriculture. These principles | ture involves the study and knowledge 

include, among many others, the of nature’s laws and lessons in rela- 

origin, characteristics, and possibili-| tion to their application to the sus- 

ties of soils, those underlying modes | tenance of human life and the acquisi- 

of tillage adapted to conditions, the tion of wealth. It deals with the pos- 

laws of plant life and growth, the sible and probable life surroundings 

principles of animal life and develop- of the great number of pupils of the 

ment, and the ethics and economics of country schools. It is therefore con- 

farm management. 
elusive that it is economy and good 

Each of these, though all are closely reason to bring the children to a study 

related, is worthy of the dignity of a of phenomena which for the present 

. separate science, for each carries with may afford good training of the powers 

it a multitude of subordinate topics. of the mind and become, at the same 

Already the agricultural sciences cover time, a practical preparation for a 

broad fields of knowledge and investi- later successful application of the ele- 

gation worthy of the best minds and mentary principles mastered. 

experimental and explorative equip- 

ment. The future promises to increase Some Limitations. 

— = this work. The| Being cognizant of the limitations 

y of interests pre- to agricultural instruction because of 

sented put the framers of courses of| the nature of the subject itself, and 

study for common schools to the| which cannot be removed, the next 

necessity of the closest discernment | thing of importance is ie ascertain 

and discrimination in selecting from present limitations that need only be 

a N
n
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temporary. The city schools, in many root development of clover and inves- 

respects, can never be so richly en-| tigate its purposes, perhaps to notice 

dowed with such an abundance of ma-| the insects and parasites that play an 

terial for the study of a science they| important part in the life of a plant 

may wish to undertake, as are the| and to investigate the curious head of 

rural schools in the wealth of object| flowers which the “bumble bee” loves 

lessons that teem about them. Hle-| so well to visit. Such things can and 

mentary chemistry is, perhaps, an ex-| should be taught in every school. It 

ception, because its teaching requires| is not so much to be deplored that 

some apparatus, a supp'y of chemicals,| the child may not be able to investi- 

and a safe place to keep them. But|gate the value of clover for cattle, 

the difficulties in the way of teaching| horse or chicken feeding, or to be 

the elements of physics and chemistry| taught how much money can be made 

jn rural schools are not insurmount-| or lost in harvesting clover for seed. 

able. These necessaries can be pro-| Every plant raised on the farm could 

cured in the same way and for the| be made the subject of most valuable 

same consideration that city schools} study. Knowing the habits of plants, 

get them. But if instruction is to be| studying their soil preferences, their 

D rational, and if it is not, it is value-| root forms and expansions, their flower 

less, the schools must be supplied by| fertilizations experimenting with seeds 

purchase with illustrative materials| to ascertain the best time and proper 

where nature does not furnish them| depth of planting,—all these and simi- 

ready at hand. The teaching in these| lar topics with a multitude of inter- 

subjects must be concrete. It is not|esting variations would be a valuable 

sufficient to teach about things. The| training for any one and especially 

objects, the plant, the animal, the} for the future farmer or farmer’s wife, 

soil, the phenomena should be dealt|for the farmer’s wife has often to be 

with as realities in the pupil’s exper-| the conservator and custodian of the 

ience. The study must be vital, not| intellectual activity of the family. 

formal. The chief object in teaching} In connection with the study of local 

any subject is to fix habits of study| geography, soils should be studied, 

and create a love for investigation that} many of their properties observed and 

shall carry the student far beyond the| the relation of plants to soil retention 

elementary considerations possible to] and preservation of effectiveness. 

be given in the school proper. But it is not my purpose to outline a 

as course of study. It is sufficient to in- 

Favorable Environments. dicate that the inviting and profitable 

Children have literally “lived in| field of what might well be termed 

clover,” plucked its sweet scented blos-| agricultural nature study has lain fal- 

soms, and breathed year after year the| low and neglected. 

waves of delicious breaths from the Instruction of this character has 

flowery fields and yet, scientifically] been recommended in the course of 

speaking, have not distinguished it| study for common schools and fairly 

from timothy or blue grass—it having | adequate outlines given. Teaching 

| been thought sufficient to learn on the] along these lines has in most cases 

farm that all these grasses are cut tc|} been wholly omitted or very sparsely 

make hay. Why should not children| and ineffectively afforded. It is perti- 

be taught to observe the broad expanse | nent to ascertain the reasons for this 

of leaf surface, to learn of the impor-| condition. First is the fact that 

tant work performed by this part of| teachers of too narrow training are 

the plant’s organism—how these leaves| very generally employed. The desire 

are busy instruments, wresting from| to secure teachers for the least possible 

the air most valuable materials to en-| money stands in the way of getting 

rich the soil, to witness the wonderful teachers of force, originality and large 

9 pa aad
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appreciation of a farming community’s| tion? It is well that the subject is 

needs. The farmers in any community receiving so general a discussion and 

can have, under the laws of the state,| is made the text of frequent resolutions 3 

just as good schools as they are will-| at agricultural meetings. But discus- 

ing to pay for. The law of supply and sions and resolutions are only of value 

demand holds here as elsewhere. when they result in —. See 

intelligent action in the rection 0! 

Present Laws Ample. using the means and authority within 

Some think that the only way to get | easy reach. 

the kind of education indicated is 

through some supposed power of offi- Certain Conditions. 

cials or through the intervention of It may be urged that it would be dif- 

the legislature. In reality no legisla-| cult to find teachers equipped to per- 

tion to this effect is needed The law) form well the work of science instruc- 

requires now certain named branches} tion. This is undoubtedly true, but, 

to be taught in every common school.| as I have before suggested, the offer 

The law, however, authorizes the dis-| of adequate wages will exert a power- 

trict board to have any other branch | ful persuasiveness toward proper prep- 

or branches taught in the common aration for such work. Many city 

school under its control that it may) schools already afford excellent in- 

deem wise or expedient. It is not for| struction along the line of elementary 

lack of sufficient law on the subject| science. They afford it because they 

that the elements of botany, chemis-| pay for it. The principles of pedagogy 

try, zoology, physics or geology or all} and the teachings of educational re- 

of them are not taught in our common | formers call for teaching by concrete 

schools. The trouble is that the methods, the elements of knowledge 

want of the districts is not great | found in botany, chemistry, physics, 

enough to find expression by raising| zoology and geology—sciences that lie 

sufficient taxes to employ teachers of| at the root of agricultural training. 

requisite ability and influence. Concrete teaching in these subjects in 

A year of so ago, an editorial in aj cities is fraught with great difficulties 

leading dairy paper suggested to its| and yet in many cases is successiully 

readers that they call upon the state given. There the school children may 

superintendent to secure the teaching| not step outside the school room door 

of the elementary principles of chem- and stand in the very midst of run- 

istry in the rural schools. The writer| ning brooks, forest trees, rich 

of that editorial must have been un-| meadows, waving grainfields, birds, 

familiar with the school laws of the| flowers, and sights and sounds of farm 

state. Those laws nowhere confer| life and activity. The advantage for 

upon the state superintendent the| instruction as far as natural means 

power to decree what shall be taught} are concerned is all with the rural 

in the rural schools. The statute school. The cities, as @ rule, pay 

specifies certain studies usually termed |enough salary to attract the greater 

the “common branches” which must number of teachers who have acquired, 

have recognition but the district poard|in the normal schools and in high 

is distinctly and directly given the au- schools, a knowledge of scientific sub- 

thority to add to the minimum require- jects and the power to apply this 

ments of the law such other studies as knowledge in their practice in the 

it may desire to be a part of the| school room. 

school course. 
Money will not, of course, wholly 

Where is the district school board solve the problem. Intelligent exper- 

that has taken advantage of the ample iment, discussion at farm institutes © 

legal authority vested in it, to require and teachers’ meetings, the close per- 

in its school the instruction in ques- sonal observation and constant assist- 

i ~~ —
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ance of those immediately concerned| free high school shall have been estab- 

are highly essential to the selection| lished and maintained in the manner 

and systematization that must take| now provided by law for establishing 

place before forces and means can be| and maintaining free high schools, for 

used most economically, order grow at least three months, and when the 

out of chaos and this feature of educa-| high school board of sueh town, or of 

tion placed on a basis as well defined| such two towns adjoining which unite 

as is reading or arithmetic. Certain| to maintain such school, shall make 

subjects important in agricultural | the report required by section 496, re- 

courses proper have no place in mixed | vised statutes, in order to obtain the 

elementary schools. I refer to sub- aid furnished by the state of Wiscon- 

jects like breeding, manures, diseases | sin, in maintaining free high schools, 

of stock and the like, and no enthus- they shall append thereto a certificate, 

iast should be permitted to trespass| to the effect that such school is estab- 

on grounds of legitimate school work| lished and maintained in a town or by 

with a big footed but small brained| towns wherein no graded school ex- 

hobby. Further, the work in lan-|ists.” Section 491b of the statutes 

guage, geography or other common| further provides “upon receiving the 

branches should not be abrogated or reports and appended certificate pro- 

weakened to give place to geology or| vided for in section 1 of this act, it 

chemistry as has been occasionally and| shall be the duty of the state superin- 

foolishly suggested. The established tendent to make a separate and dis- 

courses ought to be quickened and en-} tinct class of the schools thus estab- 

riched, not injured, by the instruction lished and maintained in towns where 

under discussion. There is a certain| no graded schools exist, and each such 

limitation to agricultural education in| school shzll be entitled to receive 

the rural schools because of the fact from the general fund of the state 

that very few pupils now remain in| annually, one-half the amount actu- 

such schools after they reach the age| ally expended for instruction in such 

of fourteen or fifteen years. school, and the state superintendent 

: z shall fix the amount to be paid to 

Township High Schools. each of said high schools and certify 
In the nature of things children of| the same to the secretary of state, at 

such ages, while they may acquire | the same time and in the same manner 

much knowledge, if rightly taught,|as he is now required to fix the 

cannot attain to anything like a fairly | amount to be paid to high school dis- 

satisfactory mastery of the principles| tricts, and certify the same to the sec- 

of the sciences before alluded to. This| retary of state.” 

leads me to consider briefly another} Only three towns in the state have, 

feature of our rural school system that| as yet, availed themselves of the pro- 

exists almost wholly in law and but| visions and advantages of this law. If 

very little in fact. For a number of| such schools were established hundreds 

years a statute has been in force that] of children, who are not able to go to 

authorizes the establishment of free| the city high schools after leaving the 

high schools in towns in which there district schools could continue their 

are no graded schools. Section 491a of| education in the vicinity of their 

Sanborn and Berryman’s annotated| homes with little expense to them- 

statutes provides “whenever any town| selves, or, compared with the benefit 

in which no graded school exists or received, very small expense to the 

when any two adjoining towns, in taxpayers of the town. Each such 

which no graded school exists, shall school might become a center of edu- 

} vote to establish and maintain a free| cational interest and leaven the whole 

high school, as provided in sections educational sentiment of the town. 

490 and 491, revised statutes, and such| The utter neglect to found high schools 

——
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seems to indicate that the people of{| young. Most pooks on the subject are 

the towns are not anxious for advanced | dull and prosaic. They have not been 

education at the public expense. The| written for children. There are not 

possibilities for systematic and effec- | more than two or three books pub- 

tive agricultural education in such lished that are at all suitable as text- 

schools is apparent. The courses of| bcoks for common school use. One of 

study could be shaped and teachers these is on the library list and has 

engaged with special reference to agri-| been quite largely purchased. When 

cultural education. Suitable appara- interest enough is taken in the matter 

tus and materials could be purchased to make a demand, no doubt we shall 

for such schools in each town that| have books on agricultural subjects 

might be made a very helpful means adapted in style and treatment to the 

of giving object lessons in teaching to comprehension and taste of the chil- 

the teachers in the district schools. dren. 

No outlay for education when wisely The Farm Institute Bulletin. 

expended has ever been an unwise in- The legislature of two years ago au- 

vestment. It is not because he gets | thorized the state superintendent to 

too much education that the boy leaves| gistribute a cloth bound copy of each 

the farm. I am convinced that with] issue of the Farm Institute Bulletin to 

broader facilities for the education of| every school in the state. Two such 

the nearly half a million of country| distributions have been made in pur- 

children would come more profitable, | suance of this law and there has been 

happy and prosperous farm life. There| abundant testimony that the books 

is yet tremendous waste
fulness through | are read very generally with enjoy- 

sheer ignorance. Hard work, thrift,} ment and profit by the pupils and the 

favoring laws nor anything else will} patrons of the schools. ‘the work of 

take the place of rational intelligence | the Farm Institute is being felt in the 

in making farmers prosperous in| state and it seems certain that slowly, 

every sense of the word. 
but none the less surely, the time will 

‘ come when farmers and farmers’ 

School Libraries. children will not only be the most in- 

Every means tending to increase| dependent and contented people but 

this general intelligence should be| will also be the peers in education, 

carefully fostered. Until recent years} culture, political power and influence, 

the children of our country schools | of the people of any other employment 

were without the uplifting, stimulating] or business. This is their rightful due 

influence of good books. Now every | and privilege, and no effort should be 

school is provided with the beginnings| spared in promoting agencies to this 

of a library of choice reading. Be-| consummation. 

sides vivifying the regular school 
E 

studies, enlarging the scope of thought Conclusion. 

and interest, prightening the leisure What I have said in criticism of 

hours of the children, there are possi- present conditions has been by a 

pilities in the school library for farmer from a farmer’s standpoint and 

furthering agricultural education. Be- I trust it may be of some little service 

sides the numerous interesting and| in distinguishing limitations that are 

fascinating books on nature subjects, functional from those that exist be- 

the department of public instruction | cause of cur own apathy, and in indi- 

has placed on the pook list for town cating the magnificent possibilities of 

libraries one book on the Principles of | extending agricultural education. 

Agriculture. 
The Institute adjourned till 9 o’clock 

Agriculture as a distinct science is next day.
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SECOND DAY. 

: The Institute met at 9 o’clock, March 10. Mr. CONVEY in the Chair. 

KEEPING BEES FOR PROFIT. 

JACOB HUFFMAN, Monroe, Wis. | 

other implements of the apiary un- 

Ea Dt aeat | necessarily exposed to the weather? 

ASS: ane sie ee | | What becomes of your broken combs 

Reg ay Pa and pieces of wax? Do you allow the 

Sena eg moths to destroy your empty combs? 

ite ae ’ If so get your hand on the stop that 

Reet rse e ccntrols waste, and bear on; get on it 

are ee 1 with both feet, if necessary; it will im- 

ee ae prove your circumstances. Don’t 

Oy ped . ) chase rainbows. You think you are 

pene sae % an inventor, but you are not. That 
Res a - ged new hive, frame, or other contrivance 

| ¥ ee + ee that you have been planning so long, 

Pun ae a ae drop it, and be a little wary of other 

he 2 ae people’s inventions. Your endorse- 

SS eae - ment is not necessary to save a good 

Sees ay eon thing from oblivion, and your money 

See oa Ti can’t save a bad one. 
ee 4 ay “a Don’t waste time waiting for some 
3 € Be 4 8 promised invention that is to work 

ra 4 Pao | | wonders. The chances are a thousand 
4 < ee S to one that it won’t come, and perhaps 

~_s - ~ * * | if it does come it will prove worthless. 
> Jo Don’t get discouraged; be neither 

‘ie ” Tere elated nor depressed; don’t give away 
‘ your bees, nor don’t destroy them; 

Jacos HuFFMan. crowd them for all they are worth, but 

5 go slow on increase. Add as few to 

The best advice I can give bee-| the number of your colonies as possi- 
keepers is to make all the money out ble; feel your way until you know your 
of their bees they can. In the first | ground, and stick close to your busi- 

place there are many ways to work | ness. The horse with the best staying 
bees for profit. It is true the bee in- qualities is the one to bet on. Strike 
dustry has made great progress in the! while the iron is hot. In beekeeping 
last twenty-five years, but perfection| work must be done at the right time; 
is still in the dim future. to do otherwise is to give success 

Common Sense Suggestions. away. If you do everything at the 
While working with the honey bee right time your work will not crowd 

| is a good time to do some herd think- ooaa at a pee Get everything 
I ing and prevent more haid work next pe dee a for pipes — 

{ year. The most essential thing to do with your work = oe nee 

is to prevent waste. There is no oc- 7 

] casion for a well person in this coun- Bees—Who Should Keep Them. 
try to be poor. Waste in some form| While it is true that beekeeping may 
makes the difference between poverty| be made remunerative as an exclusive 
and comfort. Are any of your hives,| business, is it not better for the aver- 
covers, bottom boards, feeders, or | age beekeeper to diversify employment
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by joining with it some other industry?, bees at least six weeks previous to its 

If you answer yes, then what other blossoming, in order to insure a good 

employments, naturally profitable, go yield from it, for it takes at least six 

with it? Beekeeping in the past was weeks to build up a colony so it will 

almost exclusively carried on by| be able to do the best work on a given 

farmers. This is one reason of so| field of blossoms. Hence, as white 

many failures; they did not require a| clover blossoms in this latitude about 

rest of this nature; their labor was| June 15, we commence to get our bees 

diversified enough already. Because a ready for it as early as the first of May. 

man is a good farmer is no reason| Now, by so doing we get the bees in 

why he is adapted to the bee business, | time for the harvest which means 

in fact it is a reason why he is not. If) success. But supposing basswood, 

he delights in his growing crops, if he| which opens July 10 to 15, to be our 

wants to spend all his working hours main harvest, and we have but little 

in the field, he will generally be too| white clover, not more than enough 

far from his apiary, and too tired to keep the bees breeding, then the 

when the bell rings for dinner, to ccmmencing to stimulate the bees for 

give his colonies the needed attention | this harvest as early as the first of 

The hurry of spring work and the ex-| May would be labor thrown away as 

haustive labors of the summer will, in| well as a useless expenditure of honey 

most cases, cause him to neglect the | used in producing bees to loaf around, 

‘very little but very necessary atten- waiting for the harvest. What man is 

tions which the bees require at these there having a field of wheat requir- 

seasons to make the balance on the ing labor of twenty men to harvest the 

right side of the ledger in the fall. I| same, who hires these men two weeks 

would not try to discourage farmers previous to the time the wheat is 

from keeping bees, but unless they are ripe? When shall be learn to use 

adapted to it by nature, unless the| cemmon sense in regard to bees as we 

bent of their mind is toward the de-| do other things? For a man to talk 

tails, the little things, and unless they | of getting his bees strong and ready to 

possess energy to do the right thing at | swarm in April by means of artificial 

the right time, whether tired or not, | heat in this latitude, as some have, 

they can sweeten their pancakes more shows a lack of commen sense on this 

cheaply with glucose than with honey point. 

of their own production. Again, if our bees are weak in the 

. ' spring and we do not get them ready 

Study Your Locality. for the harvest until after the harvest 

One of the most important factors of | is over, they become merely consumers 

successful beekeeping is a thorough| instead of producers, or worse than 

knowledge of the locality in which we| useless. It would be like the man hir- 

reside. Many beekeepers do not seem| ing his twenty men to harvest his 

to realize the importance of this, as| wheat after it had become ripe and 

their actions show, for if they did they| soiled in the ground. Thus it will be 

would not be asking along the last of| seen that to be successful we must 

May if the basswood had blossomed | have a full force of bees just at the 

yet, as did a farmer not long since.) right time to take advantage of the 

‘All work with the bees, to be success-| harvest. In order to do this we must 

fully done, should be done with an| study our locality and know the time 

eye open to the probable time of the| our honey producing flowers open, and 

blossoming of the main honey plants! then we shall gain a knowledge that 

in our locality. For instance, if white | will enable us to reach a rich harvest . 

clover is our main honey crop we|of honey when honey is secreted in 

must commence operations with the| the flowers,
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The Queen Bee. combs in the prood chamber, or like 

I will say the queen is the all im- that in working for comb honey, by 

portant factor. She lays the eggs, and giving plenty of surplus room, which 

the more eggs the more bees. The| keeps the brood chamber from being 

time from the laying of the egg to crowded. If some colonies still per- 

the hatching of the bee is twerity-one sist and swarm after these accommoda- 

days; from the hatching of the bee un- tions, the queen should be caught, 

til it goes into the field to labor, is six. |cased, and placed under the honey 
teen days. From the day the egg is|beard, when the swarm soon returns 

laid until the bee is a field worker, is and at the end of three days she is re- 

thirty-seven days; hence it will be leased in the hive. Usually this stops 

seen that the time when the eggs are any further swarming during the sea- 

laid is very important. son by colonies thus treated. 

There are a great many ways to de Wintering the Bees. 

vise a profit from keeping bees. One 

is honey exclusively, queen rearing,| , Me eaiee ped chem of ae 

raising bees and selling them, and in ke eheve = eee can be 

some localities they run their bees for tered as successfully as horses or cat- 

wax. Swarming and prevention of in tle, if we but learn the necessary con- 

crease is one thing to be .ooked after altions and then set about it with a 

in keeping bees for profit. There can will to secure them. A little effort 

be but little question in many locali- Se oe 

ties as to the utility of keeping all the y s a 1 

working force of bees in one hive to- dustry where persistent and well di- 

gether during the main honey flows rected endeavor will be more lavishly 

when it can be done without interrupt- rewarded than in apiculture, and in no 

ing the work of the bees too much, and branch of this noble science does it ap- 

the manipulation of frames and hives ply ‘ws th stronger emphasis than in 

not too great to be profitable. Through providing a comfortable winter home 

the methods I have practiced for the ae poe 

es a. Be -_ and the best of God’s insect creation. 

that such colonies were usually in bet- SS kept cellar is 

ter condition for winter, and require Mow in a es I would say 

ae paeoeee during the balance of don’t get excited about new things or 

de new ways. Follow present plans until 

Swarming Sezson. in your coolest moments you decide a 

My first work before the swarming change to be the best. Let others try 

season begins is to see that all queens novelties first. Exercise your intelli- 

are prolific, then I operate in view of| gence and keep your head level. Sleep 

two things, viz.: first, that different| well at night and keep wide awake in 

strains of bees vary in amount of the day time, and success and profit 

swarming, and second, that while there | Will be yours. 

are plenty of empty cells inside the qc“ 

prood nest but little swarming will oc- 

cur. Thcse colonies which gatlier the DISCUSSION. 

most honey and show the least dispo-| | Mr. Crescent—How do you winter? 

sition to swarm are selected to rear | You say you have considerable trouble 

queens from, to replace those in hives|in wintering, and yet you said we 

ji where the bees are less inclined to stay; could winter as well as we could our 

at home and attend strictly to business. | horses and cattle. 

In producing extracted honey, swarm- Mr. Huffman—No, I said I believed 

ing is kept in check by putting empty| we could if we studied how. I think
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that problem is going to be studied as;do I can see né reason why they 

well as many other things, as I men- should not be successful. The trouble 

tioned in my paper. I find the best| is they are apt to look after the farm- 

and most successful way is wintering | ing and do not give the bees the atten- 

in a good warm dry cellar about 45| tion they ought to have. It has al- 

degrees. A great many use puilding| ways been a query in my mind why 

paper on top of the hive, but I use pur-| farmers do not raise more honey— 

jap. Some colonies will winter all| enough for their own use, if no more. 

right, while others will not. Hives| In many instances I have gotten two 

with honey poards on in winter will| or three hundred pounds of honey from 

mould in spite of you, caused from the| one colony. 

steam of the bees. 
Mr. Chadwick—What does it cost 

Mr. Crescent—Do you winter with| you on the average, and do you make 

the bottom board on or oft? prime comb honey or a strained honey? 

Mr. Huffman—I winter with the bot- Mr, Huffman—Tie question of cost 

tom board on, and give plenty of ven-| is also a hard one to answer. Those 

tilation in front of the hive. I have of us in the business consider it like 

tried both ways. 
this: The bees board themselves and 

Mr. Crescent—Did you ever have| work for nothing, so what we get is 

any difficulty with foul brood? clear gain. I have never kept a cor- 

Mr. Huffman—No, sir, I never have, rect account of what it cost or what I 

and do not want to have. ‘Avoid it,|made. I make it what we might term 

if possible. 
a side issue, along with my farming, 

Mr. Crescent—What causes the bees| although I have quite a number of col- 

to leave their hives in winter? onies. It is all owing to pasturage. 

Mr. Huffman—They have instinct The last three or four years the bee 

enough to get out of the hive, as they | pasture has been poor in our locality 

are old and going to die. on account of the drought. 

‘A Member—Bees live two days after| Mr. Cressy—When the gentleman 

they leave the hive. speaks of this yield does he refer to 

Mr. Huftman—You must have some comb or extracted honey? 

light there. 
Mr. Huffman—I usually run for ex- 

The Member—No, there is no light tracted, because I find it more profit- 

in the rcom. 
able, easier to get, and less trouble 

Mr, Huffman—Then I should think| with swarming. 

they were not healthy—either diseased Mr Kellogg—How about the artifi- 

or not satisfied. 
cial swarming? Do you recommend 

The Member—I thought it was be-| it to farmers? 

cause it has been too warm this win- Mr. Huffman—No, I do not, unless 

ter. In warm days the cellar is quite| they thoroughly understand it. If it 

warm. 
had not been for the enthusiasm of 

Mr. Huffman—Do you have your bees certain beekeepers we would be away 

in a house below ground, and what is| back in the sixties today, along the 

the temperature? 
line of beekeeping. We have a man 

The Member—About 40 to 45 degrees,| We are proud of, James Doolittle, of 

and perfectly dark. 
New York, who can take a colony of 

Mr. Huffman—I believe if you put in bees and handle it as he pleases. Get 

a thermometer you will find the tem- all the theory you can, but do not be- 

perature about 50 or 55 degrees. lieve a word of it until you get a col- 

Mr, Kellogg—Can one farmer in ten) OY of bees and demonstrate those 

keep bees profitably? theories yourself. I used to think 

Mr. Huffman—That is a hard ques- when we started in the business, that 

tion to answer correctly. If they would| What was told me was absurd. I 

follow the same plans we beekeepers could not believe it, but when I saw
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it worked out I had to believe it. Few;so doing they are gotten ready for 

people have an idea what can be done} winter easier. 

with bees. Mr. Chadwick—I have known Mr. 

Mr. Cressy—What hive do you use? Huffman for more than twenty years, 

Mr. Huffman—I use the frame hive | and he is a successful beeman. I know 

I get my style of hive of Mr. Grim; | he made and sold enough honey one 

they called it the modified Langs-| year to build himself a good sized 

troth at that time. I would advise the! barn, clear of all expense. 

frames straight, with the entrance not) Mr. Huffman—Well, I didn’t say 

crosswise. what it cost me. 

Prof. Henry—What kind of bees do Mr. Kellogg—How do you keep your 

you keep? comb that is not occupied from the 

Mr. Huffman—Pure Italian. moths? 

The Chairman—Registered? Mr. Huffman—I generally keep them 

Mr. Huffman—yYes, they are regis-|on the hive until after the trouble 

! tered for business. As for combs, I| with the moth is over with; then I 

have a supply that I use for extracted| put them away. The worst trouble is 

honey. in the spring of the year. I store 

Question—What does it cost you a!them in the upper story of my shop, 
pound? | fill the top hive full of comb, tier 

: Mr. Huffman—I have never esti-| them up five deep, with a cap on top 

mated the cost of a pound of honey; | to: Keen thie mint out 
: ie Mr. Arnold—Will crossbreeds get 

time and labor is the principal ex- | - 
pense. honey out of red clover? ; 

Mr. Huffman—Yes, to a certain ex- 

Mr. Cressy—When the gentleman/ tent. I do not think the pure Italian 
speaks of hiving a swarm into full wilt, any more than the hybrid; the 

combs, he is speaking as an gees [gin bee will not gather honey from 

. honey producer, not as a comb honey|aji red clover. They cannot get to the 

producer. You lose a good many|pottom of the cell or the cup of the 

} pounds of honey. flcwers, but they take small blossoms 
Mr. Huffman—I hive on full combs,|that their proboscis can reach. That 

for it takes a good many pounds of|is the reason we beekeepers recom- 

honey to build a hive full of comb; by| mend Alsike clover. 
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FOUL BROOD AMONG WISCONSIN BEES. 

N. E. FRANCE, State Inspector of Apiaries, Platteville, Wis. 
| 

a 
| that I was able to get only a very 

‘3 
: ae j small report, which shows: 

Ex Rey. | | 51,709 colonies of bees in hives, 

Peceee?| | valued at cocaccscceccsesss $208,045. 

ar BGs os | 2,585,450 pounds of honey sold, 180,981. 

Fs = ae S| Beeswax and queen bees sold, 9,500. { 

pe | ee ' 
, ore | Total.......+--$449,026. 

! 

F — : A Foul Brood: What Is It? 

7 a , “<| | Several hundred cases were also re- ( 

sis 
| | ported of a fatal and contagious dis- { 

i, | ease among Wisconsin bees, known as 

eae | “foul brood.” This disease preys upon { 

; a | the larva of the bee, usually causing 4 

| death from six to ten days from the { 

om P | egg of the queen bee. The honey from ‘ 

5 “a Pe | affected colonies is quite certain to | 

a an . | contain the germs of disease, which 

> 4 | are not easily destroyed, and if left 

4 | where bees can get at it out of honey 

| season, they will surely carry the dis: ‘ 

| ease home. The germs multiply with ’ 

| marvelous rapidity by division, so that ' 

| a single infection will soon cause ruin | 

\to a whole bee-yard, if not properly 

N. E. France. | and carefully treated. As I find many 

. | beekeepers who do not know the 

The eae and importance - ane symptoms I will priefly describe some 

beekeeping industry in Wisconsin is| 5+ the mcst common. 

not realized by the masses of Wiscon-| ~ ; c 

sin people. 
| 

Like all occupations beekeeping is a| Symptoms. 

trade to learn and study. There are | 1. The colony of bees seem weak 

many valuable books on modern bee| with lack of energy—loafing around— 

culture, and several subscription papers | sometimes with litter around entrance 

published. Three of these papers | of hive. 

have over a thousand subscribers in| 2. Inside the hive, some of the 

Wisconsin. As secretary of the Wis-| brood in patches, fail to hatch, the 

consin State Beekeepers’ Society, last| cappings shrunken, with here and 

year I was requested to ask of its) there a cell with perforated capping: 

members and beekeeping friends the/ aS shown in the engravings. The dead 

extent of our industry in Wisconsin |larva usually to One side of cell, 

for 1896. Owing to the dry seasons | shrunken, of a dark brown color. 

previous many bees had starved, and) 3. The ropiness is one of the best 

a large majority of owners of bees do| indications. Insert a toothpick in the 

not belong to any beekeeping society, | larva, and in removing it, if the larva 

or take any paper upon bee culture, so \adheres to it, drawing out in fine
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} Showing Comb containing foul brood. 
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{ Figs. 2 and 3 contrast between 

| (a)—pickled brood, and (c)—foul brood. 

\ thread-like appearance, then springing brood,” resembles the early stages of 

& back as rubber being stretched, it is| foul brood, and seems to be contagious. 

a likely case. The cappings in some cases are per- 

4. The peculiar odor of foul brood) fcrated, and the larva within has dark 

resembles a cabinet glue-pot. In the| color, heads shrunken to a point, and 

early stages of the disease it may not| often the entire larva standing on end 

be noticed, but a little later it will| against the side of the cell will not be 

upon opening the hive. I have seen| over half the natural size. Upon re- 

some cases where this peculiar odor! moving this larva the skin will be 

was offensive several rods away. found quite tough, containing a watery 

There is also a great amount of dead| matter, free from smell, or the ropy 

brood in the hives this year in Wiscon-| appearance found in foul brood. 

sin, owing to the extremes in the| In such cases during honey flow sea- 

; weather. In some respects this dead|son it can be cured if treated as foul 

; brood, called by Dr. Howard “pickled! brood, and in many cases by removing 

: 
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FOUL BROOD AMONG WISCONSIN BEES. tol 

the queen anda few days later re (teens flying, cage the queen while re- i 

moving all queen cells and giving moving all the combs. 
\ 

plenty of healthy bees and brood Either place a clean hive of the same i 

combs containing eggs from a sound color on the old stand, or the old hive, 

colony, it can also be cured. Fine salt! well cleaned, putting five clean frames if 

sprinkled on the dead larva does no| in it with foundation starters two i 

harm, and in some cases hastens bees) inches wide. Shake all bees with it 

to carry it out. If this dead rood | caged queen on the starters, closing H 

continues in the hive for scme time,) the hive, not the entrance, for four i} 

and becomes a foul matter, I a days. At the end of four days in the i 

known of cases this year in Wisconsin | evening, remove all frames and replace 

where it either developed into real) them with full sheets of foundation, i 

foul brood or was a proper medium to ang shake the pees with released ! 

receive and propagate the germs. | queen on frames. Should the colony ! 

Please do not forget that no old! be weak, it is best to double them up, ‘ 

combs, hives, honey or dead brood in| as a few strong colonies are worth { 

any age ought to be left exposed where| more than several weak ones. { 

bees can reach them, as_ that is too| . 
. 

often the cause of seriously spreading | Necessity of Thorough Renovation. 

the disease. In several apiaries this) All combs and frames first taken 

season I have found large piles of| trom the diseased colony should be § 

hives, some containing old combs with| purned, letting nothing escape, as | 

diseased honey and brood in thém, and| ¢Lere lies most of the danger. ‘True, 

bees from the same and neighboring| the wax may be melted and the honey f 

yards carrying home the disease. peiled and saved, but nothing short of 

It is poor practice to borrow combs | a half hour’s honest boiling and stir- ui 

and implements, or to buy queen bees,| ring will be safe. Solar extracted 

unless you know they are not dis-| honey or wax is not safe to use. lf 

eased. If all colonies are kept strong] you wisn to Save all brood from dis- | 

with plenty of unsealed honey neat eased hives, it can be put in clean 

the brood, and surroundings perfectly] hives in outside of beeyard, filling a 

clean, it is a great preventive. hive with such combs, closing en- 

trance two days, and keeping the hive 

Treatment. 
shaded. Then open the entrance 

when much of the brood will be 

The best time to cure foul broed is| hatched, and the bees should be 

during the honey gathering season, treated with foundation starters, the 

but with great care and plenty of good| same as the old, diseased hive. The 

feeding it can be treated at other sea-| starter combs and old brood combs 

sons. If you have hives that you know should be burned or boiled. I do not 

to be clean and free fro:n the disease,| believe in destroying property that 

use them, and later thoreughly clean | can be saved, and there is no need of 

the old hive, as it may contain germs} it in curing foul brood, if properly 

of disease. To cleanse this hive give| treated, but in very many cases it is 

it a good scraping, and then use boil- | not economy to save the little wax or 

ing water, long enough to melt eo) honey that would be obtained from 

particle of comb in it. Drive corner | the first set of diseased combs. 

nails in to prevent the hive from warp- Any Wisconsin beekeeper who 

ing, and dry in the shade. This may wishes a copy of the pook upon the 

not be necessary, but it is always safe.| subject of foul brood can get it free of 

In the evening after the bees have! charge, by writing me for the same.
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POULTRY KEEPING ON THE FARM. 

Mrs. A. W. LEHMANN, Neosha, Wis. 

attention to the poultry; as a natural 

(oS ee 
| consequence they are generally poorly 

| j eared for and poorly housed. Before 

| ‘ the days of creameries, the eggs, poul- 

r are try, and butter constituted the wife’s 

, rise ibis income, to furnish her household sup- 

ee a plies, consequently the cow and 

/ . | |chicken got what nothing else would 

sar ay eat, or what they could find for them- 

oz ao selves, as it was considered the height 

A ce ie of folly to give feed of any value to 

Ys = aed 4 them, simply to fill the wife’s pocket 

i Ja beok. The product was carried to the 

| ee ae. att country stcre to be bartered for goods. 

| aie ae aN The creamery and cheese factory have 

py ee . N turned the cow over to the other side 

SI . of the house now, and she, at least, is 

H Noa \ j tolerably well cared for. But the 

’ 2 a \ wv poultry still remains in the woman’s 

{ ‘ ae “anit possession, often times to roost in the 

ha \ ‘ 4 \ trees or on the wood pile, and feed 

} : i. } \ with the pigs, what they cannot get 

4h). ty ‘ ‘5 ve ) by scratching for, and the farmer, un- 

a ib 5 \ eae less his wife has the good fortune to 

= sell for cash and the proceeds come in 

- very handy to pay his taxes with, 

Mrs. A. W. LEHMANN. will denounce the whole lot as a nui- 

f aaah sance, and will positively declare that 

mnite,cla seotch adage, “Its many, | they et thelr Heads of every Ye. 
applied to cur poultry raising on the| , A man who made a business of feed- 

farm. There are very few who realize ing sheep, hogs and cattle, and made 

the vast amount of poultry and eggs money at it, was one day admiring my 

used in our own country alone. The pa ee eo oe ee " - oe 

principal fresh meat of our southern aE ee eee Seen ee 

people is poultry and eggs, because a} «op, hi 2 She v ” 

chicken can always be had fresh with-| «.9)’ ee at do you feed? 

out the necessity of ice boxes. The = porines they run and get what 
they can with the stock.” Now, do 

poultry output of our country far ex- if 

ceeds its beef and pork production, oo wonder he made a total failure 

and nine-tenths of this is raised upon oe ‘, bee 

our farms in small amounis. There is struck had I advised him to feed his 

no meat that brings a better price the so’ a same way, and this was 

year around, and that will give us such in thie winter samme, *20- 

ecnstant returns. Poultry for Profit. 

The Wife’s Share. But my object today is to show you 

The average farmer thinks it is a| that poultry can be made a paying 

waste of his time and feed to pay any| business on the farm, where every-
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thing is furnished at its first cost, and_ For instance, a goose weighing twenty- 

give many @ dollar for spending four pounds brings 24 cents a pound. 

money, help many @ boy or girl to These geese are sold to Jews in neigh- 

get an education, give the wife many boring large cities. The liver, which 

a luxury she could not have otherwise, | gets to be abnormally large, some 

help to buy the long-wanted pretty weighing three and one half pounds, is 

cloak or new gown, and bring rosy considered a great luxury, one liver 

cheeks to the wan, pale face and cut | selling as high as $2.50. All the larg- 

dcwn the doctor’s pills. But you will est cities of the United States consti- 

say “that means work;” yes, but what tute a market for these geese. This 

do we do that we make a success of,| year one man had sixty-one geese 

that does not mean work, steady work, weighing twenty-seven pounds apiece, 

attention and willingness to do some-| which brought him 27 cents a pounds, 

thing regularly on time, and thor-| netting him $444.69. Another had 

oughly. 
eighteen which brought him $86. These 4 

are accurate figures, as I have endeav- 

Ducks and Geese. ored to get the truth of the matter. 

You can raise guaranteed fresh eggs 

for market, stamp them with your Turkeys. 

name, send them onto the market for| Perhaps one drawback to raising 

just what they are, and it will not be| early poultry near our small towns, 

long befcre they are jn demand at a| unless we have a larger town for ship- 

little more than the market quotations, | ping to, is that the people in our north- 

because they are always good. One| ern states have not learned that poul- 

farmer had over $300 a year in that|try is good always as other meats, 

way from his poultry and eggs; an-| and does not cost very much more, if 

other sold $180 worth of geese. From|any. We are all bound by habit, more 

these geese he had all the feathers and | or less, and poultry is considered a 

16 geese left over, and he sold them| scrt of holiday meat. Consequently 

all at market price. He took 90| just pefore these days the markets are 

geese to market in his buggy. The giutted and poultry goes down to al- 

next day he took two large wagon most nothing; we lose money on it 

loads of hogs, and the two loads did| and become discouraged. The rest ot 

not bring as much money as his wife’s the year poultry is high and people buy 

gcese, and he said he knew the hogs| it as a luxury. You never lose money 

ate twice as much corn. James Ran-| on young and growing turkeys and 

kin, of South Easton, Mass., says he| chickens if you keep them until after 

turns three or four thousand dollars| the holidays are over. Turkeys are 

worth of grain every year into eight light eaters on the whole, and con- 

or nine thousand dollars worth of| stantly growing until one year old, and 

ducks. He has of course the great it costs no more to raise a good turkey 

eastern market to supply, where they | than it does a little one. They do not 

bring much higher prices than here. require the attention of other fowls 

But there is no fowl that will grow as | after they are feathered, so cost much 

fast as a duck or goose, and he mar- lees care. I have learned by exper- 

kets his ducks at ten weeks old, gets jence that the more you let a turkey 

them out very early to catch the first | alcne after it is big enough to hunt, 

markets ard high prices. the better it is off. Feed them 

The country tributary to Water- regularly, let them roost out of doors,’ 

town, Wis., is noted for its stuffed | and they are a very bealt by fowl. If 

geese. Anything weighing seventeen it has been raining and they are all 

pounds commands a price of as many wet, and it suddenly turns cold and 

cents a pound as the goose weighs. | SNOWS, drive them under shelter, a8 

a ae ea a a
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euch storms will kill them quicker, must have. Raise them above the 

than the coldest winter weather. level of the ground so no surface water 

ae can possibly get in. Feed for the first 

Enenbater/ Jews sia Early eee week brooder or incubator chicks or 

The old saying, “It s the early bird) turkeys, dry tread crumbs or rolled 

that catches the worm,” is very appli- oats. Then you can begin to add other 

cable to the poultry business. The| r.q a little at a time, especially for 
earlier fowls are much easier to raise,| turkeys, as whatever you begin on they 

are not nearly so subject to disease, | -eem to want that and nothing else. 
anc vermin does not bother them Cheese curds, corn and barley meal 

nearly so badly. They are in a nice] ...)4ed or baked in a cake, with sour 

condition to catch the bugs and rass-| ni; and soda, cracked rice baked in 

hoppers. The only safe way to raise) .yeet skim milk are also very good; 
early fowls is with a good incubator. bread and@ milk, plenty of grass ms 

You can attend to a 200 egg machine young chicks and goslings, especially 

just as easily as you can tend one sit-| (over; then middlings and milk after 

ting hen, and I knew you can keep they are older. I feed all the sweet 

your temper a good deal Deter One skim milk they want to drink, all the 

hundred chicks hatched in March or time, putting it in jugs and turning 

April, are worth 200 hatched in June. them up into large saucers so they can 

An incubator, if well cared for, is al- only get their beaks in. Don’t cook 

ways ready to set; a hen is not. If We! cheese curds too hard, just enough to 

Jose an incubator of cggs, which is a get the whey out. I shall use Bowker’s 

rare thing, if it is a good incubator,| .7imai meal this year in connection 

we feel that it is a big swindle, but if) .itn other foods. Well baked food 

twenty hens lose the same number we does not sour nearly so quickly as 

think it is just what we may expect] cided. Don’t feed sour food to 

from them, and patiently do it Ver) prooder chicks. Lettuce, cabbage, and 

again. You don’t have to turn 4) 41) such things are very gvod food for 

basket over it and weight it down with young ducks and goslings. 

a stone to keep Biddy in her nest, and In getting your chicks off early you 

then when you go to feed her find) accomplish two things: you have pul- 

Biddy gone, the stone where the eg8S|jets for winter laying, and can turn all 

should be, and the chickens counted | i.e rest off for broilers if you do not 

before they were hatched. If obliged) yant to raise them for winter market. 

to set her have a place where only sit-| winter eggs are the profitable ones 

ting hens can get to it. Keep your! and can only be Fad by having warm 

nests perfectly clean. A good plan is|}ouses and early pullets. 1 haven’t 

to set three hens ata time, then divide| thom myself yet, but I have always be- 

up the chicks between two of them if|}ieyed in scratching sheds. Small, 

all do not hatch well. Be sure and| warm roosting places and large, light 

give the her her chicks before Yyou| sheds I think will be the coming house 

take her off the nest, and if there are| for winter eggs. If you notice the man 

d:fferent colored ones among them 40| who has a nice, warm house, be it 

rot mix them up, for Biddy draws the} ever so small, and his chickens have 
eclor line, and she knows her color|access to the straw stack, always has 

every time, and woe betide the chick| winter eggs. 

of another color that crosses her line. 

Feed for Young Chicks. Other Points on Poultry Keeping. 

Place the old hens in coops until; I would build houses running east 

~ the chicks are three or four weeks old. | and west, facing the south, with large, 

If you use brooders have them warm, | sunny windows in the sheds. The New 

light, and dry; these three things you Jersey men advocate cloth curtains
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instead of windows. That may do for, Mine are separated into twenty-five in 

New Jersey, but I am certain it will| a pen; I use wire netting for dividing 

‘or Wisconsin. them. 
— a warm mush of cooked roots Mr. Arnold—On a good sized farm do 

‘and bran and middlings mixed with) you think it would be profitable to 

skim milk; if you have it add ground keep five or six hundred chickens and 

beef scraps or Bowker’s animal meal ners them separated during the win- 

eal in their feed| ter? 

ane em in the deep| Mrs. Lehmann—I do think it would. 

straw in the sheds and let Biddy work | You can build your houses large and 
as hard as you do for a living. She divide them off into small pens for 

will do it and make a sucecss of it,| roosting places, then make these sheds 
too. Give her cabbage and beets to and divide them with wire netting and 

pick at for green feed and a good box the expense is very little. They will 

of dust, with plenty of water and oys | tn and scratch and go back into these 

ter shells and bone to keep her from| pens for roosting and for their morn- 

laying soft shell eggs, and she will be|ins’s feed. I think there should be 
bappy. cheap sheds on the south side, with 

I like to hear them sing in the morn ee surny windows and flenty of 
ing for their breakfast, they are so | StTaw. : 2 

contented: Interest the boys and girls, The Chairman—What height netting 

in them; give them fancy poultry as| 40 you use? 
pets; they will soon take care of them| Mrs. Lehmann—I have mine clear to 
as well as you do, and take a pride in the top, but I think most chickens will 
it. Last, but not least, keep good keep within a six-foot netting. 

fowls; it costs no more to feed a nice Mr. Porter—I wish you would men- 
fowl than it does a poor one, and you tion one, two or three different diseases 

will enjoy it better yourself. If I have that are prevalent among poultry, and 

left anything out that you would like eae — best cure them; 
+ bom s 

to know I will try and answer it. Mei. Tekaann “Vou can -eeneraliss 

See Ee tell when they have it, by their swelled 

heads, and you will hear them sneez- 

DISCUSSION. ing and coughing. It is brought on by 

Mr. Scott—What kind of poultry| cold draughts or damp places; I don’t 

would you recommend for the farmer?} very often have to cure it, but ifI do, 

Mrs. Lehmann—What do you wish| I use tincture of iron in the drinking 
them for, winter laying or for market?) water; you put in a spoonful to a gal- 

For winter laying the Brown Leghorn | lon of water, although it will not hurt 

or the Langshans are really the best I| if you put in more. I find Sherman's 

think, but for market the Plymouth! condition powders or Pratt’s condition 
Rock or any of those that feather out| powders, put in their morning’s food, 

quickly, are the best. 1 like a cross| to be a good thing. 

between the White Leghorn and the Question—Is it catching? 

Brahma for a broiler; they haveanice,; Mrs. Lebmann—It is catching if you 
white skin and look well. For turkeys | let it run very far. I suppose it is the 

I myself have the Mammoth Bronze. same as influenza with people; the 

Mr. Kellogg—How large a crop of| same condition that brings it on with 

chickens are profitable? one, brings it on with another. 

Mrs. Lehmann—If you have them Question—Why do you. consider 

separated in small pens you can keep| Brown Leghorns better than White 

ag many as you wish to. I do not think| Leghorns? 

that over fifty ought to run together} Mrs. Lelmann—I don’t know that 

unless you have a good large yard.| there is really any difference, only my
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Brown Leghorns have been very good;heat above. Ycu must have bottom 

about laying this winter. heat to make a success with your 

' Question—I
s this roup the same as| chickens. They can lay down any- 

cholera? where they want on that warm chim- 

' Mrs. Lehmann—O
h, no; they are|rey and keep thoroughly warm and 

; very different. I never had cholera} when the days are wet they can stay 

among my chickens, but they say that| in there and not be let out at all. If 

| the condition powders will cure it.| you have a large warm room you can 

There is a remedy that a great many| always keep them there as contented 

. use and call it very good, and that is| as though they were out doors, and in 

common Venetian red in the food. feeding the chickens they don’t get 

Mr. Meyer—How
 often do you clean| all wet as they do in small brooders. 

out your chicken coops? I find it the nicest way to raise them. 

Mrs. Lehmann—I
 whitewash every|I have ducks, geese, and turkeys all 

: spring and fall, and they should be| in the same brooder. I have two of 

cleaned every single week and plenty| them about eight by sixteen feet and 

of land plaster scattered around with| the chimney runs clear through under 

: plenty of straw in it, the deeper the| the floor and comes out above, making 

better. the sand warm all the way through. 

Mr, Alsmeyer—Ho
w does the chicken} The floor is covered with sand, and it 

manage to keep the pores open? is masoned up around so the rats can’t 

Mrs. Lehmann—I
 use a dust bath] get in; put your wall deep enough in 

generally, cnd sifted coal ashes is very the ground. 

gcod; they like it, and they will eat Question—
What make of incubator 

1 good deal of ashes, too. Wood ashes do you use? 

are very apt to make their crops) Mrs. Lehmanr—I
 like the Monarch 

eat. up. hest. Do not get a cheap one under 

Question—De
c 

you always keep your| any consideratio
n; 

they are expensive 

poultry confined? in the end. 

Mrs. Lehmann—Oh
, no; they have} Question—Wh

at do you use for the 

large yards, and I let them run out|red mite? 

through. the fields in the fall, but not} Mrs. Lehmann-—I
 use a cheap cure, 

in the summer time for they would do| carbolic acid. I spray it all over the 

too much damage in the garden. I| hen house and then I whitewash, 1 

have gcod yards for them. take a pailful of water and put in a 

Question—Do
 ycu have any trouble] half pound of carbolic acid and a pint 

with your Leghorns flying over the| oi kerosene; it comes at about fifty 

fence? cents a gallon. I take a common 

Mrs. Lehmann—Ye
s, 

I generaily have| buggy pump that will throw the car- 

to cut their wings. bolic acid into every crack and crevice, 

The Chairman—I
 

saw you had ajand then whitewash it with a little 

homemade brooder that I thought a| kerosene. That is sure death to them. 

good deal of. Please describe it. Mr. Curtis—You said that you must 
Mrs. Lehmann—I have a homemade} kave bottom heat in order to make a 

brooder, one of my own get up, and 1|svccess of your chickens. I have had 

like it better than I do the small ones.| something to do with incubator 

It is built on a sidehill with a furnace.| chickens, and we had a sort of tradi- 

I have a little box stove and the chim-| tion down east that bottom heat is 
ney runs through under the ground| sure death. 

| the whole length of the brooder. It is; Mrs. Lehmann—It is not. They lay 
| filled with sand, the top of the stove| down. along on the edges as contented 

. is covered with a pan filled with water a8 possible. I make a cover, with lath 

. and it is always warm. The trouble! nailed around, making a square of 

with a great many brooders is the top| about two feet, and cover that with 

;
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woolen cloth, nailing on tight and fol-; nice to use for poultry. The water 
low on the side; it makes curtains and! arrangements must be so made that 

that is all the top cover I have. You) the chickens can never get into them. 
go in there at night and you will see| It is a good thing to give them a little 
their heads sticking out all around.| tincture of iron once in a while; it 
Bottom and top heat are good, but the| keeps the chickens free from disease. 
top heat alone is good for nothing.} Question—How do you fatten geese? 
They must heve a certain tempera-| Mrs. Lehmann—You have got to 
ture; it must be warm enough so that| stuff them; make food into little balls 
they cannot get chilled at all. With| and stuff it down them, corn meal and 
my arrangement the floor never gets; other things that will make them very 
cold—two fires a day will keep it} fat. 
plenty warm all the time. The Chairman—Where do country 

A Lady—What do you do for scaley| people get cyster shells? 
legs? Mrs. Lehmann—I used to have to 

Mrs. Lehmann—Dip their legs right} send to Pennsylvania. You can get 

into kerosene; that is about as good} them now at Milwaukee and Water- 
as anything you can use. town. They are not very expensive; 
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Farm Home anp Poutrry Yarp or Mrs. LEHMANN. 
Mr. Hardy—I was going to have a) I think they sell a hundred pounds at 

grout wall in my side hill hen house. | Watertown for a dollar or a dollar and 
Mrs. Lehmann—If you did that 1/a quarter, and a hundred pounds goes 

weuld advise lathing and plastering | a long ways. 
inside the stone wall to make an ae Question—Would not lime answer 
are nent mn ore be ee the same purpose? 
otherwise, it will not, b2cause stone at aoe 
gathers moisture; it settles on there. ae ae sir; for some 
Question—Do you run your chickens} 

and goslings together? A Member—You can buy oyster 

Mrs. Lehmann—Yes, when they are shells at Watertown, put on the cars 

little. There is a water keg; we get| for ninety cents. 
them at Watertown and they are very) Mrs. Lehmann—I paid a dollar in
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Milwaukee. Watertown is the best/ Mrs. Lehmann—Yes, if you have 

place to get Bowker’s animal meal. some one to grind it. I can’t get our 

Mr. Huffman—Would you advise| men to do it. 

feeding green cut bone? 

BREEDS OF POULTRY FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES. 

F. W. JENKINS, Eau Claire, Wis. 

This is the question, the correct so- egg trade at the least cost. The best 

lution of which forms the chief cor-| strictly egg breeds are the Hamburgs 

ner-stone in the building of successin| and Mediterranean classes as they 

the poultry business. Do not be mis-| will lay younger, with greater regular- 

led by this and think that, after the] ity, and many more in a year than any 

proper selection of a breed or variety| of the other laying fowls. The Polish, 

for your special purpose, ycu have while good layers, belong more to the 

nothing more to do or learn. But my | strictly fancy classes and are not prac. 

topic will not lead us into the mys-| tical fowls for the egg trade, as they 

teries that lay at the root of the busi-| are rather delicate, hard to raise and 

ness, such as care and feeding, proper fall an easy prey to hawks. This latter 

construction of buildings, light and | fault is quite common to all birds with 

ventilation, science of mating, breed- large top knots. 

ing, etc. 
It is my purpose to assume two em 

things: 1st. That you have had prac- a i 

tical experience in poultry raising. bea x 

gnd. That you are raising poultry for (4 ¢ oO y 

eggs and the market. Sk a a 

It would not be profitable under this <r? yay 

topic to enter into a discussion of the eg Uy Ee 

strictly fancy branches of the poultry Wy 4 OE . 

business. i“ fi nb 
The first suggestion as to your selec- | £ et SAW BENS 

tion is a breed or variety that you NS N ‘ i vay 

have a special liking for as we all/ Sm War Q NT 

have imore success with things we| MWAL@p Ss } Ee sy 
have a fellow feeling for than we do Meda UN i ih) ee 

with those we do not like, but this| Qy#o= ern ae ; x 
will not always do, as we may have | 4 75.Weied aa ONY a 

formed a great friendship and liking | 22a = Wy ot ea Ba ay 
for bantams but want to engage in the ae A Ba 
broiler, dressed poultry or egg busi- | =a aes” au 

ness and certainly bantams won’t do. | a 2 ee SS 
This brings us directly to our text, the 
selection of breeds for special purposes. | Buown ‘LiscHorns. 

| The Hamburgs and Leghorns easily 

The Breed for Laying. stand at the head of this class (and 
We will first take up the breeds best| the Leghorns probably lead) for the 

adapted to laying and supplying the| reason that they mature younger,
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commence laying younger, and with| is weighed with legs and head on. The 

proper care and feeding will lay the| trade demands and will have yellow 

year around. They are never idle ex- | skinned and clean yellow legged: birds 

cept during the moulting season and and the successful poultry man will 

they never or hardly ever set, so no cater to their wishes. 

time is lost that way. The young of 

both these breeds are veritable vest | Advantage of Light Colored Fowls. 

pecket editions of their parents a8) In choosing among the Asiatics your 

they are feathered out almost as soon market fowl, one thing that should be 

as hatched and the sexes are easily|taken into consideration after select- 

distinguished by the combs when three| ing the breed, is to select the white or 

or four days old. There are several | light colored varieties, as the White 

varieties of both of these breeds and | Cochin, Light Brahmas, etc. Every 

the choice among them simply rests | housewife’s experience in dressing 

on the fancy of the owner. They are) fowls teaches her that the dark feath- 

to the egg business what the Jersey | ered fowls are the hardest to dress 

cow is to the dairy; they are great for) clean on account of the dark pin 

eggs but not much for meat. feathers, while the white or light col- 

ored fowls always look better with 

The Breed for Broilers. the same amount of labor than their 

The man who engages in the dressed | dark feathered cousins. I know of no 

poultry or , broiler business must look point of excellence as market fowls in 

elsewhere for an ideal breed It takes | the dark varieties that cannot be urged 

Hamburgs and Leghorns about four- | equally in favor of the white birds of 

teen weeks to make small broilers, the same breed. 

=. are romty st nine The General Purpose Fowl. 

The principal breeds to be considered The next class to be considered is 

as strictly market and broiler birds the American, by many called the gen: 

are the Brahmas, Cochin and Lang- eral purpose class for the different 

shans, as they attain the greatest size 

either as broilers or as matured fowls, 
age 

but there is no half way ground, if he 

not slaughtered at broiler age, nine or| | : i Lane 

ten weeks, they will not be again fit) aay | 

for the block until nearly matured as FSO 

from broiler age to near maturity they Hh ey. MeN 

grow a large frame without putting on h' AM fa ea a 

much of any meat or fat. In fact, PNAS ES EEN 

while growing it is almost impossible Bae ARES 

to fatten them. 
Beas 

These breeds are also good winter SASS 

layers, so they are not idle during that SSS a 

time of year. There is one objection So 

to the Asiatics for market purposes, = “iS 

that is, the feathers on the legs. When SS a eae 

dressed, if the feathers are left on the PI Ss = 

legs they make a bad appearance, and 09ZgEEZZZU!’ hee 2 

if they are pulled out they leave the Sar Sane 

leg looking bruised and somewhat un- Vo 

sightly. Of course the offending mem- preeds as the Wyandottes and Ply- 

bers can be removed entirely but most mouth Rocks make excellent broilers, 

dressed poultry goes to the market and though not as good as the Asiatics,
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good average layers and a quick devel-) them a high place among the market 

oping medium sized market fowl with| and general purpose fowl and they at 

yellow legs and skin. They are not| least should receive some mention. [ 

the best fowls for eggs, broilers or the| have never had any experience with 

market but combine these three quali-| them, but from what I have seen of 

ties nicely. I consider them good| them I think they would make a good 

birds for the farmer or any person who market bird. 

only wants to keep one variety of 

fowls, and who has neitner time nor The Best Crosses. 

place to bother with different breeds.| At the Rhode Island experiment sta- 

They will set and hatch their young,| tion some very interesting and valu- 

furnish the table with both eggs and| able experiments have been carried on 

meat. in crossing thorough bred fowls of dif- 

There are several other breeds of| ferent breeds for special purposes. I 

fowls that are good for both eggs and| believe for egg production no cross 

. table use, but do not set, so lose one of| has been found that can improve on 

the essential qualities of the perfect| the Leghorn jand Hamburg. There 

general purpose fowl. These are the| they are very well satisfied with the 

Houdan, a French fowi of good size|Ccrnish Indian Game and Light 

and laying qualities, well adapted to/ Brahma Crcss, both for broilers and | 
our northern climate on account of| market purposes. I have never tried 

having a very small comb and wattles| that cross but can see no reason why 

and a large protecting tuft of feathers] the first cross should not be all right 
around them, as the young birds are plump and uni- 

form throughout. I would however 

say that as a general proposition I am 

Pe. very much opposed to the crossing of 

cS thorough-bred birds and only assent 

iN , " to the use of a thorough-bred male 

A iG with a common flock of hens as one 

N NY VZZqn “ay way to improve the stock, but when 

we - SE thoroughbred birds or their eggs can 

. eS é be bought as cheaply as they can to- 

. A Ge | day, the breeding up plan is a slow 

m > yp and unsatisfactory way. 

> J 4 hy, a Experiments We Have Made. 

Se Fee Mr. W. E. Dorland and myself at our 

Ss eG ook Tea = farm at Chippewa Falls, known as the 

SS eae ee Mansfield Poultry Yards, have con- 
cen eee ey ducted for the past five or six years a 

series of experiments in crossing thor- 

The English Red Cap are a very| oughbred fowls and have. determined 

handsome fowl with much the same) to our satisfaction at least that for spe- 
characteristics as the Houdan  but| cial purposes or for general purposes 

have an enormous comb or cap in place| the thoroughbred bird is the most 

of the tuft of feathers. profitable, easiest to handle and gen- 

The Minoreas are also a general pur-| erally most satisfactory to raise. In 

pcese fowl in a way, being fair size| support of that statement it will be 

and very good layers but carrying a| necessary to digress slightly from our 

little too much comb and wattles to| subject. Each distinct breed has cer- 
suit me. tain characteristics peculiar to itself 

Breeders of the Dorkings claim for| and they are so marked that the differ- 

eo
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ent breeds cannot run together or be each succeeding generation. 
While in 

fed together with good results. For | the chicks produced from the first 

instance, Light Brahmas and Leg-| cross there will be a fair average unl- 

horns cannot be reared together and| formity, the succeeding generations of 

kept together after maturity success- these cross-bred birds will be all sorts, 

fully, as the Brahmas while growing | sizes and color. There should be no 

require more feed than the Brahmas| trouble in selecting among the various 

the Leghorn as they grow faster and| breeds of water fowls or turkeys, as 

larger. After maturity the Leghorn size, color and the owner’s fancy 

require more feed than the Brahmas should govern. The Bronze or White 

because they are more active and lay Holland turkey should suit almost any 

more often than the Brahma. The| cne, while the Pekin ducks and Tou- 

feed required for a laying Leghorn hen louse goose meet all requirements. 

would fatten a Brahma hen up so she As to climatic condition, I believe 

couldn’t lay but would in a short time| any of the foregoing breeds are well 

die from over fat. A hen to give the adapted to a cold climate and my ex- 

pest results should have what feed she| perience is that they all want good 

requires but her attendant should comfortable quarters and care to get 

know better than to over-feed her.| the best results and if the conditions 

He should also understand that the dif- | surrounding them are proper they will _ 

ferent breeds have different natures; be a source of profit to their owner. 

and should be fed and cared for differ- pe 
are 

ently. One of the secrets of success 

is not to get too many birds together DISCUSSION. 

in one pen or coop and to keep to- Mr. Arnold—What chickens do you 

gether only those of the same natures recommend? 

and disposition. 
Mr. Jenkins—The general purpose 

fowls are Plymouth Rocks, and the 

Crossing Thorough-bred Fowls. | wyandottes. I personally prefer the 

Where thorough-bred fowls of one Wyandottes; the strain is a matter of 

kind are kept together the character- | fancy. 

istics of the birds should be alike and Mr. Brigge—Which are the better, 

the same proper care beneficial to the| barred Plymouth Rocks or white? 

entire lot. Cross-bred birds are sure Mr. Jenkins—That is a matter of 

to have different natures and require | fancy. 

different care and feeding and if kept; Mr. Reed—Isn’t it true that a white 

together in numbers cannot do well. | fowl is the easiest cleaned for market, 

When we have so many different | and for that reason it is the best, 

breeds, sume best suited to one pur other things being equal? 

pose, some best suited to another and Mr. Jenkins—Yes, I made that state- 

still others best suited for a general; ment; a white bird is always better 

purpose fowl, there can be no eons than a dark one for market purposes. 

for crossing thorough-bred fowls.| Mr. Reed—Is not the white Plymouth 

When they are crossed it must be| Rocka larger chicken than the barred? 

done for a purpose and tell me your Mr. Jenkins—No, it shouldn’t be. 

purpose and I will select a thorough- Mr. Reed—How do you like the 

bred fowl much better suited to the Cornish Game for general purposes? 

purpese than the cross-bred bird, un- Mr, Jenkins—They are not as good 

less possibly the single exception of|as the Wyandotte or the Plymouth 

tke Cornish Indian Game and Light Rock. 

Brahma Cross. Usually the first cross| Mr. Kellogg—Can you successfully 

only make fit birds for one purpose as use artificial heat in hen houses for 

those birds bred together the next year| the winter? 

show a marked inferiority, and so on Mr. Jenkins—If you understand it,
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Mr. Kellogg—How did you come to, A Lady—Which do you prefer, the 

understand it? single comb or the double comb brown 

Mr. Jenkins—By experience. Leghorns? 

Mr. Keliogg—That is a dear way. Mr. Jenkins—I don’t think it makes 

Mr. Jenkins—It is the best way. lja particle of difference, put I prefer 

think the best way to do is to have| the single comb. 

your chickens where they do not need| Question—How is the black Lang- 

it, but if you are going to use artificial | shan for laying in winter? 

heat at all, I would use it more for} Mr. Jerkins—Good. The single comb 

ventilation than for heat, and in that| is more apt to freeze than the rose 

way you don’t get a great deal of heat | comb, but when the rose comb is once 

out of it. frozen, the only way to thaw it out is 

A Lady—I read in @ paper once that| to chop the head off. A hen with a 

very early pullets would moult in the| frozen comb won’t lay, but of course 

fall the same as hens, and then they|I do not think it advisable to keep 

would not lay any better than hens.| hens where the comb will freeze. 

Is that so? Mr. Hopkins—Do you find any ob- 

Mr. Jenkins—That depends on the jection to the size of the eggs of the 

breed. I would just as soon have the| Brown Leghorns for selling? 

Hamburg or Leghorn hatch the first of Mr, Jenkins—I have seen Brown 

July as any other time of the year. The| Leghorns’ eggs that would average 

Brahmas and Wyandottes must be| with Brahma eggs. I think where the 

hatched as early as possible. Brown Leghorns are bred principally 

A Lady—Are the different strains of| for show purposes, bred without re- 

r fowls affected by their age in laying? | gard to the size of their eggs, the eggs 

Mr. Jenkins—Yes; a Plymouth Rock | are small, but you can breed them up 

hen, after a year and a half old, is| to be good layers. 

rather a poor layer; that I think is Supt. McKerrow—How would you do 

due to the fact that they fatten so/| that, by selecting the largest eggs for 

easily; it is hard to keep them in lay- incubation? 

ing condition. I have known of Leg- Mr. Jenkins—Yes, 1 would. 

hern hens being good layers up to nine would not the white lay the larger 

and ten years old. A Member—As between the two. 

Mr. Arnold—Then we judge that a| eggs? 

hen that is of a thick fleshy formation| Mr. Jenkins—I have never noticed 

that will thicken with age, is not a| any difference. 

good hen for laying? A Lady—Where you have a strain of 

Mr. Jenkins—Yes, that is true. fowls, all of one color, how do you 

Mr. Arnold—How old would you rec- distinguish the younger hens from the 

ommend keeping hens? older ones? 

Mr. Jenkins—That depends on the| Mr. Jenkins—Well, after they get 

particular breed. I would watch them two years of age, you can’t very well. 

pretty close; as long as a Leghorn hen A Lady—Can you tell them by the 

leys pretty well, I would keep her. wrinkles on their legs? 

‘A Member—When this spring Mr. Jenkins—I don't know whether 

chicken gets to be eight or nine years| the wrinkles are there or not. 

old, what are you going to do with| Question—What do you think of 

her? Houdan fowls? 

Mr. Jenkins—I would answer that as} Mr. Jenkins—I like them first rate. 

the Jersey cow man told me once with| The Chairman—Do you handle ducks 

reference to the selling of his cow. He| also? 

said that he could well afford to erect) Mr. Jenkins—Yes, and goslings. 

a tombstone over that cow after bury-| The Chairman—Are they profitable? 

Ang her. ; Mr. Jenkins—Yes; of course they re 

fae
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quire treatment different from that of Simplex is the cheapest machine, if it 

other fowls. I find that they should|is properly handled it works all right, 

be yarded pretty close, so as to keep| but it is not every one who can handle 7 

out of the rain and dew, and to keep| it. It is almost as much trouble as 

them from exercising too much. Exer-| some hens are. 
: 

cise is a good thing for a chicken, but| Question—What is your idea of the 

a poor thing for ducks. A duck is an| Excelsior machine? 

enormous eater and requires more| Mr. Jenkins—We have one of them 

bulky food. 
end we don’t like it at all. 

Supt. McKerrow—How about the| Mrs. Lehmann—It is not good for 

turkey? 
anything. 

Mr. Jenkins—Well, I think the less Mr. Jenkins—The trouble is it does 

you have to do with the turkey the bet- | not hatch as well as the other kind, 

ter you are off. 
and it does not regulate itself. 

Mr. Hayes—You only mean wher| Question—How many chicks will you 

they are shut up, you cannot keep them | raise from one hundred and sixty eggs? 

in pens. Can’t you raise them on the| Mr. Jenkins—I have run from thirty 

farm as easy as any fow] you raise? to one hundred and fifty, but I do not 

The Chairman—Mr. Hayes wishes to | think that is due to the machine. 

know if you can’t raise them on your| Supt. Mckerrow—About what is the 

neighbors? 
average price for an incubator? 

Mr. Hayes—They will clear your Mr, Jenkins—From 150 to 200 egg 

farm of grasshoppers. 
capacity will range from $30 to $50. 

Supt. McKerrow—What do you Question—What is the price of the 

mean, that you would not raise tur- Monarch machine? 

keys at all? 
Mrs. Lehmann—The Monarch is a 

Mr. Jenkins—No, I mean that if you| high priced machine, but it is a good 

are raising turkeys you want to let| one. It is on this principle: it isa 

them alone. 
hot water machine, and very good at 

A Lady—Isn’t it a fact that the most regulating, and you need not look at 

profit you make out of turkeys is that it once in twelve hours; you can go to 

they feed off your neighbors? bed and sleep every night, and you 

Mr. Jenkins—Yes, if the neighbor cannot do that with the Excelsior nor 

don’t feed off the turkey. with a good many others. 

Mr. Huffman—Don’t you think eggs| Question—Does it have the top and 

ought to be sold by the pound? bottom heat? 

Mr. Jenkins—You can adapt your- Mrs. Lehmann—It has just the top 

self to the market. If they are sold| heat and hot water at that, so that if 

by the dozen, keep a hen that will lay | the light goes out, or anything, it is so 

fancy smell eggs. 
arranged that it will stand the changes 

Mr. Huffman—Where do you keep| in the atmosphere, which the cheaper 

your incubator? 
machines will not do. 

Mr. Jenkins—We have always kept| Question—Do you keep them in a dry 

it in the house. One hundred and | cellar? 

sixty eggs capacity. Simplex. Mrs. Lehmann—Yes, a cellar is @ 

Question—Would you advise any| splendid place to hatch them if it is 

larger? 
not too damp, because the temperature 

Mr. Jenkins—Why, I do not see any don’t change there, as a rule. Mine 

reason why two hundred cannot be is in the basement; I have a basement 

run as easily as one hundred and sixty. te the hen house and I keep my vege- 

A Lady—What does an incubator | tables, cabbages, and such things in 

cost? 
there, and part of it is partitioned off. 

Mr. Jenkins—The various makes | for the incubator room. 

have their own prices. While the Question—What is the trouble when 

8 

——————————————
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chickens break the shell before they) them weighing twenty-eight and thirty 
| are ready to come out? pounds, and they are clean and nice to 
| Mrs. Lehmann—Too much moisture.| dress and they sell well. 
| I do not know what is the trouble, but] Mr. Arnold—Is not the size objec- 

! in some way there is too much mois-| tionable? 
| ture. Mrs. Lehmann—Not at all; I never 

| Question—Where is the Monarch in-| found any objection at all. I never 
! cubator made? sell mine for market so large—only 

Mrs. Lehmann—Southeastern Massa-| those left over in the spring. I had a 
{ chusetts. few left over in the spring and I sold 

| Mr. Arnold—Is there any machine| them last year at fifteen cents a pound 
| invented for testing eggs? and there was no complaint made of 

Mrs. Lehmann—You can tell an egg} their size. 
| every time after it has been in three} Mr. Arnold—The market demands 

days, whether it is all right, if you| about twelve pounds. 

hold it to the light. Question—Can you raise ducks suc- 
Mr. Arnold—I mean when we go to} cessfully without ponds? 

the store to buy them. Mrs. Lehmann=Yes, very success- 
| Mrs. Lehmann—I don’t know unless| fully; my hen house is on a side hill 

you do as a party in Minnesota did,| and my well is on top of the hill, and 
break them. I have pipes carrying water to barrels. 

The Chairman—I know Mrs. Leh-| You must have something that the 

mann is quite successful with ducks,| ducks can get into and not drown. I 
. and I wouid like to know how she| turn the faucet enough to let it drip 

handles them, and what she thinks of| and let the ducks get water that way. 

them as far as profit is concerned. For the old ducks I have a kerosene 
Mrs. Lehmann—I have the Pekin} barrel, cut off about a foot and set 

ducks and they are one of the best|into the ground. I think this year I 

layers, but they seldom set success-| shall try to have a hole dug and ce- 

fully, so you have to set them under| mented for them because we have 

hens, or in an incubator. In feeding} plenty of water, and keep the water 

ducks do not feed raw corn meal; that} running into it; have it not over two 
is where so many people make a fail-, feet deep and slant it out, so that the 

ure with ducks; it is sure death to| edges are easy to get out of onto the 
them, every single time; about the| land. Ducks will drown as quickly as 

third day they will turn over and die,|a chicken. I let the water drip and 

and some will say it is one thing and| keep it full all the time; let the ducks 

scme another, but it is nothing in the| go in whenever they want to. Do not 
world but the raw corn meal. They| let little ducks have too much water 

will grow on skim milk like little| as trey are apt to gd in and play too 

pigs; mix middlings in the skim milk,| long and get chilled. When they be- 

that does not get sticky, and they will| gin to feather out they can have all the 
eat it up all right. I feed a great deal| water they want, but before a duck or 

of cheese curd; we have lots of skim{ goose is feathered out, it must not get 

milk and I feed a great deal of it with| wet. I keep the water dripping into 
cheese curds to both chickens and/| this trough and it stands there for the 

eCucks, and I feed a great deal of it} old hens. We sometimes have to 

sweet, because we run it through the| sweep it out with an old broom, but if 

separator and we have it sweet and|/it is kept running fresh all the time 

warm, right from the separator. it is not apt to get so dirty. You 

Question—What particular turkeys} must not forget that you must have 

do you have? grass for your chickens; for ducks it 2 

Mrs. Lehmann—Mammoth Bronze; | doesn’t make any difference. 

they grow to be very large, some of 

—
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COUNTRY ROADS. 

A. C. POWERS, Beloit, Wis. 

Although it has its weak points, it’s a 

a Cee Thee ae long stride in the right direction and 

oat SeBat. Saie ee) | we trust it’s a stepping stone for other 

ae Rie, Ses | | | and better laws. 

E 4 See et on Be Good Effects of the New Road Law. 

bis .. aes 
Ce re ee In the southern portion of the state 

Ges Bee Les quite a percentage of the towns are 

Ge a. working under the new law and the 

TALS , eee : ae improved condition of the highways in 

wera" J ie 2] | these towns is very marked, as they 

etek . Gaeeet have accomplished more in three years 

bpeutee'e 3 , Sees since its passage than has been done 

bs Cae * Seon in any twenty years under the old slip 

Bere im, Need shod system, thus proving that a 

Be BOS Rh BIR moneyed tax is one of the first requi- 

Bie ag ae ~~ | | sites towards good roads; but in a 

a = . | |large portion of the state, however, 

5 a, they are practically under the old law, 

“ey with old results. What is needed is a 

. change that will preduce a permanency 

7] of good qualities in the highway, and 

4 not something which at best shall only 

l an be a temporary makeshift, as make- 

; shift was the basic principle of our 

early, and in fact, I might say, our 

A. C. PowErs. only road law, the one under which 

we have been working, or perhaps a 

Mr. Chairman:—Among the fore- better term now would be, not work- 

most subjects claiming the attention ing, for nearly sixty years with the re- 

of the people at this time} .uit that in many places the highways 

and one that merits thoughtful) are not as good as when civilized man 

consideration at the hands of every wrested them from the followers of 

tax payer is that of good roads which] piack Hawk. They stand out in bold 

stands paramount. Notwithstanding | relief a monument, as it were, to our 

the fact that for the past fifteen years} folly, a stretch of sand or an uninvit- 

there has scarcely been a gathering| ing hog wallow, a terror and an insult 

whether called to discuss theology °r|to the teamster and the traveling pub- 

law, the rights of women or the wrongs] }ic, which chief utility would seem to 

of men, that have not passed resolu-| je to divide the broad acres of “A” 

tions setting forth the deplorable con-| from the broader ones of “B” and not 

ditions of our country roads, and ask-| for a public thoroughfare. 

ing that something be done for their 

betterment. Wisconsin took no steps Good Roads Improve Business. 

towards changing her laws in favor of| Itisa self evident fact that in a sec- 

road improvement until the session of| tion possessing good roads, there is a 

1893 when the Apple bill became a law.| greater business activity than in one
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where no pains are taken to smooth, wagons and teams and a saving of 

down inequality of surface, cut away| time, as you are often compelled to 

hills, fill in low places, build solid and | make two or even three trips to mar- 

permanent bridges or look to the in-| ket to draw what would be a light 
terest of the community by displaying|lcad on the macadamized road, and 

the same degree of enterprise in the| the enhanced value of property adjoin- 

way of road making they would in any| ing such a road would doubly pay the 

other line of business, losing sight of| investment. 

the fact that no investment will pay Perhaps there are some who doubt 

as large a dividend as a tax for good| the soundness of this assertion and 

roads if the money is judiciously ex-|say we lack the proof. Let me say it 

pended. has been tried in hundreds of cases 
and in no one instance has it failed to 

How the Ancients Built Roads. neon neny such resulis. And am in- 
‘ormed by a gentleman residing in the 

I recently read a short article in the| ortheastern part of Illinois that land 
. Rural World which I wish to repro- lying contiguous to the proposed 

duce at this time. When Appius| Sheridan drive has materially ad- 
Claudius started out to build the now vanced in price, in some instances 

famous Appian Way, he didn’t wait) enough to make quite a payment to- 
for carriage builders, bicycle clubs and wards the improvement. 
farmers’ picnics to pass resolutions on We can expect the aus resutt ia 

the subject. He simply put men t0/ wisconsin as has been shown in the 
work and constructed a road 339) eastern or older states. Admitting 

. miles in length by 16 feet wide from that we necd better roads and we 

Rome south through Capua to Briudisi| think the most fossilized old fogies we 
and, although 2206 years have passed have will not argue that we are wrong, 
since then, the Appian Way is still the the only controversy then is in the 

best country road in all Europe. mode of application and if we have 
When Napoleon determined that! 79.999,000 population, it would seem 

France shou!d have the best highways that we have nearly as many ideas as 

on earth for the rapid movement Of| +t) what should or should not be done, 
troops and the ready supply of armies! trom those that would bond the state, 
with provisions, he didn’t pause for county and town, while others like 
the adoption of a constitutional amend- Sticawber. sit 7. yy the wayside 

ment, but at once took his men out and) yo itin fo! ened tot * 
built the roads, and they are today in és es ope ee Se tee 

“s when good roads, like the Gospel, can 

meerly As perfect conditions 65 WHEN |. teil withoit ” money and without 
ecnstructed. This dictatorial way of rice, 

doing things is of course neither pos- sag 
sible or advisable in a republican Some Surprising Figures. 
ceuntry, but we cite this bit of history Few people take a correct view of 

for the several lessons it teaches.| the actual profit to farmers end busi- 
First, that if we expect better roads wWe/ ness men in general, of good roads, or 

shall have to build them. Second, | how muck they could afford to pay for 
that one man at the head is better than| them. Is it not a fact that in some 

a thousand, and last, but by no means| seasons for weeks together all busi- 
least, that. roads thoroughly built will ness is at a complete standstill caused 

be as lasting as time itself. by the impassable condition of the 
roads, and the loss incurred amounts 

A Few Benefits of Good Roads. to millions of dollars annually, caused 
Good roads will pay from almost any| by not marketing grain or other crops 

standpoint. They will pay in satisfac-|in proper season and to the merchant, 

tion, They will pay in a saving on|who finds his shelves filled with unsea-
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sonable ‘goods. In round numbers easy grade. We would draw crushed 

there is said to be 700,000 farmers in rock or gravel upon the center line of 

Illinois, Iowa and Wisconsin. Now,| this bighwey to the depth of eight or 

suppose that on the average there are ten inches, eight feet wide, placed be- 

ten loads of grain and produce to be tween planks that serve as temporary 

marketed, and feed, fuel and other ma- curbs, then with a road grader we 

terial to be brought pack, say at a cost| would reinforce our stone work at 

of two dollars a load. Macadamize| each side twelve feet wide with earth 

these roads and the same Jabor can be| taken from the sides, making our en- 

performed for less than one half the| benkment when completed 32 feet at 

cost, and this saving in one year the top, sloping gradually to the out- 

would build 15,000 miles of good road| side gutter. For quite a portion of the 

at an outlay of $500.00 a mile. Apply| year this outside part of your road 

this same rule to Wisconsin alone and! would be fine for light driving and the 
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the saving in twenty years would puild| stone part for heavy traffic. Such @ 

a stone road over every mile of high-| rcad as this would be available at all 

way in the state and the saving in|times, over which at all seasons of the 

wear and tear upon vehicles would| year the market of the cities would be 

keep it in repair. 
accessible and protracted rains and 

general break ups would be no terror 

How to Build Country Roads. to the traveling public, and the weight 

In building a road we would cut | of the load be limited only by the 

down all hills of any magnitude to an strength of the wagon.
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} To bring about this result it would, Mr. Powers—No, sir, we do not. We 
not be needful to issue bonds or even| make that provision with our man that 
impose burdersome taxes. Put the| we must not charge up to the road 
best men you have at the head of your| warrant or for road receipts. 
road commission. Commence at your Supt. McKerrow—I think that is the 
city limits and work into the country,| reason that law has fallen into dis- 
having the tax payer perform the la- repute, on account of our town treas- 
bor, if he so elects, subject to the same, urers collecting three or five per cent. 
rules that govern other laborers, and| on tax worked out. 
it would be but a few years until Wis-| Mr. Briggs—What kind of stone are 
consin roads would be models for the| you using for your road? 
world. It matters not what principle} Mr. Powers—We are using lime rock 
or what material we use in the con-|to some extent, but we prefer river 
struction of roads so long as the nar-| bed gravel for the crusher. 
Tow tire reigns supreme; were it built | Question—Sandstone would not be 
of adamant and coated with steel it| gcod? 
weuld give way before this fell de-| Mr. Powers—No, and lime rock is a | stroyer which must be banished from| little too soft. I think, however, that the face of the earth before we reach| Our lime roads are all right after the acme of success of good roads. three years’ use. 

Not only exempt the broad tire from} Mr. Briggs—How about these herd taxation but place a premium upon its| heads, or prairie granites? use, and if that does not have the de-| Mr. Powers—That would last as 
sired effect, then make it a state’s| long as time. Probably the Appian way prison offense to draw a load on a|is built of that stone. The stone 
wagon with a tire of lesser width than| CTusher handles them all right. four inches. Mr. Briggs—How long will lime 

reck last? 
aS | Mr. Powers—We cannot tell any- 

thing about it. Three years ago is the 
DISCUSSION. first we put on. In northern Illinois , 

I was ona lime rock road not long Supt. McKerrow—Do you work out |ago, that has been in use ten years the taxes? and it was in perfect condition yet. Mr. Powers—We work it out on the Mr. Briggs—If you had plenty of cash basis; we allow the tax payer to} lime rock? 
work it out if he wants to, but he can- Mr. Powers—I would use it by all not come out at nine o’clock in the means, and not crawl through the morning with the idea of loafing. We} mud. 
pay him thirty cents an hour for him- Supt. McKerrow—We had a road self and team. leading out of Milwaukee, covered with Supt. McKerrow—Do you use any of| crusked lime rock twenty years ago, 
the improved machinery? and it is a good road yet. There is one Mr. Powers—Yes, I think we have/rcad that is longer than that; it runs almost everything in our town now in| out of Wauwatosa; it has been there that line. We have two road graders, | longer than the other, and it has been and we have eight wheeled scrapers | repaired but very little. that we use to cut away the hills with, Question—Do you know what would and then we have an Austin stone | be the cost to repair this road each 
crusher. year? 

Supt. McKerrow—Do you allow your Supt. McKerrow—I couldn’t tell you. 
town treasurer to collect five per cent.| I have noticed somewhere the figures 
on the taxes that the farmer has put at an average of ten dollars a 
worked out? mile. 

Zs
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Mr. Hayes—What would it cost a dation on earth for a stone road; there 

mile to fix it as you advise, Mr.| is nothing better. 

Powers? 
Mr. Arnold—How many cords of 7 

Mr. Powers—So far the three or four) stone will a good crusher handle with 

miles we have in the town have cost us|a ten horse power, in a day? 

from four to six hundred dollars, at) Mr. Powers—I could hardly tell in 

that rate, but that is no comparison,| that way, but we can crush from 100 

because we are not doing enough of it,| to 135 yards in a day. 

and.here is the great cost of our ma-| Mr. Arnold—And there are five yards 

chinery standing still the greater part’ in a cord; with us they crush as high 

of the year. We are calculating on|as seventeen cords of lime rock, 

$500 a mile in our plan, if we could do| twenty cents a yard would be good 

this right along and get enough of it.| pay, wouldn’t it? 

I was ona crushing plant last year| Mr. Powers—Yes, @ machine that had 

where they were crushing gravel at| any business to do could do work for 

eleven cents a yard; that was the en-| that. This machine I spoke of did it 

tire expense, taking it out of the bank} for seventeen. 

and crushing it, and putting it on the! Mr. Briggs—What kind of gravel is 

cars, but they were doing it with a big| this you speak of as crushing; is it 

plant. 
coarse gravel, sand, or wheat? 

Supt. McKerrow—The last three| Mr. Powers—Ours was taken right 

years we have found we can crush lime| off from the banks of the river. The 

rock very cheap; that was delivered| better way to use it is to have your 

on the wagon at 25 cents per cubic| machine put on a depression and run 

yard. 
it off the hills with a wheeled scraper, 

Mr. Powers—That would not make a| and dump it right in. Your sand will 

very expensive road, You see it takes) run out; in some places they can util- 

put Kittle. It does not make a perfect| ize a certain amount of sand. You 

road, but it is a good deal better than| get nothing but pure crushed gravel 

mud. There has not been a day this| from the machine. 

winter that our road has not been as Mr. Kellogg—Do you know the cost 

good as this floor. The planks I spoke of crushing stone at Janesville? 

of we use temporarily, then we take Mr. Powers—No, I do not. 

them out. There were about ten or Mr. Kellogg—Janesville has a very 

twelve rods at a time, I think. You| heavy roller and the crushing machine 

asked about the preparing of this road. | right at the quarry, and they are mak- 

The first road we made, we| ing a great Geal of this city graded 

took and run straight through; we put read; they are doing quite a business, 

in eighty rods, then we Jeveled it| but I have not posted myself in regard 

down, but I would prefer to level it as toe the cost. 

fast as we got it ready, because if you Mr. Scott--I think that the erdinary 

leave it long it is packed so hard it| crusher will only crush about nine or 

makes harder work and will not pack| ten cords a day, a ten horse power ma- 

evenly. 
chine. They had a crusher in the vil- 

Question—Do you roll? lage of Rio for nine days and they 

Mr. Powers—We never have, put it} run it for nine hours a day. It 

would be the better way. i crushed eighty-one cords of stone and 

Mr, Church—How deep do you lay| they applied it to their road; it was 

this gravel? 
run nine days, about a cord an hour. 

Mr. Powers—From eight to teu It was more than a ten horse power; 

inches, according to what is below. they had a twelve horse power engine 

Mr. Church—I know of a good road} on it, a heavy threshing engine. 

of only four inches on sand. Mr. Powers—If you were crushing 

Mr. Powers—Sand is the best foun-| these hard heads, you would have to 

sae
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have heavier horse power. You can{ the people who do not care to work out 
use six horse power for ordinary lime-| the tax to pay for our machinery, our 

stone. cash purchases. Of course we have to 

Mr. Reed—In the city of Grand| buy machinery and keep it in repair. 

Rapids they have been buying rock all We purchased all our machinery, 

winter from the farmers to the west| crusher and all, with the tax. 
of us, bringing in these hard heads,| Mr Bradley—Wouldn’t you recom- 

ond granite boulders and they have| mend in putting in a stone road that 

been paying the magnificent price of! it be feather-edged? 

$2 a cord, delivered. The farmers Mr. Powers—My experience is to 

have brought it from ten to twelve| keep the embankment down as near 

miles. They haven’t got rich out of| the surface as you can. If you raise 

it, but the village thinks it will get| that in the center, with your crushed 

some good roads. rock, it is always raised enough. If I 
Mr. Scott—The village of Rio has a| had an embankment too high | would 

contract with the farmers and they | prefer to cut it out. We feather-edge | 

are bringing in stone, grading it about | altogether; we have never cut away, 

eight by eleven, at $1.95 a cord. excepting through the hills. 

Mr. Everett—Mr. Powers, what is Mr. Bradley—There are many places 
the amount of the road tax in the town | in the state where it will have to be 
of Beloit? cut out. Mr. A. P. Weld, of River 

Mr. Powers—We have raised three | Falls, says it doesn’t do in clay land, 

mills on the dollar until we don’t know] or in light soil, to put it down there, 
how to raise anything else. It| but it might do in sandy places. 

amounts to about $1,900 with the poll Mr. Powers—lI should think as a gen- 

taxes. eral proposition it would be a useless 

Mr. Everett—Is it not a fact that| expense to cut away that road, unless 

prior to three years ago that that out-| your embankment was too’ high. I 
lay of money in the town of Beloit had | will say we have very little clay in our 
not improved your roads one iota? town, and no red clay at all. 

Mr. Powers—The fact is you cannot Questior—Would not under-draining 

draw as large a load as you could fifty} be necessary in red clay? 

years ago, before the upper soil broke Mr. Powers—Undoubtedly there is 

through. A man twelve miles west of} land that would have to be drained, 
Beloit told me he could not draw as| but I don’t think we have a mile of 
big a load into town as he could fifty| road in our township that would ever 
years ago. need any draining at all. 

Mr. Everett—I wanted to empha-| Mr. Watson—Do you use the same 
size that point. They have very much| grade of crushed rock right straight 
improved their roads. Both towns| through? 
have a similar cash system; they have| Mr. Powers—It would be better to 
a rock crusher and scrapers and we | make it about two grades for country 
employ the same methods that have| roads. We have used the same grade, 
been described. We used to work out| but I think it would be better to put 
$1,800 a year in our town, and prior to | your coarser rock in the bottom and 
three years ago our roads were no bet- | then finish off with your finer rock. 

ter than they were forty years ago,| Supt. McKerrow—Where you are 
but they are being very much im-| feather-edging the road you have got 
proved. The farmers have the privi-| to have something finer to keep your 
lege of working out or paying the|stone from rolling out. 
money. Most of them work out their| Mr. Scott—On our stone roads that 
tax, but others, like myself, prefer to | we have used three years, I don’t see 
pay cash. arything the matter with them; they 

Mr. Powers—We get enough out of |put it on, first, five and a half inches 

a
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and the next inch finer, and then top-| way we get the village people to pay 

dressed with the siftings, about seven) a portion, that if we do not, 

inches deep altogether 
the farmers will have to work it all 

Mr. Powers—I wish to say that last| out. Now, we are entering upon a 

epring I went over our road records,| system, that is what I insist upon— 

and 1 found that we jad paid out over that we have some system—and in my 

$100,000. I suppose & good deal of that| opinion the system should be just this: 

was worked out under the fence, but That all of us should start at our mar- 

we claimed to have worked out that| ket towns and commence puilding line 

amount. Now, for that money we| of roads under some system, running 

could have in the township, a good | out jnto the country from each market 

sione road, sixteen feet wide, over point, and the result will be that they 

every single road we have, and we | will come together and in that way we 

haven’t anything at the end of that | will have good roads all over the state, 

time, except a few bridges, and they| ana I think if we work in that way, 

are pretty poor. 
with system in each town, something 

Question—How large stone will 8° can be done, otherwise it will not. 

through your crusher? 
A Member—When the gentleman 

Mr. Powers—I think the capacity of| speaks of pbuilding a road, I suppose he 

our machine is said to be about ten by | means @ stone road. 

eighteen inckes, or ten by twenty, but Mr. Arnold—Nothing short of it. 

it is better not to have your stone} The Member—I would like to ask 

too large, because it takes longer; it| Mr. Powers how these gravel roads 

is better to have them a little smailer.| work in case of mucky bottom, such as 

Question—If there should be a quick- | We find in the marshes. 

sand bottom, what would be necessary Mr. Everett—Keep piling on the 

to do to make it a good road? gravel. 

ir Powers 1 dont er row where | gat Powers—You certainly ae 

we crossed a little bit of a stream, it = a foundation in some We¥, es 

bothered us a good deal and we just might be necessary to drain such @ 

dumped our stone right into it; it is road as that. If you could not do that, 

standing right up 50 tues ik ¥ don’t it would be desirable to raise your 

seem to settle any more The ean embankment up so that it will drain 

rock seems to be better than big stone itself. We have dumped in a lot of 

for that; it has held up so far without this crushed stone and are having good 

tune. 
success so far. 

Mr. Arnold—There is a sentiment Mr. Sectt—We have found under: 

throughout Wisconsin that people in draining to be far more successful than 

the cities want roads built for their high embankments. If you did under- 

accommodation, and the farmers are drain, would you have it in the center 

going to pay for them. That has been of the road or on the side? 

the sentiment expressed throughout Mr. Powers—It might be necessary 

the state. The idea that we want to if it was bad, to drain right through 

encourage is this, that we farmers are the center; run a tile row straight 

going to have good roads and are g0- through the center of your road. 

ing to build them, and going to do it| Supt McKerrow—There are a good 

without levying any more taxes than| many miles of road in Kenosha county 

we have already. In the town in which | that are tiled right in the center. 

I live we pay $3,000 road tax; one-half A Member—In Illinois they have 

of that is paid in money and it is| adopted the system of draining in the 

spent under the supervision of the su- center of the road; they couldn’t do 

pervisors, the idea being that in this it on the side.
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

| The Institute met at 1:30 P.M. Supt. MCKERROW in the Chair. 

| SHEEP FEEDING EXPERIMENTS. 

Prof. C. F. CURTISS, Agricultural College, Ames, Iowa. 

|are better adapted to sheep raising 

| ard dairying than any other branch of 

the stock business, and I want to com- 
E | mend you upon your excellent judg- 

‘i ment in making the most of your op- 
_ 7 | portunities in the dairy line; 1 want 

x e : | to commend you for the excellent work 

* tM a babe « | that yeur dairymen of this state have 

+ a oi Bee: done, but as sheep men I do not be- 
a Pi aes: : lieve you have made the progress that 

aa. Pde a | your conditions warrant. I believe 
TIAN a =| | that the sheep is entitled to a more 
ee 3 *| | favorable consideration by the farmers 
Sa of Wisconsin, of Iowa, and of other 
po ee | agricultural states, than it is receiving 

Rg on , | | today. 
S | | The sheep has been the football of 

| | politics; it has been through times of 
prosperity and of depression. It has, 

I believe, more than any other animal, 

} | suffered from the American character- 
} | istic tendency of rushing into things 

| and rushing out again. I want to say 

| | | at the outset that so far as the politi- 

(A A NCD ae) cal relations of the sheep to agricul- 

ture are concerned, I believe in accord- 

C. F. Curriss. ing the farmer just as great a degree 
of protection as is accorded to other 

Ladies and Gentlemen—It gives me| industries, but I want to say, also, 

pleasure to meet such a large and most/ that the sheep business does not de- 
excellent audience of Wisconsin peo-| pend upon protection, or the tariff on 

ple as I see before me today. I have} wool. I believe we could make mutton 
long entertained a very high opinion} profitably on the farm lands of Wis- 
of Wisconsin’s methods of conducting| consin and other states regardless of 
Farmers’ Institutes, and I want to say/ the wool feature, and I believe that 
that my good opinion has been much} what I have to say bearing upon this 

strengthened since I came among you.} subject will confirm that statement. 

Z You have a good many sheep in this 
Wisconsin as a Sheep State. state, but not as many as you ought 

I have been asked to discuss sheep} to have, nor have you in all cases the 
feeding experiments today, and in that | kind that is demanded for the most 
connection I want to say that I believe} profitable production. 
Wisconsin is one of the states that is 
exceedingly well adapted to sheep Our Experiments Outlined. 
raising. In coming into your state We took up some experiments at our 

yesterday I passed through a good| Station about two years ago when the 

many acres of agricultural lands that| sheep business was at its lowest tide,
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when everybody was wanting to go out lished principles, are not facts and 

of sheep raising, as one speaker ex- principles at all, but otherwise. 

pressed it in an address in our state, Now, as to the results of our exper- 

they were on the free list and nobody iments, you will understand that the 

wanted anything to do with them. figures I shall quote, except where 

The ficck masters were unloading. It| otherwise stated, will refer to the 

was with a view of establishing some} sheep that we used as a whole, all of 

fundamental facts in reference to the the breeds, and the result from the 

sheep industry, that we took up this| different preeds will be summarized at 

work and we have been continuing it| the close. 

since; part of this work has been ac- 

complished already. I will say in the| Sheep Feeding vs. Cattle Feeding. 

way of outlining that work that it . 

merely consisted in taking ten repre vor se — oo sles oe ee 

sentatives of the leading breeds, care- onde of feed, i d hi s 

fully selected, with a view to securing ps eras and Sey ee 
ing all the food together and figuring 

the best representatives of each breed out the ercentage of moisture that 

that it was possible to obtain, placing) was in ae We re to get some 

them all under uniform conditions and ncaaite tangible basis u onan to 

keeping a strict account of everything) make the comparison as figure out 

that was given in the way of food, and| the moisture and group so many 

keeping an exact record of everything pounds of dry matter in the feed. We 

that was produced. These ten repre-| feq 34,501 pounds of feed and ‘=e 

sentatives of each breed were selected | 4 ¢7g aie of mutton; the ratio, as 

without regard to expense within rea- you will see, is 1:7.37 or for eve 1.37 

sonable limits, we determined the ex-| jounds of toed avs : a 

act cost of producing a pound of mut- 2 eed, Bivan, we BCT one 

te 
pound of mutton, and that mutton was 

on from each, placed them on the| produced at a cost of 2.93 cents a 

market on their merits, sold them for z 

exactly what they would command pounds tor feed -cunsmmme: | We 

upon the basis of a carload ar caeh charged for every pound that the ani- 

kind, determined the percentage of mal consumed, hay and everything 

waa E % eB ge Of| else, at the market price, which was @ 

n in each case, its value upon the| };ttle more than the price that the 

Ke and the relative amount of meat| farmers would realize. These figures 

maere high and low-priced mutton| are for all the breeds together. The 

¢ 
best work that we have ever been 

Now, that of course, involved in a able to do with cattle was obtained 

measure a breed test, although the during the same winter on a bunch of 

breed test was not, strictly speaking, high grade Hereford cattle coming two 

the object of the experiment. As I| years old, that were being fed in an 

stated before it was more to establish |adjoining lot on a similar grain ration, 

some fundamental facts in relation to figured at the same prices. In that 

the sheep industry and to take the ut- experiment it required 8.9 pounds of 

most pains to ascertain those facts,| this feed to make a pound of beef, at 

and make them entirely reliable, that that age, and covering an extended 

we undertook this work. We felt that| period. Of course, for a short time a 

the sheep industry was in need of it} man may be able to feed cattle and 

for the reason that there has been get higher gains. Here the cattle were 

such a constant depression and fluctua-| on feed a year. It has been found 

tion in all the states. It is true that that the average amount of feed re- 

a great many of the things that have| quired to produce a pound of beef on 

most influenced our agricultural work cattle at the different Experiment Sta- 

and are supposed to be facts and estab- tions and other places where feeding 

—————————
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experiments have been conducted in cents a pound. A great many pay 

the United States, is 10.25 pounds. In six and seven cents when cattle will 

all these experiments the sheep has not sell for over four and a half or 

had the advantage; it will make a five cents, but here in the sheep busi- 

pound of mutton for less than it costs ; ness we produced from all those breeds 

to make @ pound of beef, even when | a gain in the weight for very much 

you give no credit whatever for the} less, only a little over one-half what 

fleece. That fact has been clearly | the product was worth when it went 

demonstrated by all the best work to market. 

done at experiment stations. Larger Gain for Food Consumed. 

Further Comparison of Mutton and| There are some other features in ref- 

Beef 
erence to this. It is sometimes said 

i that cattle and sheep eat the same 

The thing that the sheep industry | amount of food per thousand pounds 

needs is establishment on a more sub-| of live weight. I have been asked very 

stantial basis. When we 80 into it, we| frequently at Farmers’ Institutes, How 

want to do so with the understanding| many sheep can be kept on an acre 

that we are producing mutton at a|of land, or how many sheep can be 

profit as lorgas it sells as high as| kept on the same food that it will re- 

beef or a little higher, and that it is a| quire to keep a cow or a thousand 

permanently profitable business one) pound steer, and it is frequently stated 

year after another, even if we do not | that a thousand pounds of live weight 

get anything for the wool; but even in| in sheep will eat as much as a thou- 

times of depression we can figure on| sand pounds of live weight in cattle. 

an average a dollar a head for wool,| no less and no more. Now, that is an- 

and in some cases considerably more| other erroneous doctrine; that state- 

than that. The figures that I gave| ment will not stand the test of inves- 

you in reference to the lambs applied | tigation. We found in this work that 

to the entire lot; it included Merinos, | cattle ate 19.6 of dry matter per thou- 

it included the Dorsets, and the cross-| sand pounds of live weight; that is, if - 

bred Merinos and Shropshires and all| we had a steer and it weighed about 

the rest, many of which were not|a thousand pounds, it would take 19.6 

strictly mutton preeds. By dropping| pounds of food each day for that 

out thcse and taking only the strictly| steer. We found, however, that when 

mutton breeds we find we had 23,792| we would take a thousand pounds of 

pounds of feed, which produced 3,281| sheep, representing all preeds, that it 

pounds of mutton, or one pound to 7.25 required 29 pounds of food a day to 

of food consumed, and that that food sustain them and feed them up to 

charged at the market price and the| their full capacity; so you see that 

gain credited gave us mutton at acost| sheep consume more per thousand 

of 2.88 cents a pound. Now, those| pounds live weight than cattle, some- 

sheep sold from $4.50 to $4.75, and it| thing like 48 per cent. more food, but, 

only cost us $2.88 on the mutton] on that food the steer gains 2.14 pounds 

breeds to make 100 pounds of mutton. | a day, while the sheep gain 3.73 pounds 

Now, we figure that if we can make| a day; in other words, while the sheep 

gain on cattle for even one to two] were consuming 48 per cent. more 

cents a pound, more than the cattle| food, they made a gain of 75 per cent. 

will sell for, that we are making| more weight. There is another com- 

money, provided a satisfactory price parison in favor of the sheep. 

is realized. I have known men to pay 

ten cents a pound for gain put on cat- Early to Market. 

. tle in the feeding lot, when they could| Now, another point that was brought 

not sell the cattle for over five or six out there in the work, and one that
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Three Oxford Down lambs fed in the Iowa experiment.
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was of practical interest, not only to quired to make a pound on a jamb un- 

the sheep men, put to the producers der the same conditions. It also cost 

of all live stock, is the advantage of| 4.44 cents for that food for each pound 

feeding animals for the market when| of increase on the yearlings. There 

they are young, producing early ma-, was the difference between 2.88 and 

turity to as large a degree as is con- 4.44 cents upon exactly the same food, . 

sistent with the best results. I know| the same surroundings, and the same 

that in the cattle business it 1s not al-| care. There is a very striking illustra- 

ways most profitable for men to force| tion of the advantage in the sheep 

an animal from start to finish; it de- market of putting the animal on the 

pends very much upon what the agri-| market at an early age; it required 56 

cultural conditions are and the sur-| per cent. more to make a pound of mut- 

reundings. For instance, last sum-| ton on @ yearling Shropshire than on 

mer I spent a day among the cattle} a Shropshire lamb, and it sold for 374% 

feeders of Kentucky, down in the| cents Jess on the market. It is time 

famous blue grass region. I found to consider this influence in relation 

cattle grazing in those excellent piue| to the mutton business; other things 

grass pastures in June, that were com-| being equal, you see early maturity 

ing four years old, and I learned that| has a decided advantage, and if we 

those cattle had no grain or feed, ex- are going to produce mutton we must 

cept some corn fodder during the win- produce it most economically, and we 

ter, but blue grass from the time they must produce mutton that the market 

were taken off milk until they were will pay the price for. Those are the 

ready for warket. The winters are two important factors that should be 

mild, the grass is good, and they can uppermost in the minds of the farmer 

afford to carry a steer longer than we all the time. 

can where we have to feed through 

the long winters; they grow them at Why We Should Raise Sheep. 

a very moderate expense, until they| There are some other features in ref- 

have attained their growth, and then| erence to the sheep business that I 

they finish them off on corn. If we| want to call your attention to, briefly, 

are feeding high priced grain all the| and it seems to me that they are some 

time, it is a different matter. The} of the most important reasons why 

fact of the advantage of the younger the farmers of this state and of other 

animal over the older and more ma- agricultural states should turn their 

tured animal, is one that has an im-| attention to the mutton industry and 

portant bearing upon this subject. | the wool industry, rather than to the 

One of the objects of our experiment production of grain. I know you are 

also was to determine the relative cost) not doing as much in the way of 

of producing a pound of mutton from) grain raising in this state as we do in 

lambs and from sheep a year old or| Iowa, but you are doing too much of 

over. We had in here a punch of| it; you are not condensing the prod- 

Shropshires, coming one y2ar old, and| uct, you are not manufacturing at 

another bunch coming two years old.|home as much as you should. You 

I have given you the results of all the| may sell $1,000 worth of wheat today. 

sheep coming one year old and the| and with it you take from your farm 

Shropshires are just about an average.| $400 worth of fertilizing material. You 

but we will compare the results from] will prebably think that I have put 

all the lambs with the yearlings. For the figures too high for Wisconsin, be- 

those yearlings it required eleven| cause you do not buy very much in the 

pounds of food to make a pound of| way of commercial fertilizers, but if 

gain; it required in that case 56 per| you were to go on with your cropping 

cent. more grain to make a pound of| and taking from your farm and ship- 

mutton on a yearling sheep than it re-! ping off these products, in a very short 

é —————————
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time you would be placed under the| results of the tests of all these various 

necessity of buying these fertilizers breeds, representing ten lambs each. 

and when you do it, it will cost you It will not be necessary for me to take 

about $400 for every $1,000 worth of| the time to read it. 

grain that you take from the farm. You see the Cotswolds made a little 

For $1,000 worth of sheep at the price the best record in that experiment, 

prevailing today, you only sell about| and we have gone over the same 

$50 worth of matter that is of any ground again during the past winter, 

value as a fertilizing agent on your duplicating the experiment in every 

farm. These are corMditions which ex-| respect and adding one or two addi- 

ist, making it strikingly important tional features. 

and essential to finish our products All of this wool was rated by experts 

and send them to market in a con- who knew nothing about the breeds; 

densed form and keep the greatest| it was carefully marked without any 

amount of matter that is of value upon| breed names attached to the labels, 

the farm. and appraised on its value on the mar- 

ket. 

Further Advantages of Growing Stay by the Sheep. 

Mutton. I think that these are some of the 

Another phase, the sheep is not} reasons why the sheep business ought 

given the consideration as a corn con-| to be established upon a more perma- 

denser, and a freight condenser, and @| nent foundation than it is. I believe 
condenser of other farm products, that| there is no reason why the agricul- 

it is entitled to. You ship $1,000) tural lands of Wisconsin will not pro- 

worth of wool to Chicago today for/quce mutton of the highest quality 

about $75. Go down here to your rail-| and at comparatively low cost. There 
road station and load up $1,000 worth! js; no reason why we should not be 

of grain to ship to Chicago, and they) producing mutton, not only for our 
will charge you $500 to get it there. | home markets, instead of allowing it 
When we get down in Iowa the farmer| to be supplied by the Canadians over 

takes $1,000 worth of grain to market) there, but we should produce mutton 

| and the railroad charges him an even) for export and we should also produce 

| $1,000 more to put it down in the mar-| wcol to the extent of our home de- 
| ket. We need to condense our freight} mand. We paid $30,000,030 last year 

charges, need to condense the products| for wool brought into this country, 

| at home, send abroad the things we/ wool that we might just as weil have 
| do not want. You Wisconsin people] produced here at home. We have all 

are ahead of us a good deal because) the advantages that will enable us to 

you can sell $1,000 worth of butter and) conserve the fertility of our soil and 
not sell 50 cents worth of fertiJizing|1ake our land worth more, enable us 

material off your farms. ‘Gentlemen,|to condense our freight products, and 

the time is coming when we are going! supply the home market. . 

to make our own beet sugar and save : 

a great deal of the money that is now a haere eames ae 

going out of this country. We have 

been paying Canada during the past DISCUSSION. 

five years nearly a million dollars for Question—Is lowland good for 

mutton, and yet they pay 20 per cent.| sheep? 

for getting those sheep over the bor-| Prof. Curtiss—As a rule it is not. 

ders. You might just as well be mak-| Breeds vary in that respect; the Cots- 
ing that mutton here and making a| wolds and some others are breeds bet- 

profit on it, as well as your sugar. ter adapted to the lowlands than the 

I have here a detailed record of the! medium sized and smaller ones, and 

a ita i
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they are adapted to lowlands because Prof. Curtiss—Yes, and I think there 

they have been produced upon that | will not be nearly as much difficulty } 

kind of land, but for the breeds that; with that trouble in another season. 

are probably most numerous in the} It is the first time in years that we 

United States, low land is not favor- | have experienced any such loss, and 

able. However, there is very little dif. | the great trouble has been that all the 

ficulty on that point. I know there is| flock masters have allowed the disease 

a general idea that our Jand is too wet| to progress too far before beginning 

for sheep, but there is no difficulty treatment. A sheep that is badly in- 

about that. You may have some very fected with worms cannot be very 

low land, some bogs and swamps in profitable, but I think that if we begin 

this state that would not be adapted early and feed worm remedies and 

to sheep production, but the ordinary | things of that kind to keep the worms 

farming lands and pastures that have| from establishing themselves in the 

been reasonably well drained are well | flock, we won’t have much trouble. 

suited to the sheep business. There are a number of worm remedies, 

Mr. Hyatt—I kept one hundred | some of them are patented and on the 

sheep upon @ reclaimed swamp, and I| market, and a number are prescribed 

never had sheep do any better. by veterinarians. Turpentine is one 

Mr, Hays—I have been in the sheep| of the best, but it is a little more dif- 

business a good while, and my sheep | ficult to administer in the food asa 

are pastured principally on lowland. preventive. I would rather use a pow- 

I have ten acres and I have kept 150| der, something that can be fed with 

to 200 sheep cn it, at times. My sheep | grain, without the necessity of drench- 

have done well on both high and low ing each sheep. 

land until this season when they have| Mr. Hays—Did you ever make an 

been troubled with worms. examination of the sheep’s stomach 

Prof. Curtiss—That has been @ very after it died? 

general trouble. 
Prof. Curtiss—Yes; our veterinar- 

Mr, Hays—What was your Joss in| ians have repeatedly examined all we 

those sheep in a year? lost, and we found as many as four 

Prof. Curtiss—I presume we Jost ten| different kinds of worms infesting the 

to fifteen per cent., mainly from worms. sheep. 

Mr. Hays—I have been in the sheep| Mr. Hays—I had a veterinarian ex- 

business a long time, and I never lost| amine one of mine and we found on 

put one head until this winter. How the fourth stomach, the last stomach 

does the Oxford compare with the| it looked like high inflammation, but 

Cctswold and the Lincoln? you would scrape it off and look 

Mr. Hyatt—Hadn’t we better peti-| through the glass and see little worms 

tion McKinley to protect us from dogs | as big as a cambric needle, just stick- 

and never mind the tariff? ing in there thick. That sheep had no 

Prof. Curtiss—That is a good sugges- | blood at all. 

tion. 
Prof. Curtiss—That is one of the 

The Oxford is a large breed and | first symptoms; the sheep will become 

a heavier shearer than the other Down| pale and apparently bloodless. 

breeds but hardly as heavy as the Mr. Goodrich—I am thinking of go- 

Cotswold and Lincoln. They, as you ing into the sheep business. It seems 

understand, belong to the Down preeds; | from your experiment that the larger 

they originated by a combination of| the breed the less food it takes to 

the Down breeds and the long wools; | make a pound of gain. Does that rule 

they are a large, heavy breed, well ad- | hold good? 

apted to good agricultural conditions. Prof. Curtiss—No. it does not. The 

Mr. Hays—Did you give your sheep | Cotswold has proven itself a very Te 

anything for this disease? sponsive feeder in our experiment, but 

9 
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it does not hold good that the larger, dition of the bowels—scouring and se- 

the breed the smaller the amount of| vere coughing is common. 

food required to make a pound of gain. Dr. Palmeter—Would not a rape 

You will see that from the report. pasture prevent these worms? 

The Chairman—Did these large, long| Prof. Curtiss—I would not say that 

wool sheep sell for as high a price a| it was a preventive, but I can speak in 

pound; the Cotswolds and the Lin-| high terms of rape. I think that every 
colns? man who grows sheep should grow 

Prof. Curtiss—No, on an average| Pe. The Canadian sheepmen say 

they sold for twenty-five cents a hun- that there is no crop they can raise 

dred less. We need to study the de- that will put a bunch of lambs ahead 

mands of the market for everything | °F Put an old flock in good condition, 

rot only for sheep, but everything that| ** satisfactorily as a field of rape. 

we produce, and the thing to do is to Mr. Hyatt—What would you feed 
produce what the market wants and jambs three or four weeks old, aside 

will pay for. I recognize the fact from what they get from the ewes? 

also, that these were selected sheep, Prof. Curtiss—I would be governed 
good representatives. We did that in somewhat by the market price of grain 

order to have all the breeds fairly and in that respect. Corn and oats with 
equally represented, but, at the same us are the most valuable and economi- 

time, some of the best sheep that we cal grains. You have other feeds that 

. had there came from the farmers would be cheaper, perhaps; peas is one 
within a few miles of the college of the best feeds for sheep; we cannot 

where there are no pure bred animals grow them, but if we could we would 

at all, except the pure bred sire. Some use them extensively; oats and bran 

of the sheep we sold during this pres- and a little oil meal are good. 

ent winter at $5.65 a hundred were Mr. Arnoia—1 " wuderstand’ "Jou? 

beught from a neighboring farmer draw the conclusion that you can 

who raises sheep for market, and they make a pound of mutton cheaper than 

were raised under just such conditions ow con seks = sed Cre 

as are common to every farm in this es Coniea will say that you 
sists. He is aanantwho Sav abesse can make it at not to exceed the cost 

taken care of his stock and used a good i: producing a pound of beef. Our 
sire, but has never taken any pains investigations, as well as the investi- 

whatever to keep up the pedigrees of a of other states, have proved 

kis flock. His sheep went i : 
right up at the oo iniand sou A ee age were these 

A Member—Does this man allow Hee Sees t 

other people to pick his best ewes out?! 4 Momber Did poesia cen 

Prof. Curtiss—He allowed me to pick a. JOU CORDATE tae 
Pick! price it would cost to produce a pound 

his best ones, but as a rule he doer of beef with sheep of the same age? 
not do that. He took an interest in| prof. Curtiss—No; ed it 

the experiment. This particular bunch] with th oF Ne 
Gece high arden. wi e cost of feeding the lambs, but 

the cattle were marketed at the mini- 
Question—What are the general] mum age and the sheep were marketed 

symptoms of worms? at the minimum age. You cannot es- 

Prof. Curtiss—One of the first indi-| tablish an accurate comparison at the 

cations will be a loss of blood, a pale- | Same age because a sheep matures 

ness, a pale skin and a blue tint to it,| earlier in life than a steer. 
a sluggish circulation, and sometimes} The Member—But suppose you took 
a little swelling occurs under the|® herd of cattle at the same age, don’t 
throat and a general weakness and| You believe you could make the meat 

depression, then a very laxative con-| Cheaper than at two ar three years old?
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Isn't there the same advantage with,lamb, or even previous to that, and 

peef as with sheep? 
the comparison been carried on with 

Prof. Curtiss—Yes, certainly. In|the same kind of feeding right up to 

that particular case we had sheep com- |the marketing? 

ing two years old and we had cattle} Prof. Curtiss—No; we would not con- 

coming two years old, and it required sider it as valuable and in the last 

eight and nine hundredths pounds of|case we took the lambs immediately 

dry matter for a pound of beef, and it|from the ewes, beginning at an earlier 

required eleven pounds for @ pound |age in order to make that point more 

of mutton at that age; put you must|satisfactory and also to put the lambs 

consider that those yearling sheep |on the market at an early age; it 

were mature when they went into the|would be still better if we could take 

experiment, while the cattle were pe-|the ewes and keep an exact record from 

ing matured. 
the day of their birth until the day 

A Member—I maintain that a pound|they go to market, but it was an im- 

of beef, before cattle are a year old, or | possibility with the funds we had, to 

about the time they are a year old, can|buy the kind of ewes necessary to 

be made a great deal cheaper than |raise these lambs and conduct that ex- 

after that. What sized flock is it most periment. 

profitable to keep? 
Mr. Hyatt—How old were the lambs 

Prof. Curtiss—Well, usually a small|when you took them? 

fieck will give you the best results Prof. Curtiss—In this last case, about 

but that question cannot be answered} five months, I think; they were with 

in an exact way for all conditions, all| the ewes yet when we bought them, 

localities, or all breeds. Some breeds|and they were taken right off and 

will bunch up in larger flocks better |carried on from that time. We are 

than others, but in a general way, doing some work in the hog line in 

with mutton breeds I think the best something the same way and we have 

results will be obtained by keeping | taken the pigs the day after birth and 

the flock down to a hundred, although | carried them from that time on until 

it frequently happens that a man will| they are rea¢cy for market. 

have two or three nundred together} A Member—Would it pay to raise 

and do well. It depends on the man sheep on land that cost $50 an acre 

a great deal. 
and compete with those parties where 

Question—Do you feed your grain the Jand cost enly $25? 

whole or ground? 
Prof. Curtiss—England is a great 

Prof. Curtiss—We do not grind our| sheep and mutton feeding country; 

feed for sheep that have a full mouth | trey are producing a vast amount of 

of teeth. 
mutton over there on land that is 

Question—What breed would you worth $100 an acre, and they find it as 

prefer? 
profitable as any other branch of their 

Prof. Curtiss—Well, that breed ques- business. One county of England has 

tion is something like the question of| more sheep than the entire state of 

the size of the flock; each man must| Wisconsin, twice over. Scotland has 

settle for himself. We did not take bad as high as 1,380 per thousand acres 

this up to get into a breed contro- of agricultural land. I don’t know 

versy, but to establish facts with ref-| What you have in this state, but in 

erence to each breed, ani to present| Iowa we have only about twenty-five 

what information we could concerning sheep to a thousand acres of agricul- 

the merits of all the breeds. tural land, ard I don’t think you have 

The Chairman—Let me ask you, much more. There is no reason, sO far 

Professor, if you consider that experi- | 45 the value of the land is concerned 

ment as valuable as it would be if it why we can not raise sheep profitably. 

had started back with the birth of the Canada is raising sheep on land that 

Ae a
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is worth as much or more than yours tion has been asked about grinding 

and they are paying twenty per cone peas. I have not fed peas extensively 

duty to cross the line and sell mutton | but I think it would pay to grind the 

ia your market at a profit. A ques-!pea crop for sheep. 

PROSPECTS FOR PROFIT IN BEEF. 

ALEX A. ARNOLD, Galesville, Wis. 

: 
Some Important Statistics. 

f 
ed | 

| t | | January 1, 1896, there were 16,137,- 

: | ; | | 586 cows and 32,086,400 other cattle. 

j f P | | January 1, 1897, there were 15,941,717 

' ' PRS : | | cows and 30,508,408 other cattle, a de- 

: | wn | |crease in one year of 1,771,860 head, 

\ = | |or a decrease of 1.3 per cent. of cows 

} as 5 and 4.9 per cent. of other cattle, a 

i - : : -| | neavy decrease of all kinds of cattle, 

fe2 i= ars ; | especially so of animals for the block, 

* 5 he | thus showing that this production is 

Eee BZ oe nike! | not keeping pace with the consump- 

Sr aa 5 caer | tion. Our population in 1870 was 

| ' oe f° Wao | «(| 28,558,371, cattle 25,484,100; in 1880 

, fo Gee | the population was 50,155,783, cattle 

oo ee ara, | $3,258,000; in 1890 the population was 

| ce RL Me} | 62,622,250, cattle 52,801,907, and in 

ae as & | 1897, according to the same rate of in- 

gee u | crease (about 1,200,000 per year), the 

o A | population must be about 70,000,000. 

: OR ze | With an ircrease yearly in our popula- 

‘ ee og | tion of 1,200,000 and a decrease of 

t . ee % 4 | 1,771,860 of cattle, it is easy to see 

‘ ° PR a that the supply is not keeping pace 

} ante ae - with the demand. Supply decreasing, 

; 
demand increasing. Were most of 

it Atex A, ARNOLD. these cattle cows the shortage mignt 

‘ 
quickly be supplied, but not as 

; I am limited to “Prospects for Profit] promptly as in the case of the prolific 

4 in Beef.” Experience has proved that) swine. At present there is about one 

“the hind sight is better than the fore-| cow for each family of five, and a beef 

j sight.” However there are indications| creature (of various ages) for every 

4 that point to future profits in this| two persors in our nation, and only 

1 branch of farming (to my mind better) cows enovgh to produce a young ani- 

it than in any other), if we wisely avail| mal for every five yearly if all their 

{ ourselves of the opportunities. calves were 1aised. With a beef ani- 

i eect
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t 

mal for every two of our population, compared with the cost of production. 
| 

with this number of cattle in our Prices at retail do not advance in pro- 1 

country and plenty of cheap feed, in portion to the advance in the price on i} 

1896 and 1897 the yards at the various foot, in fact the profits in the butcher 
‘ 

slaughtering points are comparatively business seem to be in an inverse 

empty and it is easy to see that with ratio,—the cheaper the beef is on foot, j 

a supply of only one peef to every five the greater the profit; the dearer the i 

where we now have one for every two beef cattle are the smaller the profit ‘| 

and the population fast increasing, | for the money invested, whereas 1 : 

there must from this on indefinitely, other lines the retailer expects to make 

be an under supply, therefore beet a percentage of profits on the invest- taf 

must run high as compared with other | ment proportionate to the wholesale sia 

articles of diet, for some years to come. | cost. With present inspired confidence i 
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Farm Home or A. A. ARNOLD. 
* 

There is no reasonable doubt but Iam satisfied that we may safely look r 

what there will be the same demand| forward for better times for the pro- 

for export as in the past, or that there ductions of the farm, the mine, and 

will be any less demand for beef or the factory, the prosperity of each 

veal at home. 
tending to the prosperity of all. There- 

fore we may confidently expect a brisk 

Beef as a Food. demand for this most healthful article 

Beef is recognized as the most | of food. 

healthful and nutritious muscle form- There has been a sentiment that the 

ing diet, and it is only a matter of facilities for cattle raising on the 

financial ability with the people) range is so great that we cannot much | 

whether there will be an active demand| longer make beef at a profit in the 

in the future, or not. It is evident now states. When we consider that most 

that the only reason why beef is not) of the watering places are occupied, 

still higher is that our people are too| and that the croppings on the plains 

poor to eat it. Good beef is ne are constantly making them less pro- 

worth more than any other product as; ductive of wild grass, we may not look
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for great additions from that quarter, plenty of sunlight, with pure water, 

and if a large number of cattle are| proper shelter, and a ration composed 

raised they must come from cultivated largely of protein and minerals. As 

farms, that will only increase as they grow older more carbonaceous 

more farms are opened. The dairy foods may be added, so that at matur- 

: business must always be safe and| ity or when finished off they may be 

; generally profitable, and whatever is| fed a wide ration, composed largely 

; done in that line is in no way antag-| of carbonaceous or fat forming ele- 

r enistic to good beef production, but| ments. For best profits in the future 

} tends to scarcity of the good beef ani-| as in the past, the feeder must take 

; mals, therefore higher prices for the| advantage of the early life of the ani- 

’ only kind of beef that pays for the| mal when it is full of vigor and be- 

making. fcre the muscles are rigid; this makes 

the best beef. Finish them off rapidly, 

Breed and Feed for Beet. i when ripe, market. Profits often 

To be profitably fed cattle must be| Come by reason of little expense in 

intelligently bred. There is little|the way of labor, food, and shelter, 

chance for profits from a steer bred| and in this regard the steer feeder has 

t from a first class dairy sire and dam.| @" advantage. The grain fed to a steer 

. The valuable meats cannot be in the|i8 sometimes worth as much as it 

' carcass. The tendency to make the| Costs to fertilize the farm. Again the 

{ butter fat in the milk centralizes in| CToppings should be left long to insure 

{ the vitals, and when fattened appears | 800d fattening grasses, thus keeping 

{ in intestinal and leaf tallow, or in| the pastures well mulched, nature's 
j bunchy excrescences on the carcass, | best condition to maintain fertility. 

just the conditions to make them ob- The farmer who watches both ends of 

f jectionable. The well rounded, - the business,—buys well and sells well, 

ft all over, juicy beef, ripened quickly,| —b@s gone a long way on the highway 

t having a soft, fluffy touch in the anj.| to success. With these conditions and 

; mal, is the kind that pleases the atl considerations future profits may con- 

| ate of the connoisseur, and there is no| fidently be expected. Buy, breed, feed, 
use trying to humbug the butcher with | C27 for, and sell well, and a farmer 

any other at long prices. | will be happy, and grow to bea 
| broader man, his purse will be wider 

; Care of Beef Cattle. as the years go by, and when he lets 
go of his fragment of time, he can 

The farmer should seek to build up| leave with no pangs of conscience be- 

} the frame and muscles of the animal|cause of giving his brother the 

{ in early life, by exercise, pure air, and | dyspepsia. 
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BABY BEEF AND SILAGE. 

JOHN W. HAYS, Alderly, Wis. 

‘How I Feed Young Beef. 

bare 2) eee | I have turned all steers raised on tg 

% hoc Ra ee Mask ne" Sa ae the farm at two years and even less, po 

" cA; eee oa yes te with good results. Four years ago we ty 

BSE vs eee ie a experimented with seven calves, five of rh 

oe Uh «, aa | april and two of May. All were high “a 

ed s ees grade short-horns. Five were fed by ts 

oe Ma hand and two continued to run with gs 

ye Siler + + | Sie their mothers. Those that were hand t, 

: pee i « eget Bia | fed were given whole milk the first it" 

Saat re Pe 2 i om four weeks, gradually changing to st 

oe oy ame ae | skim milk and a small ration of whole ' 

oe ae of ar flax seed boiled to a jelly, and a small at 

Te ee ration of oats as soon as they learned 1" 

| 
‘ P | to eat. The hand fed calves were kept tee 

NERS lin the stable until June 1st, then cS 

i turned into good pasture with stable, {’ 

iy to run at will. They were regularly } 

~ | | fed twice a day on milk, and once a 4 

| day on grain. In September, when ‘| 

“| | the pasture began to fail, they were i! 

= fed pumpkins and sugar beets once a 

5 
day, with a continuous grain ration. ! 

’ . They were put in stable November 1st, t 

and averaged in weight 500 pounds « 

each, while those that ran with their ; 

Joun W. Hays. mothers were fully fifty pounds f 

| lighter. Being heifers with first calf, ‘ 

| and having had no grain, they did 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle- | not do well for the first month after 

men—Forty years ago it was the prac-| being put in the stable, as they were 

tice to keep our steers until four or | wild and unused to grain ration. They 

five years old, before fattening them.| were put into a large, well-ventilated 

At that time land was cheap and pas-| box stall, were well bedded, kept free 

ture cost almost nothing, but as our | from lice, and were gradually put upon 

Jands rose in value, and the almost) full rations of silage, corn meal and 

boundless prairies of the western| bran, oil meal, and clover hay. They 

states were dotted with vast herds of| were watered once a day and were on 

cattle feeding upon cheap pasture and| full feed by December 15th. 
' 

cheap corn, we soon found that we| They were sold April 15th to a re- 

would have to adopt better methods | tail butcher at Menomonee Falls, for 

or be left in the race. Fifteen years) five dollars per hundred pounds. They 

ago we came to the conclusion that by| were weighed at home and the lighest 

better breeding and better feed we| weighed 780 pounds, while the heaviest 

could take a shorter course. | was 1,050 pounds. The shrinkage was
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i 25 pounds. The average price per) portance is the looking after the com- 
head was $43.75. The only fault found| fort of the animal, giving it a good, 

} by the patrons of the butcher as to the| clean bed, and a roomy, well-ventilated 
f meat was that the supply did not equal} stable. Let me relate an experience of 

} the demand. my own, showing the misiake that I 

once made. Some years ago I madea 
} Time of Cheapest Growth. practice of weighing all my cattle 

i It isa fact, well known, that the| once a month to ascertain the gain in 
| cheapest growth of a steer is during| weight. The cattle were tied in the 
| the first six months of his life. Let | Stable and each weighed separately. 
} me give you some figures as to this: The first month I founa that one of the 

i Value of calf at birth, .......... $2.00] very best of the steers had made a 

j New milk for six weeks, ........ 4.00] gain of only ten pounds, but I thought 
| Oats, .............2+++2++e++++++ 1,50] that there must have been a mistake 
f Whole flax seed and oil meal, ... 1.25] in recording the first weighing, as the 
t Skimmed milk, ................. 4.00 balance of the herd made a gain of 

{ Pastures, pumpkins and_ sugar sixty pounds each. The second month 

| beets, ..........sse++e++22+++ 2,00] that one steer made a gain of fifteen 
{ ——| pounds while the rest of the herd 

} Total cost at six months,......$14.75| made a gain each of eighty pounds. I 
| Cost per hundred pounds, ...... $2.95| then knew that the mistake was not 

i Now I will give the stable cost: in the scale record, but that the ani- 

180 days at 9 pounds per day of mal was not being treated right some 

corn meal, bran and oil meal way. I made a thorough examination 
j at $15 per ton, ............... $12.15| and found that the floor of the stall 
; 2% tons ensilage, .............. 4.00| having too much slant the cords of 
i One-half ton clover hay, ........ 2.50} the animal’s fore legs were strained 
t ——| ard sore, although the steer was not 

Total 6 mos. stable cost, .... $18.65|1ame. I put him in a box stall and 
; Gain in weight while in stable, 400} he made a gain of ninety pouads a 

pounds, making thé cost of every nun-| month for the next three months. He 

dred pounds gained while in the stable, | had eaten his full ration from the first. 

$4.66. Thus you see that I had a loss of 115 
Costs per hundred pounds at time of| Pounds because of one little mistake. 

sale, $3.80. 

After paying for all the feed there What the Market Demands. 

: wai a profit of $10.86 for each ant The demand today is for well fed 
5 beef, young and ripe, meat being well 

Mistakes We Are Liable to Make. | marbled, with large proportion of 

| Let me caution the young feeder to|lean, tender and juicy, and cutting 
remember to always commence with a| with little waste. I think the de- 

small ration, less than half of full] mand will increase, and believe that 
feed, and gradually increasing. It will] we of eastern Wisconsin can grow such 

; require a month or more before get-|beef at a profit, if our work is con- 
ting on to full feed. One of the great-|ducted upon business principles, and 

' est faults with the new beginner is|our methods are right. 
} the over feeding at the start. If the) I have thus briefly described my 
f animal is overfed and made sick at;mode of growing baby beef, and think 
' first it seldom fully recovers. You|that if the methods I have described 
; can safely feed all the animal will eat|are followed in detail, the result will 
f after the first four or five weeks, and| be even better than [ have recounted. 
h with good results. The foregoing is what I call the short 
' Another matter of the utmost im-| course. 

| 
\
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‘We have followed another course for your calves until you put them on | 

with larger profits. We have always| full feed? 

made a practice of buying what young Mr. Hays—We don’t feed them very 

stock we could ata reasonable price | heavy; we commence with small ra- 

turning them into pasture and feeding| tions. There are more calves hurt 

the following winter, selling them at| with overfeeding than underfeeding. I 

two years of age or less. We now| estimate sixteen pounds a day. 

have fourteen head that cost us on an A Member—Do you consider Stow- 

average about $15. They will weigh| ell’s Evergreen sweet corn good corn 

py the first of April 1,100 pounds each,| for the silo? 

which will leave us a good profit upon Mr. Hays—No, there is too much 

a small expenditure. 
sugar in it; it will develop too mucb 

acid. Dent corn is all right. 

Question—How is your silo built? 

The Silo Necessary for Success. Mr. Hays—It is a stone silo, built in 

The person who is going to make a 1882. My barn is a pasement barn, a 

business of cattle feeding should fol- ten-foot basement. I dug down in the 

low it right through, feeding every ground level with the floor and put up 

year. We will strike bad years in this a wall the same as if 1 were going to 

business, as well as in other lines. put up @ building, a two foot wall, 

There is plenty of opportunity to learn | 224 I put a frame on that wall, a six- . 

more each year. Though I have fol- inch frame. I had eighteen inches 

lowed this business for the last forty for a wall on inside of frame and T 

years, upon a somewhat small scal2, ]| continued the wall right to’ the top of 

find that I have lots to learn yet. the silo, twenty feet; then I plastered it 

There are very many little details of well with water cement, good and 

the work that can only be learned smooth. 

through practical experience, and it Mr. Hyatt—Nearly every farmer in 

takes time to learn them. We a Sheboygan county is a dairyman, but 

southeastern Wisconsin, where land is| ® great many of them would like to 

valuable, cannot profitably pursue the combine the making of beef with it 

methods in use among those living What would you do; keep two sets of 

upon the cheap western lands. To cows, one to raise heifers for the dairy 

make our business pay we must prac- and another set to raise beef? 

tice rigid economy. The great thing| The Chairman—I think we had bet- e 

is cheap feed, ard as to this there is ter refer that question to Captain Ar- 

nothing that will take the place of nold first. 
good ensilage. Nothing will pay bet-| _ Mr. Arnold—I would say that if Mr. 

ter than «2 well constructed silo and Hyatt is going to be a dairyman he 

good corn silage. This is the cheapest had better be a dairyman. 

feed for roughage that we can raise, Mr. Hyatt—Now we can’t get the 

and of the very best for makirg good| CVS all milked. 

beef; in fact, without silage we might Mr. Arnold—You area kind of a 

as well abandon this business. general-purpose fellow, are you? If 
you area general-purpose man you had 

a better have a general purpose cow. 

The woods are full of that kind of 

DISCUSSION. men. The cow that will do fairly 

A Member—What kind of corn do| well at the milk pail and will produce 

you raise for silage? a good calf that will make a good steer, 

Mr. Hays—Corn that will raise ears; | is a profitable animal for that kind of 

the more ears the better. farmer, but you cannot make a good 

Question—How much milk and the| steer from a good milking breed. 

amount of increase per week have you Mr. Hyatt—Our butchers say that 

ewe
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Jerseys that are well fatted make the, winter and about how much? And 

sweetest beef they get. did you feed clover hay? 

Mr. Arnold—I want to say this,—we| Mr. Hays—They were fed silage and 
have the finest prospects ahead of us| clover hay, all they would eat of en- 

that we ever had in the United States,| Silage, and they did not eat very 
not so much in the swine industry as| heavily. After the first month they 
in beef and mutton. Prices are not|80t a good heavy grain ration, com- 

up as high as they ought to be, but mencing on five pounds a day, and 

just as soon as the consumption comes| after a while they got up to ten. 
up to what it ought to be, prices are| Mr. Hyatt—Did you ever feed roots 
bound to be better. We have an un-| instead of silage? 
der-consumption at present, but with| Mr. Hays—Oh, they were fed both 

our increased population ' and the| Toots and silage. I fed sugar beets. 
smaller number of animals fed, there | We did not open the silo at first; they 
are good prospects for the future. We| Were probably fed a month before the 

have one-sixth less swine in the| Silo was opened. 
United States today than there has| The Chairman—What is this silage, 
been since 1892. sour or sweet? 

| A Mr. Hays—Sweet silage means when 
t The Chairman—I hold here in my| the corn is too ripe—gets too dry, and 

t . hand a letter written by the butcher} there are little mouldy pockets in it. 

; who bought this baby beef of Mr. The sour silage is a little greener. I 

Hays, to which he referred. This! jike to have the corn just well glazed, ! 
butcher says: “Dear Sir:—In regard! not too dry. The silage isn’t sour. I 

to the fat stock I bought of you a num-! gon’t want any of this big corn. 

ber of years ago I would say those The Chairman—The sweet silage is 

; twenty head of pony steers were NO.| q kind of sweet pickle. 

1 beef, the best I have retailed in my|. Mr, Everett—Will it ever pay to feed 
shop in a long time. But the nicest] cattle that are not high grade beef 

of all were those seven head of calves} cattle? 
or baby beef, as we termed them.| Mr, Hays—It will not pay as well. 
Their average weight was about 900| The Chairman—From your exper- 

pounds and they turned the scales 2t|jence what kind of a silo do you like 
58% pounds to the hundred. I would] pest? 
say in regard to the quality it is ex- Mr. Hays—Of course I am prejudiced. 

cellent both in color and taste, al-|f{ jike the stone silo. The shape, of 

though it is not as rich in beef flavor | course, is according to the man’s 

: as pony steers. My customers wish I| fancy; it doesn’t make much difference, 
: could procure such beef to retail the| jf you don’t build it too big and you 

{ year round; they say it is the best to/puild it well. I would build it deep 
} be had, but, as you know, there is not | py all means, and the principal thing 

enough such stock fed around here, | abcut a good silo is a good founda- 

so I cannot furnish them with the|tion, then a good frame, well tied to- 
baby beef and I must fall back onto| gether at the top so it won’t spread. 

pony steers. In regard to the cost,/ 1 know of many silos that have cracked 
} I paid you five cents per pound on/ open because the frames are not tied. 

; foot; as you well know that brings A Member—Does your silo freeze? 

| baby beef to a good round price to re-| Mr. Hays—No, silos do not freeze to 
tail. I paid you very near $1,400 for| amount to anything. 

7 twenty-seven head, and I think there Mr. Arnold—Would you make a hole 

‘ is money in raising beef for market if| in the ground for a silo? 
: done in the right way.” Mr. Hays—It would keep the best if 

: Mr. Everett—Mr. Hays, did you feed|you had good drainage. The only 
this baby beef ensilage through the! trouble is in getting it out. 

> ileal ae alle
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Mr. Everett—Don’t you think that Question—How do you cover your 

ensilage is as profitable to feed to beef| silo? 

cattle as to dairy cattle? 
Mr. Hays—We cover ours with boards. 

Mr. Hays—Yes, more profitable. You We fill it very full, then let it settle 

would have seen the sheriff around| over night. Then’ we cover it with 

there long ago if it hadn’t been for| boards and weight it with stones. We 

silage. You cannot make baby beef; could probably cover with straw, but 

steers 900 pounds, a little less than a| we have not room enough. 

year old, on dry feed. 
A Member—I have been using a silo 

A Member—Isn’t it best to make beef| for nearly ten years, and I have ex- | 

and finish them when they are about perimented with several different ways 

two years and three months old, and| of covering my silo; the best success 

on the average farm make as much| I have ever had was to put on about 

money as to feed them early? 
three inches of very fine straw and 

Mr. Hays—Probably it will pay bet-| paper, and weight it down thoroughly. 

ter for some men but not for me. You| I have had it so that we have only 

see our land is worth $75 an acre. had a half an inch of spoiled ensilage. 

The Member—Ours is worth $100. The Chairman—Mr. Hays, you speak 

Mr. Thorp—Mr. Hays, do you feed! of a stone silo, built, I suppose, with 

lambs ensilage, and if so, is it profit-) an air space. Does that give you as 

able? 
good satisfaction as @ wooden silo 

Mr. Hays—Yes, I don’t think you would? 

could feed lambs without it unless} Mr. Hays—I had a wooden one and 

you had roots. 
it has been a constant expense to me. 

Question—Is it best to feed more [ had to keep repairing it, and I finally 

than three times a day? 
got it lathed and plastered. We were 

Mr. Hays—If I could have just my troubled with that because our fork 

own way I would prefer to feed them| would go right through it when we 

twice a day and bed them good, and 1| were throwing out the silage. 

don’t want a man to go in the stable| The Chairman—Is this stone wall 

or to look at them; let them just go| strong enough to hold your silage? 

and lie down, and not take much exer-| Mr. Hays—Oh, there is @ frame 

cise. I don’t want them out roaming around it. My silo was built on the 

around through the fields, if they are| outside of the barn, a separate build- 

to get a good growth. 
ing entirely. I built up a frame on the 

Mr. Thorp—Can’t you get calves to| stone wall foundation, the same as 

eat a good deal more skim milk by, you would for a building. It is boarded 

feeding them three times a day than| on the inside next to the wall with 

two? 
rough boards, and then this wall is 

Mr. Hays—I think very likely. continued right up. Now, in building a 

Mr. Thorp—I find there are a great| silo that way, let me caution you. You 

many in the state who are prejudiced| take a three-eighths rod and make a 

against feeding ensilage to lambs or hook, fastening it every six or eight 

sheep, and I know that Mr. Hays has| feet. I know of a silo that was built 

been successful with them, as well as| this season, built very high and rather 

with cattle. 
a light wall, and they did not tie it 

Mr. Hays—I will tell you one thing| together well at the top, so the whole 

about silage. You don’t want to get| thing has spread out. You must have 

it too dry for sheep. I would cut it|a good frame and a good foundation. 

a little bit greener for sheep than cat- The Chairman—Your stone silo is 

tle, and cut it pretty fine. It wouldn't practically a perfect cistern? 

hurt if it got a little sour, if you will} Mr. Hays—Yes, plumb from top to 

feed dry food with it. I would not| bottom, and it will last as long as you 

feed ensilage altogether, anyway. want to keep a roof over it. It has
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been filled sixteen times, and it would get a more convenient way. If I had’ 
eost probably five dollars to plaster it} to have a big one I would build it 

over. longer and narrower, and cut it off in 
A Member—Cannot one be success-| sections of two feet. You cannot feed 

fully made with stone alone? from the top of a very big one; it will 

Mr. Hays—They are too expensive| spoil too much, but you can uncover 

| and they would be apt to crack. The) part of it and go down in sections that 
frost would go through it, too. way. It won’t spoil in a week or two 

The Chairman—Suppose you had| weeks. 

lots of stone. Mr. Goodrich—There have been quite 
Mr. Hays—It would cost a good deal| a number of stave silos made in the 

to lay it up. I would put the frame| country, and a few men praise them 
on. Brick would do as well as stone,! very highly. But the trouble is, you 
and eight inch hard brick. I know of| fix the hoops tight, the ensilage swells 
several made of brick. the staves and then when it comes 

Mr. Lloyd—What thickness is your| dry the next summer, it leaves open 

wall above the stone foundation? joints. Now, there is a way to make 

Mr. Hays—It is eighteen inches. It} a stave silo and make it all right, and 

is not necessary to have it that thick,| it is about the only way you can make 
but I have the stone and I could just} a round silo and make it small. Take 
as well build it éighteen inches;} staves 2x4 or 2x6, have them joined 
eight inches would do, provided there| well, and the staves doweled together, 
was brick and a good frame. once in four or five feet. That will 

A Member—What is the gentleman’s! prevent its racking over if it gets dry. 
opinion of the stave silo, one thick-| Now, it is necessary to have an air 

ness? space or it will freeze too much. You 
Mr. Hays—I don’t know much about| can put some strips horizontally on the 

it. I do not think any of the wooden| inside, two thicknesses of inch-board, 
ones have given very good satisfac-| an inch and a half wide, tack them in- 
tion. side the staves, then put some matched 
Question—Would you not prefer to lumber, four inches wide, up and down 

keep your calves in the stable all sum-| on the inside. Now, the ensilage does 
mer? not come against the staves to make 

Mr. Hays—Oh, yes, if they are well| them swell, and therefore they do not 
fed; they would want a good deal of| have so much shrinkage, and there is 
attention and a good place. your air space too, to keep out the 
Question—How many openings have| frost. That is the only way that I 

you in that silo? know of for building a good stave silo. 
Mr. Hays—Only one, at the bottom. A Member—Can silage be success- 

a seven foot door. We dig up. Mine} fully kept from one year to another? 
is about twenty-three feet long and Mr. Hays—I think it can if you have 
twelve feet wide. I cut mine down| the right kind of a silo. 
in sections two feet till I get about] Mr. Convey—I know in a great 
half way across, then I have it on a| many parts of this state it is quite dif- 
slant. ficult to get your brick or stone, and 

Mr. Goodrich—Would you advise|I do not want people who read the 
anyone to build just that way? ecming Bulletin to be discouraged from 

Mr. Hays—No. building a frame silo. I have used 
Mr. Goodrich—You know we didn’t] one eight years and it is in good coa- 

know anything about it when we| dition today. I would advise the 
built. I know but little now. building of a round silo, it is really 
Question—Why wouldn’t you advise| cheaper to build than the square. I 

the same way of building? would discourage the system of taking 
Mr. Hays—Oh, well, I think I could|from the bottom, or eutting down ea
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portion of the silage, and letting the) think. Now,’ in the experiment made at 

rest remain until later on. It is al the Experiment Station at Minneapolis 

good deal better to feed from the top; | they fed nine steers, three they fed 

there will be much less waste and| ten pounds of meal a day; three others 

more satisfaction. 
twelve pounds, and three others four- 

Mr. Hays—That depends on the size| teen, and those that got the ten 

of the silo. If you have a big silo you| pounds uid as well as those getting 

cannot do that way. Would prefer two the fourteen, showing that we waste 

small silos, rather than one large one.| feed. 

Mr. Thorp—In regard to keeping en-| | The Chairman—Were not these 

silage for two years, I will say that @) steers selected on account of their in- 

silo on Mr. A. F. Noyes’ farm, filled in| gividuality? Isn’t it true that one 

1895, is being fed out this winter, and| certain steer with ten pounds will do 

they inform me that the ear is just| ag well as another with fourteen, and 

as geod as aby they ever . won't dairy cattle do the same? 

Mr. Arnold—How many pcunds of! Mr. Arnold—They were all of one 

ersilage is the proper amount to feed?! preed. 

Mr. Hays—I think that no animal) Te Chairman—it is the individual- 
ought to eat over forty pounds a day, ity; I don't care for the breed. 

if they have ies dry feed pea Question—Don’t it appear from that 

Mr. ee nei you gi or oa experiment that when those steers 

thirty pounds of ens age, what else) were getting fourteen pounds, four 

would yeu feed with that ensilage for pounds were being wasted? 

ST 4 feed corn meal Mr. Arnold—It won’t hurt a steer. 

and bran and oilmeal. Of course A. Member—But it = hurt hoes. 

th is d deal of Sa tae The Chairman—This is one of the 

ere is a good deal of corm In € €N-| experiments that does not prove any- 

silage. We always grind our meal. thing 

Question—Would you feed a steer M a, ia—It has b ‘ 

of two years the same as a one year| | r. Arnold—It has been proved that 

old? 
ten pounds of meal will meke as many 

Mr. Hays—I would feed him all he pounds of weight on a year anda half 

would eat, if I wanted to fatten him. steer as will sixteen on a four-year-old 

Mr. Thorp—We have lots of farmers steer. 

giving steers all the straw they will) The Institute adjourned till 7:30 

eat, and they don’t grow well, they| P. M. 

————————————
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EVENING SESSION. 

The Institute met at 7:30 P.M. H.C. TAYLOR in the Chair. 

Music, First Congregational Church Choir. 

RURAL MAIL DELIVERY. 

Hon. JOHN M. STAHL, Editor Farmers Call and Sec’y Farmers’ Na- 

tional Congress, Chicago, Ill. 

' 1 unless the farm is prosperous, and we 

deem it as equally true that the farm 

| cennot be solidly prosperous when 

other industries languish. If we made 

war on city people we would be mak- 

mee A ing war on our own, because statistics 

; 3 show that more than 85 per cent. of 

- those who are successful in commercial 
* and professional pursuits in the city 

im come from the farm. We would not 

a by one iota reduce the profit of city 

ball a industries or take from the pleasures 

n =e of city life. 

; 4 oe City People Favor It. 

~ Iam glad that I can, say tonignt 

that the city people are heartily in 

favor of rural free mail délivery. 
When my little article in support of 

it appeared in the North American 

Review, clippings were sent me from 

more than four hundred city papers 
commending my article and favoring 

‘ rural free mail delivery, and I have 
found only one city paper that op- 

posed it. 

Joun M. Srazt. The necessity of such rural free de- 
livery service was touched upon in the 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-| house of representatives the 6th of 

men:—I want it distinctuuy understood | March, 1896, by Mr. Pickler, who re- 

az the beginring of what I have to say| ferred to the fact that no effort is 

tenight, that we, who labor for better| made to improve the service for coun- 

mail facilities for towns and villages,| try people, while immense amounts of 

and for the farm, are not animated by | and there was not a single word spoken 

any spirit of enmity to city people.| money are spent every year in the 

We recognize the inter-dependence of| cities improving the postal service. 

industries. We know that other in-| Mr. Hepburn, also speaking in the 

dustries cannot be solidly prosperous! house, gave figures along the same line
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in opposition to these gentlemen,- be- localities. That bill will come up et t 

cause every member of congress knew| the next session, and I hope every { 

that what they said was true. person who lives on a farm will write ' 

As a resident of the city of Chicago,| to his senator in favor of the bill. It : 

mail is brought to my residence, which | is supported by every agricultural 
7 

js more than five miles from the post-| paper in the country. Bills nave been ; 

office, three times every day, but as a passed appropriating many million =. 

farmer of central Illinois, mail is not doliars for the inland transportation of 

delivered to me once @ year; when I| mail by railrcads, and that appropria- 

want mail I must go four miles and a| tion was increased practically ten per 7 

half to get it. 
cent. at the last session. Mr. Wana- 

maker declared that carrying the mails 

‘What Congress Has Done for Us.| costs this country three or four times 

what the service was actually worth, 

Even when congress has endeavored| ang he was postmaster-general and 

to improve the mail service to country] ought to know. In a debate in the 

people the postoffice department has| senate on the 2nd of this month Sena- 

taken the money and used it in the| tor Butler showed that we were paying 

city, so that notwithstanding the ef-|_ little more now tocarry aton of 

forts of our friends in congress, who| mail than we paid for the same service 

secured an increase of $500,000 in the| twenty years ago, while in that time 

appropriation for country service, there| charges on freight have been reduced 

was actually expended $170,000 less| more than forty per cent. Yet twenty 

than was expended the year before. years ago we paid more than anybody 

During the past four years the post- | else, so that according to the Senator 

office department has been hostile to| we pay now about twice as much as 

any improvement in the country mail private parties pay for carrying simi- 

service, and so they have maintained | jar freight. 

that in order to deliver mail in every 

town and village, and on every farm a 

in the ccuntry it would make a net Big. Money for Postal Service. 

cost of somewhere between eight and To show again how nicely the rail- 

twelve million dollars. I have demon- | roads get money out of Congress, I will 

strated to my own satisfaction that it| mention another thing. According to 

would not increase the net cost of the the bill enacted the 2nd of this month, 

postoffice department a cent. For five we shall pay for the year beginning 

years free delivery in villages was July ist $3,600,000 a year for the use 

tested and it was found that it not only of certain railroad cars in which to 

paid for itself but made net profit, | cerry mail. Now, it has been repeat- 

and the hostile postoffice department | edly shown in congress that those 

has had to acknowledge that. It made| cars can be built and equipped for 

a profit of 161% per cent. in the town | $1,800,000, just one-half of what we 

where longest tested, and that is bet-| Pay every year for their use, and it has 

ter than any other business that I| been shown that on an average they 

know of. The Loud bill to correct| last twenty years, so that at the pres- 

abuses in the application of the second | ent rate we are paying $72,000,000 for 

class rate of postage, which passed | what costs the railroads less than 

the House in the last session of Con- $2,000,000, and if I had time I could 

gress, but which was killed in the| show you even & more shameful mis- 

Senate, would have made a saving of| appropriation of funds by the post- 

about eleven million dollars a year, office appropriation bill. Senator Vilas 

and that would have paid the expense has tried for years to get the compen- 

of delivering mail to every person in| sation to railroads reduced, or to have 

this country except a few in isolated | the government buila its own cars. I
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| want to be fair to the railroad men.) not read those letters and consider 

I have rather a wide acquaintance/ them. ‘Ihe congressman or the sena- 
among them, and I know of no class| tor knows that the man who has the 
more progressive or honest, or patri-| intelligence to write him to support 

. otic; but I must say that according to} this bill or to oppose that, has the in- 
| all the evidence the $29,000,000 that| telligence and the independence to 
. they get for carrying the mails is| vote against him if he does not do as 
| about $15,000,000 too much. I do not|he should. When I began this agita- 

blame the railroad men for getting all | tion six years ago I met only ridicule. 
| they can, but I do blame the people | My best friends told me I was a fool, 
| who elect the senators whe pass such | but now only one agricultural paper 

bills. I haven’t a particle of pity for|opposes this rural free mail delivery, 
. the farmers who have to plod through| and it would seem that the majority 

the dust and mud to get their mail as| of the farmers are in favor of it, and 
. long as we elect senators of this kind, |in the discussion in the session of 
| as, long, for instance, as the great ag-| 1895-6 on this Post Office Appropria- 

ricultural states of Illinois and Iowa| tion Bill many congressmen spoke on 
have not a single genuine farmer in| this subject, and nearly half of the 
either branch of congress. The/| senators, and not one word in opposi- 
trouble with the farmer is, he is too|tion to rural free mail delivery was 
modest, he won’t demand his rights; | said; they all acknowledged it ought 
farmers will never get their rights | to come, that it was a question of only 
until they send their own friends to| a short time when it should come. So 
congress. Why shouldn’t the mail| I hope you will write to your con- 
be delivered to the farmer just us| gressmen and senators and let them 

much as to anybody else? know that you are in favor of rural 
free mail delivery. I know of nothing 

What Can the Farmer Do? that will do so much toward making 
Now, what can you do, what can| the people happy and prosperous as 

every farmer do to help along rural| rural free mail delivery—happy and 

free mail delivery? You can do just| prosperous because their prosperity 
, one thing; write letters to your con-| and happiness are founded, as they 

gressmen and senators in favor of it.| must be, on a progressive and con- 
| They probably will not pay any at-| tented husbandry. 

tention to the letter in the way of a —_ 
reply—they will be too busy for that— Music, choir of men and boys, 105 
hut you need not worry that they will) voices. 

Sa ae
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CARRIE E. MORGAN, Supt. City Schools, Appleton, Wis. } 

serious defects, it remains for 

those interested to devise means 

of bettering our condition. This 

P is not a question that interests 

teachers alone, the responsibility rests 

with the people as well. 

A step was taken in the right direc- 

ss tion when it became the custom to 

: 3 hold school-board conventions as well 

as teachers’ conventions, and to pub- 

.. lish school-board journals as well as 

Cs r teachers’ journals. The last step was 

* oo Ri taken when meetings of parents and 

[=| teachers were held to discuss topics of 

bn Me 74 | vital interest to both. This last move- 

~ iy >) | ment is still in its infancy, but its pos- 

bie ~S ©, |sibilities are vast. I believe that more 

a can be done by this means than any 

other, for there are conditions exist- 

ing in our school-rooms to-day that 

parents only can remedy. 

The Good Teacher—Her Qualifica- 
tions. 

Carrie E. Morean. Undoubtedly the first requisite for 

good schools is good teachers. With 

So much has been said about the in-| these, good results can be obtained 

fluence of the public school, that there | even in the face of difficulties, and 

can be no longer any doubt as to the| without them the most modern 

relation of this institution to our na- school-houses and the best of appar- 

tion’s welfare. The question that is| atus count for little. The necessary 

occupying the minds of educators to- | qualities of a truly good teacher are 

day is: How can we secure better | many. We cannot expect perfection 

schools? It is for conference on this | in school-teachers any more than we 

question that our teachers’ conven- | can expect it in other human beings, 

tions are held. While our schools are | but there are certain qualities that 

good and a credit to the nation, all ed-| we do expect every teacher to possess. 

ucators know that there is much to be First, she must be well-prepared for 

done, if we would take first rank | her work. She must have a good edu- 

among nations. Germany has long | cation and know how to impart the 

been noted for the excellency of her knowledge she has. She must be sys- 

schools. At the time of the exhibit at| tematic, thorough and progressive. 

the world’s fair our public school sys- She must possess a character that will 

tem received some severe criti-| exert a good influence over her pupils. 

cism by European authorities. If She must understand child-nature. 

it is true that our system has| She must be kind, but firm, consider- 

10
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! ate and patient. Surely the teacher’s) It is true of course with so much 

cardinal virtue is patience. competition, that our best teachers 

are often forced to work at low sal- 

| School Officers. aries, but this should not be so. Good 

If there are essential qualities in | teachers deserve good salaries. There 

| the good school-teacher, there are/is no class of workers in any field 

| also essential qualities in the good | more conscientious, more industrious, 

i school officer. We need our best citi-| more unselfish than gcod school- 

. zens in these positions. We want not; teachers. The progressive teacher 

! only good clerks and good financiers, | recognizes the fact that she must 

but men who know something of| work to keep up with the times. 

! school-work, and above all who are | With our Normal schools and colleges 

interested in it. It is a source of sin- | crowded with would-be teachers, those 

cere regret to many schooi officers | who are already in the field or desire 

that their business requires so much | to enter it must redouble their efforts 

i time, that they cannot give to school |if they wish to keep well to the front. 

| affairs the attention they would glad-| The lazy or ‘indifferent teacher de- 

i ly give. serves to be crowded to the wall. 

Correct knowledge of the state of 

affairs in our eicis is absolutely Politics in School Affairs. 

necessary to the proper action of a| In some places school management 
school-board, and by correct knowl-/ is happily free from political corrup- 

edge is not meant the exaggerated re-| tion, in others it is a slave to it. In 

ports of offended school-children, nor | some cities in our own state, we are 

the complaints of angry parents.| told, the schools are entirely in the 

There are always two sides to a story. | clutches of politicians and a political 

. When personal investigation cn the|change in edministration means @ 

part of school-boards is impossible, | decided change in the schools. No 

the teacher’s story and the reports of| principal or superintendent not con- 

supervising officers should be weighed | forming to the required political code 

in the balance with current rumors. | is allowed to remain. Surely such a 

In the selection of teachers lies the| state of affairs is disgraceful. The 

most important and the most difficult | evil effects of such a system upon the 

. duty of the school board. The care| public schools can be appreciated only 

of finances is an important one, | by cities suffering from such slavery. 

j but the proper disposal of pub-| Other cities are more fortunate. 

; lic money affects merely the| School officers are chosen not for 
; pocket-books of the people, while| political reasons, but because they are 

! the selection of fit teachers af-| believed to be fit persons for the place. 

fects the minds and morals of the ris-| Any person voting for school officers 

ing generation. for other reasons is guilty of doing 

The Best Are the Cheapest. great injury to the schools. 

It is a well-known fact that there Grounds for Dismissal. 
are to-day more teachers ready for| There are but four legitimate rea- 

positions than there are positions to | sons for the dismissal of a teacher,— 

| fill. With this the case there is no|failure in teaching, failure in 
excuse for hiring an unfit teacher.|discipline, lack of health that 
This is sometimes done through aj seriously interferes with school 

: false sense of economy on the part of| work, or proof of a  charac- 

7 school-bcards. Of two applicants the|ter that has a bad_ influence 

cheaper one is often taken and as a| over the school. When dismissals are 

result cheaper work is obtained. made for personal or political reasons, 

: 
—
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surely a school board is abusing its | interests that she should begin else- ) 

high privilege. 
where. : 

Prof. Waetzoldt, a noted German | Go-operation Between Parents and 

educator, says that the greatest evil 
Teachers. 

: 

of the whole public school system in ehee e i F 

the United States is the influence of | , As I said in opening this paper, it 

polities upon sch ale: is not only teachers and _School of- 

zi % ficers who control affairs in a school- 

It is true that in many respects the | ,o9m, but parents play a larger part 

life of a school officer is a burden- | ;, school management than they are 

some one. From the moment of his perhaps aware of. For nine or ten 

election, he is besieged on all sides by months in the year, the care of the 

would-be school-teachers. His posi-| average child is divided about equally 

tion is exactly similar to that of @| between parent and teacher. How ab- 

state official who is expected to fur-| sojutely essential it is then that the 

nish employment to every applicant parent and teacher should co-operate? 

presenting himself. It is for this rea-|pyt in how many cases i. 

son that we need our most firm and|ipis actually done? Think of 

conscientious citizens in these posi-|the homes in our land in which the 

tions. The question which should|jeacher is looked upon as the 

confront every school-officer is this: | atural enemy of the child! 

What is the primary object of our|phink of the children who  en- 

public schools? Is it to furnish em- | ¢er school with this false idea and are 

ployment to needy teachers, or 16 it | constantly on their guard lest some 

to educate our children in the best | injustice be done them! Whose fault 

possible manner? This question de- | ;..i¢ that this antagonistic spirit exists 

cided by a conscientious school officer |; the minds of so many children? 

would oft-times make a vast differ-|t, how many homes is the teacher 

ence in our schools. upheld by the parent instead of being 

It is a common opinion in many | criticised? If parents could only 

places that a resident applicant | realize the infinite amount of harm 

should take precedence of an outside | they do in allowing one word of criti- 

applicant. This is undoubtedly true,|cism to pass their lips in the pres- 

providing the resident's qualifications | ence of the children, I am sure the 

are equal or superior to those of the | error would never occur again. Sup- 

outside applicant. If they are not,| pose the teacher to be wrong, the 

she has no more right to expect pre-| place to settle the difficulty is with 

cedence in her own town than she| the teacher but not in the presence 

has to expect it elsewhere. The mer-! of the child. No good was ever known 

chant, the banker, the manufacturer | to come from an interview between 

seek the best help. School officers | parent and teacher in which the child 

should do the same. was present as witness. If the child 

But let us look at the matter from knows that his parent opposes the 

the teacher’s standpoint. Many a teacher, he will return to school with 

bright young teacher with apparently | a ten-fold more impertinent manner 

all the necessary qualifications has | than he had before, and the teacher’s 

failed to make a success in her own influence over him is forever de- 

town, where she has afterwards suc-|stroyed. Nor is this the end of the 

ceeded elsewhere. The disadvantages trouble. The moment that the other 

that the young teacher encounters | children see that an unruly child has 

on beginning work where she is well- | come off victorious, it is a signal for 

known are too obvious to need men- trouble from all parts of the school- 

tioning. It is often for her very best | room. Children who were hitherto 

eee
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most obedient begin to show signs of ;freed of these children, and 
uprising. Many a good teacher’s in-|with a strong co-operation on 
fluence has been destroyed by one case | the part of the authorities 
of trouble in which she was not up-|named, I _ believe the question 
held. of discipline in our schools would be 

. forever settled. It is on account of 
Home Discipline. some break in this co-operative chain 

As a rule it is the children who are | that we have the trouble that we do 
under the most strict discipline at| today. 
home that give the least trouble in the It is true that discipline is not the 
school-room. Children who have no} only thing to be considered ina 
respect for parental authority are apt | school-room, but it is the foundation 
to have little respect for the teacher’s | of good work. The course of study to 
authority. The independent American | be pursued and the methods of teach- 
spirit is an excellent thing in its place, | ing each study are important factors 
but like all other good things it may | in the success of a school, but these 
be carried too far, and when our | are topics beyond the province of this 
young people assert their independ-| paper, and I wish to speak of one 
ence so far as to defy all rules of or-| more matter that directly concerns 
der in the school-room and are upheld | the people. 

| in it by their parents, it is easy to see 
1 the matoee aoe of such proceed- Our School Buildings. 
i ings upon all discipline in the school. A fine school-building is not merely 

The majority of parents do not up-| an ornamentation to a town, but a 
| bold their children in wrong-doing,| necessity for the best of school work. 

but nearly every teacher has one or} Only those who have been obliged to 
| more cases of that kind to contend! stay for years in a cold and poorly 
' with. ventilated building can appreciate 
i Successful work in the school-room | what this means. Pure air is a neces- 

| is the result of a long chain of co-| sity for clear-headed work. The same 
; operation,—between parent and | is true of proper temperature. A room 

i teacher, teacher and supervisor, su-! that is either too warm or too cold 
i rervisor and school-board. One break | will cause physical discomfort, which 

in this chain will destroy effective | will in turn detract from mental en- 

work, it matters not which link is ergy. Crowd into a room twice as 

broken. many pupils as it was meant to ac- 
In many school-rooms there are|commodate and you have as bad a 

children who are a direct detriment | state of affairs in a modern  school- 

te the school. When parents have no | house as existed ir the old one. The 
influence over these children, or hav-| fault is not in the size of the rooms, 
ing it fail to use it, it is time for other| but in the fact that there are not 
authorities to interfere. The best | enough of them. The rooms are large 

teacher in the world will fail in ae enough to hold all the pupils one 
cipline when she has no support. Back | room ought to contain. 
of the teacher should stand the super- 
visor, and back of the supervisor Large Classes a Mistake. 
should stand the school-board. If| Educators who have spent much 
such unruly children be found that | thought on the subject have decided 
none of these authorities have any |that thirty pupils are as many as one 
control over them, their place is not in| teacher should have charge of in or- 
the school-room, but we have state in- |der to do the best work. Forty may : 
stitutions provided for children of |be put into a grammar grade, but the 
that kind, With our school-rooms |number in a primary should be less 

—
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than thirty instead of more. Teach- | ments which are taking the attention 

ers who have been fortunate enough | of pupils from their work. Just at 

to have a small school will verify |the age when our boys and girls 

these statements. I know that should be giving the best of attention 

teachers of a few years back | to.school work, we find them devotees 

will say that they did splendid | to society. Many spend more time 

work with seventy, and no doubt | talking about the latest ball and other 

they did, but how much bet-| amusements than they do studying 

ter work they might have done with | their history and geometry, and sure- 

forty! 
ly parents are to blame for this. A 

With seventy pupils in a room no little wholesome amusement is a ne- 

teacher can have much time for indi- | cessity for students, but when it be- 

vidual work, which is acknowledged | comes a business instead of a recrea- 

to be the ideal method. A great cry tion, it is going a step too far. Par- : 

is often raised at the time of erecting | ents who have allowed their children 

a building that it is too large and a|to become absorbed in amusements 

useless expense, but people find to | must blame themselves if the children 

their chagrin in a few years that the |are a failure in school. It is impos- 

puilding is over-full and a new one sible for the teacher to counteract 

must be built. It is a wise and most home influence in this respect. 

economical thing to build for the fu- Eighteen years used to be considered 

ture. 
the proper age for young people to 

. enter society, now it is fourteen or 

Value of School Libraries and Acces-| even younger. If we are advancing in 

sories. many ideas, we are surely going back- 

I wish to say just a few words in re- , Ward in this, and never until a reform 

gard to school libraries and appara- | is instituted can we expect the best of 

tus. We cannot expect teachers of work from our high schools and col- 

science to do effective work without leges. 

apparatus, nor can we expect pupils 

to get a fair knowledge of history and “Union is Strength.” 

literature without books to read. Of 

course these things cost money, but The home life and the school life 

it is money well invested. They serve | are inseparable. The influence of the 

not only to instruct but to amuse our | one must act upon the other, but the 

young people. If more money were home influence is the stronger and has 

put into libraries and reading-rooms | the greater effect in moulding charac- 

and less into doubtful, if not harmful, | ter. For the best of results it is 1b- 

amusements, it would be better for solutely necessary that the parent and 

the moral tone of a community. Our teacher should work hand in hand. 

young people must have amusement,| There are two ways in which this 

and if they cannot find it in pooks or;can be done. First, by forming co- 

pleasing occupation they will find it | operative associations which all par- 

elsewhere. Educate the child to en-| ents and teachers in one ward should 

joy proper amusements and he will| be urged to join. These local meet- 

care less for doubtful amusements | ings could occasionally give place to 

when he grows up. a general meeting. Althcugh no reg- 

The home and the school are poth | ular organization exists in our citr, 

places for this education, put neither | such meetings have occasionally been 

can do it without the proper attrac- held and I believe they are productive 

tions. One of the greatest difficulties of much good. 

with which our teachers have to con-| In the second place parents should 

tend is the number of outside amuse-| visit schools, not in a critical spirit, 

: ¢
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but to learn what the teacher is doing , school that is rent with dissensions 

and to aid her in her work. cannot give its attention to study. But 

The possible future of our public|it is not enough that one school 

schools is great, but there is work for|should be in harmony itself. All 

us all to do. Never until hostility,| schools are aiming for the same re 

jealousy and strife are eliminated | sults and should be in harmony with 

from them can the ideal state be | each other. 

reached. These things are a hin-| “All our strength is in our union, 

drance not a help to progress. The| All our danger is in discord.” 

e RUSSIA. 

Prof. F. W. TAYLOR, Lincoln, Neb. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-; I am assured by those who know that 

men:—I take it for granted that on| there are not to exceed five per cent. 

the average this audience does not| of political prisoners sent to Siberia, 

know much more about Russi tnan I| the ninety-five per cent. being com- 

did before I went there. I know of| mon criminals and sent for offenses 

no country upon the face of the earth | that would be punished by imprison- 

apout which so little is known, and | ment in America. 
about which the little that is known is : 

so incorrect, and I hope that in the Size of Russian Empire. 

short time that I shall speak to you| The Russia of which I shall speak is 
I may give you some truer ideas of | European Russia, which is about one- 
Russia than you now have. third of the great Russian Empire, 

i and comprises half of Europe. Euro- 

About the Convict System. pean Russia is five times as large as 

I wish to say at the start, for I both Germany and France, and the 

am always asked regarding that point, population of European Russia is 

that I know nothing about the con- | greater in numbers than that in both 

viet system in Russia, except what I| Germany and France put together. 
have read in the beoks and writings of 

others. During many miles of travel Formalities to Enter Russia. 
there I have never seen a convict;| In going into Russia you have to 
during several hundred miles of travel | 8° through some formalities such as 

on the river Volga I never saw a con-| you do not have to follow in going 

viet boat, and I wish to say emphati-| into any other European country, save 

cally that the convict system seems to|in the present year in ‘Turkey. You 
oceupy no higher position as some-| have heard about the dangers attend- 
thing that needs investigation and|ing the getting into Russia, but 1 

care in Russia today, than does the | found no more danger than there is 

system in our own country. From my in going to Berlin. You are obliged 

own observation and questioning I am | to conform to the laws of the country 

inclined to think that at least ninety-| and provide yourself with a passport. 

, five per cent. of all the people who go | You send to the Secretary of State at 
to Siberia would be behind the bars in| Washington, enclosing a dollar, and 

our own penitentiaries in this country. | receive a document containing your 

i
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deacription, and stating that your are miles from there to Moscow, and then 

a citizen of the United States. “All to| you are in another country, and you 

Whom These Presents Come,” are re-| know it. Things are more oriental; 

quested 40 grant free entry to the| you see women jn all kinds of bright 

pearer, and to extend any proper aid. | colors, and many things entirely dif- 

This is not necessary in most of the | ferent from anything that you have 

countries of Europe, but it is required | ever seen before. The Byzantine style 

in Russia and it must be properly | of architecture prevails, and you see 

viséed beside. You must go to the | dozens of magnificent churches. The 

Russian Consul at Washington or at | Russians have a way of saying that in 

Berlin and have them put something | Moscow there are forty times forty 

on the back for which you pay two | churches, but though there are really 

dollars and twenty-five cents. These | not so many there are really a vast 

are the words: “The pearer, Mr. So- | number of them. 

and-So, has been recommended to me 

as a person proper to travel in Rus- The Capital City. e 

sia.” 
Thus fortified, you start out. After| Moscow is perhaps the most inter- 

having crossed Germany you come to | esting single city in Russia, although 

the place of entry, and alight in a| there are other places which are older, 3 

large room; a sentry or a gen d’arme, | but taking the great Kremlin, with ail 

stands there and says, “P assport,” | it contains, and the old palaces and 

and you hand him your passport. He | towers, there are more things of in- 

looks over it to see that your visé is | terest than in any one city in the 

all right, and it is handed back with | great empire. The word “Kremlin” 

a few words in Russian to which you | means, in its strictest sense, a fort- 

say “Yes.” Your baggage is then ex- | ress, but it is really a part of the city 

amined, and that is all there is to get- | enclosed within walls which were 

ting into Russia. fortified in order that there might be 

protection against the Tartars, who 

St. Petersburg. were continually coming in upon Rus- 

I will pass over the experiences of | sia from the east. There are several 

the first few days, because at St. Pe- | Kremlins, one in Moscow, one in Keif, 

tersburg begins the real traveling in | one in Nijni Novgorod, and various 

Russia. This is a modern city, only | others. The old Kremlin in Moscow 

about 250 years old, founded by Peter | contains about forty acres and within 

the Great. I drove to the hotel. I! its walls are a number of churches 

didn’t know how much to pay the and palaces, some of the churches a 

driver, but walked into the hotel and| thousand years old; here is the 

said, “Is there anybody here that |church where the Tsar goes to be 

speaks English?” The porter an- crowned. You remember the great 

swered that he did, and I told him to| coronation scene last June where 

pay the man end charge it on my bill. | three thousand people were trampled 

He paid about a quarter what I\to death. Within this Kremlin also 

would have been asked. I could tell} stand other churches and a great 

you much more about St. Petersburg, | tower, the Ivan tower, which is about 

put we must not linger there because | two hundred feet high. Another ob- 

it is not a characteristic Russian city, | ject of great interest is an immense 

although it is a wonderful city in the | cannon which has a diameter of al- 2 

amount of magnificent building that | most three feet. There are hundreds 

has been done there in the last hun- | of guns there which were gathered up 

dred years. It is four or five hundred | after Napoleon had started on his re-
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turn from the awful campaign he|under a tree a very bright young 
made into that country. lady came along, and as she came by 
From Moscow we went to Nijni Noy- | she said, “How do you do, sir. I am 

gorod, which in one respect is the |Miss Tolstoy,” speaking English very 
| most interesting city in Russia, be-|perfectly. After a little while she 

cause here is to be seen the old yahr- | asked 11 had had any refreshments 
mart or fair, where every year several | and when I said “No,” she called to a 
million dollars worth of goods ex-|serving man who went and brought 
change hands. some refreshments for us. While he 

was gone I heard quite a commotion in 
= : the back yard. I looked out that way 

A Wistt to: Tolstoy. and saw horse tied to a post, which 
Passing along through the country | seemed to be having a good deal of 

i went down the great Volga river, |trouble. On starting up to see what 
the greatest river system in Kurope, | was the difficulty I saw that in fight- 
draining a large part of European | ing the flies, he had gotten his right 

? Russia. We stopped at the various|hind foot into the stirrup, and he 
ports along the river, but can not | didn’t seem to enjoy his condition 
speak of this trip at this time. 1 will} very much. 1 went toward him and 
speak only of one little visit 1 made, | released him. Miss Tolstoy said, “Oh, 
before 1 stop, and 1 speak of this be- | don’t go near him,” but I did go near 

cause it was to a man who is inter-| him and removed the stirrup from 
esting, not only to myself, but to |his foot and let it down. Miss ‘Lolstoy 
many people, a great man, Count Tol-| said, “I don’t like to have you do 

stoy. 1 was very desirous of calling | that.” I said, “I have always been 
upon Tolstoy, but 1 had no special ex- | used to horses; there were plenty of 
cuse for doing so until 1 happened to | them where I was born and bred, and 

run across a couple of American gen-|I am not afraid of them.” I saw 
tlemen who had been studying in Ber- [there an opportunity to increase 
lin. I arranged to accompany these | my acquaintance with her, and I told 
gentlemen on a visit to Tolstoy. We|her a little story of an Irishman 
went a hundred and eighty versts or | whose horse caught his foot in the 
about a hundred and twenty miles | stirrup, and Pat immediately began to 
south of Moscow to the ancestral | dismount, saying, “Bedad, if you are 
home of the Tolstoys. As we drove | going to get on I will get off.” Miss 
through the beautiful gateway we |‘lolstoy very kindly smiled, and very 
heard words that sounded very famil- | evidently thought it was a joke. She 
iar and very pleasant, because they | began to ask some questions, and I 
were English. A gentleman came to; happened to have in my pocket some 
meet us and said, “How do you do, | pictures which I had taken down in 

sir?” My friend answered him, intro- | old Mexico, which I showed to her and 
duced himself, and after some little |she seemed to be much interested. 

conversation he volunteered to go in|Pretty soon she said, “Would you like 
and see if we could see Tolstoy. In a| to see my father?” I said, “Certainly I 

little while he came back saying to my | would, but it he is ill I would not like 

friends, “You may come in since you | to intrude.” She went in and came 
have books for Tolstoy, but I am very | back in a minute and said, “You may 
sorry the other gentleman will not be| come in and see him.” I immediate- 
able to see him, he is quite ill.” This} ly acepted the invitation and was led 
made me feel very badly, but I put in|into the presence of this man whom 
the next few minutes in taking some | we all know perhaps better than any 
pictures of the house and surround-|other Russian. I spent perhaps an 
ings, and just as I sat down to rest | hour in talking with him, and I was 

5 co iit
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impressed all the way through with | distract the people’s attention. They 

what appeared to be honesty of pur-| divide the people into classes more 

pose, and the reaching after higher | than was true before.” Tolstoy be- 

things for the Russian people; I found | lieves, you know, that every man, as 

it most extremely interesting. well as every woman should do as 
much as possible of the personal ser- ; 

Some Ideas of Tolstoy. vice which is cael tor himself. 
When I went in I had said to my- | He thinks that people should wear 

self that I would ask Tolstoy a lot of | clothes simple enough in form so 

questions, and { had a list all ready | that every man could make his own, 

in my mind. When I went in he said,|and he thinks that every man 

“How do you do? What is your pro-|ought to go out and at least 

fession. 1 told him what I did. ‘hen | wash the potatoes that he is going 

he asked how we did this work over | to eat, even if he does not see that the 

here and I proceeded to tell him; | water does not burn while they are 

while I was catching my breath to|cooking. He hasa great many no- 

ask him something, he had another | tions of that kind. I was more and 

question ready, and in the course of | more impressed with the depth as 

about fifteen minutes I began to see | well as the honesty of purpose in his 

that my only earthly hope of getting | heart, and with the fact that he ap- 

anything from him was to follow up |preciates, as few Russians do, their 

my answers with a question, and in condition. He appreciates the ad- 

that way we evened up the conversa- | vances they have made, and the diffi- 

tion. He asked me a good many |culties under which they labor. In 

questions about out farmers, and as|many ways he is a wonderful man, 

you can believe I told him that |and made a very deep impression 

‘America was a great place. He said, | upon me. 

“What do you think about railroads?” | I never tired of studying the 

“Qh,” I said, “they have been an in- | Russian people, ‘ and I found 

finite blessing to our country, because | very much to interest me and 

they have opened up sections that |to overcome the impressions re- 

would have been inaccessible other- |ceived in reading stories and maga- 

wise. For instance, the territory in| zine articles. I think you will find, 

which I live would perhaps be occu-| as I have, that it will pay you to 

pied by Indians if it had not been for | study about this country, which is a 

them.” “Oh,” he said, “you look at remarkable one, and one of the 

it that way. I don’t. I think they present and coming nations of the 

have been a curse to Russia. They| world. 

.
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THIRD DAY. 

The Institute met at 9 o’clock, March 11, H. A. BRIGGS in the Chair. 

ers 

; THE HORSE AND ITS MARKET. 

| Prof. J. A. CRAIG, Experiment Station, Madison. 

To understand the requirements of, The leverage of the third class is 
the market, it will be necessary to represented by a pair of sheep shears. 

| consider the horse as a mechanism in|The power is applied at the center, 
which the bones are levers, the mus- | the fulerum is at one end, and the ap- 

cles the source of power, and the | plication of the power is at the other. 
| nervous system the stimulator of the | This leverage is not common, but it is 

muscles. The horse is valuable in the | shown in the action of the lower jaw 
market, because of his ability to per- | of the horse. 

' form certain kinds of work, and for 

Has — it is very necessary to Action of the Muscles. 

‘ow how these features adjust! 1) further consideration of the lev- 
a in the performance of erage, the attachment of the muscles 

. and their nature are important. 
As muscles consist of bundles of fi- 

| The Bones as Levers. bers, it is easy to understand that 

| There are three classes of levers,| When these fibers are long, there is 
and these are all represented in the} ore elasticity than when they are 
skeleton of the horse. The first class | Short. The long muscle with long 
may be said to be represented by a| leverage of the bone is more favorable 

. pair of scissors, as the power is ap-| for quick action of speed, while the 

. plied in the hole for the fingers, and | heavier muscle is more favorable for 

. the fulcrum is in the center where | draft or power. The attachment of 

the blades are united, and the appli-| the muscles to the skeleton is also of 
cation of the power is at the point.|some importance. When the mus- 
This is the most ‘advantageous form | cles by means of the tendons are at- 

of leverage, and it is employed in the |tached to prominences which enable 
skeleton of the horse by the parts | them to work free from the bone that 

that are used in the extension of the | furnish leverage, it is easy to see that 

limbs. the action of the muscles would be 

The lever of the second class may | freer and more effective, hence in 

be said to be represented in every | most joints there are prominencies to 

day life by the wheelbarrow. The | give the muscles the best attachment. 

power is applied at the handles, the In this connection, it is interesting 

weight is in the center, and the ap-| to study the proportions of the bones 

plication is at the wheel. This lever- | of the skeleton to find reasons for the 

age in the horse enables it to sleep | advantages which certain relative pro- 

standing, or to stand without feeling | portions produce. In general we look 

the strain. It is the leverage which | for short bones in those parts where 

prevents the joints closing on each|the function is simply the transmis- 
other. sion of power, while we desire greater 

—
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length in those parts where the mus-, comprise it. The outlines of the neck 

cles, the sources of power or speed, | are made altogether by muscles. The 

are to be found. In the front leg for | shoulder and the chest are outlined 

instance, we expect length from the |and formed by the skeleton, while the 

elbow, or where the leg joins the body | shape of the leg from the knee up- 

-to the knee and a much shorter dis- wards is determined by the muscles of 

tance from the knee to the fetlock | that region, and from the knee to the , 

joint for the reasons that have been | fetlock chiefly by the tendons that 

given. makes the leg at this point appear 

fiat from the side. The form of the 

Function of the Nervous System. body is covered largely by the rotund- 

ity of the ribs and the width of the 

In studying the horse as a mechan- | loins. In the hind quarter, the up- 

ism something more than bone and | per part is moulded almost altogether 

muscle must be included. The stimu- | by the muscular development, and the 

lation for action comes from the|same may be said of the thighs and 

nerve power or force. The nerve pow- the quarters, while the tendons of the 

er is represented centrally by the | leg give the lower part of the latter 

brain, and from there it is carried to | its shape. 

all parts of the body, from) A study of the degree to which the 

the spinal cord through the main | skeleton and the muscular develop- 

channel of the vertebra, and from | ment contribute to the form of the 

this it branches out to stimulate the | horse, brings forward the idea that 

muscles. The stimulation for action | the most of the power resides in the 

must come from the nerve centers,| hinder parts. The fact that the 

and these have a great deal to do with | greatest muscular development is in 

the quickness and the strength with | this region, would indicate this. It 

which the horse may act. will be noticed that the form of the 

loin, the shape of the crupper and the 

fullness of the thigh are due in the 

General a Qualities of Light greatest degree to the extra develop- 

oe ment of muscles in these parts. The 

Before considering the market |front quarter is bare of muscle in 

qualities of light horses in detail, it | comparison with the hind quarter. 

will be best to take a general view of Another reason for accepting this 

the requirements of the market in re- | theory is the difference in the attach- 

spect to the form, quality and action | ment of the fore legs to the body in 

of the horses that sell for the highest | comparison with that of the hind legs. 

prices. The shoulder blade is lo~sely attached 

Form.—To analyze the form of any | to the trunk, while the hind leg next 

market type of horse, it is necessary | to the body through the agency of a 

to understand the extent to which the | strong ball and socket joint. The 

form is due to the skeleton, and how | shoulder blade plays loosely seeming- 

much of it should be credited to the|ly for the purpose of lessening a con- 

muscular development. A compari- | cussion that the leg receives from 

son of the skeleton of the horse with | contact with the ground, while the 

the living and well developed animal | hind legs connect with the pelvis at 

will show clearly that some parts owe | a joint, ‘which is the most powerful in 

their form entirely to the bony frame |the body. The market for light 

work, while other regions are shaped | horses recognizes three leading types, 

wholly by the muscles. Beginning at | the carriage horse, or coach horse, the 

the head it will be noticed that its|trotter, or roadster, and the saddle 

form is determined by the bones that | horse. 

ee
e
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Coach or Carriage Horse. Trotter or Roadster. 

The distinguishing features of the| The chief characteristics of the 
coach or carriage horse, are its sym- | roadster are speed and stamina. The 
metry and action. The height should | ability to trot fast is a leading char- 
be about 16 hands to make a good ap- | acteristic of the roadster, and the abil- 
pearance. In contrast with the road- | ity to maintain a rapid gait is clearly 
ster, the carriage horse is very smooth | essential in a horse of this kind. In 
and symmetrical. The smoothness | addition to being able to stand steady 
should be due to plump~ess of the |road work, such a horse should sell 
muscles over all parts. In the ecar- | Well on the market, and must be well 

riage type, the head should be com- | mannered, so as to be safe and pleas- 

paratively small and lean; the ear | urable to, drive. 
neat, the neck long and carried grace- | The typical roadster may be said to 
fully; the body round and plump, and | be about 15 1-2 hands high and about 
the limbs clean cut, with well formed | 1,000 pounds in weight; the formation 
and durable feet. Graceful carriage is, narrow in front, deep chested, wide 

and stylish action are leading qualifi- | @t the loin, and very muscular in the 
cations. quarters. Every feature about the 

; Style, when in any posture, is a| horse appears clear cut, giving a hard 
very desirable attribute in the car- | finish which indicates durability. The 

riage horse. A critical examina-| lineaments of the face and the out- 

tion of this type would indicate | lines of the neck, and especially the 

how far the position of style distinctness with which the tendons 

depends on the adjustment of | Stand away from the leg are very 
| the parts of the frame work. [characteristic features. 

i When a carriage or coach horse pos-| The type lacks the fullness and sym- 

| sesses characteristic style there seems | metry that are characteristic in = 
i to be an appropriate blending of all| carriage or coach horse. ‘To do effec- 

| proportions of form. In analyzing tive and hard work on the road is the 

| this it will be found that most of the | Sphere of the roadster, and a type that 
lines have a smaller direction in addi- has been evolved is an illustration of 
tion to the fullness of outlines al-| the evolution of a form for a specific 

' ready discussed. The line running | Purpose. The type of the best cam- 
| from the poll to the nose seems to be paigners that have marks | of 2:10 or 

i parallel to that of the shoulder. Then | better will show a similarity that in- 
the line running through the center] dicates the typ2 towards which the 

| of the pastern also has a similar di-|trotter is tending, though it should 
Fy rection, while the line of the thigh in |be noted here that the roadster = 
i the hind quarter corresponds with the | Show form will display quite different 
H slope of the hind pastern. Consider-| outlines after being subjected to the 

i ing the lines that run different from, hard training the campaigner re- 
. these, it will be noticed that the one ceives. 
{ made by the arm from the point of) 
j the shoulder to the elbow is a simi- | eee 
i lar in direction to that made by the The type of the saddle horse that is 
| ischium of the pelvis, and this again desirable on the market is somewhat 

| is similar to that of the lower thigh. | similar to that of the light carriage 
} Each part seems to bear a fixed rela- horse, but the typical saddle horse 

¥ tion to every other part, both in size, | will show more quality and better 

q length and slope, giving the horse that | manners than any other class of light 
i symmetry which contributes so much horses. Aside from these features, 

} to his style and beauty while standing | the chief qualifications of the saddle 
| or in action. | horse is the ability to show the follow- 

a all
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; ing gaitsin a satisfactory manner: Qualities of the Walking Gait. 

a trot, rack, canter and running- _Excellence at this gait is a very de- 
= sirable quality in all varieties of 

Quality. horses, and unlike the trot its meritor- 
In a general way all these types of ious features are the same in all, as it 

| light horses to sell to advantage in| aS no connection with type. In the 
the market must be possessed of high| enjoyment of a road horse there is 
quality. This term applied to horses) much to admire in the manner in 
refers to their bone, skin, hair and to which he conducts himself when walk- 
other features of their organization.|ing- It is questionable as to which is 
Evidences of quality are clean cut; the most pleasurable to observe—the 
features, glove like skin, silky hair| Walking of the horse whose step is 
and firm bone. In the instance of the|¢venly timed and nervy, or the trot- 
horse possessed of quality, the lines ting of one that has all the grace, 
of the face are clearly defined, and in| Style and snap that characterizes the 
every region there is a complete ab- coacher. 

| sence of coarseness. It is possible in| In moving away frem you the feet 
| such a horse to distinguish easily the | Of the good walker leave the ground 
: muscles, tendons and bones, and when with a quick snap, showing in its 

| the animal is slightly exerted, so that | Passage the glint and reflection of the 
; the coat lies smooth, the veins in the| Whole shoe. After leaving the ground 

skin show clearly in an intricate net with this peculiar snap the foot 
work, so delicate and fine grained is swings upward and forward, then the 
the skin. This freedom from coarse-, knee unfolds, the pastern carries the 
ness in the joints and tendons, and in foot gracefully forward and it again 
the other parts, shows a soundness in | Comes to the ground lightly but firmly 

these features that guarantee much with the characteristic spring and 
endurance. Coarse hair is’ associated |Snap that identified the first “‘move- 
with coarse skin, and that is a true in-|ment. The feet move straight away, 
dication of soft spongy bone that|Swerving neither to the left nor the 

quickly becomes diseased when sub- right, nor should the folding of the 
| jected to a strain of hard usage or | knees or the flexing of the hocks re- 

neglect. sult in an outward pitching or spread- 

ing. A horse that will lift and plant 
Requirements of Good Action. [his feet in the way described almost 

Still considering the market for| invariably has the up-headed and com- 
light horses in a general way it will|manding appearance in movement 
be found that a necessary characteris-| which is so admirable in the harness 
tic of all the types is good action. Ac-| horse. 
tion is desirable chiefly for its utility,| The crucial test of the balance of a 
but also for the many other qualities | horse’s walk is the side view. Any 

which it indicates. It goes without] variation from proper structural pro- 

saying that the light horse with good | portions results in wobbling, hobbling 
action is very durable and more enjoy-| or an otherwise uneven walk, and all 

able, as the work is done easier and| these are readily seen from the side. 

more profitably, as more of it is ac-|The levelness with which 2 horse 
complished; but looking still further, | walks is one of the best evidences that 

it will be found surprising to notice|the legs work in harmony, The most 

the other attributes that are attend-|common deflection from this is at- 

ant on it. The action of a horse re-|tributable to a long, slim coupling 

flects his temperament, proves the|which gives the onlooker the impres- 

balance of his conformation, and indi- | sion that the horse might break away 

cates the degree of soundness. into two parts near the region of the 

rr —
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join. In defective conformations of |as possible of the other qualities of 

this kind the stride of the hind limbs | excellence in addition to high action, 

is short and he usually has an uneven, | yet all others are considered of minor 

choppy gait that is unsightly as well| value among horses of this class. 

as being ineffectual in covering dis- | “All-around action only to be consid- 

tances. On the other hand, an oppo-|ered” is the current phrase in the 

site relation of the parts, close coup-| prize lists that provide classes for 

ling and short back, with long legs, is| competition among the high step- 

likely to give use to a slovenly swing-| pers, which means a combination of 

ing gait, producing clicking, stumb-| shoulder, knee and hock action. | 

ling or other deficiencies. If there isa ‘ 

flaw in the mechanism of the front The Carriage Horse in Motion. 

legs it is usually made evident by the} A connoisseur of horses will see 

movement of the front feet, especially | much more than the legs of a car- 

as they are about to touch the ground. |riage horse when he is moving. As 

If the limb proportions are ungainly | he moves along before an appropriate 

the feet do not seem to reach the| vehicle with the latitude of a light 

ground at the proper stage, either | hand assisting him there are flashes 

turning too much on the heel or not |of gracefulness from every motion. 

turning enough, and precipitating the | With this there is a quality of mind 

toe. that gives buoyancy to step and ac- 
counts in no small degree for the w 

The Action of the High Stepper. | hited carriage of a gt 
The highest priced action in the gen- | pressive of a happy temperament 

eral horse market is that of the high | that gives gracefulness to every poise 

stepper. The peculiarity of this ac-;and a smooth flow to every move- 

tion consists in lifting the knees in- |ment. Such a minor organ as the ear 

ordinately high and flexing the | plays its part in carriage and quick 

hocks so that they come close to the | action. The eye shows the fire within 

body and keep the legs well under it. | and challenges the critic for its inead 

From the standpoint of action alone, | of praise in measuring the step and 

the higher the knees and the hocks | alertness in giving it security. Scan 

are lifted the more valuable is the | the lines of the neck, notice their 

horse, provided that the type and |tenseness, and yet the unusual elas- 

other features more common are | ticity it shows when occasion offers 

equally satisfactory. The feet must |for a movement of greater graceful- 

be thrown forward without any dish-| ness. The shoulder plays with free- 

ing on either side and the hocks | dom, and the smooth turned loin and 

must pass each other close and in| quarter seem the only regions that 

line with the forward movement. It! are not taking part in this unusual 

is easy to understand that while| display, though in this immobility 

this method of movement is the most| they show their real strength. 

showy and stylish, it is not service- As to the action of the fore legs, it 

able action for a road horse. The|is straight away with a continued 

front legs soon succumb to the| folding and unfolding. In the action 

heavy concussion they would be|of the carriage horse there must be 

called upon to stand under hard |some style and dash and high lifting 

driving. But this action is sought | of the feet, but never enough of it to 

only in the horse that is used for|make the action unserviceable. At 

short drives about the city where|no time is the fore leg held in poise, 

style is paramount to speed and|nor does it dwell either in flexion or 

stamina. While it is recognized that | extension. The leg folds and the 

the high stepper should have as many foot snaps from the ground and is
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then carried forward, and the limb/of every breath of wind and speeds a 
unfolds as if following the rim of a| merry clip without apparent exertion 
wheel. It seems to reach the ground |of strength; the other impresses one 
at the right stage of the unfolding,|at once with its power and in a 
so that it is not held in suspense at|slower degree with its combination 
any point along the line of descent.|of strength and speed. 
The feet pass close and in a straight 
line, so that there is no swaying or Action of the Trotter. 
dropping down of the forehead with| The leading feature of the action 

each step. The hind foot leaves the | of the trotter is speed at the trotting 
ground with the same quick move-/|gait. But there are many others 

ment, and at no time is it allowed to| that must be comparisons of this to 

hang back so as to give the horse the|result in the greatest development. 
appearance of not gathering himself|Stamina or the ability to maintain + 
well together. that gait is necessary. It is yener- 

. After all is written that it is possi-|ally thought that if a horse has 
ble to write about the action of the | speed he has the one essential neces- 
carriage horse, there is something |sary to make him a trotter or a good 
else that must go with it which can-|road horse. Any one familiar with 
not be described with sufficient vivid-| horses acting in such a capacity 
ness to make the novice appreciate it.| knows that much more than this is 
It has something to do with power | required. Not only is speed desirable, 
and it passes along the lines between | but there must be the true balance of 
the animal and its master. As you|parts that ensures their protection, 
sit behind the horse of true carriage | together with trueness of stride. Be- 
action and conduct, you feel your|ing true and level-gaited guarantees 
proximity to a powerful mechanism |the greatest durability, and that with 
that is undergoing a test of its/an ambitious turn of mind gives us 
minutest parts. If anything fails|that very desirable quality in the 
everything would be demolished, but|trotter termed gameness or stamina. 
it is the feeling of strength and/Of all classes of action that of the 
power in the animal that allays un-|trotter must not be wasteful of 
necessary fears. energy. While that of the carriage or 

Without leaving this feature con-|high stepper must display effort, the 
nected with the carriage horse let us |trotter should move so as to leave the 
consider it in its relation to the trot-|least impression of it. Less roll to 
ter. Weight and strength in the car-|the knee, more propulsion from the 
riage horse gives momentum to S| eae and less motion in the hocks, 
occupants of the somewhat cumber-/ carries the trotter forward closer to 
some carriage, while the trotier sac-|the ground and with less expenditure 
rifices those for speed and stamina. |of force than the higher lifting of 
Between the trotter and its driver the | knee and hock which is characteristic 
feeling is that of flight instead of|of the high stepper. There is much 
power in motion. The difference in | more extension of the limbs, the fore 
the feeling resulting from watching |legs are extended more and the hind 
the movement of these two classes |legs are swung back farther and 
of horses might be better expressed |reach farther forward than in the 
by reference to the difference in the | action of the high stepper or carriage 
feeling that one has when standing |horse that must keep his legs well 
beside a swift turning wind-mill as | under him to gather himself together 
compared with the effects of observ-|in a proper degree. A wider spread 
ing the turning of a ponderous water |in the movement of the hind legs in 
wheel. The former takes advantage | the instance of the trotter is not as 
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bad a fault as it is in the instance of |this form of nose, and as a conse 

the carriage horse. 
quence we find in such instances the 

respiratory or breathing organs lack 

The — TT of Light | evelopment. The features of the face 

— Detail. should be distinct without the least 

Thus far we have considered the appearance of coarseness OT meati- 

general market qualities of light | ness. A lean face is suggestive of 

horses in our large markets clearly | good quality in a horse. The muzzle 

separating all the horses that come should be fine to make the head ap- 

to it into several distinct general | pear at its best. Between the eyes 

classes. In addition to these quali- | there should be breadth enough to 

ties there are numberless details of |give @ pleasing frankness to the 

structure and soundness which more | countenance. Tt is a point of practi- 

or less influence the value of the |cal value as it is index of the brain 

animals that are marketed. The most development, which is of much im- 

jnfluential factor is undoubtedly that portance in a light horse, as intelli- 

of soundness, and the conformation | gence js a merit that has a high val- 

that predisposes the animal to vari-|uation. While it is granted that the 

ous diseases. To find ready sale for intelligence of a horse depends mostly 

the horse of any of the types that | upon the training received, yet, there 

have been described, it must not only jis a marked difference in which horses 

be sound, but also show such | will derive penefit from training, and 

strength of structure as to ward off |that difference can be accounted for 

the possibility of umnsoundness. A only by variations in the brain devel- 

padly constructed hock without the |opment. 

spavin may actually depreciate the | Nostrils—Large, Open.—The nos- 

value of the horse as much as a|trils of a horse should be large, then, 

spavin on the well formed hock. The dilatable and of a pink color. There 

first does not have @ spavin simply should be no discharge from them 

because it has never been put under |but they should have the appearance 

a strain, while the spavin in the lat-|of being moist. 

ter instance must have been due to Eyes—Full, Clear.—A bright eye 

a test of more than common severity. |indicates vigor of constitution, that 

To discuss this feature of our subject |is, stamina, staying power or bottom, 

in detail, it will be necessary to ar-|as it is sometimes called. It is also 

range the material that follows, so associated with a happy disposition, 

we may be able to go over the horse |and it js that, which accounts for the 

completely. 
fact that some horses do an enormous 

Head—Straight, Lean.—The shape |amount of work with little worry and 

of the head and the countenance of a|strain upon themselves. A large, full, 

horse adds greatly to its appearance. |clear eye is indicative of a kind, gen- 

The line from the ears to the point of | erous disposition. 

the nose, as seen from the side, Ears — Erect, Active—The ears 

should be almost straight. In scan-|should be carried in an erect posi- 

ning the photographs of a great num- tion. They should be active and 

ber of trotters, it will be noticeable somewhat pointed. Lop ears denote 

that nearly all stallions have slight |lassitude, or in plainer words, lazi- 

Roman noses, while most of the mares | ness. When it is noticed that a horse 

have slightly dished faces. As a rule | does not shift or move either of his 

it will be found, that horses with |ears to any extent to catch sounds, it 

very prominent Roman noses are|is safe to presume that deafness is 

strong-minded or self-willed. Small|present. On the other hand, if they 

nostrils are generally associated with |are continually moving, it is advisable 
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to look well to the eyesight, as the Shoulders — Long, Oblique. — The chances are that the extra labor im- formation of the shoulder is one of posed on the ears has its origin in a|the parts of all light horses that re- defect in one or both of the eyes. quires critical scanning. To give elas- Jaw Bones—Wide, Sharp.—Between |ticity to the movement of saddle the jaw bones there should be suffi- |horses and to permit of quick and cient width for the wind pipe and|clean action in the roadster, the also enough to allow the head to play |shoulder blade should be long and freely on the neck. When the space |oblique. An upright shoulder gives a between the jaw bones is very nar-|short, stilted action frequently ac- row, it will often be noticed that the companied by stumbling, and is a horse carries his head stiffly and in an|more or less fertile cause of such | awkward position, but when there is bone diseases as sidebones and ring- ; sufficient width in this region the | bones. 
, head is carried freely and gracefully | The high action which is desired in ! on the neck. The throttle and throat |the coach or cob horse and the long | latch should be light, without any un-|reaching clean action so desirable in | natural fullness between the jaw/|the roadster depend as much on the bones or heaviness at the juncture of |obliquity and freedom of movement the head and the neck. of the shoulder as on any other feat- Neck—Arched, Muscled.—A nicely ure. In addition, a sloping and long moulded and distinctly chiselled neck shoulder strengthens the back and carrying the head gracefully, is one |extends the length of the underline. of the most beautiful features of the |The muscular development of the ideal light horse. Running towards|shoulder should also be carefully | the shoulder, the neck should swell | noted, if there is an unusual bareness gradually, so as to join the body jor lack of muscular covering it would smoothly. The windpipe should be |denote the presence of sweeny. 

large and appear distinct from the| Fore Legs—Broad, Cordy.—The ap- rest of the neck, and the upper out- pearance of the fore leg from the side line of the latter should be sharp. |Show it to be flat and cordy. The While the ewe neck is possessed by | flatness, due to the tendons being 
many excellent road horses, it is a properly attached, and the clean cut : defect, as it detracts from the appear- |appearance denote the absence of any 
ance and should be noted as such. coarseness about the legs. In this 
Chest—Deep, Projecting.—In the region the leg should be long from 

light horse that is called upon for fast | the elbow to the knee, for the reason 
work, the chest should be deep rather |that free and clean action follows 
than broad. It should give room or|such a conformation. In these parts 
capacity more by depth than by |it will be noted that most of the mus- 
breadth. The reason for this, is that | cle that extends and flexes the leg is 
the deep chest permits of freer play |located between the knee and the el- 
of the shoulder blades on the body.|bow. If this part is long, the muscle 
It is easy to see that swift, smooth must necessarily be long and that 
action of the fore legs is hardly possi- produces quick and easy action. The 
ble in the broad-chested horse, mainly | muscle of the fore arm flexes and ex- 
because it throws them too far apart | tends the rest of the leg, and in order 
and out of line with those behind. A|that these motions may place with 
deep chest is an evidence of staying |the least expenditure of power, the 
power. The conformation of such|course over which it must travel 4 
campaigners as Mary Marshall (2.12),|should be as short as possible; that 
Nancy Hanks (2.09), offer convincing |is, the cannon running from the knee 
proof of this. to the fetlock should be much shorter 
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than the distance from the knee to|in, which makes the progress of the 

the elbow. 
horse awkward and dangerous. 

Mr. H. T. Helm has made a careful Forearms — Wide, Muscled.—Per- 

study of the effect that the propor- | haps the most important matter to 

tions of these parts to each other has | notice in examining the fore leg is 

upon the horse’s action. He has meas- | the size of the forearm, or the bunch 

ured a great many horses and finds | of muscle observable just below the 

that their action in the fore legs seems juncture of the leg and the body. 

to be governed by the proportionate ‘As fat accumulates but very little 

length of the arm and the cannon. | there it is a safe criterion of the 

He found that Administrator had su- muscular development of the animal. 

perior action in front, and that his Knees— Wide, Deep, Straight.— 

cannon was 113-4 inches long, and The knees should be broad in front, 

the forearm 21 inches. About the |much broader than the rest of the 

same proportions were found to exist |leg, either above or below, and the 

in the fore legs of George Wilkes, and | pisiform bone, which is the bone 

there was no lack of knee action in|forming the projection at the back 

his movement. The actual proportions | of the knee, should be sharp and 

were 101-2 to 20 inches. In Governor prominent, for to this some of the 

Sprague the cannon was 11 inches | most important muscles of the fore 

and the forearm 21 inches, and here |leg are attached. Breadth is desira- 

the front action was not quite so|ble in such joints, because of the fact 

rounding as that of George Wilkes. | that the concussion is more evenly 

In the instance of St. Lawrence, the | distributed and better spent by the 

. proportions were 111-4 to 21 inches, |many bones forming the joint, when 

and the action was noted to be far-|their surfaces are large. The most 

reaching and gently curving. It can |common defects of the knee are calf- 

be easily understood that the strain |knees, knockknees, knee sprung, 

upon the knees would be greater in | speedy eut, and scars. 

those horses that were long in the Cannons — Wide, Short, Large 

cannons in comparison with the|sinews—There should be very little 

length of the forearm, and it will usu-|chrinkage below the knee as the 

ally be found that such a conforma-| joints require as much support as 

tion predisposes a horse to weal| possible. This defect of being tied 

knees. On the other hand when the |in below the knee is one of the most 

arm is inordinately long, the tem: | common weaknesses to be seen in 

dency is for the front legs to bend | the fore legs of light horses. A light 

back at the knee and give rise t0| horse of common size should meas- 

what is commonly termed calf-knees. | re at least 8 inches at this point. 

Arms—Short, Thrown Forward.—|The cannon should be short, wide 

The humerus which forms the arm |ana clean and the sinews should be 

should be short and appear compara- pack from the bone. It is sometimes 

tively straight. When it is so, it|noticeable that the cannon js thicker 

gives a horse an upright appearance | than 
usual which is generally caused 

and adds to his style. by hard road work. 

Elbows—Free.—The space between| Pastern —Sloping, Strong. — Tne 

the leg and the pody should permit of | pastern should stand at an angle of 

easy insertion of the hand. If the el-| 45 degrees with the ground, and with 

bow is closer than this or tied in, as|the cannon, it should form an angle 

it is termed, the toes are, as @ rule, |of about 135 degrees. When more 

thrown out, or if the opposite is the upright than this, they will cause 

case the toes are likely to be thrown pone troubles, such as side-bones
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i and ring-bones, as the concussion is |ribbed horse always has the appear- very severe in such instances. More-|ance of being inordinately Jong in over, it detracts greatly from the | the legs. This deception is due to the ! utility of the light horse, especially | roundness of his body. It can easily : those intended for the saddle, as the | be seen that from a side view the flat | step is short and stilted, and this is|ribbed horse presents a body of | very disagreeable to the rider. On deeper appearance and seemingly has | the other hand, sometimes the pas-|shorter legs than the horse that is | terns of light horses, and of thor- | rounder ribbed. 
i oughbred horses especially, are too Back—Strong, Short, Muscled.—In 
; slanting, which weakens them and | its proportions the body should be 

ultimately ends in the breaking of|short above and long underneath. 
the suspensory ligament resulting | This not only adds to its strength, but 
in the horse “breaking down” or the | it gives the legs free play and insures 
part being strained. a balanced stride. The horse of this 
Feet—Dense, Waxy, Large.—The| conformation under the saddle will 

foot should receive careful attention | unite himself more quickly and bet- 
as it has an important part to play | ter, while the same horse on the line, 

| in the work of the horse, and is sub- | or in harness will have a long, sweep- 
} ject to many defects and various|ing, yet balanced stride. It is the 
| kinds of unsoundness. It should be of | opinion of many that the roach back 
: firm texture, good size, moderately|is an evidence of strength. It is the 

upright and thoroughly sound. It|most undesirable feature in a horse 
: should have a healthy appearance |intended for the saddle, and it is to 
: which is indicated by an oily coat of|say the least an eyesore in road or 
' natural wax. The frog should bear |in carriage horses. 
: the marks of natural usage as a buf-; Loin—Short, ‘Broad, Muscled.—It 
; fer, being spongy and touching the |is a defect of many horses to be light 
| ground at each step. The roof or sole |and narrow at the juncture of the 
i of the hoof should be distinctly con-|body and the hind quarter. If the 
| cave. Flatness, brittleness, and con- | loin is long or slack, that is, if the dis- 

traction, are the three most common | tance is great between the last rib 
' defects in horses’ feet. It will be |and the hip bone the horse is likely to 

noticed in many instances that the |be weak in the coupling and deficient 
: bar of the foot has been cut away, so|in action, and when viewed from the 
: that the hoof splits from the heel |side it will be noticed that the reach 
: towards the coronet. This is due to | forward of the hind feet seems to step 

the blacksmith’s practice of cutting |short before arriving at the place the 
away the bars that bind the foot to-|other feet have left the ground. This 
gether behind. When this is done the! probably is due more to the lack of 
foot begins to spread and the crack | muscle over the loin than to any other 
ultimately extends as far as it is | defect. 
possible for it to do so. Hind Quarters — Croup Long, 
Ribs—Well Sprung, Deep, Close—|Thighs and Quarters Muscled.— 

The ribs should be well sprung from | These parts should be critically ex- 

the spine and they should be close | amined, for, as it has been previously 
to each other. It will generally be | explained, it is in this region that the 
found that those horses that have | propelling power resides. The haunch 
well-sprung ribs always make a bet-|or croup should be long and for ap- 
ter appearance than those that are/pearance sake should be compara- 
flat ribbed; and, in addition, they /tively straight. When the croup is 
will be found to be easier keepers. | long, it allows of a greater play of the 
It should be noted that the round |main muscles that are located in this 

——
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region. It will be noticed in nearly | outer edges of the incisors are broken : 

all fast trotters that the croup seems and worn away, it is an indication 

to have this characteristic. Length of | that the horse is given to “cribbing” 

muscle here as elsewhere contributes in the stable. The condition of the 

to speed. 
nostrils will indicate whether glan- 

The thigh should be plump with |ders or distemper is present. The 

muscle and the quarters should be nostrils should have a nice pink color, 

very strong. The muscle should not |and no discharge should come from 

only be heavy in the quarters, but it them. In regard to the eye, there are 

should also extend as far down to the ; many defects of vision which cannot 

hocks as possible. The thigh should | be easily classified as unsoundness, 

be long, making the hocks low, as |yet, they should be looked for as such. 

this contributes to a long stride. ‘A horse, by his action, will usually in- 

Hocks—Wide, Straight, Clean.— dicate if his eyesight is good. He 

The hocks should be clean and broad, | will step inordinately high and be in- 

and the point should be prominent as clined to shy readily, if there is any 

the leverage of some of the powerful | defect in his vision. By moving the 

muscles attached here depend toa hand gently in front of the eye, blind- 

great extent upon this. ‘There should |ness can usually be detected. The 

be no gumminess about the hocks or | hand should be moved slowly, for, if 

\ fetlocks. The support below should |the motion is quick, the influence of 

be strong, and in every feature the) the air on the eye will induce the 

outline of the hock should be distinct. | horse to shut his eye, though he may 

In running the hand over the hock, all |not have seen the motion of the hand. 

the depressions that are characteris- | Defects of hearing are also common, 

tic of the sound hock should be easily |and they can be foretold easily by the 

felt and the bone should feel firm|action of the ears. Rigid ears indi- 

without the least indication of un-|cate that the hearing is defective. 

soundness in any part. The web of | Passing to the shoulder, sometimes 

the hock should be especially clean |sweeny may pe noticed. There is a 

and free from all fieshiness or puffs |shrinkage of the muscles which leaves 

of any kind. Too much attention can | the shoulder flat and bare. On the el- 

hardly be shown to this joint—it be-| bow, shoeboils, or capped elbow will 

ing one of the most important in the | be seen frequently. The point of the 

whole frame. elbow seems to be unduly enlarged by 

It is necessary here to make a dis-|the accumulation of matter. Passing 

tinction between what are known as | down the fore leg, splints should be 

plemishes and unsoundness. A blem- | jooked for on the cannon. They may 

ish is something that depreciates the | be found on all parts, put more care 

value of the horse without actually |is necessary not to mistake the ends 

interfering with his usefulness, such | of the two small bones that are asso- 

injuries as wire cuts, sprains, and |cjated with the cannon for splint. In 

other features are blemishes, while|some horses the ends of these bones 

unsoundness consists of spavins,|are surmounted with noticeable 

curbs, ringbones and all the other dis-|knobs. If these lumps are found on 

orders that lessen the usefulness of a|poth of the legs in exactly the same 

horse in his work. place, it may be assumed that they 

In examining a horse for unsound- |are natural. When the splint is lo 

ness, it is well to follow a regular or-| cated on the back part of the leg or 

der, beginning with the teeth. The | close to the knee joint, so as to inter- 

best indication of decayed teeth, or |fere with the action, it is in the worst 

any unsoundness in the mouth is the | possible place to have it. A small 

odor which comes from it. If the |splint in a position of the leg where
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| it is not likely to cause lameness, is {his shoulder he will usually flex the 
not considered by most judges to be |leg at the knee when he is standing 
more than a blemish. The fact that |at ease. When the sprain or lameness 

, splints on young horses very fre-|is below the knee he will extend the 
, quently disappear in a year or two |defective limb from the body. When 

should be sufficient reason for over-|he is sore on both front feet he will 
looking this defect, when it is pres- |extend them as far as possible. 

. ent in young animals. On the pastern 
| ringbone is sometimes to be found. Defects of the Hind Legs. 
| This is easily discovered because of | In the hind limbs the hocks should 

the lameness which it produces and |be carefully inspected. In detecting 
the size to which it grows. Sidebones | diseases in this region, it is absolutely 

7 are sometimes found on light horses. |necessary to know first the outlines 
By pressing the thumb and the fore- |of a perfect hock. With that in mind, 

: finger around the hind quarter of the | it is a very easy matter to detect any 
front foot this disease may be de- |0f the many unsoundnesses that occur | 
tected easily. Little hard promi-|in this region. Thoroughpin is lo- 
nences may be found on the side of | cated between the tendon of the hind 
the pastern just above the foot. They |leg and the bone, and it fills the de- 
are formed of cartilage, and after- | pression, which naturally oceurs just 
wards become ossified, causing pain | above the hock. It consists of a soft 
and frequently lameness. Sidebones | swelling which may be pushed from 
or the formation of foot producing | side to side. Curb, which occurs just 
them are considered hereditary. The | below the hock, and to the rear, is a 
foot itself is subject to many forms | thickening of the ligaments in that 
of unsoundness. Looking at it from| region. By looking at the leg from 

yf above, the presence of quarter-crack | the side it may be noticed easily, as it 
) and sand-crack are sometimes seen | is a deviation from the straight line 

and these are bad defects. On the| which should follow from the point of 
underside of the foot there should be | the hock down towards the end of 
no splints in the hoof, running from | the cannon. The most common trou- 
the bars to the top of the foot. This | ble of the hocks, and the worst one of 
is a very common form of unsound-| all is bone spavin. To detect this, it 
ness in the feet. Corns, which are lo-| is best to stand in front of the horse 

cated in the corners of the heels are | and look back between his fore legs, if 
k also quite common, and may be more | necessary, so that the inner outline of 

: or less indicated by the way a horse | the hind leg may be seen very clearly. 
will shrink when the hoof is hit with | This isa bony deposit which nature 
the handle of a knife in that part.|has thrown out to strengthen the 
Thrush and scratches are not com-! weak joints, and when it has devel- 
mon, and when they are present it is | oped, it ties up the joint so that it in- 
very easy to detect them. Lameness | terferes with the proper action of the 
in the fore limbs is easily foretold by |horse. The hind leg instead of com- 

the action. In locating lameness in|ing down on the heel as it should in 
the leg, it should be borne in mind|a sound limb, is thrown forward so 
that it is the sound limb which the | that the toe reaches the ground first, 

horse puts down with the most confi-|and the stride is unnaturally short- 

dence, and when the ailing leg comes |ened, and lameness frequently results. 
to the ground, he makes an effort to| Bog spavin is usually associated with 
ease it by throwing his head up. In|thoroughpin, though it differs in lo- 
locating lameness it should be re-|cation. In the natural depression 
membered that when a horse shows) which occurs on the inner and front 
lameness in front, if the trouble is in bo the hock, the oil from the joints 
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seems to accumulate and form a soft | weight, etc. do you place any stress 

swelling which is commonly known upon the nervous energy of the 

as bog spavin. Splints sometimes oc- horse? 

cur on the hind legs but they are ex-| Prof. Craig—Yes, 1 do. There is 

ceptional; sidebones only in front, | something, we don’t know exactly 

and ring bones both front and behind. | what it is, but we know this 

much, that every movement of 

Farther Caution. the muscles and the power of 

After giving all the parts careful in- the muscle to a certain extent— 

spection for soundness the horse | the stimulation of the muscle 

should be driven rapidly a quarter of —must come from the nervous sys- 

amile or soto try his wind. He tem; ‘the stronger that stimulation 

should be stopped short and as he | the quicker the muscle will act, and 

stops, advance close to his neck and the stronger it will act to a certain 

notice if the breathing is free from extent. 

any sound similar to whistling. If The Chairman—Is is not often true 

the breathing is accompanied by a that a small horse that has a nervous 

wheezing or whistling sound then temperament will outdo the larger 

whistling, roaring, or some disorder | horse? 

of the air passages is present. If Prof. Craig—Yes, that is true. 

there is any doubt as to the origin of Supt. McKerrow—Is_ it possible 

the sound—it might possibly be due that the nervous energy of a horse 

to a very tight collar. Have the horse | may sometimes make up for a hun- 

taken out of harness and ridden rap- dred or two hundred pounds of - 

idly. When the breathing is not reg- weight? 

ular, it is likely that the horse is trou- Prof. Craig—It may do s0 for 

bled with the heaves. In the instance starting a load, or taking a load a 

of horses so afflicted the breathing is | short distance, but for an all day’s 

more or less spasmodic, the air from | job, with a heavy load, the horse has 

the lungs seeming to be half expelled |to have weight to work steadily. 

when the respiration stops for a brief |In a place like the city of Chicago 

period, and then the expulsion of the where big loads are drawn and the 

air is continued. In this way the de-, horses are kept steadily at work all 

pression at the flanks is not gradual|day, I think perhaps the weight 

‘and continuous as it is in the instance would over-balance the temperament. 

of a horse with sound lungs, put it is|I think that the nervous energy 

stayed for a short period when the counts more in time than it does in 

breath is about half expelled from the | power. It counts more on the race 

lungs. 
track than any other place, perhaps. 

Horses may have many stable vices| Mr. Goodrich—You said that the 

that detract greatly from their util-|frog on a_horse’s foot struck the 

ity, but these cannot be discovered, as ground and took that concussion. 

a rule, in the show ring. To make a|Now, when the horse comes to be 

satisfactory examination of a horse, |shod that leaves the frog off the 

it is necessary to see him in the stable, | ground, doesn’t it? 

then have him hitched, driven and Prof. Craig—When the horse is 

subjected to a critical examination, shod and stands in the stable, he is 

and after these things have been at-| standing on the iron, put when he 

tended to, there are generally many is on the road that lets the foot 

discoveries in after usage. down, and if the placksmith goes 

eo 
to work and cuts out the heels of the 

DISCUSSION. 
frog, you will find the frog split, and 

Supt. McKerrow—In speaking of | you will find that it will dry up, and 

the draft horse and his powers, his that is no good to a horse. 
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A Lady—Would you consider it a;late that largely; the frog is the 
defect ina horse to rest one front|same, it grows and peels off. It is 
foot when standing? not necessary for the blacksmith to 

Prof. Craig—Usually we consider |cut off the heel of the frog, nor to 
that an indication;—for instance, if a|cut down the frog and the sole, ex- 
horse stands with his front foot out|cept to just take off the loose parti- 
he is generally sore somewhere below | cles and get a better fit to the shoe. 
the shoulder, if he stands with the] Supt. McKerrow—How will you 
foot rested back, resting on the toe, it| remedy that effect in the frog if it 
is generally some sprain of the shoul-|has been spoiled by the blacksmity, 

| der or something like that; it, is an | cutting it down? 
indication generally of soreness; Prof. Craig—I do not know of any- 

. about the shoulder. thing that will stimulate the growth 
: The Chairman—Isn’t it always|of the frog. Perhaps the best plan 

considered an objection in buying a| would be to take off the shoes for 
: horse? a while. 

Prof. Craig—I think it is, but the) A Member—Will thoroughpin do 
way a horse stands is largely a mat-|/much damage to a horse? 
ter of handling in the breaking. Prof. Craig—At first it will make 

: Question—You would not consider|him lame. It spoils the market value 

a horse sound that would set his foot| completely; it is unsoundness. That 
forward, would you? is on the hind legs always, never 

: Prof. Craig—I would not consider} the front legs, but we get something 
that an unsoundness. He is likely | very nearly the same thing, kind of 
to have some unsoundness, but 1|wind bags. A horse that has been 

| have known horses to do  that|ridden hard and allowed to stand in 
that were perfectly sound. That|a hard stable, the oil will accumu- 
may be a blemish, but I would not|late and it is very much like thor- 
consider it an urisoundness. oughpin in the front leg. 

| Mr. Convey—Wouldn’t it produce; A Member—If a horse is hurt in 
shrinkage of the muscle where he| the pastern joint, will it ever get 

| followed that habit very much? over it? 
Prof. Craig—He is resting that foot] Prof. Craig—I hardly think so; it 

for some cause. It is not the natu-| will probably throw out what we call 
ral way for him to stand. It de-/@ high ringbone. They are not as 

} pends a good deal on what the| dangerous as a lower ringbone. 
: cause is. If it is in his shoulder, a Question—What is the cause of 

think it will shrink up the shoulder. | Splint? 

Supt. McKerrow—How much trim| Prof. Craig—The same trouble. If 
ought to be allowed on a frog? inflammation spreads in any point 

Prof. Craig—The only part of a| there is a thin skin starts on the top 
horse’s foot that grows unnaturally|of the bone and a bony deposit is 
is the horn. The horn will grow too| thrown out and gathers there. 
long if it is not cut back, I mean the Question—A young horse that 
outer edge of the foot. Inside the] skips, is it ever saved? 
foot is the sole between the outer Prof. Craig—I don’t think he is of 
horn and the frog, and that part will| any use unless it was a mare that 
naturally peel off, nature will regu- | you wanted to breed from. 

—
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MARKETING THE HORSE. 

ALEX. GALBRAITH, Janesville, Wis. 

vhis is a very important subject and | this country or Europe, but what had 
there never was a time when it was|a good mother. For this reason I 
so important as right now; but before | would impress upon the farmers of 
we can have the horse ‘ready for mar- | this state the great necessity of hay- 
ket we must produce him. I will | ing good mares to breed from, as you 

therefore go back to the young colt | might just as reasonably expect to 
and follow the subject along until he | raise grapes from Canada thistles as 
gets old enough to be ready for mar- | to raise good stock from inferior par- 

ket. ents. A great deal of the depression 
The breeder ought to have a certain |and stagnation in the horse market 

and distinct type of horse in mind | the last few years was directly caused 
before starting to breed, and his con- | by a system of breeding that did not 
stant aim should be to produce only | sufticiently recognize the law of na- 
the very best of its kind. Unless his | ture that “like produces like.” Indis- 
aim and ambition be high the prob-|criminate breeding from inferior, un- 
ability is that he will never produce | sound, or unsuitable parents has done 

- anything valuable. He should select | great injury in the past and will con- 
the breed or breeds that he thinks are | tinue to do so wherever and whenever 
best adapted to his conditions and cir- | practiced. And chief among those 
cumstances, and that when raised | evils is the production of that nonde- 
and marketed will net him the most |script animal frequently got by vio- 
money. Assuming that he decides to|lent crossing. Very light mares 
raise draft horses—and they are much | ought not to be crossed with very 

the safest for the average farmer—he | heavy stallions, nor vice versa. It is 

ought to aim at productng horses that | unnatural and unprofitable. Select 
will weigh at maturity not less than |the best types of brood mares avail- 

1600 to 1700 pounds. At present the|able, then mate them according to 

market value between a draft horse | your judgment with the best and only 

of 1500 pounds and one of 1700|the best pure bred stallions you can 

pounds, other things equal, is some-| find of the breed you like best or is 

thing like 50 per cent., and the farmer | best suited to the purpose. If you 

~is surely entitled to the maximum | raise draft horses see that they are so, 

price. But size, of course, is not not in name only, but in reality, and , 

everything. The horse must be pro- {give this department of the farming 

portionately made; he must be of the | operations your most intelligent and 

best quality and stamina, sound, have unwearying attention. No other de- 

good legs and feet, good disposition | partment will, over a period of years, 

and good walking and trotting ac-| yield more pleasure or a better profit 

tion. if judiciously managed. 

Necessity of Good Parentage. The Brood Mare and Colt. 

The history of our country and of| It is generally admitted that the 

all countries shows that our greatest | young colts in this state, as in other 

men have been the sons of good |states, do not receive anything like 

mothers, and I have never known an | the care they ought to get during the 

animal of outstanding merit, either in | first year of their existence. The cus- 

lle
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tom of working our brood mares , wards change thi i 

while the colts are suckling is not cal-|important that rake ge — 

culated to do full justice to the colt, |straight when you come to sell him. 

although it is all but universally prac- 
ticed on American farms. ln Europe 

the mares are worked up to the ay The Colt—Feed, Gare and Handling. 

of foaling, but are not generally put| AS regards rations I would of course 

to work again until the foal is old recommend good sound oats and bran, 

enough to wean, unless in some ex- | little flaxseed meal, carrots, and 

ceptional case. Mares become heated good bright hay, preferably clover, if 

when working: during the summer, |+7¢ from dust. A little corn ensilage 

and unless great care is exercised the |Once daily is also recommended, al- 

foal is apt to suffer. For this reason though 1 have had no experience us- 

I would recommend that the mare |ing it. If you have any skim milk to 

should, if at all possible, be allowed a | Spare it ean be fed with great bene- 

complete rest for at least two months fit to young colts, and if fed judi- 

after foaling. ‘The young colt should | ciously nothing will give better re- 

be taught to eat grain, preferably sults. Continue giving the colt a 

oats, either whole or bruised, just as | grain ration when going on pasture 

early as possible, so that when|the following summer and if at all 

weaned he will be m good condition | convenient have him gently handled 

and not so likely to feel the want of and halter broken. As he grows up 

his mother’s milk. From four to six he will require to be carefully broken 

months old is about the best age to | to harness—the first operation being 

wean the colt, and from that time on | to teach him that he has a mouth. 

he should be fed regularly and liber- | Use great kindness and patience in 

ally. ‘Lhe first winter of the colt’s | biting him, and on no account lose 

life is the most important and the so- | your temper or you will almost cer- 

called economy that allows a colt to tainly spoil him. In England what is 

run around the straw pile and rustle termed a “dumb jockey” or bitting 

for a living is certainly the poorest | harness is frequently used before the 

kind of economy. Any man who colt is harnessed. A belt or surcingle 

practices that stands in his own light | fastened around the girth and 

because he is losing the growth of the checked from the bridle serves a simi- 

colt at that early stage which will | lar purpose. With this rigging the 

never be made up in the future. Feed colt may be turned into a yard for a@ 

generously and regularly the first hour or two daily and he will after- 

winter and allow the colt to run out wards be much more tractable, in 

every day so he may have abundance | fact partially broken. Our horses are 

& of exercise. A little extra avtentjon ; not well broken, according to Euro- 

paid to the colt’s feeding and trim- | pean standard, and many foreign 

ming of his feet during the first year|buyers find it necessary to break 

will well repay any breeder. If he |them again after importation with 

has a tendency to turn his toes out-| the view of teaching them better 

wards or inwards you can generally | horse manners. This, of course, Te- 

correct that defect by trimming the| fers only to carriage horses, however, 

feet, which at that early period are in | so if any of you are raising that class 

a soft cartilaginous state. If, for in-|it will certainly pay you to be very 

stance, he is inclined to turn his toes particular in the breaking and hand- 

out, trim down the outside and that |ling of your colts, as many 4 promis- 

will rectify the tendency. If he “toes |ing, highly bred young horse is abso- 

in” just trim the inside in like man-|lutely spoiled through imperfect or 

ner. If you allow these habits to go|careless breaking. 

on for a few years you cannot after-| In addition ‘to breaking, the calt 

ee ee
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must be taught obedience under all dealers buy half fed horses from the 
circumstances, and accustomed to all |farmers, fatten them, and then sell at 
city sights and sounds. With the |good prices for the eastern and for- 
draft horse there is usually little trou- |eign trade. It seems remarkable that 
ble in this respect and buyers will |with the abundance of low priced 
rarely enquire whether or not the |grain which our farmers have had in 
horse is accustomed to steam or trol- |recent years they should persist in 
ley cars. But in carriage horses it is |sending their horses to market in a 
different. No horse is safe or fit for |half fed condition. It may be, of 
a carriage until he can be relied on to |course, that they are fat enough for 
stand under a volley of artillery. work, but they look better when fat 

and the buyer wants them fat, and is 

Preparation for Market. willing tocpay extra in order to get 

Now about preparation for market. |them. In such a case it is folly for us 

Suppose you are raising carriage |to argue that medium condition is. 

horses, don’t make the mistake now |more desirable. If they want fat 

of assuming that your horses are |horses, as they certainly do, let us 

necessarily carriage horses because |offer them that kind. 

they are yours, or because they are 

bréd right, as that is a delusion fre- Ventilation of the Barn. 

quently indulged in, but supposing The ventilation of our barns is a 

you have such i horse showing style, | matter which I think deserves more 

quality, and action, and you wish to | attention than it receives, but I will 
prepare him for market. You must,| 1+ take time to go into details. 

as I say, have him thoroughly broken |nere are frequently cracks and open 
both single and double, and accus- spaces which serve the purpose of 

tomed to all kinds of noises and ventilation but which often cause 

crowded streets. Engage = good drafts, resulting in colds, rheumatism, 

blacksmith to shoe him aac =e =e and other ailments. In like manner 

= Say be done, not with the view the drainage around the barns should 

- making a speed ds ee hak wine be examined, as bad results often 
shoes suitable for carriage purposes. |. . from imperfect drainage. Then 

The men who buy such horses are| 1. is the watering arrangements. 

ease maior oneres oe ace que All horses ought to be watered before 
their horses in the best possible oe and not after feeding. The horse's 

dition and neatly oe eae eis stomach is comparatively small, it 

rather more liberally so that he may only contains from 7 to 9 gallons, so 

be steadily on the gain without being = = Ren early” andl eben 

hog fat, and autre ee > sy : a water him, the result will be that a 

tance daily, to keep his eee certain amount of the food will be 

good form, but not far ae eyinnak washed down into the intestines in an 

Ser onisake, ee ee ae undigested condition. This is a fre- 

Not in Good Flesh. quent cause of colic and other trou- 

It has been a general complaint bles, and ean easily be obviated by 

among the dealers in Chicago and| watering the horse when his stomach 

other horse markets that a very large |is comparatively empty. If the horse 

proportion of the horses sent in for | comes from the field or the road ina 

sale are in an unfit condition, being heated condition it is not advisable to 

mostly too thin in flesh. They main- give him all the water he wants. 

tain that this is one of the main|Give hima pailful or so, and then al- 

causes why horses have sold so low him to cool off, by which time his 

cheaply in recent years, and it is a| thirst will have partially subsided. 

well known fact that many of those|On no account water him within an
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hour or two after feeding. Running {added to the list of geldings, docked, 
water is best suited for stock, and|trimmed up, given a due amount of 
well water should only be used after | training in the way he should go, and 
being exposed some time to the air, | when he was sent to New York and 
and so become oxydized. there exposed at public auction he 

provoked the keenest competition, 

A Glimpse at the Horse Business. and was finally struck off at sixteen 

In marketing our horses it is highly hundred dollars. In both of these 

essential that we should know exactly |C@8es the breeders had succeeded in * 
for what purpose they are suited, and {breeding good horses; all that they 

in this connection I wish to read an |!acked was the ability to dispose 
extract from last week’s paper. profitably of what they had.” 

“A buyer at the Chicago stock yards | Now, the moral to be taken from 
purchased, at a combination sale, a | this is two fold, I think. In the first 

five-year-old stallion for fifty-five dol- place it is evident that those men did 

lars. The horse was rather plainly |"0t know where to dispose of those 

bred, a good individual with some ac- |horses or the work they were best 
tion, not by any means well broken | Suited for. In the second place, it 
and therefore unable to show himself |Shows that even in the horse business 
to the best advantage offered at a|there are some men that are some- 

time when even the very best bred what sharp when opportunity arises. 

stallions were a drug on the market 
unless of world wide reputation, and A Look Ahead. 
the result was that his breeder did! Now I will pass on to speak of the 
not get back the cost of a year’s keep. | prospective future of the horse mar- 

The buyer promptly had the horse |ket. As you all know we have been 
added to the list, had his tail docked, |suffering from low prices of late 
improved his manners, dispatched him | years. The prices today are gaining, 
to New York and there sold him at | going slowly up, and going slowly for 
auction for thirteen hundred dollars. | the reason that the market is very 
Another case may be cited: Newgass |full, the receipts lately being very 
& Company heard of a trotting bred | heavy, and they may perhaps continue 
stallion that looked like making a | to be large for some months to come. 
good coach horse. Mr. Newgass of- | Another circumstance that militates 

fered the owner three hundred dollars |against an advance, is the fact that 

- eash if the owner would pay the | the quality of the horses in our mar- 
freight from the point of shipment to | ket is gradually and surely deterior- 
Chicago. This the owner refused to jating. And why? For the simple 
do and the deal fell through. Two of | reason that buyers when they go into 
Newgass’ buyers came across the |a district to buy horses, take the best 
horse and telegraphed the house in |and reject the balance; then when 
the city that they could buy him for|they come back they are obliged to 
such and such a price. They were |take a lower grade of horses, those 
wired to leave the horse, that the |they had previously rejected, and of 
house did not want him at any price |course the general average is deter- 
whatever. Time went on, and no pur-|iorating. I think that wide-awake, 

chaser appearing for the stallion, he | intelligent breeders throughout the 
was put in a combination sale and |country are waking up to the situa- 
first disposed of for sixty-five dollars, |tion. I understand that in Canada 
but as there was some dispute as to | they bred very largely last season, and 
the final bidder he was put up again |will breed this season still more 
and bid in by Mr. Newgass for eighty- |largely. We find lately there is far 
fiye dollars. This horse was also |more inquiry for breeding stock than 

enema
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for years. Only a few will get in this duce that horse and fit him for mar- 

year, but those few will get the bene- ket, and give what the market de- 

fit, because they will have colts on the|mands, you will get a better return 

market early, and before other people. | than for any other horse. 

Some of you may say that horses will| For the average farmer I would 

not be wanted in the future, if elec-|rather recommend the draft horse 

tricity and bicyclés, and motorcycles | as a safer animal to produce for sev- 

are going to take their place. The|eral reasons, one of which is that he 

other day I read an interview with an |is easier raised, and if he gets slightly 

electrical engineer in Liverpool, who | blemished there is less to come off 

had been putting in electrical motors | his price on that account; he is more 

into the streets of Liverpool to take salable than a blemished roadster or 

the place of draft horses, and after|carriage horse. We must remember 

giving that motor a full and fair trial | that although we still have a large 

they have abandoned it, and this mati |supply of horses in the market that 

gives it as his opinion that they have |supply is not going to last forever. 

made virtually no advance during the| As Prof. Craig said, the average life 

. last sixty years in moving heavy ton-|of a horse in the city is only five 

nage in the streets of our cities, and| years, and the horses in the cities 

he does not think that inside the life- | now will all need replacing inside of 

time of those now living, will draft|five years and many of them in far 

horses be supplanted in our large|less. We are using up our horses just 

cities by electricity or any other mo-|as rapidly as we ever did. Out in the 

tive power, but light drawing will be|west they are kiling them by thou- 

done largely by electricity and other |sands and sending them to glue fac- 

motive power. tories and canning factories, I sup- 

Then we have the bicycle, of course, | pose. We have an export trade of 

on all hands, but even the bicycle is | something like 50,000 per annum, and 

a fad, entirely dependent on weather | that trade is growing and ought to be 

and roads and I find it is going out | cultivated. We must, therefore, 

of style. The wealthy people are giv-|strive to strengthen our weak points 

ing it up since it has gotten within |gnd give our horses more style, 

the reach of the common people. |strength, quality and action; action 

When I was in St. Louis last fall I| more than anything else, because 

was told by a gentleman there that | that sells the horse of the carriage 

the St Louis people were giving the |type, and the prices depend more on 

cold shoulder to the bicycle because | that than anything else. 

the negroes are all riding them. 

A Word of Advice. 

I certainly advise you to breed DISCUSSION. 

horses, and I say that there never was The Chairman—Isn’t there danger 

a time when there was a better pros- | of over-feeding colts; suppose you 

pect for breeders, but you must breed |feed them on what Mr. Goodrich 

the very best animals you can pro- would term a balanced ration and 

duce; have a distinct object in view |they had plenty of exercise? X 

and when once you start in do not Mr. Galbraith—No, I think there }5 

change around with every wind that |very little danger of that. Of course, 

plows, but stay by whatever you start | you will meet an occasional colt that 

_ in with. There are probably higher |is gluttonous and will eat more than 

prices going for carriage horses than |is good for him, and then a man must 

any other kind, there always will be, |use his judgment. I find that colts 

and if you think you have the ability suffer more from too little food than 

and experience and material to pro-|from too much,
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The Chairman—What is the princi- Supt. McKerrow—Wouldn’t you 1 

pal difference between the breeding |handle him some previous to this? | 
and raising of horses in this country | Mr. Galbraith—Oh, yes, he ought to. | 
and those in the old country? be halter broke and handled a good j 

Mr. Galbraith—I think they give |deal previously. You can put a } 
them more care over there. They |harness on at two years old; that is } 
value them more from the start than |early enough, or three years old, if ! 
we do here and they always breed | you don’t want to break him until! he | 
for a special purpose, having some- |is three. 
thing more definite in view. A Member—Don’t you think that 

Mr. Cressy—Is there any means of |farmers who are obliged to work their 
giving horses this action that you |mares during the summer would do 
speak of by care and feed? well to breed fall colts? 

Mr. Galbraith—No, sir; good action! wy Galbraith—It wail. don on 

must be born se colt. There 18 @/and yet my experience is the other 
kind of artificial action that is pro- way” 7 p. t % ache ye ave not seen many success- 
duced by shoeing heavily in front, but fully raised fall colts. 

this is not desirable. We don’t get| \fy Hays—How would it do to let a 
this natural high action from our gen- | colt run till he is five years old before 
eral breeding once in a dozen times. |}, js halter broke? 
Here is the picture of a Hackney mare : . J 

that a gentleman in New York state Mr. Galbraith—I don’t think you 

imported last year. She is a very val- |°@P do so in these days. You can 

uable mare, and what makes her so teach a colt very much easier and 

valuable is the high knee and hock quicker when it is quite young. On 

action which she always displays. | 20 account should a young colt be 

Something can be done in the shoeing driven very fast. Their bones are 

to make them lift their knees higher, | S°f- : 
but good action depends on the move- A Member—Do you think an idle 
ment of the shoulders, the knees and | mare will raise a better colt than one 
the hocks all in unison. that is kept in the harness? 
Question—Do you feed your colts Mr. Galbraith—No; I think that a 

mostly to produce muscle rather than | mare that is worked moderately will 

flesh? give the best results. Of course I 

Mr. Galbraith—Yes, I omitted to | mean before foaling. 

say that we do not believe in feeding | Question—In driving a horse a dis- 

corn hardly at all to colts; we want | tance say of fifteen or twenty miles, 

such foods as will produce muscle and | would you advocate the heaviest driv- 

bone rather than fat. I don’t like | ing at the farther end of the ride or 

them too fat, of course there is a|at the beginning? 

medium in that; but you want a cer-| Mr. Galbraith—It would depend a 

tain amount of flesh. good deal on the horse. You would 

Question—What is the best food to Lees prefer to bring your horse 

feed the first year? in the barn not in a very heated con- 

Mr. Galbraith—I think oats, bran, | dition, and consequently the last few 

and flaxseed meal, with good, bright | miles should be driven quite slowly. 

hay, but not too much hay. The Chairman—Wouldn’t it be a 

A Lady—Would you advocate put-|good plan to start out slowly, then 

ting a bitting harness on a high- drive up, and then slow up again be- 

spirited colt and turning it out? fore you got back? 
Mr. Galbraith—I think so. If he Mr. Galbraith—Yes, I think so. 

has too much spirit you would take | Question—At what age would you 
some of it out of him. I would not | wean colts? 

bit it up too short to make him fret. Mr. Galbraith—About five or six
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months. You must be careful that; Mr. Convey—About what per cent. 

the mare does not become overheated, |of mares are being kept? 

while nursing a foal. Mr. Galbraith—A great many of our 

Question—If the mare should be | mares have been sold off. Some years 

worked real hard, and the colt is a|ago we had lots of good mares, but 

couple of months old, or even less, the proportion is much smaller than 

wouldn’t it be well to take the colt off |it was. Breeding stock is at a very 

and raise it on cow’s milk, rather | low point at the present time. In my 

than to leave it with the mother if|opinion the time will never come 

she is out of condition? again when it can be as easily and 

Mr. Galbraith—Well, I think the|cheaply bought as right now. Ifa 

foal ought to be allowed to suckle |man is contemplating going into 

the mare three or four months at any breeding, now is the time to do it, be- 

rate, and five or six are preferable. |cause he can get the benefit of the 

Jf the mare is unhealthy the colt is | advance in the market that is bound 

better weaned, however. to come very soon. 
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ECONOMICAL FEEDING. 1 

Supt. GEO. McKER ROW, Madison, Wis. { 

For a few minutes I will talk to |state, were very low in the market, 

you along this line of economical feed- | started out to experiment with a view 

ing, and I believe there is no subject |of determining what would be the | 

of more importance to the Wisconsin | returns by the use of the dairy cow as 

farmer. We have different and vari-|a market for wheat and prairie hay. 

ous ideas about what economical feed- | No consideration was given to the la- 

ing means. We work all through the | bor involved. It was simply a ques- 

long summer season to grow crops to|tion of the farmer marketing his 

put upon the market when they are |crops to his cows, the labor involved 

grown, and we look around us to see | probably being greater than that of 

where we can sell them to the best | hauling to the station in some cases, 

advantage; we study the market re- |and in some cases less, because sta- E 

ports and come to a conclusion in re- | tions are far apart in some places in 

gard to the best time and place for | Minnesota; but labor not being con- 

selling them. If we live an equal dis- | sidered, they found that a certain cow 

tance between two selling points we |in the herd returned 83 cents a bushel 

are very apt to try both as to market |for wheat and $8.26 a ton for prairie 

conditions. If we have a crop of oats | hay. This certainly was a very good 

to sell and at one of the elevators | market for any Minnesota farmer 

they are giving a cent per bushel | when wheat was worth 45 cents a 

more than at the other, the roads and |pbushel and prairie hay only worth 

other things being equal, we sell in |$2.50, Other cows returned more 

the market that will give us the high- |than this cow, 90 cents a bushel for 

est price, be it only one cent a bushel. | wheat, $1, $1.10, and so on, bsagen 

best cow in the herd returne' E 

The Best Feed Market. for wheat and $15.76 a ton for prairie 

We feed stock through the winter | hay. Now, while these were poth good 

season and that stock presents to us | cows, you see that one of them nearly 

a market for our product, a better doubled the market price of wheat 

market than the market at the eleva- | and prairie hay over the other. This 

tor, because when we feed stock we |is one point that I wish to call your 

sell economically, we get the market | attention to, the particular animals 

price for the product and then have |that you feed. 

left with us upon the farm, from sev- 

enty-five to ninety-two per cent. of Food for Maintenance and Gain. 

the value of this product in the form To illustrate again: In my boy- 

of fertilizers to put upon our fields, | hood days I remember one particular 

and to maintain the fertility of our | winter when we had a number of 

farms. But when we feed stock I am | shoats that weighed in the neighbor- 

ready to say that we get a greater dif- |hood of 200 pounds in the fall of the 

ference in the price than we get be- | year and ought to have gone to mar- 

tween seling to two different buyers. | ket, put in those days we thought 

To illustrate: The Minnesota Experi- | that a hog was not fit for market un- 

ment Station some two years ago, | til he weighed 500 pounds; therefore 

when wheat and prairie hay, two of | we would winter them and summer 

the principal commodities of the! them again and feed them another 

12
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crop of corn and sell them at 500|and an 1800 pound horse in the Chi- 
pounds weights. This particular win- |cago market, showing you that the 
ter we had a certain amount of corn |extra amount was worth about 25 
and oats, and some other food, and/|cents a pound. Many a colt has 

we concluded we would winter those |been born to become a 1600 pound 
shoats. We saw that we would have |horse and then has been starved 
to feed in limited quantities to make |down to a 1300 or 1400 pound horse. 
the food and the hogs come out even| This feeding problem is consid- 
in the spring. We started in to feed {ered very important by our best 

those hogs so as to carry them|feeders, by our scientific experi- 

through, as it was termed, and in the|menters, and by the agricultural 

spring of the year the feed bins were | press. When you read in the live- 

empty, the hogs were no heavier, if as |stock journals you find many arti- 

heavy, and where had the feed gone |cles upon feeding, and you also find 

to? The 75 to 90 per cent. of it was|in these articles certain terms that 

returned in fertility, but the product |you may not well understand; the 

part of the food was wasted, because | lack of knowledge upon these points 

the hogs had made no weight. Now,|causes you to lose the force of the 

supposing that instead of 200 pound | arguments. Therefore today we will 

hogs at the beginning of the winter |spend a little time in endeavoring to 

. we had started with 100 pound hogs; | better understand the _ scientific 

it has been demonstrated by experi-|terms used in feeding discussions, 

ments and by the records of the fat !and also in so far as we can make 

stock shows that it takes about twice |the experiments and investigations | 

as much food to support 200 pounds | of the scientific feeder compare fav- 

of animal live weight as it does to |orably with the experiences of the 

support 100 pounds. Had we started | practical feeder. 

with 100 pound pigs, it would have 3 

taken half the food of support only to Description of Feeding Terms. 

have taken care of those 100 pound| I will first call your attention to 

pigs, and the other half of that daily |a chart illustrating terms and kinds 

ration would have gone into gain, and | of coarse food products. In the up- 

in the spring of the year, instead of | per line you see the names of the 

having only 100 pounds of pork, the | food elements and just below each 

same amount that we started with ii |term, what each element produces in 

the fall, we would have had about/the animal economy. : 

170 pounds of pork. In the one case| First, we will look at some of 

the food was wasted, and in the other | these terms; there is the word “Pro- 

about 70 pounds of gain could be fig- | tein,” or, instead of “Protein” it 

ured; in one case it was very extrava- | might be “Albuminoids,” or it might 

gant feeding, in the other case it|be “Nitrogenous elements in food”— 

would have been by comparison eco- | these three terms are nearly synony- 

nomical feeding. So you see that the|mous. Protein is the most common 

kind of animal that we feed makes a/term in use at the present day. Its 

great difference, especially in regard | object in the animal economy is to 

to its age and weight. As Mr. Gal-|form muscle. In human foods we 

braith told you, the feed and care of|find protein best illustrated in such 

all our animals has a great deal to do | foods as the white of egg, nearly 

with their development. pure albumen. “Fats” prodtes fat 

and are found in the oils of our 
Proper Feeding Increases Value. grains and grasses. “Carbohydrates” 

Prof. Craig showed you the dif-|is another term probably not so 

ference between a 1400 pound horse |easily understood. Carbohydrates
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CHART I. 

man FEEDS. 

Seca: Protein, Aah). iets, Corbohydretes ak 
we 

Object:— Muscle, Bone, Fat, Heat and Energy. 

Cost in Wisconsin :— Protein, 1.5 ets.: Fats, 3.5 cts. ; Carb., .5 ct. per Ib. 

/ : Protein. Carb. 

Balanced Ration......-------+sssereceetree 
nee sdndetanpubvesntsscraas cbecavess 1 to 6 

Oe cs ices ee 
nee emer 1 to 6.2 

Narrow. 
Wide. 

Protein. i 
Protein. Carb. 

Cotton-seed meal......-.---+++++ 259° 1 to 1.3] Barley ..........2+seeeceeererecere rene 1 to 7.2 

Linseed meal......---+-+++-+-r0 000" 1 to 1.7} Wheat ......-....-c2e0
 eee cern eqer eres 1 to 7.4 

Skim milk.........-0-
 sees sees rer scene 1 to 2.8 | Bye.....0.-----sseeseo

n rere conc coeeres 1 to 8.2 

Pe peer eee en 1 to 9.7 

Wiad beans. c.-<---.c.-cneneroeengee ESOS Pica hierenn cere cine meas eeqeees OES 

Clover... .0...--2+seeccecs core cner sees 1 to 5.2| Corn fodder........-+++e-
 seer seer ere? 1 to 15.8 

eae gitar sak cck sn ace coane-sn SO 

ig ira eoeern esses eee 

Age’of Animals, Individuality, Climate, Exercise, 

Digestibility of food, Variety, Succulence. 

in the animal economy are trans- looked upon milk as @ perfect ra- 

formed into fats; all these three are tion. They knew then as we know 

transformed and used as fuel and|now that whole milk grew and de- 

yield energy. The word “energy” is veloped the whole system of the 

used here instead of product. We | young animal in perfect order and 

also speak of the” mineral matters in | kept it in health. They analyzed 

food, or we sometimes use the |that whole milk and found that it 

shorter term “ash,” which means made a ration of about one part of 

what is left after we burn up a cer- | protein to 4.5 of the carbohydrates. 

tain amount of food. Now, in this ration which we speak 

We sometimes find the word “Ca-|of as a balanced ration foday, we use 

lories,” which is a term used to rep- the terms one of protein to six of 

resent a measure of heat in the mat- carbohydrates. The Germans looked 

ter of feeding. As we understand it, | upon milk as a perfect ration for the 

it means the amount of heat that | young and growing animal, but they 

will raise a pound of water four de- {found that as the animal grew older 

grees Fahrenheit. Scientific inves- | he needed something different from 

tigators deal a great deal with this | whole milk. There was @ ‘time when 

term “calories.” 
he could be fed oats and bran, and 

other grains and would even do bet- 

A Balanced Ration. fer with it than with whole milk 

Now we read a great deal about ajalone, and it made the ration 

balanced ration. What is it? The cheaper, because pbutter-fat in whole 

Germans began the investigation | milk in this country today is worth 

of this problem years ago, and they |15 to 20 cents a pound. When you
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supplant that butter fat with fat that contain one element in a small 
costs only 31-2 cents a pound, after |amount that other grains do not 
the animal stomach gets so that it |seem to contain, an element that we 

can digest it, you see it makes a|do not know a great deal about, 
cheaper food. The Germans finally |that seems to influence nervous 

determined that the average ration |energy mainly, but nevertheless the 
for a young and growing animal |fact remains that they are balanced. 
along through the first months or |The balanced ration, as you see by 
years of their life, and for a dairy | the chart, is one to six; this is the 

cow that was producing, was a ra-|average ration today as we use it. 
tion of about one of protein to 5.4 

| of carbohydrates. This was the ra- A Narrow Ration. 
tion bringing the best results, both| In our reading and studying we 

| as to economy and production. come across the term “narrow ra- 
When we attempt to figure out a|tion,” which means simply rations 

balanced ration we multiply the|that are narrow compared with one 
amount of fat in @ food by 21-4, be-|to six. The narrowest ration we 

) cause fat produces 21-4 times as|know of in stock food is dried blood. 
much heat or fat as the carbohy-|It is used by some of our fancy hog 
drates proper do, and then add the|breeders for growing young pigs 

| amount obtained to the amount of |rapidly, to show at Fairs, to get 

carbohydrates, and then make the | growth and develop bone and muscle 
comparison between protein and this|at an early age, but it would be too 

| combination of fats and carbohy- | expensive to use for pork production. 
drates. There are other foods in the same 

category but they would be too ex- 
The Best Single Ration. pensive upon which to raise three- 

Now, let us as practical feeders |cent pork on the market. 

stop for a moment and consider what | Of all coarse foods that you raise 
our experience teaches us. Of all |to grow young and thrifty animals 

grains that you have fed in’ your ex- |upon, if you were confined to one 
perience, in feeding young and grow- |coarse food, let me ask you farmers 
ing animals to keep them healthy ; who have had experience with clover 

| and to have them develop bone and|and timothy and corn fodder, which 
: muscle perfectly, if you were con-|one coarse food would you take? 

fined to any one grain, what grain in |“Clover” comes from all over the 

your experience would you use? I|house, and clover comes very near @ 
hear several voices say “oats.” I| balanced ration, one to six, it being 

have put this question, I might say, |1 to 5.2. 
z at scores of Farmers’ Institutes, and 

that has invariably been the reply, Effects of Food on the Animal Sys- 
“oats.” I hear one gentleman over tem. 
here say “peas.” If you were feed-| Now, as to the effects of food on 
ing to get the most rapid growth on|the animal system. Many of those 
your young animal, the best growth,| who discuss dietaries for the 
would you depend upon peas alone? | human family will hold up to you as 
No, I think not. They are too nar-|an illustration, different nationali- 
row and too hard to digest. You|ties that have been raised upon dif- 
could do it with oats alone. Oats in|ferent classes of foods; they will say 

themselves are practically a bal-|that oats are a good bone builder 
anced ration. Oats are a little dif-|and ask you to look at the Scotch- 
ferent from other grain because they/men as a people who are raised upon
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oats, and you will find a people that;years ago we had upon our farm 

are bony and muscular. On the|corn fodder, timothy hay, and oat 

other hand, you look at the China-|straw with eorn, all in good shape, 

man who is raised upon carbohy- enough to winter the stock, and we 

drates, starches, mostly, as they are began to feed.” After about six 

found in rice and such foods, and you weeks in the winter we noticed here 

will find a man who is dwarfed in|a lamb and there a calf were not 

bone and muscle, when some sharp thrifty; they began to dry up and 

Irishman, like my friend Convey, |some of them began to get a little 

jumps up and says, “What about the |over fat—they didn’t grow right. So 

jrishman? He is bony and muscular, I began to reason to myself that this 

and he lives mainly on ‘praties.’” could not bé economical feeding; in 

But you see the Jrishman, in_ his |fact I weighed some of the animals 

shrewdness, balances his “praties” up and found they were practically 

with skim milk and butter milk. gaining nothing, and I said to my- 

<= self, “Next spring I will find quite a 

Economical Feeding. percentage of these young acditsale 

Now, as to the economy of feeding |that have done no good; they are not 

some of these things. These feeds |keeping up to the standard.” So I 

are best fed in combination, brought looked at these narrow foods, and I 

together. Corn is one of the cheap- |said, “What can I get for a little 

est foods we can raise in the state of |money that will correct this dried up 

Wisconsin, but all corn fed to the |condition?” I figured on bran and 

young and growing colt or calf, lamb |oil meal, and concluded that oil meal 

or pig, practically destroys their | was pest for me for balancing up, 

profitableness, pecause it does not and I bought the oil meal and fed it 

grow frame enough to build upon |with the other foods, and the result 

later, and it is apt to disease the |was that these young lambs that 

animal. You neve¥ knew an animal |were dried up began to relax, and to 

diseased by having too much muscle |improve, and to pay me in that case 

and bone, but you all have heard of |many times over what the oil meal 

animals being diseased by having too |cost, yet when I summed up in the 

much fat and heat in their system. spring of the year it had been eco- 

If we feed too much heat-producing nomical feeding, more so than it 

food, the danger is that we over- would have been to have saved that 

heat this young animal, put jt in a| money and confined them to the 

feverish condition, dry up its whole |carbonaceous foods. 

system as indicated by the dry con- The young growing animal needs 

dition of the hair and skin, which muscle forming food, a ration of one 

means simply a dried up con- to five or six. After its frame is grown 

dition of the inside menbranes of the |and you begin feeding for the mar- 

animal, and that means that that ani-|ket, like a steer or hog, they can be 

mal cannot take out of the food that |fed upon such foods as corn, and 

you are giving it, what it otherwise |make weight a great deal cheaper 

would if it had not been overheated, |than to keep on feeding foods of 

the whole system is constipated. I|the protein class as you can see by 

know this from experience. A few |the food values on the chart.
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CHART II. 

Ration for 1,000 lb. cow. 

0 e DicEstTIsLE NUTRIENTS. 
oY 
Protein. | Carb. Fat. 

Maintenance ..............-.+2+-+--, 17.5 lbs. | 0.7 Ibs. 8.01bs. | 0.15 Ibs. 1 to 11.91 

Ave. for production.................| 25.0lbs. | 2.5 Ibs. 12.5 lbs. | 0.6 Ibs. lto 5.5 

(Prof. Woll), production...........| 24.5 Ibs. | 2.2 Ibs. | 13.3 te. | 0.7 Ibs. lto 6.8 

CHART III. 

Sample ration as figured out. a 

7 DicEsTIBLE NUTRIENTS. 

6 SS ee 

omnes Protein. Carb. Fat. 
Nr ee 

Peret. | Lbs. || Peret. | Lbs. || Peret. | Lbs. 

Corn silage.........| 30 x< 8) = .24) x 10.9] = 3.37) x .1| = 21 

Clover hay.........| 8 < 8.1) = .65)| x 39.1) = 3.13] « 2.1] =.17 

Corn meal..........) 4 xX 7. | = .28|| x 66.2} = 2.65] « 3.3} = .13 

Wheat bran........| 6 | X 11.2 4 X 54.3 =3.26| 3.5] =.21 
Oil meal............| 2 X 28.2} = .56) x 32.9) = .66) 7.1) =.14) 

2.40| im | 861 to 6. 

Supt. McKerrow—I believe that 
DISCUSSION. the cheapest way, now that corn 

Mr. Arnold—What would you|is so cheap and labor comparatively 
raise as a substitute for clover hay? | high, is to feed stalks, corn and all. 

Supt. McKerrow—Pea and oathay |I am farming on pretty heavy clay 
is the next best thing to take the | land and I plant Flint corn, Michigan 
place of clover hay; if your clover |Smut nose as we term it, mainly. 
is killed out put in peas and oats.|I would aim to grow a corn that 
I have clover every year, but not as | will ripen in your latitude, some of 
much as I want. I sow it alone on | the early ripening Flints or Dents, 
a piece of land that has been well | whichever your land is best suited 
cleaned from weeds by previous | for. 
erops. I sow very early in the Mr. Hyatt—How do you protect 
spring. your clover after you get it to grow, 

Mr. Goodrich—What is the best | from killing out in the winter? 
corn to raise for corn fodder and is| Supt. McKerrow—I never have 
it better to feed the stalks than the | been troubled with young clover kill- 
corn? ing out the first year.
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Average Composition and Manurial Value of Stock Foods.* 

In one Hunprep Pounps OF MATERIAL. 

Protein. Carbohydrates. Fat. 
Manu- 

ee 
ae aed rial 

|Water. Starch 
value 

Total.|Diges-|\Fiber.|sugar, |Total. |Diges- ‘Total.|Diges-| Per 

tible. ete. ; tible. tible.| 

ib oo AU ee 
oe ee eee | pe A ne 

Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. || Lbs. Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. || Lbs. Lbs. 

Alfalfa, green.........---|- 1-8] 48] 8.9 Ty | 123| 19.7| 12.9 || 1.0) 0.5] $2.85 

te hay..ccccccceeeee] 8-4 | 14-3) 10.8 25:0 | 42.7| 67.7) 39.7]] 2.2) 12 8.76 

Apple, pomace ........--| 76-7 14 |.....--|| 3-9 9 16.2] 20.1 |...---- 1.3|.....--| 0.84 

Asparagus stems.....--- 94.0 1.8]......-|} 0.7 2.5 3.2 |... .02- €31......:1) 2 

Barley, grain......--.--- 10.9 | 12.4 8.7 2.7 | 69.8 | 72.5 | 64.6 1.8 1.6 1.35 

ee | ae] 8) Te eS 663 | 72.8| 624|| 2.2] 2.0) 5.6 

Brewer’s grains, dry ....| _8-2| 19.9 | 13:7 || 11.0 | 51.7 | 62.7| 37.0]| 5.6) 45 11.96 

9 ee et 1.7 5.4 3.9 3.8) 12.5] 16.3 9.5 1.6 1.3 3.08 

Buckwheat flour.......--| 14.6{ 6.9 |---,-;- 0.3| 75.8 | 76.1 |....--- Ld [--eceee[eeeee as 

es grain......-.| 12.6 10.0 TA 8.7 | 64.5] 73.2] 48.9 2.2 1.8 4.97 

os =. Siadlings...| 18.2] 28-9|...----|| 4-2 41.9 | 46.0 |......-|] TL |---| 5:16 

= straw....--++ 9.9 5.2 |...----|| 43.0 | 35.1 FB.1 |..-- ee EB) ..cscf aoe 

Cabbage .....---+-- +--+ ++ 90.5 2.4 |...0- 1.5 3.9 5.4 |... 02+ 0.4)... ...| 1-68 

moe | BST Ee 8 13| 76| 8.9] 88|| 04] 04 1.08 

Clover, (alsike), ae 74.8 | 3.9| 24|| 7-4] 1.0] 18-4 13 || 0.9| O04] 1.63 

ve = BY -.-- 9.7| 12.8 7.9 || 25.6 | 40.7) 66.3 41.1 2.9 1.3 9.70 

- (Red),green.:.| 708| 4.4| 3.2 31| 135| 26] 143|| 1.1] 06) 2-38 

Ps eo "hay.....| 15.3 | 12.3 3.1 || 24.8 | 3.1] 62.9 39.1 3.3 21 8.5 

© « gieo| we| £3|.-----1 34) BS 20.0 |.....-|| 1-2 |---e-+|-eegrae 

Corn cob .....-+--+20+++ 6 10.7 2.4 [llc || 90.1] 54-9 85.0 |....++- 05 |......|' 32 

es cob meal......| 5-1) 85|---.--] $6 648 | Ted |eocccse|| BB |---n-2-| 5-20 

sei fodder, green. 3 “| fg3| 18] 28 || 5.0] 12.2) 17.2 718 || 05) O04) 17 

or ae Ticured..| 422| 45| 2.2|| 14.3) 34.7 49.0| 32.0|| 1.6] 11] 5.00 

“ kernel....-.-- +--+ 10.9 | 10.5 7.9 2.1} 69.6| 71.7 | 66.5 5.4 4.3 6.53 

+“ ac) el Sal | To | 68.7| 70.6| 66.2|| 38| 33] 6-35 

4 gia Luce heey eo ee So! mil wal 10.9!) o8| 07) 1% 

Cotton-seed hulis........| 10.4) (0-4 |--,.-,-|| 24 | 386; 81.0(......-|| 2.0].-....-| 3-2 

- meal........- 8.2 | 42.3 | 36.7 | 5.6 | 23.6 | 29.2 | 18.8 13.1 | 12.5 | 24.50 

Gluten meal.....:....---| 96| 24) 2.0 16 | 52.4| 54.0| 49.8 |) 63| 4.8 15.47 

: ten meal oi ieciss | 10.0 | 20.6 |.nn->--] 5-7 | B19] BI-6 |..2--—-}] 30-8 feoenree)oonnen 

Kentucky blue grass, 
ee ci OB oa) ttle] 281s] Bi lee] Epa 1.75 

seed meal, O. P....-- 9.2| 32.9] 2.2! 8.9 35.4] 44.3) 32.9 1.9 7.1| 19.50 

= Be P| 1011 | 382] 20-1 |) 9-5) 98.4 47.9 | 32.8 || 3.0| 2.7| 20.56 

Malt sprouts.........-.--| 10.2) 23-2] 18.7 10.7| 48.5 | 59.2| 43.5|| 17) 12 13.71 

Mangel-warzels...- "| gpg | “aa] 0.9 |] 0.9] 5.5) 8-4 61 || 0.2| 0.2) 1.10 

Mie cess S| 8) BE Peel 50.0} 5.0|| 3.8] 3.6] 2.00 

Oat fodder, green .....-- 62.2 3.4 2.7 41.2719: | 30.5 | 22.4 14 1.0 1.98 

6 grain.....--++2 seers n.o| 1.8 9.3 9.5| 59.7| 69.2) 48.3 5.0 4.2 7.40 

“ meal ......-.0-e+00 + 7.9| 14.7| 11.5 0.9| 67.4| 68.3) 52.0 3.2 5.9 6.90 

‘ae nl et ee) Sea 0| aa} w4| 426i] 23) 07] 3-30 

Orchard grass, gen 730| 2.6| 1.5|| 8.2] 13.3) 21.5) 14 0.9) 0.5 | 2.22 

* 7) 29) Sa] 231 B44) 88 73.4 | 38.9 || 2.6| 1.3] 6.22 

Paatiasl ...-.cccc-| Wee] M2) 180 144} 51-1) 65.5) 57.1 1.2] 0.9| 10.80 

Potatoes. ccc) BSt Sal 18 0.6 173 | 17.9| 15.6 || O.1|.......1 1-20 

Rye fodder, green....-.. 766; 2.6) 21|/ 11.6) 68) 184) 14.0 0.6) 05| 1.87 

flour .2.----+ seer eee 13.1 6.7 |....-++ 0.4| 78.3 | 78.7 |..----+ €8i.2...| Ge 

“ graim........-++ee0 + 11.6 | 10.6 }......- 1.7| 72.5 | 74.2 |......- 4.9 )..:.:.:) See 

Straw ....--eeeeeee ee 71 3.0 0.7 38.9 | 46.6 | 85.5) 42.7 1.2 0.4 2.45 

Sorghum, green.......--| 79.4 13 |.......|] 6.1] 11-6] 17.7 ]...--- 0.5|.......| 1.0) 

= ease .cee| TAL| 0.8 |-...-2-] 6-4 15.3 | 20.7 |..2.-.-|| 0-3 |---2-2|---97 ge 

Timothy, green......---- 61.6 3.1 1.5 11.8 | 20.2| 32.0] 18.6 1.2 0.6 2.46 

hay........--+-| 13-2 5.9 2/9 || 2y.0| 45.0) 74.0 42.0 2.5 1.5 5.75 

Turnips ......---+++ +++ 0° 90.5 11 0.6 1.2 62 TA 6.7 0.2 0.2 1.10 

Wheat bran .......------| 11.9 1.4) 11.2 9.0 | 53.9 | 62.9) 54.3 4.0 3.5 | 12.75 

© flour ....c..00-2--| 12-4 | 10.8 ]..----- 0.2| 75.0 | 75.2 |..---- 131.4 

2 « “(graham)..| 18.1 11.7 |.....+- 1.9| 69.8 | 71.7 |...-..- .7 |...2 see berene se 

grain ce.seeee-| 10-5] H9).3--2]) 1B 71.9 | I |ccecc|| 2b[ee| 8-2 

« STadlings........| 12.1) 56] 13} 46 6.4 | 65.0| 87.6 || 4.0] 3.5| 9-47 

= fan] Sel, Sh] OS] Bt) Os 81.5 | 38.0 || 1.3] 0.5) 2.40 

Blank spaces indicate that the facts are not known. 

* Taken from New York Farmers’ Institute Bulletin.
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Question—How is millet? how is the best way to save your 

Supt. McKerrow—That is not ot |°°T2 fodder? 
the same nature as clover. Now,do| Supt. McKerrow—Cure it dry. You 
not go away from here to say that |W@nt nearly mature corn for the best 
oat straw, according to this table, |7¢Sults anywhere, in the silo or out 
is the best food to produce heat in |°f the silo. : . 
an animal. It is not. It has more| Question—Why does not skim milk 
heat producing elements than pro- |S¢e™ to be a good food for all pigs? 
tein, but they are both pretty thin. I have fed it when it seemed to fat- 

You can starve an animal to death |te® them too much. 
by feeding it rye straw, and you can| Supt. McKerrow—From my obser- 
do little better by feeding oat straw |vation and experience in feeding it 
alone on account of their dry indi-|doesn’t fatten quite enough. I have 
gestible condition. Oat straw has|had to mix corn meal with it, that is, 
some value when fed with succulent | when the pig is not too young. 
foods such as turnips or beets. Mr.| Question—If you lived in this coun- 
Hyatt would put in turnips to help |try what would you do with whey? 

the animal along. Supt. McKerrow—If it was sweet 
Mr. Hyatt—I am feeding peas, oats |or but slightly sour I would feed it. 

and corn fodder with nubbins and | You see the casein and albuminoids 

turnips. are largely taken out of it. I would | 
Mr. Bradley—We, as feeders of |feed middlings with it. Some people 7 

dairy cows, think we get more out |feed it in such bad condition that 

of corn fodder than we do from |they make their pigs crosseyed. 
timothy hay. Cannot a cow take| A Member—Don’t you think that 
more out of corn fodder, because it |the difficulty this gentleman spoke 
is in a different condition,—get it |of, the pigs getting fat, is from lack 
out in better shape? of exercise? 

Supt. McKerrow—There the ques- Supt. McKerrow—Yes, that might 
tion of succulence comes in. Timo- have something to do with it. ‘Then 
thy hay has only about 15 per cent. |28%2, a possible that he is feed- 
of water, while corn fodder |g them skim milk from deep or 

usually has from 35 to 45 per cent. home setting, and we find that it 
of water. There is a succulence that |8°™etimes runs up to 21 per pene : 
makes it more palatable to the cow. fat. A lady * aa Claire bronght to 
Well cured corn fodder is better < fogs = ee sou Sen eer 
food than timothy hay for that ra- tings from her cow and the fall ake 
tion. It does not compare with tested 5 per cent., and the skim milk 
clover, because it is heat-producing, e128 per ccmt Bhe said it os 
almost altogether. Clover is a high-| ™#ke any difference, the children 
er priced food because it has a great |47@0k it anyway. 
deal more protein in it. Mr. Hyatt—How do the peas run in 

Mr. Bradley—I have fed my cattle PEO soe coe % 
on corn stalks all winter and they| Supt. McKerrow—About one-third 
never looked better. peas. As we are in a section of Wis- 

p consin where peas do not thrive well 
_ Supt. MeKerrow—That is all right; | we do not grow many. Let me repeat 

if you balance up, you can carry |that when clover fails you cannot get 
your cattle through if they do not any better crop to balance up your 
need new muscle formers. food ration than by growing peas. 

Question—Where you haven’t a silo|I would grind them with the oats for
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dairy cows. I would not feed them; At this point in the proceedings 

whole as Prof. Curtiss seems to think|a number of children from the Chil- 

is all right. My sheep do remarkably |dren’s Home at Appleton, were 

well when they have a few peas brought upon the stage and Mrs. 

among the oats, and do their own | Geo. M. Miller, the manager of this 

grinding. 
Institution, spoke as follows: 

a 

THE CHILDREN’S HOME OF APPLETON. 

Mrs. GEO. M. MILLER, Appleton, Wis. 

The Children’s Home is a chari-jard, and whose mother was killed 

tabie institution, incorporated in|by @ locomotive on a railway cross- 

January, 1888, and sustained entire-|ing; of a little sister and brother 

ly by voluntary contributions, the who coming with scarcely any 

only exception to this rule having knowledge of the name of God, ex- 

been made the present year, when cept as used in blasphemy, were af- 

the Board of Supervisors of Outa- terwards numbered among the most 

gamie county appropriated $500 to lovable and obedient inmates of the 

its support, in return for which the |Home; of one pabe cared for, while 

managers engage to care for as|the widowed mother made brave 

many dependent children of the struggle for the support of her re- 

county, as the capacity of the Home maining children; and another, 

will permit. whose mother had died in an insane 

The date of organization was em- hospital, temporarily nurtured until 

phatically a “day of small things” | the crippled father should be able 

in all but that faith and courage |to reclaim it. 

whose drafts upon the stores of These instances, selected almost at 

philanthropic benevolence are never random, suggest the two lines of 

dishonored. The institution, now | work attempted by the organization; 

occupying a handsome and commod-|—first to secure suitable adopted 

ious building, has sheltered during | homes for children who have been 

the nine years of its existence, | legally relinquished to its care, and 

more than one hundred children, | second, to provide shelter in worthy 

of varying ages and nationdlities, | C@S¢S of temporary distress, for such 

who have been received from all|as can be later returned under im- 

parts of the state, and in many proved circumstances, to their parents 

cases, from the most pitiful condi- |or guardians. 

tions of neglect or destitution. The greatest possible care is exer- 

cised in the selection of homes by 

aoe adoption. The applicant for a child 

miei oe must be proved, by proper reference 

Lack of space forbids the multipli- | or by personal investigation, to be 

cation of illustrative cases, but |not only financially capable of its 

mention may be made, in passing, | support, but morally suitable for its 

of one family of five children, whose guardianship. No papers of legal 

father had been a habitual drunk- adoption are given, until the child 

ER i a aa
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has been for a longer or shorter time ; more room at your own fireside, have . 

on trial, or in Home parlance, “On al|you not some childless friends to 

visit,” in the proposed home. Ifthe|whom the coniing of one of these i 

mutual relation prove in any manner | little ones might be a source of new . 

inharmonious, the child is accord-|and perennial comfort and joy? The . 

ingly taken back without difficulty |appeal in behalf of helpless child- | 

or misunderstanding. hood is confidently made to that 

noble army of men and women, un- 

An Appeal to Our Farmers. der whose hands the broad fields of 

|our great commonwealth “Blossom as 

Other things being equal, a coun-|the rose,” and whose generous and " 

try home is considered by the man- | hospitable homes are at once the 

agers as by far the more desirable foundation of our free institutions, § 

and conducive both to the moral and the assurance of their prosper- os 

health and development of the chil- ity. “And whoso shall receive one i 
dren. In the endeavor to secure|such little child in My name receiv- 3 
such homes, they venture to ask the|eth Me.” vt 

assistance and co-operation of every} ‘The Institute adjourned until 1:30 i 

farmer in Wisconsin. If there is no| P. M. ' 
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! AFTERNOON SESSION. 

4 The Institute met at 1:30 P.M. A.A. ARNOLD in the Chair. 

Bie, HOW TO GET GOOD COWS. 
” 
ts H. C. TAYLOR, Orfordville, Wis. 

a My subject is the cow for profit, type in your mind, look at such a {i and she is the prime factor in suc-|cow as this picture shows. If a man Bi yf cessful dairying. undertakes to go into the dairy busi- a The first and most essential thing|ness with a cow that is in- nf is the dairy tendency of the cow|clined toward beef he will make a “ll employed, the next is the ability of |failure. So he will make a failure - the farm to produce sufficient and |if he picks out a cow that lacks ' cheap food for the dairy cow, and | vigor, quality and constitution, and i the next is the dairyman and his|the ability to transmit to her | th willingness and ability to apply to a| progeny such good qualities as she , cow and to the farm improved and | possesses. pA modern dairy methods. If he is not Now, where are we going to find i wf that kind of a dairyman, he is going | these good cows that we are after? : “| to make a failure of it. Are we going to some adjoining ig, SR state, county or town, or right in | ¥ Must Know the Best and Keep | our own herds? Charity begins at . ¢ Them. home, and dairying should begin at | {! In selecting a cow, which is my |home. Let us look into our own >» part of the subject, I will say that | herds and see how many of that herd : / to succeed as a dairyman every man | correspond or come up to our stand- } must have as high an appreciation {ard of what a dairy cow should be. 1 th as is possible for him to obtain by {That standard should never be the ” study and close observation of the |same one year with another; it } essential qualifications of a dairy {Should get one notch higher in the i cow; he must know a dairy cow him- |seale one year after another, indi- 
self, and of course it is impossible | cating progress on our part in every : for him to know this until he has [line of operation. had lots of experience with the cow, 

| until he has bred her and raised her, The Babcock Milk Test. } and staid by her through her milk- Now I am going to speak of a very / ing period until she reaches the high- }common thing of which we have | est state of her physical development. | talked all over the state at every In- 1 A man should have a high ideal; if | stitute, and I think this is the one ; he is willing to take up with any hundred and seventh in Wisconsin. sort of a scrub cow or beef cow, in |I think that I have talked it at some fact anything that is a cow, that | twenty-five. That subject is the man will very likely make a failure | method of improving your herd and j in the dairy business. 'getting good cows, ascertaining 
Now, if you want to get a perfect | which are your own good cows, and 

= ear a
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which are unprofitable ones, by the ;can tell whether that cow is profit- } 

Babcock Test. able or not, and if she is not, do not } 

The greatest improvement that has | keep her any longer, but discard her. | 

even been given to the dairy interest Of course the scales always go along ui 

in the world is the Babcock milk test. | with the milk test, and they should 

I am sorry to say that not more than | be good ones. Be honest with your- | 

two per cent. of the cow owners in |self, honest with your cow, honest | 

this state, which is looked upon by |with the creamery man, and you i 

Nebraska, Iowa, and other states as will see that the Babeock test is a 

one of the great dairy states of the | wonderful truth teller. This is some- e 

country, not more than two per cent. | thing that is within easy reach and ‘ 

of Wisconsin dairymen or Wisconsin | is absolutely correct. If I had a ry 
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Brown Flora 2nd. Record 20 Ibs. 2.02. per week. Bred and owned by H. C. Taylor. 

cow owners, have the Babcock test ,Babeock milk test that cost me $100 

in their herds. I have asked the |and it cost $5 to test a cow each time 

question in every audience this win- | my neighbors would come and look 

ter, how many there were in the au-| with longing eyes upon that test and 

dience that had the Babcock test, | they would say, “How I wish I was 

and it has turned out that not more |able to buy a test, wouldn’t I test 

than two per cent. of those who|my cows!” But the test being very 

have two or more cows own the Bab- |cheap and costing nothing  practi- 

cock milk test. If you have this test jeally to make the test, and any man 

you can take it into your herd and | being able to do the work, somehow 

carefully test each cow at least |the farmers don’t seem to want it. 

twice a month, and oftener is bet | After you have weeded out the 

ter. At the end of six months you|cows in your herd that have been 

‘
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found with the Babcock test to be {pletely disgusted. He discards them 
unprofitable, where are you going to |at the end of one season and goes 
get cows enough to do business with? |back to buy more. Now, the kind of 

. Let me tell you of one of the most |cow that is put on that kind of mar- 
careful dairyman we have in Wiscon- |ket is constantly, year by year, grow- 
sin who bought a Babcock milk test |ing inferior, just as sure as you live. 
and he tested his cows for a year,|These scrub cows are raising scrub- 
some twenty-eight of them. He |bjer calves every year, and they are 

| found that two of these cows made |turned out upon the market. That 
te more profit during the year than |is one source from which we can yet 

ae sixteen of the others, so he discard-|our dairy cows. 
aon cs Bit, ed all but the profitable ones. he Good Dairy Cow. 

| i$ A Poor Way to Fill Your Herd. There is another source, and that 
G Now, how are you going to get |is, from the man who is maintaining 

bis these cows that you want? You are|a herd of thoroughbred dairy cows, 
| #9 going out to buy them; if you think |and there are many of the breeds 

ie you can pick out a profitable cow by |and many of the men capable and 
ie her looks, you may find out that |competent to bring about an essen- 

Ps you cannot. You go to a herd of |tial improvement in the dairy busi- 
| a twenty cows, and the man says, “I |ness. If it was not for them our 
rtf have just one to sell.” You look at {supply of good cows would be much 
Bak that cow a little crosseyed, but don’t |less than it is today. They are 
Bi fail to look straight into the owner’s | breeding from the best type of dairy 
my eyes. He knows what he is doing. |cows, and they are developing the 

4 He probably uses the Babcock milk | best dairy interests of this country. 
“1 test, and people who do that are not |I do not know that I care to speak 
ao selling their good cows. There is a/on this subject from the breeder’s 

2 large per cent. of the product of |standpoint, but I will tell you what I 
. ¢ the dairy farm that is going to | would do if I wanted to start a herd 

{! our cities in the shape of milk, and | of dairy cows. I would select a cow 
4 it is going to our cheese factories. | that looks as near like this one as I 
4 These milk routes are reaching out | could get, with a perfect dairy figure 
} further and further from the cities | and constitution, but not thick meat. 

ih every year. This year they run|I would want her deep through the 
ta trains far up into Wisconsin to get | middle, with a large udder anda 

milk for Chicago. The cheese factory | rather lean body. I would breed that 

; men and men supplying milk to the | cow to the very best,sire that I could 
cities are not raising calves; they | find. I would have a proper animal 
have to buy their cows, and the sup-/to put at the head of my herd. If I 

ply of good cows is growing less and | could find some more females of the 

less all the time. There are a lot of |same family I would purchase them, 
farmers owning broad acres of land /if possible, and bring them into my 
that are raising a kind of scrub cow | herd; from this first cow or cows I 

way back from the milk route. They | would build up a herd of dairy cows. 
make no money in dairying in any |I would not go into any herd for a 
other way than to raise these cows |cow of different characteristics, even 

for the market. The cow dealer |if she was a good producer; neither 
goes out and finds these cows and he | would I use one animal at the head 
judges by their looks an animal that |of my herd one year, and the next 
will sell to these milk dealers; = discard him because’ I could 

| . milk man milks them and gets com-|make a little money in selling him 
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| 

and buying another. I would have cember, I would have her fresh the 1] 

my plans more perfect and they [October or November before. | 

should not be disturbed by any fool- | Question—Would you consider a \| 

ish notions. I would get into the |cow a good one that would give be- qi 

center of some main channel and | | tween eight and nine thousand 

would keep there and be sure that I | pounds of milk a year? \| 

never run ashore. | Mr. Taylor—Yes, ordinarily speak- 1 
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Recorder, 29239—Son of Brown Bessie. Bred and owned by H. C, Taylor. 
4 

jing, that is a pretty good yield. It 4 

DISCUSSION. | depends a good deal upon the quality d 

|of it. 

Question—Then you recommend a Mr. Arnold—What is the thing of y 

dairyman to raise his own cows? prime importance to secure in a good 1 

Mr. Taylor—I recommend every dairy cow? 

dairyman to be a breeder to a very| Mr. Taylor—Dairy tendencies; a 

large extent. cow that has a tendency to produce 

Question—Can you make as good a/ milk and butter at a profit. Vitality 

cow out of a heifer that has gone till |should always come in second. I do 

her third year before her first calf? | not care how good a breed she is, she 

Mr. Taylor—If she is of the early |must have plenty of nerve power, 

maturing breed of cows I would have | plenty of vigor, a sprightly, active 

her fresh at about two years of age, | cow, with a sharp twinkle in her eye, 

but be sure she gives you her first | which should be large and prominent. 

calf when the weather is warm and| Mr. Hyatt—The man that owns her 

you can feed her upon nature’s best | wouldn’t want too much twinkle in 

ration, which is grass, and stimulate | her eye. 

the milk production in early life.| Mr. Taylor—If he has that kind of 

Start her out upon the business of ja cow his eyes will generally twinkle. 

life. If she was two years old in De- | Mr. Hyatt—Could not a cow even
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like Brown Bessie be spoiled in one {seems to be a slight temporary in- 
year by a scrub owner? ae sometimes. If you want to 

Mr. Taylor—Yes; if you expect a|increase the per cent. of butter fat 
breed of domestic animals to long con- | just take off her feed. 
tinue showing the peculiar character-| Question—Why, then, is it that 
isties of that breed, you must throw | when the flow of milk becomes small 
around them those climatic influ- |that milk seems to be richer? 
ences, those foods, those environ- Mr. Taylor—Because she has been’ 

ments, that have made them the pe-|long in milk and the per cent. of 
culiar animal that they are. butter fat increases as the milking 
Question—At how low a per cent. |period advances. Every cow as she 

would you keep a cow? advances in period of lactation, in- 
Mr. Taylor—It does not depend en-|creases the butter fat slightly. 

tirely upon the per cent. of fat in| Mr. Goodrich—You mean it in- 
the milk, the quantity and the qual-|creases the per cent. but not the 
ity should both be taken into consid- | amount of butter fat? 
eration. Sometimes a four per cent.| Mr. Taylor—Yes, the per cent. of 
cow is profitable while a six per cent. | butter fat will go up and down— 
cow is unprofitable. She must be a | fluctuate—and you cannot always tell 
persistent milker through the year. | why. 

The question as to the quantity| Mr. Everett—You and Mr. George 
comes under the same head, but I|C. Hill do not agree. He said this 

will say a cow that will not produce|morning that the milk was _ influ- 
200 pounds of butter in a year would jenced by the feeding. 
be below my standard of profitable-| Mr. Taylor—Well, it is when you 

ness; if she won’t do that, I think |feed only sawdust. That is the only 
you had better discard her and get|feed known to the materia medica 
one that will do better than that, be-|of cowology that will increase the 

cause there are plenty of herds in| per cent. of butter fat. 

this state that are producing even| Mr. Everett—How do you increase 
one third more than that with good |the per cent. of fat in a cow? 
feed. Mr. Taylor—By good breeding; it 
Question—Which is the most profit-|is an individual characteristic; I 

able, a cow that will give twenty |might say a breed characteristic. 
pounds, testing 5 or 5.5, or a cow that |The per cent. of butter fat and the 
will give forty pounds, testing 3 per |quality of butter fat are two differ- 
cent.? ent things. Let us not strive to in- 

Mr. Taylor—Well, usually speaking |crease the per cent. of butter fat by 
the six per cent. is the most profit-|feeding, but-let us try to increase the 
able cow, because your chances are |quantity of milk. We can do that. 
good of getting an increase along | When a cow is in a normal condition, 
the line of increased production, |giving a normal quantity of milk, it 
while in the other case you will not |is always a normal quality; quality 
succeed in getting ‘the richness in-|is an item that is born with her and 
ereased. We like to have a large |you cannot change that, whether she 
flow of rich milk. is giving thirty, forty, or fifty 
Question—Can you increase the per |pounds of milk. 

cent. of fat in acow’s milk after| Mr. Reed—If you are going to 
keeping her six months? raise your calves to increase your 

Mr. Taylor—The per cent. of but-|own herd, must you wait until each 
ter fat cannet be increased by feed; |calf is a cow before you can know 
that is generally conceded. There |what she is going to be?
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Mr. Taylor—You almost always {years that you cannot feed a cow so 

have to. as to increase the per cent. of butter 

Mr. Reed—Are there no indications fat, but it is due to the falling off of 

in the calf that will help you? the feeding, rather than the raising 

Mr. Taylor—Not to be safe to rely |of it. You can feed a cow a heat- 

upon. I like to have them in nice | producing ration and dry the milk, 

form, a nice shaped udder, squarely | and thus make the milk show a large 

placed, and if they have a disposition | per cent. of butter fat. 

not to get fat, but to grow rapidly | Mr. Taylor—Yes, but I would con- 

and to grow away from a fat form, |sider it like sliding down hill on a 

then it is very likely that they will sled with a river at the foot of the 

make good dairy cows. hill. 

Question—If you had a herd of| Mr. Convey—The dairymen of Wis- 

high grade Holsteins, would you rec-|consin, as a rule, depend very largely 

ommend crossing with Jerseys to get |on feeding fat producing food and 

better milch cows? they dry the cows up in that way, 

Mr. Taylor—I would not. There is | getting a high per cent. of butter fat 

too much dissimilarity of character- |in the milk, but they do not have 

istics in the two breeds, each very persistent milking. 

strong in its own line. One has been| Mr. Taylor—The fact is, that by 

bred and developed for the produc- giving large quantities of heat pro- 

tion of a large quantity of milk, re- ducing food, the animal is unable to 

gardless of quality; the other has |make sufficient casein in her milk to 

been bred for the purpose of produc- balance the butter fat—she hasn’t 

ing a persistent flow of rich milk. |enough to balance up the ingredients, 

There is no occasion for it either. If |so she gives increased butter fat for 

you breed nearer and nearer to the|a@ few days; then she will go back to 

pure butter type of the Holsteins you |the normal quantity of milk, but it 

are on the right track. If you breed will be much less in quality, and na- 

towards a higher, better and purer |ture will shrink the flow down to 

type of the Jerseys, you are still on |such a point that she can produce the 

the right track, providing your love skim milk from the food she is fed, 

and your affections and your tastes and then she will put into that the 

and prejudices go towards that breed | balanced portion of butter fat. Just 

of cattle. Select those breeds that} try feeding your cows slough hay 

you like best, and if you breed them and wheat straw and keep at it; 

well and treat them well, they will | you will dry her up nicely. The 

give you a response. _ combination is changed in the milk 

Question—Do you feed a dairy calf? when such a change in food is made, 

| Mr. Taylor—Yes, I would feed all | but it only lasts for two or three 

those foods that would make a strong | days; they soon go back to the nor- 

physical development—oats, bran, oil|mal quantity. Your profit for the 

meal, clover hay. I would avoid corn | whole year depends on getting up @ 

stalks to a large extent, both corn | good flow soon after she freshens, 

and timothy hay to young and grow- |and keeping it up. 

ing heifers that I wanted to take the| Question—Would you advise the 

place of their mothers in the dairy |test for the cheese factory? 

herd. 
Mr. Taylor—If you are sending 

Mr. Convey—I don’t quite like the | your milk to the cheese factory, your 

manner in which that per cent. of | business interests demand that you 

butter fat question has been left. {|know how much fat you are taking 

have been stating for a number of | there. 
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The Member—They don't buy by|out of that neighborhood. You ought 

the test; they buy by the one hun-|/to have an Institute there every 

dred pounds. week, 
Mr. Taylor—I would want to move} 
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i HANDY THINGS ON A DAIRY FARM. 
Bid 

see CHAS. THORP, Burnett, Wis. 
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In my © opinion the reason |mention are as handy for others as 

dairying is so much disliked, and they are for dairy farmers. 

considered by many to be an unde- | - 193 

sirable occupation, is because the ar- | The Dairy Building. 

rangements are so unhandy that it| This, I think, is an absolute ne- 

requires a great deal of unnecessary cessity for the dairyman who ex- 

; labor to carry on the business. The | pects to make his product up at 

} object of this paper is to show how | home, and should be located as near 

we have overcome some of the most |the well or spring as_ possible to 

disagreeable parts of the business ‘save carrying or piping water any 

by having things handy about the | great distance. 

place, and some of the things I shall! My dairy house is 30 ft. long by 
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14 ft. wide. The first 12 feet are | The Milk Pipe. i 

used for the dairy room proper in | This is another labor saver with {| 

which is the separator, churn, cream lus, as the skim milk and butter ii 

vat and butter worker; and right |i)k all runs through it from the } 

here I wish to say that the cream | qairy house to the hog house, a dis- Hl 

vat is one of the best labor saving |tance of 140 ft., and I find by a lit- } 

devices we have on the farm, as with \tle figuring that to carry the i| 

it and ice we can practically con-| amount of milk that passes through | 

trol the temperature of the cream, that pipe each year by hand, we 

and thus save the labor of churning would have to walk a distance of F 

more than twice a week either in|; t) 69 miles to accomplish the , 

winter or summer. In cold weather | tack. 

we use a small oil stove to warm the 
t 

cream for churning. Power. i 

The next six feet of the building 2 . Ri 

is where we keep the packages, The tread power is the cheapest 4 

seales, refrigerator. The balance, and handiest power that I know " 

of the building is used for an ice anything about, for churning, sep- 

house, a thing that every farmer arating milk, or pumping water. If YW 

ought to have if he expects to en- located in a convenient place and. ‘ 

joy good religion while entertaining | well housed, it is always ready for is 

his city friends during the hot | Use, and seldom needs repairing. p 

months of summer, although he 
i 

may feel like using language that The Water System. " 

is more forcible than elegant, while| On every farm the water system % 

filling it in winter. \should be such that it will require ( 

[as little time as possible to water \ 

ioe Boxer, | stock. Some farmers do not seem { 

These are a device that we find/|to realize the amount of valuable 

very handy for us, and would be | time lost in watering stock, work i 

handy for anyone else who has to | horses in particular, where they i 

draw ice a long distance. Our boxes | have to lead them through gates or " 

are made of two inch plank and j|bars, or long distances to drink. 7 

are 14 ft. long by 2 ft. wide, and one They seem to think that the drink- . 

ft. deep, and are put together with jing tank has to be lower than the i 

clamps. The boxes should be) pump, and the result is that the 1 

waxed with paraffine wax, and the tank is placed in some low place 

waxing should be done on a warm |where the rains or the leakage 

day in the fall, before the boxes are ‘from the tank keeps a continuous 

set up, and the wax used boiling | mud hole for the stock to stand in 

hot. When cold weather comes, set | while drinking. But in these days 

them up on skids four or five inches |of windmills and force pumps the 

high and level; then wash the cor- | water can be forced to almost any 

ners, put in a little water and let desired elevation so that it is un- 

it freeze, after which they can be | necessary to have the drinking tank 

filled. When frozen solid take the |in the lowest place in the yard. 

boxes off, saw the ice in cakes, and | With us the water is pumped by 

pack it in the ice house. We have horse power into a_ large cemented 

frozen ice this way for the past two | reservoir, and is piped 160 ft. from 

seasons, but like all other things, |there to the drinking tank. The 

to make it successful requires a drinking tank is small, holding on- 

fair share of attention. ly about enough for one drink for
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; 
q the stock the farm carries. The {the device which consists of a 5-8 

supply is regulated by a float in the [iron rod the desired length, the 
drinking tank. When the stock | manure box, and a post set in the 

i drink, the float lowers and opens|yard. The rod has a thread cut on 
the valve; as the tank fills up again —_ end, and is drawn tight with a 

7 the float rises, the valve closes, and | large nut or burr. One end of the 

stops the supply. By this system |rod passes through the post in the 

, our stock always have pure water, |yard, the other through the sill on 

as water in a well covered cemented | the opposite side of the barn. A 
te reservoir will not get foul, and the bee notch cut in the sill over the 
#4 small tank is easily kept clean. | door for the end to fit in will allow 

if 
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; {! Manure Carriers and Tracks. 
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; 4 
; ' Feed Bins. jue door to shut, and the weight of 

: . the box will cause the rod to sag 
. These should be situated so as to | enough to let the carrier pass in 

save all unnecessary steps in feed-!,4q out. The cut shows one box 

t ing stock. Ours are on_ the |right side up and held so by a 

{ floor above and the feed runs spring at the end. The box is run 
; through a spout toa small covered |;, the barn loaded a little heavier 
i box below where it is very handy to | on one side, then pushed out, and 

i get. can be dumped on a low wagon or 
5 sled by pulling the spring out of 

Cleaning ‘Gtabies. the slot, as awa by the # hee box 
i This is perhaps the hardest and jin the illustration. 

| most disliked of any part of the This is a very handy device for 
i dairy business. I have constructed |the farmer, who like me has not 

i$ a very simple device for the purpose,|room enough to drive a team 
+ which comes the nearest to being | through his barn, and since I have 
i an easy way to handle manure that | had this method, I have more than 

i‘ I have seen. once been glad that my barn was 

‘ The illustration on this page shows | built as it is. 
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done he does not have to spend val- 

Heed Cutters. | uabie time putting up temporary 

Although not absolutely neces- | fences to protect them. ' 

sary these are handy things to have, | The illustration on this page shows 

if we have suitable powers to run |our stacks set up on posts 20 inches 

them. But they should be in some | high, to keep out the rats and mice. 

convenient place, and always ready | They are covered with boards held 

for use. The men who own them jin place with stack chains. These j 

and lay them aside, are generally |chains are very handy things to 

those who have to set them up |have as it requires no nails to hold "N 

every time they use them. The ex-|a roof on a stack when they are ‘fi 

tension table should be attached to | used. The stacks shown in the il- i 

the side of the hopper, instead of at lustration contain 30 acres of oats ‘ie 
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Covered Grain Stacks. 

the end as most people have it. If .and ten acres of barley, and are to 

attached to the side, the feeder does | be fed out unthreshed. Any one 

not have to reach so far for the fod- | will readily see how much better it 

der and can feed the machine more |is to put grain up in this manner 

evenly and with less labor. than to put it in the barn for rats 

|and mice to destroy. 
Stack Yards. 

Every farmer should have a stack | Handy Wagons. 

yard in which to stack his grain. They are advertised in nearly ev- 

A few posts and a little barbed wire | ery farm paper, and they are what 

will make a yard that will last for lwe all need. As there are a great 

years, and can be used for other |many farmers like myself, too poor 

purposes, and when the stacking is |to buy everything, I will tell them
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how I made two handy wagons at | When the man’s day’s work is done 
#a cost of $6 apiece. he has a home to go to, and he goes 

The front wheels are old |to it, which makes a great deal less 
mower wheels, and the hind|work for our folks. I am satisfied 
wheels are old self binding|that the money invested in our 

harvester wheels. The axles are |tenant house pays the biggest inter- 
11-2 steel rods clamped to a 4 x 5|est of any money we ever invested. 

inch stick hewn from a white oak 
log; the bolsters are also white oak. Cow Stalls. 

; The tongue is an old harvester| The key to success in the dairy 

tongue and cost 50 cents. The steel | business lies in keeping the cows 
axles cost $2.25 per set, and the har-|comfortable, and to this end I have 

vester wheels from 50 cents to a|constructed what Supt. McKerrow 
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Thorp’s Cow Stall. 

dollar apiece. The mower ‘wheels | calls the “drop stall.” The illustra- 
cost from 25 to 30 cents apiece, and | tion on this page shows the stalls 

are so cheap that if we break one an-|raised up, and as they are not to be 
. other will not cost any more than to | patented, I hope, with the aid of 

have a tire set on a wooden wheel. | the illustrations to explain them so 
For all kinds of farm work these |fully that anyone wishing to put 
wagons of mine are as good as a $50|them in can do so without any 

wagon. trouble. 
The slotted posts are made of 2 

Tenant Houses. x 4’s, by nailing the ends together 
They are handy things that are| with a short piece of 2 x 4 be- 

not as numerous as they ought to |tween, and should be at least 7 1-2 

be among farmers. Since building |ft. long, or from floor to joist 
ours eight years ago, and hiring |above. The slanting piece in front 
married men, we have had steadier |is 2x6 and joins the post 7 ft. 

and better help than ever before.|from the floor. The partitions are 

-
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made of common boards and are 5 side of manger, 21-2 ft. high. 

ft. 8 inches long, 30 inches high, and The partitions are from 12 to 14 

project nine inches over the drop. inches from the floor, and there is 

The floor space from post to drop {a loft through the lower front cor- 

is 4 ft. 4 inches, and from manger to | ner to keep them in place. 

drop is 4 ft. 4 inches to 5 ft., ac- 

cording to the length of the cow. 

The manger is made by nailing DISCUSSION. 

on four cleats, two on each side, 
; 

and dropping in a piece of 2 x 10 Question—Are you going to get a = * 

inch plank next to the cow’s feet, | patent on that stall? 

and as the other side of the manger Mr. Thorp—No, sir, there will 

should be higher, we used three |never be a patent on it. 

pieces of 10 inch boards cleated to- Question—What does it cost to 

gether and dropped in between the put in those stalls? 

cleats the same as the other. This} Mr. Thorp—Each stall will cost 

makes a manger that is easily about $1.25 providing you are man 

washed out, as both parts can be |enough to put it in yourself. 

lifted out in a moment. The par- Question—Does it prevent some- 

titions are raised by means of the body else putting a patent on it? 

long windlass or roller above the Mr. Thorp—No, not if they are 

cows’ heads. We have eight in a|mean enough. 

row and could easily raise as many Question—Do you think they are 

more. We use sash cord to raise handier than the Bidwell stall? 

ours, and run it over sash cord pul-| Mr. Thorp—The Bidwell stall is 

leys. We first bore a hole through |® good one, but of course I think 

the slanting 2 x 6, and nail the|mine is a better one as it takes less 

pulley over the hole so that the material, and does away with the 

cord will not wear out. We have post at the rear end of the parti- 

snaps on the end of the cord so tion, which I think is a decided 

that we can unsnap them and leave improvement. 

a cow in, if necessary, or if we wish Question—Suppose you want to 

to turn out one cow we unhook the |keep one or two cows in? 

chain behind and back her out;| Mr. ‘Thorp—The ropes we use to 

otherwise they are all let out at raise the partitions are sash cord, 

once. 
and we have a snap at one end, so 

The partitions being made of |if we wish to leave a cow in we un- 

one inch stuff and the slot in the |snap them and leave her stall down. 

post being two inches wide gives Question—Cannot a cow rack 

plenty of room for the partition to | those back and forth and break 

swing without breaking anything. them? 

When milking, we unhook the chdin| Mr. Thorp—Ours never have, and 

behind and have plenty of room. |we have used them since Septem- 

This illustration represents two ber, 1896. We have a chain across 

stalls next to the side of the barn, the alleyway and hook it to the side 

and the iron rod on the |of the barn when we leave at night. 

side of the barn shows how Mr. Everett—We know there have 

the chain will pass up and been very great improvements made 

down and not have to be unhooked. in the machinery used in the cotton 

The distance from the bottom of |mills at Lowell, Mass., and the im- 

the slotted post to the bottom of | provements in every case have been 

the slanting 2x6 is 41-2 ft., and | suggested by the workmen. I ap- 

eee
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prehend that the improvements that|than anything I have ever tried, 
Friend Thorp has advanced here have |and it is very economical. It is 
been suggested to him by men who |always ready to start. You simply 
have worked for him while he was |start a wheel and the machine goes 
absent at the Institutes. * |right off, and does its work. It 

Mr. Thorp—Well, you  needn’t |does not back or kick, and requires 

tell everybody. no hollooing or whistling. It costs 
Question—Does the milk stay |about two cents an hour to feed it. 

in the pipe that you run to the| Question—Where do you keep it? 
; . hog house? Mr. Taylor—We have it in the 

Mr. Thorp—Yes, it does. engine house close by the creamery. 
Mr. Goodrich—What sized pipe do |That does the power work on the 

you use? farm. I can get along now with 
! Mr. Thorp—We have one and 1-2|one team less on the farm than I 

inch pipe. could before I bought this engine 
: Mr. Goodrich—Isn’t there danger| because it does all my grinding, 
: of its getting clogged up, and the |runs the ensilage cutter summer 

milk getting sour? and winter, does the churning, and 
Mr. Thorp—No, I have a small|does the pumping when the wind 

pump that screws on the top of the | doesn’t blow; it is a very conven- 
| pipe and when it begins to clog, we |ient machine. Mine is a five horse 

pump out the milk and pour in a| power and it can be purchased at 
| boiler full of boiling hot water; we|different prices from different 

pump that through and it cleans it. | manufacturers, at from $200 to 
Question—Do you clean out be | $300. There is close competition 

hind two rows of cows with that |and if you want to place an engine 
same car? on your farm, the agents will be 

Mr. Thorp—Yes, the two rows |around to see you. The engine 
stand tails together. house didn’t cost me anything be- 

Mr. Goodrich—There are a great |cause it was already there, and had 
many, I find lately, who advise the |been used for a stripping room on a 
use of the gasoline engine for |tobacco farm, but that need not be 

, power, and they claim that they |an expensive building. 
like it better than the tread power.| Mr. Thorp—You have to build 

| Do you know anything about |a building for a horse power if you 
it, Mr. Thorp? want it right. 
Mr. Thorp—I never have used | he Chairman—Is that a strong 

one. I have seen several men who enough engine to cut ensilage? 
use them, but I never could afford | wy ‘Taylor—Yes, I have a 
to buy one while I had a horse in See Pee the harn hat coulddo dis “aark twelve-inch Smalley ensilage cutter 
They cost about $150 to $200, such “ it runs that as fast as we can feed 

as I would want. The horse power | — a 
cost me $35, and I have used it six ae ee 
or seven years. We always have a safe in the barn? 
horse, and we find it very conven-| Mr. Taylor—Yes, there is no fire 
ient—never have to fire up. I think |@bout it. The gasoline is outside 
it is the cheapest power for a far- |in the ground and it is pumped up; 
mer to have. what is not used runs back into the 

Mr. Taylor—I have had a gasoline tank. 
engine and also horses on the farm.| Mr. Root—Wouldn’t it require 
I like the gasoline engine far better|more whistling to buy a gasoline 

us
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engine than a horse at the present; Mr. Goodrich—Do you have to 

time? 
paraffine your ice boxes every time 

Mr. Taylor—That is a question | they are filled? 

that I have studied very, very care- Mr. Thorp—Just in the corners. 

fully; I have taken @ multitude of | When I first paraffine them I do it on 

counsel upon it and in a multitude |a warm day, and the wax should be 

of counsel there is safety. I con used boiling hot, so that it 

cluded it was economy for me to |will last a number of years. 

buy the gasoline engine. It will penetrate the wood if it is 

Mr. Thorp—I am satisfied by |put on hot. Then when we set the 

what I have heard that the gasoline | boxes up we have to parafline the 

engine is all right if we can afford |corners every time. 

to have it. Question—Do you pack your ice 

Mr. Convey—How do you build flat or edgewise? 

your ice house? 
Mr. Thorp—Flat. I break joints 

Mr. Thorp—An ice house is very |@5 ® general thing. Sometimes if 

easily built. If I were going to there is a space continued from the : 

build again, I should build with 2|top to the bottom, it will widen out 

x 4 studs and board them inside |and melt very fast. 

and out, then put on paper and| Mr. Monrad—Some farmers would 

board again inside and out. Then | not like your water plant on 

on the inside I would paper it again. | account of its being underground. 

I would take parchment building Mr. Thorp—If I had not eleva- 

paper and put it on the same as I tion enough I would build a reser- 

would put it on a dwelling, with the | voir above ground and cover it with 

exception of the paste. I would | earth. 

tack a lath on top of every sheet Question—Why isn’t a large water 

and then put lath up and down the | tank just as good? 

seams. That paper will protect the Mr. Thorp—The water gets foul 

wood from decay. When I filled it |‘ery quickly in a tank open to the 

I would do the same as I do now. I air. In a large reservoir that is cov- 

take out the sawdust and let the ered up, it never gets foul. 

ground freeze hard. When I got Question—Did you ever put lime 

the first tier in I would put water in it to keep it from getting green? 

on that and make it one solid cake Mr. Thorp—No, I never have, be- 

of ice in the bottom; that prevents | cause I have a very small tank and 

air from coming up to the ice if I want to clean it out it is no 

above. Then I would have my ice trouble to do it. 

cut in even sized cakes and put them Mr. Taylor—What kept me from 

in not too close together. I found buying a stationary engine for a 

that it is a mistake to pack number of years I might say, was 

them close together. I leave | that I wanted the power at several 

a little space between each cake | different places. {I sent down to 

that I pack full of dry snow; then | various business houses and told 

put on another tier of ice and again |them to send one of their men up to 

fill the crevices with dry snow, and look over the plant. They said it 

my ice keeps all right. I set it was a very easy matter, they would 

about four to six inches from the |put a rope pulley upon the main 

outside wall and pack sawdust |shaft in the engine room, that is, 

around the outside, and then put|just simply a grooved wheel, and 

six or eight inches of sawdust on they could transmit this power 100 

top. feet or 200 feet away with a three- 

Y 
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quarter inch rope, and it run very| from one building to another. You 
nicely. I think we got 200 feet of/have new rope for the different 
three-quarter inch rope, only costing | lengths. 
$3. In that way you can transmit 

| 
| THE CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERY. 

JOHN IMRIE, Misha Mokwa, Wis. 

: growth upon the farm into milk, 
: pc o> ey «| is some method by which we can re- 

| aes 3 | |duce the cost of making a pound of 
[eee ———“i—*s™sS Ss | butter to the minimum. Now, along 

ee BAH ae eae ei this line comes in the co-operative 
tg gat creamery. Instead of each farmer 

Cree “=. _-—s'| who: keeps cows investing a certain 
oe . eae amount of money in buildings and 

: 4 oe machinery necessary to produce 
: rae ; b = _. +|good butter, we propose by this co- 

«i a operative plan, to make one plant, 
ee Be one building, one set of machinery, 

aug | ‘ > |and one butter maker do the work 
CAME Ee of from fifty to one hundred of those 

es é se "=. ' | dairy farmers, thereby thinking that 
“i LN / .* | | we can economize in time, labor, and 

fe “i in dollars and cents. We find nearly 
a = jall of those engaged in other 

" | branches of business combining, form- 

=) | ing corporations and trusts, for their 
=~] |own mutual benefit and self inter- 

=~ -{ Jest. Then why should not we farm- 
Ener =  '~—S,—: |ers wake up along this line and try 
———_-__. |to co-operate together so that we 

ean produce butter at a cheaper cost 
Joun Imrie. per pound than it generally costs 

the average dairyman to produce 
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- | it. 

men:—Since dairying has become 

such an important industry to the Organizing—Officers—Building. 
farmers of Wisconsin, it seems to] I am going to speak of the manner 
me that the most important thing ‘of co-operating and of organizing. 
to be considered, after we have, by | We called a meeting representing the 
careful selection and breeding, ob-|number of cows tributary to the 
tained the best machines that we |creamery and estimated about what 
possibly can under our circum-|it would cost to build a creamery. 
stances, for changing the food| We voted to build one, and voted to
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sell what we considered a sufficient |money by so doing. We bought the 

number of shares of stock to put it|machinery and the material for 

up, according to the plans that we ex- putting up the building instead of 3 

hibited, large enough to accommo- letting the job to a creamery supply 

date all the milk that we could |house, or jobber, contracting to put 

naturally expect would be delivered | up the whole plant for a certain 

at the creamery. We elected a board | amount of money, as some others in 

of seven directors, one of whom | our locality did. I have in my mind 

should be president of the company, | one plant within a few miles of us 

and one for a general manager and | that was puilt in this way at a cost 

secretary; we also elected a treas-|of $3,800. 
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A Creamery. B Second floor. C First floor. 

urer, who, according to our by-laws, 

may or may not be one of the board Our Creamery. 

of directors. We drew up a set of| I have with me here a small plan 

by-laws to govern the organization, and a cut of the creamery, which will 

and we made it a point in our man-|give you some idea of the plant. 

ner of building the creamery, that The main building is 42 x 20 feet, 

we should endeavor to do all the|18 foot posts, with an ice house 

business that we possibly could in addition twenty feet square and ten 

the way of putting up the building | feet high; the boiler room is 12 x 18 

and in putting in the machinery our-|* 10. The upstairs is finished for 

selves, thinking that we could save living rooms for the butter maker, 

23 ee Bet
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| with kitchen and dining room 14 x 1e Milk 
19; pantry, 6 x 8; hall about 12 feet; aaitveriox ‘Se 
parlor, 14 x 14, woodroom, 6 x 8; two| We have formed what we. call 

3 bedrooms, 8 x 10. The cost of that |“Milk routes,” but we allow every 
building was $2,200, furnished com-| patron who wishes to haul his own 
plete with everything in it, and we|milk, to do so. Those who send 
got the best machinery that wecould |their milk by the milk wagon we 
obtain; that is $1,600 less than this|Charge ten cents per hundred for 
creamery that was built by the sup-|4rawing the milk both ways. We 
ply house, and we have a far better /have been very well satisfied with 
building, and far better machinery |the operation of the creamery, so 
than they have, and they have been |Wwell so that those who are living 
obliged this year to add $1,200 more |Some distance from us have been vai 
to their plant, to have things handy, | ganizing co-operative creameries so that they could make a good |around us; one started last summer 
quality of butter. when they saw that we did well and 

could pay more per pound each 
Our Financial Status. month than any other factory that 

. x 5 I know of in our country, and an- Our manner of operating is this:— other one is starting this spring, 
The first year we deducted five cents with still another one a little far- a hundred from every hundred 
pounds of milk delivered at the fac- | ther off. : ne tory as a sinking fund. With this I know that in some localities the 

we paid insurance, taxes, general re- farmers will not co-operate—will not a : work together, but this we take to pairs and improvements on the plant. be thei fault. If they will 
The balanée was declared as a divi- — ae v 
dend to the stockholders, and we put in a good man as general aeons were able the first year with our |S and have full confidence in him, 

. - ;y.|and have a good butter maker, one small intake, to pay 10 per cent. div- a = i d idend on the stock. The next year, who will attend to his business = 

realizing that we would get a larger keep everything neat and fae brat 
intake, we reduced the sinking fund |™#ke @ good quality of butter, I can- to 4 cents per hundred pounds of not see why a co-operative creamery 

milk delivered at the factory. Last |Cammot be a success in any locality Saturday at our annual meeting, we where there are cows enough to sup- 
found that we could, if we wished, port it. 
declare a dividend of twenty per cent. ———“— 
on the capital stock, but we thought 
that in all probability we would be DISCUSSION. 
obliged to buy an extra separator this| Question—What do you charge 
summer, so we left a little over $200 | for making butter? 
in the treasury towards buying a sep-| Mr. Imrie—We don’t make it that 
arator if it was deemed necessary,|way. We simply take the expend- 
consequently we decided to declare a|/itures from the grass receipts and 
dividend of twelve per cent. on the |divide the balance among the pa- 
capital stock, thinking that that was |trons, according to the butter fat. 
doing very well during these hard| Mr. Goodrich—What does it cost 
times. I think that next year in alllyou a pound to make it? 
probability we will reduce the sink-| Mr. Imrie—I have an average of 

ing fund to three cents per hundred, the work for a year, the. first year, 
because we are increasing all the It cost 1 3-4 cents per pound to 
time. manufacture that butter, that is, ex-
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penses and delivering it at our sta-) pay him $75 a year, and I tell you 

tion, Durand. he earns it. 

Question—What do you charge Question—What do you pay your 

those. who have not stock in your | butter maker? 
company? Mr. Imrie—Fifty dollars when we 

Mr. Imrie—Just the same as the | 27 not getting a larger intake than 

stockholders. 5,500 pounds a day. As soon as it 

Question—Then they have an a: reaches above that we allow him $12 

vantage over those that are in the a month more, and that will pay for 
company. a be to help in the creamery. — 

- 3 r. Thorp—How many dissatis- 

Mr. Imrie—They get nothing back | ¢.4 patrons hi 2 
233, patrons have you 

from the sinking fund, remember, | 44, Jmrie—We have not one. The 

if they haven’t any stock. first year we sometimes heard a 

The Chairman—The stockholder word of fault-finding, here and 

as 0 advantage except the inter- there, but our general manager had 

ae on zs ibe tveatinetty: lots of patience, and he would in- 

Question—Where does the 12 per| vite them right to his place to ex- 

a agg ele this sinking fund. eee ue ereat ies I 2 
= ”. . a a! 

Question—What do you pay per|pains in explaining to the patrons 

hundred for milk? the workings of this factory, and 

Mr. Imrie—If we are getting 20 |now the fault-finding has stopped. 

cents a pound on a test of four per Question—What would your ad- 

cent. that will bring 80 cents a hun-|vice be in regard to running a 

dred. creamery; would it be to run it on 

Question—What did the patrons |the co-operative plan, or the indi- 

get per hundred last year? vidual? 

Mr. Imrie—Somewhere about 58'| Mr. Imrie—Well, of course I may 

or 60 cents the year around. You be a little partial. We have tried 

see part of the time we got 21 1-2|both ways, but we found this out, 

cents a pound for this butter fat, |that no matter what private cream- 

and as a general thing it tested |ery we sent our milk to, we far- 

about 4 per cent. right through. We | mers had to pay for the hauling, and 

had a little less than that price in|for the making to the butter maker, 

the summer time, but we got so|for the transportation of the butter 

much more of an intake that it cost |to market, and for the use of some 

us less to the pound. man’s brain for doing our own bus- 

Question—How much skim milk |iness for us. We made up our mind 

did the patrons get back out of a | that if there was anything in it, any 

hundred pounds? profit, we would try to get it, and if 

Mr. Imrie—We have a rule to|there was any loss we would try to 

measure that by; I couldn’t say ex-|be men enough to stand it. 

actly. They get a certain amount| Question—What is the average 

and it comes out almost exactly cor-|price for making butter in your 

rect; they get it all back. part of the state, Mr. Chairman? 

Question—What do you pay your| The Chairman—About four cents; 

manager? that pays for the transportation and 

Mr, Imrie—This year we voted to |shrinkage,
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} THE CHEESE FACTORY. 

JOHN W. DECKER, Cheese Instructor, Agricultural College, Madison, 
. Wis. | 

As I come before you today, the ; from that time there has been a rapid 
cheese business is in the most flour- | decrease, while, at the same time, 
ishing condition that it has been in | the supply of cheese from Canada has 

| for a number of years. Our state is|run up, and from 1886 there has 
particularly adapted to cheese pro-| been an increase over the year be- 

Hl duction, and it and New York state |fore, every year, in the amount of 
make the great bulk of cheese pro-|cheese sent from Canada to Great 
duced in the entire country. You|Britain. Now, the cause of the 

i who have seen the numerous factor- | great drop was the filled cheese sent 
ies may wonder where it all goes |from this country. They discovered 
to. That is easily seen when we re-|that the stuff was coming from the 
member that our southern states, |United States, and they preferred 
the great west, and the mining re-|to buy from Canada where they 

| gions north of us produce no cheese |could get what they wanted. We 
to speak of, and that the United | were getting too sharp. Canada has 
Kingdom has a lot of hungry people | had a rapid increase, so that in 1894 
who do not produce as much cheese |she supplied double the amount of 

} as they can eat. Great Britain con-|cheese that we did. Canada sup- 
i sumes about 240,000 tons of cheese | plies, perhaps, an evener grade of 

if a@ year, of which 60 per cent. or | cheese, and on the average, a better 
i about 150,000 tons is produced at | quality than we do. I believe that 

; home. The rest of it comes mainly | we can make just as good cheese as 

} from Canada, United States and Hol-| Canada, in fact we do, but we make 

} land. 2 it in smaller lots, and our cheese is 
not as even in quality. 

| Canada Leads Us—Why? 

Our home trade is what we should Zon May Soa eee 
| cater to first, and we find that we| Now, let us look and see what the 

f must have a pretty firm, solid cheese ! cause of the difference in quality of 

to stand the hot climate of the south-|the cheese is. In 1890 I visited the 
ern states, and fortunately England |factories of western Ontario where 
wants about the same kind of cheese, | the very best of the Canadian cheese 
and we can send our surplus there. |comes from, and I found that they 

In fact we want all the English |had large factories that handled 
trade we can get, but Canada has |from 20,000 to 30,000 pounds of milk 

rather got the start of us. a day; the smallest factory that I 
In the accompanying chart it will | Visited was getting 5,200 pounds 

be noticed that from 1884 to 1890 the | daily, which we would consider a 

United States led Canada in the /large factory in this state, and 

amount of exports of cheese to|would probably come to the con- 

Great Britain. We find that the|clusion that the maker is making 
next year Canada topped us, and |too much money and that we had 

you will notice that the annual sup-| better start another factory. This 
ply from the United States was |has been the principle upon which 

about on an average up to 1892, and|we have worked, and the result has
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been that a great many small factor- built. The whey does not go back 

fes have been started. In Canada they |in the milk cans. At most of these 

make up 20,000 to 30,000 pounds of | factories it is left and fed to hogs, 

milk a day; they keep their cheese |that are kept in barns a suitable dis- 

so that they ship a month’s make | tance from the factory, and it is fed 

at a time, and there will be one or sweet, so that they get the full feed- 

two carloads of cheese going out, |ing value of the whey and the cans 

and cheese that is uniform; not only | are not contaminated. 

is it all the same from the 

same factory, but it is the Poor Makers—Dirty Factories. 

same from the next factory,! Now, let us look at our own fac- : 
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Chart dustrating, British Consumption of encese. 

shoring Home make at\e exports rom Usd. Canad. 

8 Halland in thousands of tons Yor te years VSS ) 

To \$95 inclusive, Wedded Cas Ygures used aso basis 

and the result is that they have tories jn this state. They are al- 

large quantities of cheese that is |most all small factories. The object 

just alike, and when it goes to Eng- has been to cut down the price for 

Jand and the consumer gets a piece making, and many times the makers 

that he likes, he knows he can go could not afford to make for a cer- 

back to the dealer and get more just tain amount, and where they have 

like it. The factories in Canada are refused to come down, the farmers 

better built and equipped. A modei have built factories to run in op- 

factory costs $5,500 or $6,000 such as|position to them. They have hired 

the Tavistock factory; the Blue Vale|a cheese maker who has worked 

factory cost $3,800, and these two |maybe two or three weeks or possi- 

factories have been models after bly a season, because he will work for 

which other factories have been /less money; they take him for this
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| reason and regardless of what he {been insisting on having the ser- 
| knows of the business, and the re-|vices of the instructors and they 
i sult is that we have a lot of poor |have been securing a more uniform 
. makers and small factories where | quality of cheese than has been pro- 

| they receive small quantities of milk. |duced in this portion of the state. 
We might combine two or three such| To make first class cheese it is 
factories into one and one good|necessary to cure it at a tempera- 
maker could do the work and/|ture of about 65 degrees. But in 

| the cost would be less to everybody is common curing rooms which are 
i in the end. The factories are | about like dry goods boxes, the tem- 

also poorly-equipped—little shanties, | perature often runs up to 90 degrees, 
i costing from $200 to $500, with poor |and though cheese is well made in 

machinery, many with heater vats. |the first place, it may be spoiled in 
In the factory it is necessary to|that hot temperature. 

- 
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Plan of cheese factory. 

have steam to scald out the utensils; 
it is necessary to have scalding hot A Model Cheese Factory. 
water to get things thoroughly | People have asked me how I would 
cleaned up, and with the heater vat |build a factory, and how much it 
you cannot get water that is hot | would cost. I have here an illustration 
enough for that though it may be hot |that will suggest how to build a 
enough to heat up the milk, and the | factory, and I think it can be put up 
consequence is that things get|for about $1,200. 
very dirty. In the southwestern} If possible I would build it into 
portion of the state there is not | the side of a hill, for two reasons: 
a heater vat known, and it may be| First to get a cellar curing room in 
said that in Richland and Iowa|which an even temperature can be 
counties they have the start of this | held, and second, to secure an ele- 
section of the state. As a general |vated whey tank without it being 
thing they have a better class of |necessary to elevate the whey. I 

factories and makers and the work |would build a basement with two 
of the instructors there has been |rooms for curing cheese. One room 
telling, for the factory men have |can be kept fairly dry for the new 

,
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cheese. New cheese ought to- dry |strong current of air that will make i 

on the outside for a few days until|a partial vacuum in the curing i 

a good rind is formed and then they |room and of course air will rush | 

may go into a room containing a in through the inlet. 

more humid atmosphere where they | 

will dry out less; in fact they will The Sub-Earth Duct System. 

cure better. One reason why our| For buildings that cannot be built | 

people complain that the cheese is | on a side hill I would recommend a 

too dry is that the makers have to|syb-earth duct for ventilation. The 

make the cheese firmer to stand the ground is warmed in summer and 

hot curing rooms and the cheese is | cooled in winter down to a depth of 

dried still more in such rooms. about ten feet. To secure an even 

The building above the ground |jow temperature we must go down 
can be built fifteen feet longer to\ten or twelve feet. Air drawn 

accommodate a boiler room at the |t¢hrough a long tube laid in the 

end right on the ground, as it will| ground at that depth will be cooled 
be necessary to get a foundation in|and a curing room built above 

the ground for the boiler. The rest |ground but well insulated can be 

of the building above ground can be |kept at a temperature of 60 to 65 de- 

divided into a making room and a| grees Fahr. There are three im- 

store room for supplies. The floor |portant points that must be ob- 

of the making room should be well | served in securing a good sub-earth 

supported from below to stand the|quct: First, depth in the ground— 
heavy weight upon it. It should|the first ducts were not put in low 

also be double thickness with tar or |enough to cool the air. Second, sur- 

sométhing similar between, to pre-|face of duct in proportion to size of 

vent water running through. It|room—the air is cooled by coming 
must also be remembered that the |in contact with the walls of the 

insulation from the warmer rooms |quct; the first ducts were too small 
above must be secured for the cur-|jn diameter and not long enough; 

ing rooms. Of course it is under-|the air must pass along slowly. 

stood without much emphasis that|fhird, the curing room must be 

the inside of the building should be| properly insulated from outside 

properly ceiled and painted. temperatures. The approved plan 
up to date is to dig a trench ten 

Ventilation of Curing Rooms. feet deep and one hundred to two 

For ventilation of the curing |hundred feet long, and lay down 

rooms I would run two galvanized |about ten rows of six inch drain 

iron pipes one foot in diameter |tile. A brick chamber is built up to 

through the roof, one for an inlet the ground at each end, and the 

of air and the other for an outlet.|2arth filled in. One of the brick 

On top of the inlet 1 would have a chambers is connected with the cur- 

funnel with a vein to it so that it|ing room, while on the other one is 

could always swing on a pivot to-|erected a wooden tube not less than 

ward the wind. The air would then | twelve inches in diameter and fifty 

flow down the funnel into the room |feet high (at least higher than sur- 

below and the air in the room would jrounding objects). On the top of 

be forced out of the other tube. For | this long tube isa funnel as de- 

times when there is little air moving| scribed before, that always faces the 

a steam jet may be inserted into the wind. An air outlet is placed in the 

outlet. A small jet of steam es-|top of the curing room. The wind 

caping will cause a surprisingly ‘blows down the tube, passes slowly s 

14 
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along the tile, where it is cooled, {the makers in the right line, but I 
i and then enters the cooling room. |think it is a mistake to build too 

| The warm air of the room passes|small factories. We certainly have 
1 out of the outlet at the top. The |as much milk as they have in Can- 
; curing rooms owned by Phil. Kas- |ada and I believe that our disadvan- 
' per, at Nicholson, Wis. and W. P.| tage is in having too many small 

| Hamm, Kohlsville, Wis., are ven-| factories. 

} tilated in this way, and are easily| Mr. Nelson—How far ought milk 

{ kept at 63 to 66 degrees, in the hot-/to be carried from the farm? 

| test weather. The patrons do the Mr. Decker—Oh, four or five miles. 

| digging and pay for the tile, ete. |It is better to have milk haulers 

| and the cost is from one hundred to}than for each patron to take the 

| two hundred dollars. Such a duct|time to haul his own milk. One 

in a cellar cooling room would be a/man can do the hauling of the milk 

good thing. ‘The patrons are paid/for eight or ten patrons, and the 

| for their trouble and expense not |patron saves his own time and also 

( only in better cheese, but more of it, |the time of his team and does not 

i as the cheese not only do not dry |have to keep a milk wagon. 

| out so much, but it is not necessary Question—Does rich milk make 

to make them so hard. more cheese than poor milk? 

: Mr. Decker—Yes, it does. It does 

f Te a pies | ee not increase the yield in proportion 

‘ DISCUSSION. to the amount of fat, but it makes a 

richer cheese. For instance, three 

Mr. Nelson—What do you think| per cent. milk will make cheese that 

of this lactic ferment? contains about 29 per cent. of fat. 

Mr. Decker—Our cheddar cheese| Milk that is 4 per cent. will make 

| that we make is an acid cheese, that | cheese containing about 38 per 

is we have to develop the souring of | cent. of fat, and 38 per cent. of 

; the milk to a certain point. This |fat cheese will bring a higher price 

is caused by certain germs that get |on the market, and you can figure it 

into the milk, in fact all the changes |right back to the fat content of the 

in milk are caused by different | milk. : 

classes of germs that get into the| Question—Is the Babcock test the 

milk. The most common fermenta- |right way to pay for cheese? 

; tion is the souring of the milk where| Mr. Decker—Yes, sir, it is. 

it thickens. This lactic ferment is} Mr. Hoffman—Our cheese men try 

a certain germ that is put into the | to make us believe that that rich 

milk; cultures are put into a little |milk isn’t worth as much for cheese 

milk and a starter made. By put-|as poor milk, and they therefore 

ting this into the milk we can secure} want to buy our richer milk 

the proper ripening. I believe it is | cheaper. 

a good thing where we are getting} Mr. Decker—For any kind of 

bad milk. cheese the more fat there is the 

A Member—Can’t we get a uni-|more cheese and the better cheese 

form cheese by having lots of |it makes. 

cheese factories, if the factories co-| A Member—Can’t you get the 

operate and get one uniform way of |water hot enough with heater vats 

making it? to clean the utensils. 

' Mr. Decker—I do not think you| Mr. Decker—They do not do it; 

can get as even. Of course it is bet- | it ought to be boiling hot. You can- 

ter to have instructors going from | not kill those worst germs unless 

one factory to another and keeping you get a very hot temperature,
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A Member—Will freezing the ‘milk |I had to cook the milk to about 110 

hurt the cheese? degrees. What do you think caused 

Mr. Decker—I never find any|that? 

trouble from that, but there are| Mr. Decker—That is pretty hard 

makers who claim that they have | to say though I have found it in a few 

found trouble. factories. I will say this, that we 

Mr. Root—Is not Canada better |get a good deal of bad milk from 

adapted to making cheese than Wis- these germs that get in the milk. 

consin is? They produce bad flavors. These 

Mr. Decker—No, sir, I think we|germs may be in the milk when it 

are just as well adapted to it as is received in the factory in a dor- 

Canada is. mant condition, but as soon as the 

A Member—I think the same rule |milk is warmed up, they begin to : 

applies to fruit growers as to cheese; | grow and it will cause trouble. It 

we all know that they produce bet- | has been stated that a cheese maker 

ter keeping fruit in Canada than ought to know when he takes 

they can in portions of Michigan the milk in at the factory, if it is 

and Wisconsin, and I think that the bad, but if these germs are in a dor- 

same rule, in a measure, will apply |mant state, they cannot be detected 

to cheese making in Wisconsin. until the milk is warmed up. Dur- 

Mr. Decker—The fact is that we ling the past year we have worked 

do produce just as good cheese, out what is known as the “Wisconsin 

some of it, in Wisconsin, as they do |Curd Test.” We take a sample of 

in Canada. each patron’s milk in a pint jar, and 

Question—How can we get our |we put all of these jars into a tank 

cheese marketed without shipping | that has a wire rack to hold the bot- 

to Chicago and sometimes having it|tles in place, and the tank is closed 

come back? up tight. We heat the samples up to 

Mr. Decker—There is a market at |98 degrees, put in ten drops of ren- 

Milwaukee where cheese is sold un-|net extract and wait until we get a 

der contract. I am in hopes that | firm curd in the pottom of the bottle; 

is going to meet that difficulty. then we leave it at a temperature of 

Question—Have we obtained any|about 98 degrees to ferment. In the 

advantage by virtue of the law|course of six or eight hours we open 

cutting off the making of filled|up the bottles and in some cases the 

cheese? 
germs have developed a gas, and if 

Mr. Decker—Most certainly. The|there is gas produced in any one pa- 

filled cheese was a great injury to|tron’s milk, it will show it—the flavor 

the trade and we have gotten higher} will also be developed. In this way 

prices already since the law went|we can trace down the gas or bad 

into operation; the demand is bet-|fiavor. In a brick cheese factory in 

ter. Dodge county they had considerable 

Question—What would you rec-|trouble with gas last year; one maker 

ommend to make cheese in, a vat or|had been obliged to leave the factory 

a kettle? and two others had had trouble—one 

Mr. Decker—The vat is used uni-|of them a student; the milk came in 

versally for American cheese. apparently all right, but in about 

Mr. Nelson—I found last season|twenty-four hours the gas would be- 

what I called a kind of abnormal] gin to be produced and the cheese 

condition of the milk, along about| would huff up, so that they were los- 

the latter part of June, and I found|ing three or four cents a pound on 

that in order to get first class cheese, | the cheese. These two men had done 

eee
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/ their best to find out the difficulty. made twenty-six tests altogether, 

{ The student then called on me and |and finally located the trouble in 
: asked if I could give any suggestions. | three cows’ milk; when that was 

j I suggested the use of this curd test.|kept out they had no trouble, and 
They put it into operation, and soon |the use of the test in that case saved 
located the trouble in two out of|at least three cents a pound on all 
thirteen patrons’ milk. They then |the cheese made after that. A circu- 
examined everything carefully to see |lar will be issued by the Dairymen’s 
if they could find any sort of dirt |Association along in the early 

; or contamination in the milk. They|spring which will explain that test. 
f tried each cow’s milk, in fact they 
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RESOLUTIONS. 

Mr. Culbertson moved the adoption lieve roads should be under 

of the following resolution, which | local control, to the end that 

was unanimously adopted: all that may be benefited, shall 

“Resolved, That this largely at- in some measure bear a part of the 

tended eleventh annual round-up | expense, therefore we favor the pass- 

Farmers’ Institute do heartily en- age of joint resolution No. 10, A., 

dorse the anti-pool selling bill, intro- which contemplates an amendment 

duced into the Wisconsin assembly |to section 10, article 8, of the consti- 

by the Hon. George Wylie, and do|tution of Wisconsin, allowing state 

hereby ask for its passage.” aid in the construction of wagon 

Your committee on resolutions roads for free public travel. 

hereby submit the following: Resolved, That in the selec 

Resolved, That we contemplate tion of Appleton, one of the 

with pleasure the continuous ad-|most beautiful cities in the 

vancement of public sentiment in re- state, for this the closing Insti- 

gard to the construction of good |tute, the superintendent made no 

roads in our state. That we propose mistake, as is manifest by the large 

to continue to foster this sentiment, attendance, the great enthusiasm, 

and in all proper ways work to the and complete accommodations, and 

end of having systematic work and|that for the cordial reception and 

permanent stone roads leading to the | many attentions of its citizens we 

various business centers in all local- tender our profound thanks. 

ities, thus ensuring to every tax Respectfully submitted, 

payer personal benefits proportion- Alex. A. Arnold, 

ate to the amount of taxes he may H. A. Briggs, 

pay. 
W. W. Chadwick, 

Resolved, That while we be- Committee. 

LOCAL RESOLUTIONS. 

Before this Institute comes to a of the conductors of this Institute 

close, the citizens of this county and |and of all those who have taken part 

especially those of our city desire to |in its proceedings. 

express their obligation to those citi- | Therefore, Be it resolved that the 

zens from surrounding counties and thanks of our citizens be and hereby 

neighboring cities who have aided us |are extended to our neighbors who 

in securing this annual round up, have so aided us; and to the very 

and who have by their presence and able corps of conductors of this In- 

interest here contributed to make it |stitute and those speakers from 

@ success. 
abroad who have done so much to 

We also wish at this time to ex- make this Institute the great success 

press our appreciation of the work | that it is.
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COOKING SCHOOL. 

Held in Connection With the Eleventh Annual Closing Institute, March, 
| 9, 10, 11, 1897. 
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ai ' Conducted by Mrs. JENNIE A. JAMISON, Neenah, Wis. 
Dott 
na! 

ohh FIRST LESSON. 
Bap ' 

ayy ———— 

yt 
Ef TUESDAY AFTER NOON, MARCH 9. 

Ai aa 
: vy There is an old saying that the |proper; and there has been some com- 

ae good things of this world are not plaint on the part of the men that 
i, ; evenly divided, and I know there is |they could not see the cooking; but 
ul} a part of Wisconsin that thinks | perhaps they have not cared so much 
hs things are very unevenly divided in | that they could not see, as that they 
i! regard to cooking schools. Appleton |could not taste the results. But 

ah had one last year and another this | there is no rose without a thorn, and 
os, year, and some of the other cities |there are some things that must be 

f. have been left out entirely. I under-| put up with in the best way possible. 
oa: stand there is considerable fault-| The farmers discuss not only the 
: Ss finding, but I hope this fault-finding | raising of grains, ete., and the condi- 

hi! has not been and will not be in Ap- ltion and preparation of the soil, but 
mt pleton. | they discuss very largely the raising 
af This school is conducted, as prob- jand feeding of the animals on the 

; ably most are aware, in connection | farm; and yet, until the last few 
; with the Farmers’ Institute, which is | years nothing has been said about 

a part of the university work at Mad-| the feeding of the best stock 
| ison, and under the same direction. | that the farm produces, the 

The idea in the minds of those hay-|farmer’s children. So the In- 
ing the planning of the work for the | stitute managers have wisely pro- 
Farmers’ Institutes, has been to pro- vided that the women should be gath- 

vide information for the wives and |ered together and discuss these ques- 

mothers that was especially needed — and when I say discuss I want 
in their line, as they have heretofore jyou to understand that I am here 

. provided help for the farmers them- only as a leader, and not to express 
selves. The greatest objection, in |to you what I know, excepting in a 

4 fact the only serious objection that | way in which it may help you; the 
has been made to this part of the | meeting should be of mutual advan- 

: work in connection with the Insti- | tage. 
tutes has been that it takes the wives | There is no housekeeper of any ex- : 

and mothers from the Institute | perience who has given thought to
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the preparation of food, who cannot {stock soup in one afternoon. This offer suggestions to another house- white soup is to be composed of veal keeper who may have had equal ex-|and chicken, and water of course, perience, and yet not the same. Seasoned with vegetables. In speak- While I am talking from my own ing of a stock soup we mean a meat standpoint, or from a general stand- soup that can be kept in stock, on . point, you are working in the real hand, and drawn from as needed, and department, under different condi- | this white soup is made according to tions, in different parts of the coun- the same principles that regulate the try, with different means and differ- making of any sort of a stock. This ent conveniences, so that I cannot being a white stock, we do not brown | expect to help every one of you in any of the meat, but brown stock can the same degree; but I hope where I|be made on exactly the same princi- fall short some one will make a sug-|ples, remembering that it is better gestion or ask a question that will made of the red meats, as beef. It is bring out more clearly the knowl- |also wise to brown some of the meat edge that others possess. in making brown stock. As you know, these cooking lee-| Two pounds knuckle of veal, 3 or tures will be continued for three |4 pounds fowl, 3 quarts of water, 1 afternoons this week, with different | tablespoonful salt, 6 peppercorns, 2 recipes for each lecture. Each of the tablespoons each of onion and celery. lessons is a bill of fare arranged with {Wipe the veal and clean the chicken | three objects in view; first, to pre- | but do not cut it up. Cut the veal sent a combination of foods which | in small pieces and put with colt will give approximately the proper | water and salt into a kettle; add also Proportion of the different elements | the onion and celery. Heat slowly; necessary for the nutrition of the | when it boils put in the fowl; sim- body; second, to use only such ma-|mer until the fowl is tender, then re- : terials as can be had conveniently on |move it, but cook the veal four or the farm; and third, to give some | five hours. Strain and cool. Next Suggestions in regard to economy |day remove ‘the fat. To each quart and using things that may be left | of stock add 1 pint of milk or cream, over. In the course of the demon- |and 2 tablespoonfuls each of butter stration, if these points are not|and flour cooked together. Season brought out clearly, I will consider | with salt and white pepper. A richer it a great favor if you will ask the |soup may be made by omitting half why and wherefore, or suggest in| the butter and flour, and pouring the what way these points may be de-|hot soup, when ready to serve, over veloped. 2 beaten eggs. The fowl may be used The bill of fare for this afternoon |for some other purpose. is as follows: In purchasing meat for soup re- Baked Bean Soup. Croutons. |member that we can use meat that Celery and Cabbage Salad. could not be used for some other Fried Salt Pork. Fried Apples. | purposes, and it is not economy to Queen Pudding. Meringue. buy the nicest kinds of meat for 
soup. The best cuts of meat would White Soup Stock. not make as good soup as_ some of I shall begin the work this after- | the poorer, for we get from the bone noon, however, with the preparation | which we use for the soup, some of of a dish that is to be finished tomor- | the goodness of the bone itself which row, because it is to be a stock soup, |can only be obtained by the long, and you know we cannot make a|slow Process of extraction as in soup -
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making. So we purchase a shank or deavor not to cut it at all, or very 

knuckle bone which also contains |much less, at least. 

gelatine. This helps the food of it- The second principle in soup mak- 

self, and also helps in the keeping of ing is to put cold water on the meat, 

the stock. Veal contains more gela-|for that draws out the juice. Where 

tine than beef does, and the stock is | we wish to retain the nutriment we 

very sure to jelly. use boiling water, so that the outside 

Question—Is there any nutriment |of the meat is seared. The albumen 

in gelatine? is hardened, and the juices do not so 5 

Mrs. Jamison—There is supposed to easily escape. In this case we wish 

be nourishment in gelatine. There to extract all the nutriment of the 

is some dispute about what its action juice. 

is, and how it is performed in the This meat is full of tough mem- 

body, but it is found by experiment | brane and not anything that would 

that.a body can be nourished with be pleasant to serve, and is cheap 

less protein matter of other sorts enough so that after we get the nu- 

when gelatine is used. It seems to triment out we can throw it away. 

take the place of protein matter for |It is not extravagant to do that, be- 

the nourishment of the body, and yet |cause we get substantially all of the 

it cannot be found that it actually nutriment out of the meat. If we 

makes tissue. It is easily digested taste meat that has been cooked in 

and for that reason also is valuable, | this way there is no flavor in it. if 

and it is classed with the protein |it is to be used for a made over dish 

foods. 
you need to add flavor of some sort 

Meat that is to be used for any pur- | it and it has been found ga 

pose should of course be carefully periment that an animal, pi 

sponged off; even if we know that will live but a few days if fed on 

the butcher is a neat man, we cannot |™¢* left from soup. 

tell how the meat was handled be-| In making this soup the veal and 

fore he got it, and even if handled in cold water are put together, and the 

the neatest manner it is not as clean | salt added at the start. As we do not 

as it might be. It should not be put wish to get all of the juice out of the 

in water to clean it, because in that chicken, because we wish to use it 

way it loses much of its nutriment. | for another dish, we do not put it in 

In using veal for this soup stock our |until the water boils, and put it in 

object is to extract all the nutriment whole. 

we possibly can, and in order to do I wonder if some of you house- 

that we cut the meat so that the juice |keepers who have no gasoline stove 

may come out. The juice is held in |have ever used alcohol to singe a 

the longitudinal fibres in these mus- | chicken. It does its work without any 

cles, and we need to cut the fibres | smoke, which in such a case as this is 

across so that the juice can escape. |very desirable. The chicken is to be 

It is not necessary to cut the meat off prepared in a similar way to the 

the bones; it is best to have them | meat, carefully washed off. Of course 

cracked because then the meat will |it needs more washing than the meat, 

go into the kettle easier, but only cut jon account of having @ skin on it, 

frequently across the grain of the |which holds the dirt more, but while 

meat so that the juice may more |some housekeepers think it neces- 

readily escape. This is to be re-|sary to plunge a chicken into plenty 

membered always when the object is |of water, and others even advise us- 

to extract the juice. Where we are ing a little soap jn the cleansing, 1 

to keep the juice in the meat we en-|have found that it is very satisfac- 

_— "e
ee
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tory to use only a small amount of sing remember that the toughness water and a cloth with a good deal /lies in the little blue membrane of hard rubbing. I think the rub- | which is on the outside, and that can ding takes the dirt off more than |easily be cut off; the gizzard makes | any amount of water. a more delicate bit if this skin is In drawing the chicken, the nicest carefully removed. | way is to loosen all the membranes For seasoning this stock add a | inside until you reach the heart, and | heaping tablespoonful of salt, six 1 then getting hold of the heart pull | peppercorns, and two tablespoonfuls ; everything together, and all will |each of celery and onion. In making | come out without breaking. It is |a white soup we should take care not i much easier than taking one part out |to put in anything that will darken at a time. All the organs will come |it much, and unless the peppercorns } out except the kidneys and lungs, |are at hand it is wiser to. use the ; which lie too closely embedded in the white pepper for the appearance, as bones to come out with the other well as for the better flavor. parts, but which should always be| Now our soup is well started and carefully removed. Of course the in- will need no special attention except | side of the chicken needs very good |to keep it simmering. It should i rinsing and washing out with a cloth. never boil, but simply simmer. I } We always want to avoid cutting the | will allow it to come slowly to a boil, meat of the chicken when putting it |but after the chicken is in only keep ! in water, unless we wish to draw the |it simmering. Meat does not get nutriment out, and we wish only to |tender by rapid cooking. It must be take enough out in this case to flavor kept under rather than over 212 de- the soup, and yet retain enough to /grees. The nearest approach you j flavor the chicken itself, In dressing |can come to it is to let it stand , a chicken for market it is not essen- |where the water bubbles up only at tial to make an opening in the breast | one side of the kettle. because the windpipe can be drawn Question—Do you skim the soup? from the end of the neck by loosen- Mrs. Jamison—I do not think there ing the membranes. If the chicken | is any necessity for skimming un- is to be roasted it presents a better | less a clear soup is desired, and then sppearance if there is no gash in the |it is almost always clarified with neck. It is generally better to open | white of egg afterward, so that we the heart because there is often a might say it is never necessary to clot of blood in it; and of course skim it. The scum that rises to the care must be taken not to break the top is some of the albumen, and of little gall sack near the liver. But value to the soup; besides it settles it is not easily broken if we under- after a while and will disappear to stand that it must be looked after the bottom of the kettle and can be and taken out. strained out, if desired, with any Iam sometimes asked if chicken other parts that are not liquid. fat is useful. It can be used in place 
of other fats, even in cakes in place 
of butter, if not entirely, to take the BAKED BEAN SOUP. Place of part of the butter. It is Recipe. 
also very nice for warming over 
vegetables, for fat for sauces and for| Take cold baked beans, add twice 
greasing tins. It does not burn as/|the quantity of cold water and let 
readily as butter, and it seems nicer |them simmer until soft. When 
than lard for some things. nearly done add half as much to- 

In preparing the gizzard for cook-|matoes as beans. Rub through a
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strainer or sieve. Season with salt jness and readiness of appliance. It 

and pepper and dry mustard, if liked. |means the economy of your great- 

Rub the mustard smooth with the |grandmothers and the science of 

salt before adding to the soup. If|modern chemists. It means much 

tomatoes are not liked they may be |tasting and no wasting. It means 

omitted and slices of lemon served |English thoroughness, French art 

in the soup. Serve with croutons. jand Arabian hospitality.” 
Question—Is frequent tasting un- 

Bement Ere: healthful to the cook? . 
For this baked bean soup I shall| Mrs. Jamison—I was in conversa- 

have to use the canned baked beans, | tion a short time ago with a gradu- 

because, of course, I could not prepare |ate of the Boston cooking school, 

and bake the beans to make the soup|who made the statement that when 

: of, in so short a time. The virtue of she was in the cooking school she 

this soup is that there always seems | was always tasting things, and 

to be a surplus of baked beans; they she said she was never healthier in 

appear on the table, either hot or |her life; the reason was that the 

cold, until the family are tired of cooking was all good, and it is the 

the sight of them, and then they have bad cooking that makes people sick. 

to be thrown away. That is extrava-|You may take the argument for 

gance. It makes no difference how |what it is worth. I think, however, 

cheap a meal is, it is extravagant to |that a cook needs to taste very lit- 

throw it away, and in even so inex- |tle, when she once learns the taste 

pensive a dish as beans we have a | of people she is cooking for. 

great deal of nutriment. We cannot Question—Don’t you think that 

make people eat what they do not |cooking is healthy work? 

want, but sometimes a dish may be| Mrs. Jamison—Yes, I do. I think 

prepared in a new way and present |in moderation, with other work, 

such a difference in appearance that |cooking is one of the most health- 

it will be partaken of with relish. ful pursuits a woman can engage in. 

The flavor of the baked bean soup| Question—Can you use canned to- 

is somewhat different from the flavor |matoes for this soup? 

of the ordinary boiled bean soup, Mrs. Jamison—Yes, certainly. 

because the beans gain in flavor by| The straining of this bean soup 

baking. These beans I am using|renders the beans more wholesome 

were canned with tomato sauce, the|for some people than the baked 

tomatoes added for flavor mainly, |peans, because we get rid of the 

but they also help in the digestion | smooth coat of the bean in this way, 

of the beans. If mustard is added|and that is practically indigestible. 

it should be according to the usual|The smooth coat of any fruit or 

proportion of seasoning, that is, one-| vegetable is practically indigestible. 

fourth as much pepper and nearly |Qf course it does not interfere in 

as much mustard as salt. It is|any way with the digestible parts 

sometimes well to know the particu-|and does not cause any ineonven- 

lar proportion of things that com-|ience in a normal, healthy stomach. 

monly go together, because it gives | But where disease is present in the 

us good ideas of how much to put in digestive organs, even in a slight 

and saves tasting, though tasting is| way, these smooth skins are better 

one of the essentials of a8 oor eliminated from the food. 

ing. One of the best definitions 0’ 

a Sole is given by Ruskin:—“To be ee 

a good cook means carefulness,| The next thing that I will prepare 

inventiveness, watchfulness, willing- | are the croutons to be served with
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i the baked bean soup. This is mere-) bread crumbs in substitution for ly an illustration of ways of using] part of the flour. 
stale bread. I shall have to use fresh| Question—How long ought the slices from a whole loaf today, but| croutons to bake? ordinarily you can use pieces that| Mrs. Jamison—It depends upon the are left—parts of slices cut into| heat of the oven and what bread ! shape nicely. They are nice to they are made of. These need quite serve with soup, to take the place of | a little, because the bread was so very erackers in a thickened soup, espe-|'fresh. They should be watched and i cially cream soups, and of course shaken or turned until a nice even | are more economical and will keep | brown. They may be prepared at | erisp as well as crackers. Stale any time and warmed when wanted iy bread is preferable, and home made| for use. i bread makes better croutons than 

} the too much raised baker's bread.| CELERY AND CABBAGE SALAD. | The crust should’ be removed and 
' the slices of bread cut into narrow Recipe. 
' strips and then into even cubes. The Take equal parts of chopped cab- crusts can be used afterwards for bage and finely cut celery. Make a | other purposes, and the croutons dressing of one cup of sour cream, present a better appearance if they one tablespoonful of sugar, one-half all look alike. They can be simply teaspoonful of salt, one-half ! eut and browned in the oven or but- saltspoonful of white pepper, and tered and browned in the oven, or one tablespoonful of lemon juice. i browned in deep fat and in that way Mix the dressing with the vegetables ' used as a garnish for a fancy dish of and garnish with celery leaves. 

bird or fish. 

There is some training of the eye Celery and Cabbage Salad. and of the hand necessary in cut-| ‘This salad dressing is one that ting croutons. It is almost always| can be conveniently made on a farm one of the first lessons given to] because cream is one of the things girls in the cooking school, because we suppose the farmer has in of its value in training the eye to! abundance though like eggs it does the size and shape, and their hand have a cash value. It is a very sim- 
to make the size and shape, and it ple dressing and can be easily pre- also gives them an idea of the care pared. The time of preparation 
necessary in baking, especially very often counts with the house- when made of stale home made keeper, fully as much as the mater- 
bread, as that browns so much more ial, because time itself is money. quickly than baker’s bread or fresh- In making a salad more than al- 
er bread. most any other dish we make, the 

These pieces that I am trimming housekeeper has the privilege of 
off I shall use for the Queen pud- using her own judgment and taste, 
ding which I shall make later in the| because what we require of a salad 
lesson. Crusts and crumbs of stale dressing depends on the flavor. 
bread can be dried and rolled, and| ‘The salts of the green vegetables 
used for crumbing articles cooked in| and also the fat furnished by the 
deep or in a little fat; anything that| dressing, whether it is cream, but- 
is to be fried that needs a coating| ter, or olive oil are the nutrients. 
can be coated with the fine dry|Of course the amount of acids and 
crumbs. Muffins and griddle cakes|amount of sugar must vary 
can be made with the addition of|much, because the cream varies in
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acidity, and lemons also vary. If 

you have not lemons you a use we, 

vinegar, but it is not so wholesome The next thing will be salt pork 

an acid as lemon juice. and fried apples. In cooking the 

Question—Do you use eutan’ pork I do not know that I can sug- 

with your dressing? gest anything new, though I can make 

Wace No maser: it je| See Oe perhaps, a little 
going out of fashion. I would not uncommon, and that is to dip the 

recommend it to be used in this pork in fine dry bread crumbs in- 

cream dressing at all. It does not stead of flour. I am going to use 

have an agreeable flavor in this as bread crumbs today instead of flour, 

in oil dressings, but even in those it which is more commonly used. If 

is often omitted. The salad itself, | We put on a coating, we retain more 

which in this case is to be composed of the nutriment of the fat. Salt 

of cabbage and celery in the propor- pork is one of the most convenient 

tion of two parts of cabbage to one foods for the reason that it keeps so 

of celery, should be salted, and you well, and can be so readily prepared. 

may also pepper it a little if you Care should be used, however, in 

like the hotter flavor. The celery partaking of it, especially by those 

should always be cut and the cab- who do not get a great deal of out- 

bage may be either shaved or cut ac- door exercise. The farmer himself 

cording to taste. The salad should may eat pork with much less danger 

not be mixed until about the time of being hurt by it than can his 

to be served or shortly before; it | wife and children, and while we do 

loses its freshness by standing. I not think that it is necessary to 

am going to add a little finely cook different kinds of food for dif- 

chopped onion to this salad. Some- | ferent members of the family, @ 

times I use the onion juice. It re- difference in the diet should certain- 

quires but very little to flavor the |ty be made for those working out 

whole salad. 
of doors, and those working indoors. 

Jf you do not have sour cream A person in the house @ great 

with which to make this salad, the deal should not eat pork in so large 

sugar may be omitted and sweet quantities as one who labors active- 

cream used, but it is not so good. ly in the open air. 

The dressing may also be used for The salt pork furnished by the 

other vegetables and vegetable and putcher is not always of as good 

fruit salads. 
quality as what we get on the farm; 

or, though it may be of as good a 

quality of pork it is not put down 

FRIED SALT PORK. as carefully. That is one reason, 

I think, that the pork at a farmer’s 

Recipe. 
table always tastes better than any 

: i we get in town. 

Cut the pork in thin slices; dredge} The pork should be cut in very 

with flour; cook in a hot frying pan| thin slices, and it is sometimes nec- 

with a very little fat. Turn often until | essary to freshen it. It can be 

brown then cook more slowly. Cdok | freshened by being put in cold water 

8 or 10 minutes. Take up the pork,|and brought to @ boil. Another 

add flour to the fat in the pan until | nice way to freshen salt pork is to 

thick; then pour milk in gradually | jet it lie in skim milk. Some kinds 

until the sauce is of the desired con-| of meat are perfectly wholesome and 

sistency. Cook three minutes; serve) even better, rare, but pork should 

in separate dish. 
always be thoroughly cooked. 

ee
e
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Question—Is_ there any way you|1 tablespoonful of butter, and the HK can tell whether the pork is too yelks of 4 eggs. Bake an hour slow- { salty or not? ly. When done, beat the whites of Mrs. Jamison—No, there is no the eggs stiff, add 4 tablespoonfuls { way that I know of; sometimes it | of powdered Sugar; spread jam or shows on the outside; as a rule pork | jelly over the top of the pudding, H is too salty to use without freshen- pile the meringue on top of that, 
; ing. 

and brown in the oven. Let it dry 
} 

before browning. FRIED APPLES. 
| Recipe. Queen Pudding. 

= 
Ido not know but I may be ac- | Wipe the =ppise Dat do not pare cused of deception in giving such a 

them unless the skin is tough. Cut name to bread pud ding, though T in slices across the core. Cook in pork may plead that it is not original fat or drippings until tender, turning with me. It is called “queen pud- | carefully so that the circles do not ding” because it is an tn ee lose their shape. Use as a garnish bead pudding. 0; rdinarily I think for the pork. Or, cut the apples in bread pudding is made toc much by thin lices around the core and let guess. We have some dried besad them cook soft, stirring frequently. that must be used some way, be- Heap in the center of the platter, cause we cannot throw it away, and and lay the slices of pork around. sometimes we have more bread and 
i less milk, or less bread and more eee ‘ milk; sometimes eggs are plentiful The fried apples I am going to and we use several, sometimes scarce prepare by cutting out the blossom and we use only one. And so “ and the stem and cutting each ap- make a pudding that is sometimes ple into about four slices across the eaten and sometimes must be thrown core. They are very pretty for a away. 

garnish this way; it takes a little I use the yelks of four eggs for more time but it pays on some oc- this pudding; the whites are to be casions, at least. The prettiest way used for the meringue. There is an- is to put the pork in the center of | other object than economy, however, the platter and the apples on the or at least there is an object of outside. There is a dietactic reason economy in another way than at for serving apples with pork, as the first appears, in using four eggs in acid helps the digestion of the pork the pudding. If you were to serve besides giving an agreeable comple-| ine broad pudding with roast beef it mentary flavor. would be just as well to omit the Question—What is the object of eggs, because the meal would con- leaving the core in,the apple? tain enough of the muscle making Mrs. Jamison—The slices are apt food, ‘but in serving a dinner of salt to break. Of course they would look pork, it is better to increase the better if the core were taken out. number of eggs; it is not’ extrava- 

gant to do so as the eggs supply QUEEN PUDDING. the muscle making material which 
the pork lacks. Salt pork is a fuel 

ee food, and contains almost no pro- Soak 1 pint of bread crumbs in a tein or muscle making material, quart of milk one hour. Add 1-2 which should, therefore, be added in cup of sugar, 1 teaspoonful of salt, some other part of the bill of fare.
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It is not always economy to save in| better to substitute some other form 

eggs that furnish so large an amount| of fat than to use butter that is too : 

of nutriment in so desirable a form; | bad to sell. 

without giving the matter very| It is almost impossible to make 

much consideration we are apt to|anything that will suit every taste, 

use what we have the most of.| but the taste can be trained to like 

In speaking of economy in the use the things that are wholesome. We 

of eggs, I am reminded of one of| can also be trained to eat things not 

the standard cook books by a most | exactly to our taste, and such train- 

excellent compiler of recipes, in|ing is eminently wise, whether we 

which I found the statement that | train ourselves or others in that way. 

tapioca and rice were economical The taste can be trained just as é 

because it took only a very little to| early as our hands or eyes. We take 

make a large pudding. If bulk were | pains to train our hands to do the 

all that is necessary, this might be | work we are given to do; we train 

true, but you get no more nutri-| our eyes to see beauty, to discrim- 

ment from a_ tablespoonful of rice,| inate in colors, and we can train ‘ 

even if it is swelled to four or five| our taste just as well for things that 

times that quantity. It does not|are wholesome. It is not necessary 

furnish any different proportion of | to become epicures; it is the part of 

nutriment after, than before soaking, | wisdom to cultivate tastes that call 

and while there are housekeepers who; for a wholesome diet. 

have the idea so carelessly expressed} I would not recommend this queen 

by this maker of cook books, be-| pudding for dessert after a hearty 

cause they do not consider the mat-| meal, for the reason that it it so 

ter enough, it is a grave mistake.| hearty in itself, and so is appropri- 

The question of economy should be | ately served after such a meat as 2 

considered more from the nutriment| salt pork. Often, probably, we 

we need and the best way we can| would be better off without any 

get it, than from the actual cost of| dessert at all, but we have not come 

the ingredients. We know we can| to think so yet. 

get nutritious food at a very low} In adding the sugar and salt to 

cost, and at the same time food that| this pudding, it is better to put 

is well flavored and palatable. them in apart from the eggs, as the 

True economy consists in seeing| yelks will harden, especially with 

that nothing is wasted, if it be even| the sugar, and are apt to produce 

a little white of egg sometimes left| lumps. If the meringue is not de- 

clinging to the shell, and thrown| sired with the pudding, the whole of 

out, where it might be carefully|two eggs may be used instead of 

cleaned out with the finger and go|the yelks of four. 

into the dish we are cooking. (I am| I do not know that it is necessary in 

suspicious that these are not all}a town already furnished with a 

fresh eggs because the white is so| public cooking school, to explain 

very thin.) about cooking school measures. The 

In separating eggs, it is quite nec-| children, of course, have not trained 

essary, if the white is to be beaten| either their hands, eyes or judg- 

light that there should be none of| ment, and so it is more necessary 

the yelk or any foreign matter al-| jn their case, to have arbitrary rules 

lowed in, because it will not beat.| for the measurement of materials 

It is not always economy to use| to be put together. Things put to- 

packed eggs, and in using a cheap) gether by guess or without any 

quality of butter you are not gain-| definite rule, will not uniformly pro- 

ing, but are losing in real value; it is! duce good results. The old cook 
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who has learned by experience how eggs are beaten until dry. They are t much a tablespoonful is, measures|to be beaten light for plain cakes i by her eye or judgment, and does | and muffins, griddle cakes, ete., and : not need to use the spoon or cup | stiff for Sponge cake or any cake de- i so much, but by measuring careful-| pending upon the lightness of the egg, } ly and repeatedly the children learn| but should be beaten dry for any- how much a tablespoonful is, and in| thing that is to hold its shape as a ; that lies one of the strongest argu-| meringue. That should be beaten : ments for the value of cooking/| light and dry before the sugar is ' schools. The older housekeepers | added. One tablespoonful of pow- : have had to learn by experience, and | dered sugar is added to the white of 
sometimes it has been a very sad| each egg, and the pudding or pie 

| and hard experience. One of the|should have the meringue spread 
benefits in many lines to the pres-| lightly over it after it has cooled a 
ent generation is that they may | little. I will spread some jam or 

| learn by rule instead of by experi-| jelly over the top of the pudding 
ence, and so are saved a great many | and then put on the meringue. Then 
heartaches and tears that our grand-|set it on the top shelf of the oven 
mothers had to endure. until dry. It is generally wiser to 

In teaching the children about| leave the oven door open until the 
the measures, we use for a standard| meringue is dry, and then close it 
the half pint cup, and where we can/ that it may brown on the top. 
have the cup divided into thirds and 
quarters, on are not at a loss to “Buel Foods.” 
know how to measure any part of a The fuel foods in this lesson are 
cup. The cup holds sixteen level/ the salt pork, and the cream of the 
tablespoonfuls, or eight rounded | salad dressing. Fuel is fur- 
tablespoonfuls, and so we get our|nished to the body by the car- 
measure of the tablespoonful. The} bonaceous foods in a manner similar 
tablespoon holds almost three tea-|to the way in which heat is pro- 
spoonfuls; it is not exact, but it is} duced in a steam engine. The car- 
approximately so, and these meas-| bon of the food unites with the oxy- 
ures give material for the following} gen taken in through the lungs, 
little table which the girls can learn| producing combustion by a process 
as they do their tables of long meas-| similar to the combustion of coal 
ure in the other schools: or wood, only very much slower. 
4 saltspoonfuls make 1 teaspoonful.| These carbonaceous foods are in two 
3 teaspoonfuls make 1 tablespoon-| classes. The fats and the car- 

ful (nearly). bohydrates, both containing hydro- 
8 rounding or 16 level tablespoon-| gen and oxygen, the hydrogen and 

fuls make 1 cup. oxygen being in different propor- 
2 cups make 1 pint. tions in the two classes. The fats in- 
2 pints make 1 quart. clude the fat of meat, cream, butter, 

and the vegetable oils, of which 
oe olive oil is the chief. The carbohy- 

The last thing that I shall make drates include starch and sugar, su- 
this afternoon will be the meringue gar being the cane sugar, honey, and 
for the pudding, and this is to be| the sugar of fruits. The starches in- 
made of the whites of four eggs,| clude the starchy vegetables, as po- 
with four tablespoonfuls of sugar.| tatoes, and the cereals, such as rice, 
We can beat eggs light and yet not| corn, wheat and oats. Fuel is also 
have them stiff. With the meringue | furnished by the protein foods, but 
we are more sure of success if the| as their chief service is to supply
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material for repair, it is wiser to re- The second process .of digestion of 

serve the protein foods for that pur- starch takes place in the mouth, the 

pose alone, as the heat and energy | saliva being the main agent in the 

can be much more economically ob- | digestion of the starch. Children § 

tained from the carbonaceous foods.|are frequently reminded to chew 

The purpose of these foods is two-| meat thoroughly, but the fact that 

fold; first, production of heat, and| the starch and potatoes, oatmeal, 

second, of physical and intellectual | ete., need as thorough mastication 

energy- 
is too often lost sight of. Even oat- 

While the three classes, fats, meal, soft and smooth as it may be, 

starches and sugar, serve the same should be thoroughly . masticated, 

end, they cannot with equally good | not so much to render it finer but 

results, be substituted one for an- to mix it thoroughly with saliva; 

other. The sugars and fats, though | and hence it is wise to serve with 

less difficult of digestion than the|the breakfast mush, crackers, 

starches, cannot be used to the ex-| toast or fruit in some form that re- 

clusion of the starches, as an over quires mastication, for if the oat- 

supply is liable to produce disease. meal enters the stomach unmixed 

Sugar needs only to be dissolved to| with the saliva it is searcely touched 

prepare it for absorption into the| by the digestive fluids of the stom- 

system. Fat is emulsified, the pro-| ach, and though it may be acted 

cess taking place mainly in the| upon by the fluids that enter the 

small intestine by the action of the ; small intestines, the digestion is by 

pancreatic juice and the bile, and|no means perfect, and even if it does 

js then absorbed by the lacteals and | not cause distress, much of the val- 

carried by the blood wherever need- | ue of the food is lost. 

ed. Starch is more difficult of di- Starch is, however, @ most im- 

gestion, and needs another process. portant fuel food. Besides being 

The first essential to the digestion | obtainable at low cost, it is probably 

of starch is thorough cooking, raw | least likely of the fuel foods to 

starch being almost indigestible. | cause plood and skin diseases. 
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Utensils used by Mrs. Jamison in her Cooking Demonstrations. 

Above is an illustration of some|have granite sauce-pans, get tin 
of the more uncommon utensils|ones when your pans wear out. 
used by Mrs. Jamison, which she} The cream whip is the central fig- 
heartily recommends to housewives.|ure, tipped forward to show the 
They are not expensive, and with|dasher, and with the cover leaning 
the possibie exception of the creamjagainst the legs. This is the only 
whip, should be found in some form] cream whip known that actually pre- 
in any home where comfort and| vents spattering or overflowing. The 
convenience can be at all considered.| coffee pot at the right, just showing 

At the left is the nickel-plated tea-| the projecting rim inside near the top 
kettle; granite is equally good. In|to hold the stiff wire of the cloth 
the opening on the top, raised to| bag that lies near by, will be recog- 
show the rim that prevents its slip-|nized as the one described in the 
ping in, stands what is called a “tea-|second day’s lecture (page 235). 
kettle steamer,” which in innumer-|The glass lemon Squeezer just in 
able cases answers the purpose of a/front of the bag is a corrugated 
double boiler. It is not patented|cone with pegs at the base, below 
and can be easily made by any good] which is a saucer with a lip, all in 
tin-smith. To the right of the teaket-|one piece. Touching these is the 
tle is a large granite saucepan, the|long handle of the granite frying 
present day successor of the! pan which lies bottom up in front of 
heavy awkward iron kettle. A/|the cream whip. It is nice for all 
smaller sauce-pan of the same ma-| purposes for which a frying pan is 
terial stands in front and a little to/used, excepting those requiring a 
the right of the large one,—ten times|hot, dry pan. The three wooden 
more convenient than a tin basin be-| spoons in front are so easy to the 
cause of the handle. If you cannot| hand, do not get hot when used upon
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the stove and make s0 little noise knife at the right is one especially 

that if once used will be thought to nice for cutting vegetables. The il- 

be indispensable. The split spoon lustration does not show the flexibil- 

especially, is nice for creaming but-|ty of the. “pallette knife” in the 

ter and for beating stiff batter. center of the group of knives, whose 

The curved chopping knife leaning virtue consists in the perfect way in 

against the small sauce pan, works|which it curves to the shape of a 

faster than a straight one. The wire bowl and removes all the clinging 

egg beater next is a well known| cake batter, gravy or what not. The 

whip for the whites; the Dover beat-| broad, sharp knife recommends it- 

er does better service in beating self to the housekeeper who has an 

yelks, or whole eggs. The two affection for smooth slices. The 

measuring cups divided, one into wire potato masher at the extreme 

halves the other into thirds, and left, makes mashed potatoes a de- 

holding each one-half pint, make light to the eye. 

accurate measuring easy. The short 

SECOND LESSON. 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 10, 1897. 

i will begin this second lecture by | rise about an hour, and bake nearly 

making bread. During the afternoon | an hour, if loaves are large. 

the following bill of fare will be pre- 

pared: 
Bread. 

White Soup. The common saying that “bread is 

Chicken Cottage Pie. the staff of life” is se true. There 

Bread. : : probably is no article of food more 

Apple Dumplings, with Whipped | widely and frequently used than 

Cream Sauce. Coffee. bread. I presume it appears on the 
table of every American household 

BREAD. three times a day, and is therefore 

one of the most important things to 

Recipe. be made. All facts we can get on it 

One pint milk, 1 pint cold water, 2| are helpful, and when I say that we 

teaspoonfuls sugar, 2 teaspoonfuls need all the facts we can get, I mean 

salt, 1 cake of yeast softened in 1 cup myself as well as the audience. I 

tepid water, and about 3 1-2 quarts of have no doubt there are points about 

flour. Scald the milk, add the cold|bread making that you can tell me, 

water, and when lukewarm, add the and asI said yesterday afternoon, 

yeast, also the sugar and salt. Stir| please to feel free to ask questions 

jn enough flour to make a patter that | and make the meeting your own. 

can be beaten smooth. Then add| The common, every day bread is 

more flour to make a dough that can made of white flour, water or milk, 

be kneaded. Knead 20 minutes. Let and yeast. We use the wheat flour 

it rise until it doubles in bulk, which | because, in the first place it contains 

will be in four hours or less. Then the largest amount of nutriment of 

mould and put into the pans. Let it any grain, and it also contains gluten 

#4.
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in sufficient quantity to hold the; The sugar is added to the bread be- 
bread in shape after it is made light. | cause in the process of fermentation | We need to have it light in order to| the flour loses some of its sweetness. 
have it digestible. The best flour is} This proportion of a quart of 
made of the hard wheat. I am often liquid, a cake or a cup of yeast, and 
asked the name of a good flour, and | 3 times as much flour, we may call 
always feel willing to recommend the| the foundation of all bread doughs. 
Washburn-Crosby and Pillsbury flours|It can be varied by adding more 
as standard. I do not say that others| sugar and more shortening, and also 
are not good, but these stand at the| can be made into rusks and buns by 
head. The best bread flour has a yel-| the addition of eggs and shortening, 
lowish cast, and is sandy to the fin-|and fruit if liked. The reason of 
gers, and if you compare it with preference for this bread over the 
other flours you will detect the dif-| ordinary home made bread, is that it 
ference both in color and composi-|is made quicker, requires less time, 
tion. and for that reason less of the good- 

In the bread I am going to make} ness of the flour is destroyed. The 
this afternoon I shall use half milk | bread is set hard at first—not sponged 
and half water for the liquid. I gen-| at all. Since the milk is scalded I 

erally scald the milk, partly from| shall begin to put the whole together 
habit, perhaps, but either the water | and will mix in all the flour at first, 
or the milk must be heated, so I gen-| and make the bread hard at the be- 
erally heat the milk and put the| ginning. Then it needs to raise only 
water in cold, which brings the tem-| once before putting into tins—four 
perature to about the right point. I| hours for first raising, and one hour 
make the bread with compressed | for the second raising. A good sized 
yeast, because for my purpose, under | loaf needs about an hour to bake, so 
these circumstances it is most con-| that six or six and a half hours will 
venient; it can always be depended | cover the making of the bread from 
upon to do the same amount of work the time it is begun until finished, 
in the same length of time under| even in winter. When you wish to 
similar conditions. The home made| bake the bread early in the morning, 
yeast is not at my command; dry/ set it at night, using only half the 
yeast is slower; both make good| quantity of yeast I have given, that 
bread, but of a little different flavor | is, half a cake of yeast to a quart of 
and texture. In using compressed wetting. Bread that is raised. too 

yeast we soak it in water, using a| much and flattens again is not going 
cup of water to a cake of yeast. The] to be sweet and wholesome, and care 
water is to be tepid, that is, about| should be taken that it is not al- 

60 degrees, and if you try it with a| lowed to raise too long, so that it 

thermometer you will find that water | falls after it is once raised. 
at that temperature feels cool to the| It is wiser for one of inexperience 
finger, rather than warm. or one making bread by this process 

As I explained yesterday, the salt/ for the first time, to measure the 
is measured level and the sugar| flour used; after a little experience 
rounded, so that we really put in| one can readily tell when enough 
twice as much sugar as salt. The salt | flour has been added. If you are us- 
is added to the bread because we| ing a soft flour, however, the bread 
need salt in our food. We need some | requires more flour and should be 
mineral, and none more than the| considerably stiffer, than with a hard 
chloride of sodium or common salt,| wheat. The dietetic value of the 
not merely to make things taste good, | hard wheat lies in the fact that it con- 
but because the body calls for it.| tains more of the mineral and prob-
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ably more of the gluten than the soft; bread is largely due to the much 

wheat. Most of the hard flour comes | raising of the bread, and this process 

from the west because most of the|of only twice kneading gives us the A 

_ hard wheat is raised in the west. It| best flavor because it gives the most 

is more in the wheat than in the | autriment. 

grinding, and the main reason why| Question—Do you knead it on the 

the local millers do not produce flour | board twenty minutes? 

of equal hardness with the western Mrs. Jamison—I do, though some 

millers is because they cannot read-| prefer to knead it in the pan; that is 

ily procure the same kind of wheat, |a matter of choice. This first knead- 

put use the kind grown in the neigh- | ing is really all the work of making 

porhood. The flour is not to be con-| bread. That may be done with very 

demned on that account, however, for | little expenditure of strength if one 

it is wholesome, and good bread can | knows how, and we can well afford 

be made of a great many other|the time necessary to obtain a light, 

brands of flour, besides those I have |nutritious, nutty flavored loaf of 

mentioned, even if the wheat is soft.|bread. It is not necessary to put a 

The milk in the bread adds to its| great deal of force in the kneading. 

nutritive qualities, and it also helps |The manipulation is what is desir- 

to keep the bread more moist. It is|able rather than the strength, and if 

the only shortening put into the|the motion come as it should from 

bread, but that can be varied to taste! the shoulder, we do not need to ex- 

or to suit the purpose. If one wishes | pend a great deal of strength. 

to use shortening it is best to put it} I am reminded of the suggestion 

in with the hot liquid. in the direction of physical cul- 

Cooking loses some of the sense of|ture and health about the position 

drudgery which is often attached to|@ housekeeper assumes at different 

it, if we understand that these pro- kinds of work, for instance, bread 

cesses in which we are engaged are kneading. If we are working at a 

chemical and scientific processes. It table a little low, we bend or settle 

lifts the every day common house- down, generally settle rather than 

work and cooking from the plane on bend, or if we bend, we bend with 

which they have long been placed, up| the muscles at the waist line rather 

to that of the other sciences. The than the hip joint which was made 

process of bread making is essen-| to bend. The first thing we notice 

tially a chemical process. We almost | we have a back ache, and think we 

think there is a chemical action in| are working too hard, or over doing 

the first hard kneading of the bread, when really we have not been stand- 

because there is such a change in the ing right. If we avoid bending with 

appearance and texture of the dough.| these waist line muscles we very 

But the fermentation is strictly a| often avoid the back ache. 

chemical process—the yeast plant in| I do not knead this the full twen- 

its growth in the bread destroys|ty minutes, because I do not wish to 

some of the starch of the flour,| take the time to do it, but will hand 

changing that into sugar, and then|it over to my assistant and I will 

into carbonic acid gas and alcohol. take the bread set this morning and 

It is because of this destructive pro- make it into rolls to be baked and 

cess that the bread is more wholesome sampled this afternoon. 

and nutritious, if raised only twice. ‘At the second kneading the bread 

Enough gas is formed to make the| requires almost no flour; it may 

dough light and it with the al-| need a very little on the board or on 

cohol passes off in the baking. | the hands, but the less used the better 

The lack of flavor of the baker’s condition the bread will be in.
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Flour added at this kneading is not )should not be reduced very much be- 
so well mixed with the yeast, and |low 65 degrees—75 degrees is better 
it is likely to make dark streaks in|if you wish the bread to raise in 
the bread. This moulding requires| four or five hours, but bread dough | 
very little time; it is only for the pur- | will stand at a low temperature with- 
pose of breaking the air bubbles. Wej|out injury. If it raises before you 
might make bread with but one rais-| wish to bake it, or if you wish to 
ing, but it would not be of quite so| make rolls for supper, you can put 
fine and even a grain and so we|it in the ice box or where it is quite 
knead it the second time before put-|cool, and it will not hinder it from 

ting it into the tins, largely for the|being light when it is warmed up 
sake of the appearance. I will make |again. The temperature generally 
it out this afternoon in biscuits, as|given for bread raising is about 80 
they will bake a little quicker than | degrees. 
bread. Question—If the temperature makes 

Question—Do you put shortening | $0 little difference, why do we have 
in the biscuits? better bread in summer than in win- 

Mrs. Jamison—No, I do not; I al-| ter? 
ways prefer to add it when the| Mrs. Jamison—Is it not because it 
bread is set, because we have to| raises more evenly? But do we have 

knead it so much to mix the short-| better bread in summer, or only good 
ening in at this stage, it takes the| bread with less trouble? 
bread longer to raise, and unless} Question—What kind of shorten- 

thoroughly kneaded in, it shows in| ing do you prefer? 
streaks. I should set another dough| Mrs. Jamison—I always use but- 
if I wished to make extra nice rolls. | ter in preference to anything I know 

Question—Does it hurt the text-| of; that, of course, is a matter of 
ure of the bread to cut it off? taste; some think the bread is not 

Mrs. Jamison—I have been asked | quite so moist with butter as with 
that question often, and have asked} lard. These biscuits are nice if they 
the audience, but have never found| are served hot, with no more short- 

any good reason for not cutting it.| ening than the milk. 

I know of people who prefer to pinch| It may be new to some to know 
it, but I doubt if cutting it hurts it| that rolls, biscuit, and other things 
in the least. can be warmed by placing them be- 
Question—Where a good deal of| tween two tins that fit closely, and 

bread is to be made, is it not a| putting them in the oven without 

good plan to sit down? any water at all. I have been sur- 
Mrs. Jamison—Yes, a high stool| prised to find that people who have 

is a very convenient thing in the| had considerable experience did not 

kitchen. know this. For some unexplainable 
Question—If you have a good | reason, by placing them thus nearly 

many to do for and have limited| air tight in a moderately hot oven, 
time, is there any harm in rolling it?| they come out almost as good as when 

Mrs. Jamison—I think not, except! fresh; in one respect better, because 
that the rolls do not look quite as| they are more wholesome than the 

well. newly baked bread. You can even 
Question—How warm should the| put a loaf of bread in the oven and 

dough be while raising? freshen it in this way with a little 
Mrs Jamison—I think the degree| care. This amount of dough one-half 

makes very little difference; the main| the recipe generally makes about 32 

thing is to keep the temperature| biscuits; I have made 35 today— 
even. Of course the temperature| made them a trifle smaller probably. 
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The baking of bread is an impor- , gested than the starch itself. Chang- 

tant part of it, and I may not think | ing the starch into sugar accounts 

to speak of it when the bread is for the sweetness of the crust, and 

ready for the oven; it should be put|also gives a hint of the benefits of 

into an oven that is pretty hot at toasted bread. 

first. The object of the paking is| The question has been raised and 

first to arrest fermentation; second, | perhaps not always answered to 

to cook the starch; and third, to! everybody’s satisfaction, in regard 

thoroughly kill the yeast germs. to the greater wholesomeness of 

The oven should be at a temperature | yeast raised or soda raised bread. 

of about 450 degrees, but we have |As the subject comes to be better 

no way of telling that excepting by understood, we are at least learning 

our hand, and that needs consider- | means of improvement in many re- 

able experience. In a cooking school | spects, and the need of understand- 

there must be some other test, and|ing the laws that, rather than luck, 

as yet, until we have a practical | govern pread making. 

thermometer it must be practically by This will finish the bread talk un- 

the way it feels to the hand; but|less there are some questions. 

for bread the oven should be so hot 

that it will begin to brown by the CHICKEN COTTAGE PIE. 

end of the first fifteen minutes, so Recipe. 

that you can be pretty sure it will] Remove the meat of a cooked 

not raise any more; then the heat | chicken from the bones, and cut or 

may be lessened, and the bread|chop it. Put in a paking dish, with 

should bake altogether from forty | half a cup of thickened gravy to each 

minutes to an hour. The reason of|cup of meat, and season. Boil and 

the necessity of insisting on the long| mash six potatoes and spread over 

baking, is probably pretty well un-|the chicken. Bake 20 or 30 minutes. 

derstood. It used to be considered | Other cold meat may pe used, also 

a point of art in a cook to be able to| cold mashed potatoes, heating them 

produce a_ fairly well done loaf of | first with a little milk. 

pread, and have it white on the out- 
> 

side, but that fashion, I am happy Chicken Cottage Pie. 

to say, has changed, and now we ad- The next thing will be a chicken 

mire the looks as well as the flavor | pie. In saying chicken pie I do not 

| of a nut brown loaf. We know that| mean the rich, old-fashioned deli- 

the starch, as mentioned yesterday, | cious chicken pie with a butter and 

must be thoroughly cooked before | flour crust; I mean the economical 

it can be digested, and also that the | and healthful chicken pie that can 

yeast plant must be killed. The germ! be made of any warmed over meat, 

of fermentation permeates the entire| with a potato crust. It is one way 

Joaf. If it is not killed the fermen- | to use left overs, and for the pie to- 

tation proceeds in the stomach, and| day I am going to use, the chicken 

dyspepsia is a result; I have no left from the soup yesterday. You 

dovbt that this underdone or slack- | remember we made a white soup of 

paled bread has been one of the|a shank of veal and the chicken. 

chief causes of dyspepsia. The|'That chicken has been cut fine and 

erust of the bread is positively the is to be used for the pie today. If 

most wholesome part of the loaf and| made for dinner, it would probably 

should not be discarded. The chem-| be just as convenient to use freshly 

jeal change which occurs on the out-| cooked potatoes, put for breakfast 

side of the loaf, converts the starch | we can use potatoes that have been 

into sugar, which is more easily di- cooked the day before. As I said 

ee
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before, the pie can be made of any ring rapidly off the fire that it may 
kind of cold meat suitable for such | not lump at the first. Then it must 
purposes, with half the amount of| be watched and stirred pretty con- 
thickened gravy that you have of stantly until thick and smooth. 
meat, and a potato crust. I do not| While it is cooking, I will tell you 
like to say hash in connection with| how to make the other sauces I 
this dish, but that is exactly what it spoke of, with the same proportion 
is, and if there are no gentlemen | of fat, flour and liquid, and how to 
present I sometimes speak of it.| obtain the varieties. 
But to a man who has a _ prejudice 
against hash, I would never mention Drawn Butter. 
it, and he will never find it out. The One _ tablespoonful of butter, 
gravy is generally on hand, but in| one tablespoonful of flour, and one this case I have none, so I will have cupful of hot water. When the liq- | 
to make some. 1 am going to make| yiq is added hot, stir over the fire | it of some of the stock from the continuously, pouring the liquid 
soup, as there is more than I shall slowly or adding it in smaller quan- : 
need. This stock was made yester-| tities, as a third of a cup, stirring | 
day, you remember, with veal and the} smooth before adding more. This chicken. The chicken was removed is perhaps, the best method for a be- 
when tender. And then after the veal ginner, but after one has become ex- 
had simmered a long time, the liquid pert, the liquid may be added hot or was strained and cooled. This chicken cold as convenient. This plain 
was a young one; an old fowl| drawn butter may be made into a 
would be all the better. In making richer drawn butter—by the ad- 
a gravy you do not need stock of| dition of another tablespoonful of this quality. Stock made from odds butter added, bit by bit, to the thick- 
and ends of meat, seasoned with a ened sauce. The addition of a table- 
little vegetable and simmered on the spoonful of lemon juice makes a var- 
back of the stove, makes a stock iety especially adapted to serve with 
good enough for a great many sauces | gch_ Olives, capers, cucumber pick- or soups, and costs almost nothing. les chopped, minced parsley, either 

The process of putting together separately or in combination, make 
is the same for quite a variety of| suitable sauces for canned salmon sauces, so that I will explain partic- and other fish dishes, or for “made 
ularly about it in making it. The dishes” of chicken or other white 
recipe for a thick sauce is a table- meat. The drawn butter without 
spoonful of flour, a tablespoonful of these additions, or with only the 

fat, and a cup of liquid. I am go-| jemon juice, is suitable for such 
ing to use today a tablespoonful of vegetables as asparagus and cauli- butter;—sometimes there is enough flower. 
fat on the meat but there was not 
enough today, so I shall use butter, 
flour, and this veal and chicken stock, Brown: Savice. 
and thus have a rich sauce—rather| Another sauce may be made 
more extravagant than is necessary|by browning the fat, i adding 
in the present case. You see I melt|the flour and browning again, then 
the butter, then stir in the flour; I|/add the water. This may be used 
shall need so much to serve this|for many sorts of dishes made of 
large audience with even a taste |the dark meats, and the fat may be 
that I must treble the quantities.|some of the fat of the meat. The 
Now, after the fat and flour are|beef drippings generally kept on 
smooth, I add the cold stock; stir-|hand by a thoughtful housekeeper, 
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may serve as the fat for almost any | season the chicken, it would have ‘ 

prown sauce. Additional flavor may been too salty for the soup. The 

be given, especially where the stock | potatoes should be seasoned with 

is not on hand, by cooking chopped | salt and some milk put in to make 

onion or onion and carrot for some- them brown, and spread better. 

time in the fat, being careful that | There is no butter put in; that can 

they do not burn. Stock is better | be added if desired, but there is fat 

for this sauce than water. Chopped | enough in the sauce and chicken for 

olives may be added, making quite a| the pie. 

pretentious dish when served with Question—Do you always chop the 

a plain broiled steak. This is good chicken? 

also with duck. 
Mrs. Jamison—Chop or cut it fine; 

it serves nicer, and the object is to 

White Sauce. save left overs. Left ees meat is 

Butter, flour and milk make the | often in too small pieces to make a 

ordinary, but exceedingly useful | nice appearance unless it is chopped. 

White Sauce, which is good with Question—About how thick is that 

“fish, flesh or fowl.” It may be crust? 

served suitably with many vegeta-| Mrs. Jamison—-Nearly as thick as 

bles, sweetbreads, oysters or eggs, the meat itself. 

or on toast. It may be enriched by Question—Would it be necessary 

being poured hot onto the beaten |to have an opening to let the gas out 

yelk of one or two eggs, and this | of the crust? 

made .and served with baked pota-| Mrs. Jamison—It is necessary in a 

toes is an admirable and sufficient | flour crust to have an opening for 

evening meal without meat. By | the escape of the steam, but it is not 

using half milk and half white | so necessary in the potato crust. If : 

stock, we have the sauce called| you use cold mashed potatoes, heat 

Béchamel. 
them in a little milk in a sauce pan 

until they are smooth; or you can 

Tomato Sauce. mash them in hot milk if they were 

For Tomato Sauce which cannot | pot mashed before. The flavor of 

be excelled for croquettes, fried fish, | Warmed over mashed potatoes is not 

mutton chops, etc. use strained|s80 good as the freshly cooked ones. 

tomato or stewed tomato, strain- 

ing it after it is finished. APPLE DUMPLINGS. 

Cook with the tomato, a little Recipe. 

chopped onion, a spring of parsley, 

two cloves and a bit of bay leaf, or Three cups of flour, 3 teaspoonfuls 

laurel. For macaroni, omit the | baking powder, 1 teaspoonful of 

spices and the vegetables also if pre- salt, 1-2 cup of suet chopped fine, 1 

ferred. 
and 1-4 cups cold water, 4 apples, 

and 2 dozen raisins. Sift the flour 

Currant Jelly Sauce. and baking powder, add the salt, 

Currant Jelly Sauce, calls for a|suet and cold water to make a 

half glass of currant jelly added to dough. Roll out and cut in eight 

a brown sauce. It is a handsome | pieces. Lay half a pared and cored 

sauce, especially nice with mutton. | apple on a piece of the dough, with 

To return to the pie,—it should be| three raisins where the core was 

seasoned with salt and pepper ac” taken out. Press the dough over 

cording to taste. The chicken did|to cover the apples. When all are 

not get sufficient salt in the soup| prepared, lay them on a_ buttered 

because if we had salted it enough to plate in a steamer. Steam one 
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| hour. Serve with a sweet sauce, or| oughly cold. It does not stick to 
{ with whipped and sweetened cream. [the chopping knife so badly. 

: .\* This dough mixture is substanti- 
Apple Dumplings. ully the same as any soft dough. It 

For these dumplings I use three |),omes in the class of soft doughs. 
cups of flour and three teaspoonfuls Ne the cooking school we classify 
of baking powder. The flour was|'different mixtures as flour mixtures, : sifted before it was brought to the ete., as the botanist classifies his 
table. It is always advisable to sift roots or flowers. We classify flour 
flour before measuring it because mixtures under four heads:—First a there is quite a difference in the way the batter, which is the mixture for 
it measures. pancakes, griddle cakes, and pop- 
wuesuon—Do you have even tea-|oyers—the measure of liquid and 

spoonfuls of baking powder? flour are equal. In a muffin mixture Mrs. Jamison—Slightly rounded. the proportion is one and a half to 
I believe I gave the rules for meas- one;—one ard one-half of flour to | 
uring yesterday. This is substanti- one of liquid. In soft doughs like ally the same as the rule given on dumplings, biscuit, ete., the propor- 
the outside of the can, which is two | tion is two measures of flour to one 
heaping teaspoonfuls to a quart of | of liquid. In bread, three to one; fiour. { am using a slightly round-| jp pastry, four to one. Of course 
ed spoonful in the proportion of four | these measures do not apply to 
to a quart. Slightly rounded means doughs or mixtures that are much 
just a trifle more than level and is sweetened or thickened with eggs— 
more accurate than heaping. As I/q different proportion is required 
explained yesterday, a rounded! under those circumstances. ‘These spoonful means just twice as much general rules apply to all sorts of 
as a level spoonful. bread mixtures. This dough will 

lt is always best to keep baking |eall for one and one-half cups of 
powder covered. A very good way liquid. With suet it always seems to mix the baking powder and flour| best to use water. In making a 
is to sift the two together several dough that is to be handled, you 
times. It takes but a minute to do need to scant the measure of water, 
it, and it really requires no extra | so that I will only add about one 
dishes, because the extra bowl is not and a quarter: cups instead of one 
soiled and can just be wiped out.| and a half. 
For shortening I use the chopped} Question—How long do you cook suet for two reasons: One is, that it| the suet? 
seems to make the mixture a little Mrs. Jamison—Just bring the suet 
lighter than any other form of short-|to a boil, just enough to heat 
ening, and it is cheaper than butter. through. I have been using it un- 
The flavor is not noticed at all, after | cooked and cooked, and find that it 
the pudding is cooked. You cannot} makes no difference in the way it 
use it so well in pudding that is to| works. Put it in cold water and let 
be baked, because it requires a| it come to a boil. 
longer period of cooking than other Question—If you did not have the 
forms of fat. I have learned a new suet, how much butter would you 
point in regard to chopping suet, | use? 
and that is, that it chops easier if} Mrs. Jamison—A tablespoonful and 
slightly cooked; this suet was pre-|a half for three eups of flour. The 
pared in this way. Take the skin | dumplings in that case need not cook 
off and bring it to a boil, take from|so long. I am going to cook them 
the water, and then let it get thor-|an hour; the apples might not cook
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through in less time than that. In | more tender if water is used instead 

making a soft dough of any kind, it of milk. 

is very essential not to mix it any Coff 

more than to get the liquid and the ee 

flour thoroughly blended. It is not; I am making and advocating the 

necessary to handle the dough at all| drip coffee, for two or three reasons, 

until it is cut and turned out on the | which seem to be very good ones. One 

flour board, rolled about half an inch | is that the drip coffee, not being 

thick, and cut into pieces. I gener-| boiled, is probably less liable to have 

ally prefer to cut in triangular | disastrous effects following than 

pieces; it seems to be a better shape | boiled coffee. The extractives that 

for the half apple than if cut square. | cause disturbance are not drawn out 

Question—Did you put a few seeded | by this method of making it, as they 

raisins in? are by boiling. Another reason is 

Mrs. Jamison—Yes, a few seeded | that a cook, however unskillful, can- 

raisins in the cavity of the core.| not fail to make good coffee; it is 

They are merely for variety; they |sure to be good. A third reason is 

give a nice flavor. Other dried fruits | that it is much cheaper. Two-thirds 

like dates or figs might be used in| of the quantity ordinarily used will 

the same way. I lay on each section | give as good results by this method, 

of dough half an apple that has been | as regards strength. The coffee used 

pared and cored, and in the cavity | for this process should be ground as 

made by the removal of the core,|fine as your groceryman ever 

place four or five seeded raisins. grinds it, or as you can grind it at 

Question—Do you put salt in the| home, but not exactly pulverized. 

dough? It is put into a sack or re- 

Mrs. Jamison—The recipe cails for | ceptacle of some kind, inside of the 

a teaspoonful of salt. coffee pot, and hot water poured over 

Question—Do you steam  them| it. It is also better that the coffee 

longer in using suet than if you had} pot should have a spout from the 

used butter. bottom. Such coffee pots as this 

Mrs. Jamison—Yes, but in steam-| cannot be procured, at least not very 

ing apple dumplings you should easily; I have tried myself and have 

steam them long enough to cook the} not been able to get them. There 

apple. are several patent coffee pots on the 

Question—Do you add sweetening? | market, but they are so hard to keep 

Mrs. Jamison—No sweetening what-| clean that I am afraid you will do 

ever. Add the sweetening to the| as some have done—discard it and go 

sauce. I am_ going to serve| back to the old way of boiling the 

sweetened whipped cream. It is a| coffee. You can have one made by 

good plan to put the dumplings in procuring, instead of a coffee pot, a 

a hot steamer after being worked | nickel teapot with a spout at the 

out, because it takes a little time to| bottom. On the inside near the top 

heat, and the sooner the dough be- | have four rivets soldered to hold the 

gins to cook, the better. If you use wire ring to which the open bag 

butter you may use milk with it for| is attached. 

wetting. Yesterday I spoke about Question—What kind of coffee do 

the economy of using milk, eggs | you use? 

and other things that furnish nu-| Mrs. Jamison—The kind of coffee 

triment. Sometimes we do not need|must be the kind you like the 

the extra nutriment, and many | best. The most common mixture is 

things can be made successfully | the Java and Mocha. The Java is 

without. I think cake is a little | the mildest flavored, the Mocha next,
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and the Rio the strongest. You can; Question—Do you pour the hot 
mix them in the proportion to give| water over the coffee more than 
the desired flavor, and the amount | once? 
used must vary according to taste.| Mrs. Jamison—I generally pour 
We do not wish to become slaves to|it through twice. 1t can be done 
our appetites, and if we are wise,| more often than that if you wish to 
it is probably only necessary to real-| get more goodness out of the 
ize that we are better without a| grounds, but twice is generally sufti- 
thing, to make us _ willing to/cient. The coffee need stand only 

; give it up. lf we find that| long enough to drip through. 
coffee positively disagrees with 
us, I am sure we will always be 
wise enough to give up its use. If Muscle Makers. 
drank without cream or sugar, the} The chicken pie and the bread fur-_ 
stimulating effect will be secured|nish the protem or muscle making 
and there will be less of the evil ef-| material tor this bill of fare today. 
fects. Coffee without cream, certain-| Yesterday we spoke of the heat and 
ly, while it may not taste so well, is| energy producing foods, and found 
just as stimulating and more whole-| that the body might be likened to 
some than when cream is used. It|a steam engine in its ability to con- 
is never advisable to give coffee to| vert carbon into the energy neces- 
children or to growing youths,|sary to perform not only the bod- 
though I do not suppose it is nec-/ily functions, but all the me 
essary to speak of that because prob-/ chanical and mental work which 
ably the practice is not followed to|is required. The body is, how- 
any extent in an educated commu-|ever, unlike a steam engine, and 
nity. It is nothing to be ashamed of | superior to it, in the fact that it is 
to confess that some of us, as we| able to keep its own substance in re- 
grow older, do need a little stimu-| pair. Like any machine it is con- 
lant and if coffee and tea have no in-|stantly wearing out; every motion, 
jurious effects there is probably no| every breath, every heart beat is 
harm in their use unless one be-| breaking down cells and wearing out 
comes addicted to the habit, as peo-| tissues, and this waste must be con- 
ple too often do. stantly repaired to keep the body in a 

Used in moderation, both coffce|normal, working condition. This 
and tea may be beneficial though | waste is supplied by the protein 
they are by no means food. The| foods, which contain the same ele- 
new cereal coffees used more and | ments that are lost by exercise. This 
more largely seem to have no bad| class of foods includes lean meat, 
effects, and take the place very well | eggs, cheese, peas and beans, wheat, 
of the regular pure coffee. oats, etc. These classes may be di- 
Question—What is the bag made | vided according to their digestibility 

of? into animal and vegetable, the animal 
Mrs, Jamison—Qnbleached muslin.| foods being much more readily di- 
Question—Does an egg strengthen | gested than the vegetable proteins. 

the coffee? Meat and eggs are digestible in a raw 
Mrs. Jamison—I do not know that| state, most easily digested when the 

it does. Its office is to settle the | albumen is slightly coagulated, but 
coffee. The only objection, however, | extremely difficult of digestion when 
that is made to the flavor of this | rendered hard by long cooking. It is 
drip coffee is the lack of the flavor | worth while to cultivate a taste for 
of the egg, which some people like | underdone meat and soft boiled eggs. 
so very much. Though they furnish no larger
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amount of nutriment than when more of the indigestibility of peas and 

thoroughly cooked, they require less | beans lies in the smooth outer coat 

energy to be assimilated in the sys-|or skin, which is entirely indigesti- 

tem. The greatest advantage in the| ble, and though it does not interfere 

use of the tender cuts of meat, is in| with the operation of a healthy di- 

the gain in digestibility. The tougher | gestive apparatus, may often be elim- 

parts, which, because there js a|inated to advantage. The same may 

greater supply of tough meat than be said of the outer coat of oats and 

tender, are always cheaper, furnish | wheat, which though rough, are com- 

exactly as much nutriment, can be | posed mainly of cellulous or woody 

rendered palatable, and in health are| fibre, and have no food value. 

fully as valuable as the more tender| Like most vegetable carbohydrates, 

cuts. Where the digestion is in any | the vegetable proteins require thor- 

way impaired tender meat slightly | ough cooking, and beans and peas, 

cooked is the only sort that should be | and breakfast foods of wheat and 

used. This of course is confined | oats, should be subjected to slow, 

mainly to beef and mutton; pork and | long continued cooking. The pro- 

the immature tissue of veal and lamb| portion of these different food ele- 

should be thoroughly cooked to make | ments necessary for maintaining the 

it wholesome. Cheese, one of the ani-| body is given on the chart issued by 

mal proteins, and an extremely val-| the agricultural department at Wash- 

uable one because of the amount of|ington, and which was prepared by 

nutriment furnished at a low cost, is| Prof. Atwater, of Wesslyn Univer- 

generally supposed to be most di-| sity, an acknowledged authority on 

gestible raw, but it is found that | foods. The standard dietary for a 

when slightly cooked it can some man at moderate work, which applies 

times be partaken of by those who | pretty fairly to a woman doing house- 

cannot use it uncooked. The objec- | work, providing she gets a 

tion to cooked cheese and the dis- | good proportion of outdoor air, 

credit too often cast upon such dishes |is protein .28 pounds; fats, .17 to 

as Welsh rarebit, should be Jaid at the |.33. pounds; and carbohydrates, 

door of too rapid, or too long con- ‘88 to 1.21 pounds. This pro- 

tinued cooking, which renders it|portion, as will be seen, is about 

tough and indigestible. The vege- the proportion of our every-day diet, 

table proteins furnish all that is|for even if we have given no atten- 

needed for muscle repair, as is dem-| tion to the science of food, habit and 

onstrated by the vegetarians; but custom, back of which is probably a 

from the greater ease with which the | God-given instinct, has guided us 

animal proteins are digested it seems often more wisely than we know. 

wiser to use both in our food, Part 
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' THIRD LESSON. 

: THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 11. 

: Bill of Fare. after being made; other things can 

: Scalloped Potatoes. be kept nicely, and others warm over 

Apple and Celery Salad. well. This cake is made with mo- 

Mayonnaise Dressing. lasses, which helps it to keep moist 

Graham Biscuit. Cheese Fondu. | and good. The liquid in this besides 

Coffee Cake. Boiled Frosting. the molasses is made coffee. The first 
thing in putting the cake together— 

COFFEE CAKE. | and these rules apply to the making 
of any butter cake—is to cream the 

| Recipe. butter. Very frequently a recipe for 

I will make the cake first this after- | cake will give direction to cream the 

noon as it must get cool. butter and sugar, and the novice will 

One cup of butter, two cups sugar, usually follow the recipe, putting the 

one cup molasses, one cup cold coffee, butter and sugar together. It is 

four eggs, four cups flour, one tea- easier to cream the butter first, and 

spoonful each soda, mace, and cloves, afterwards add the sugar. It is a 

two teaspoonfuls cinnamon, and one good plan, especially when the but- 

pound of raisins, seeded. Cream the ter is hard, to warm the bowl by 

butter and add the sugar, molasses | turning hot water into it, and the 

and spices. Beat the yelks of the wooden spoon must always be wet 

eggs, and add them; dissolve the soda with hot water so that the grease will 

in the coffee and add that in alterna-|n0t be absorbed by the wood. I find 

tion with the flour. Mix the raisins | @ wooden spoon better for creaming 
with the last of the flour and finally | purposes, and I like it for beating 

beat the whites light and fold in. | and stirring, because it is so light and 

Bake slowly thirty to forty minutes. noiseless; then, in creaming butter it 
has the advantage of not coloring the 

Coffee Cake. butter at all as a metal spoon some- 

I am afraid if I was the cook on a| times does. 

farm I would not think it necessary| It is always best to avoid the use 

to make cake often enough to have | of a tin pan in making cake. In this 

it on the table as many farmers’ fam-| age of the world when cooking uten- 

ilies do, two or three times a day, but | sils made of other materials are so 

perhaps the reason is that I am not| easily procured, it seems unwise to 

fond enough of cake, although it may | use tin for a great many purposes, for 

be a good thing to have in the house.| the granite or enamel ware is rea- 

The cake that I am going to bake | sonable in price and does very much 

this afternoon is one that keeps| better service. It certainly is no 

nicely and so has the virtue of being | more expensive than tin because it 

one that we can have on hand and yet | lasts so much longer. I see that one 

not have to make so often. With the | of the hardware dealers in your town 

multitude of things that the farmer’s| has this white enamel ware in differ- 
wife has to do, it is quite advisable | ent shapes. It seems to me as though 
that she prepare things sometimes | housekeepers are more indifferent to 
that will keep. Some things are|the utensils they use than are men 

scarcely fit to eat the second day | doing work of different kinds that re-
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quire tools. A housekeeper will put New Orleans molasses is generally 3 

up with poor utensils, when at an out- considered the best for cooking, 

lay of a small amount of money and though personally I have a_ great 

a little thought she saves trouble and | preference for sorghum. I think, 

very often expense—certainly strength | too, in using sorghum, that less soda 

and patience. An earthenware bowl | answers the purpose, as the sorghum 

is even better than a bowl of this! seems to have less acid than the mo- 

kind for creaming purposes, because | lasses, at least that has been my ex- 

it is heavier and holds itself down | perience in the little I have tried. 

better, and is cheap enough to be Question—Do you have your coffee 

within reach of all. strong? 

I have been very much interested Mrs. Jamison—Reasonably strong, 

in the very little that I have had the | yes; it makes no difference except in 

opportunity of learning about the | the flavor of the cake, and it is not 

new sugar industry jn Wisconsin, the | very pronounced anyway, with the 

peet sugar. I have learned that the | spices. This, as you see, is really 

beet sugar is preferable for canning, | made with water, but it is rich 

and especially for jellies, and I think | enough, and tender enough—more 

the reason is that it does not grain | tender probably than where milk is 

so quickly as the cane sugar does, but used. In using milk you not only 

so far I have not peen able to gain | get the richness of fhe fat, but also 

any accurate information on that | the casein which hardens and 

point. I have been told, however, | toughens somewhat in the cooking. 

that a great deal of the sugar we are | In making a small cake I sometimes 

using nowadays is beet sugar, and I| find that ITcan push the sugar and 

know there seems to be quite a dif- butter to one side of the dish and 

ference in the way sugar cooks. beat the yelks of the eggs in the 

This is a coffee cake, not a coffee | other side, and thus avoid using an- 

bread, but a cake in which the wet-| other dish for the eggs, and still 

ting is made coffee. This, as you see, | beat them light. It is generally wise 

makes a very large cake, and half the|to separate the whites and yelks 

recipe is enough for a family at one | when making a cake; the cake is 

time. It keeps well, however, so it is | more spongy if this is done. 

worth while making it in large quan- Question—Do you use white sugar 

tities. The molasses, fruit, and spice | in preference to brown? 

help to keep it. It is not a cheap or| Mrs. Jamison—I think the white 

economical cake; if we have a cake | sugar produces a better effect than 

for the taste we want it nice, and if | the brown sugar. 

for the food value in it we can get it I was interested a few days ago in 

cheaper, at least at less cost of time | hearing the opinion of a housekeeper 

and exertion, in some other form. as to the economy of different kinds 

Question—Is there any advantage in| of cake. She spoke of a cake that 

adding sugar in small quantities at a she had recently seen made, that I 

time? 
believe she said took fifteen eggs; I 

Mrs. Jamison—I think it is easier found later that she referred to an y 

than putting it all in at once. There | angel cake. She thought it was a 

certainly is an advantage in cream-| very extravagant cake because it 

ing the butter first. took so many eggs, but it really only 

In using molasses of course the nec- | took half that number, as only the 

essary raising material must pe soda. | whites were used and the yelks were 

Question—What kind of molasses | valuable for some other purpose. 

do you use? While it is a cake that does not keep 

Mrs, Jamison—I think the dark| very well, it is exceedingly whole-
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. some, as any sponge cake is more /|to be used it is wiser to sift it and 
| wholesome than a butter cake, and | the flour together, as I did yesterday 

i} the eggs are almost all the cost that|for the dumplings. In adding spice 
| there is to it. remember that the rule is the same 

: Speaking again about the conven-|as for soda; it should be measured 
1 ient utensils, it often requires | level, and the general rule is twice as 

i thought to see the convenience. The | much cinnamon as any other spice. 
7 dish for beating eggs, for example, or|I find myself always scanting the | 

1 for creaming butter, is so much more | measure of cloves a little, because the 

} convenient if it has a round instead | flavor is so objectionable if too strong. 
of a flat bottom, and yet without | Of course other spices can be used; 

i giving any special thought to it, a|the mace can be omitted if not at 
i cook will often take a dish with a/hand and a little more nutmeg sub- 
: flat bottom when one with a round | stituted, though the flavor is not 
‘ bottom is just as available. One|quite the same. Speaking about 

must use considerable discretion in | flavors and seasonings, I wonder if 

purchasing, or learn the value of the | many of you have tried mace for sea- 
different utensils from someone who|soning meat dishes. It is exceed- 
has tried. Then, what suits one|ingly nice for veal and oysters in 
housekeeper does not always suit an-|some made dishes. I discovered its 
other. value as a seasoning in oysters 

As soon as the cake is thin enough/| though I had known it was nice for 
to be beaten the beating should be| veal, by a mistake in the cooking 
commenced. It should be continued | school by one of the pupils who did 
to the end, and the cake made with | not look at the label and put in mace 

as little stirring as possible. In put-| supposing it to be cayenne pepper. 
ting in the liquids and flour there| That gives a hint as to the amount to 
must be some stirring, but it should] be used. 

be as little as possible. The pro-| With the last cupful of flour I 
portion of soda for molasses is very | shall mix the raisins, and I am scant- 

regular. It does not vary so much| ing this measure of flour because the 
with molasses as with sour milk, be-| flour I am using is bread flour, and 

cause the molassés is more stable an/| this recipe was designed for pastry 
acid. A teaspoonful is the propor-| flour. I was told they did not use 
tion for a cupful of molasses, or for| much of it in Appleton, and I could 
two cups of ordinary sour milk. The| not procure it, soI am using the 
best way to add the soda, I find, is to| bread flour; pastry flour is softer, 

dissolve it in a little liquid of some | and the mixture requires rather more 
sort. It may be dissolved in a little| of it than of the bread flour. 
water; sometimes it can be dissolved| When making a cake with baking 
in the milk. If put in the water you| powder, it is generally wiser to beat 
ean see a little better that it is dis-| the white of the eggs that are to be 
solved. I think it is better than mix-| added before adding the baking pow- 

- ing with the flour, and cold water is | der and flour, but soda will bear wait- 
better than hot water because the|ing a little better than baking pow- 
gas does not form so quickly. The} der, and if the eggs are fresh it does 
flour was sifted once before being | not take long to beat them, for they 
measured; that is sufficient for an | do not need to be beaten dry, as they 
ordinary cake. If we are making a|should be for meringue, but only 
sponge cake with no raising material | light and stiff. It is not necessary to 
excepting the eggs, it is better to sift | beat them very stiff. You know the 
the flour several times to make it ex-| longer eggs are beaten the more 

eeedingly light. Jf baking powder is| tasteless they are. I hope that every 

aiieial
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one who makes cake has one of these girls soon learn that they must not 

little pallette knives; they are so nice | talk about having luck at home, but 

for cleaning every bit of the egg and | always find the reason for the failure, 

putter and all ingredients from the | if they have one. 

sides of the dish, and you get the Cake in baking, should go through . 

value of every particle. I think such | four processes: first, it should rise in 

a knife pays for itself jn a very short | the first quarter of the time; in the 

time. second quarter it should begin to 

In adding the whites of course you | brown; in the third quarter it should 

wish to preserve the lightness as | finish browning, and in the fourth 

much as possible, and a folding mo- | quarter it should shrink from the 

tion is much better than beating or sides of the pan. The shrinkage is 

stirring. It is the best way to add | not always perceptible. I like to let 

whites to almost any mixture when | the cake cool a little before taking it 

they are added for the lightness as in| out of the pan. In preparing the 

the case of cakes, omelets, and such | pan, a good plan is to butter the tin 

things. I have generally advised | and sprinkle flour over it; then shake 

against the use of granite baking tins off all the flour ‘you can and that 

until I had an opportunity of using | coating makes a smooth crust over 

some of the new granite ware that the bottom and is not so likely to Z 

is being made somewhere in our own stick. 

state, in Milwaukee, I believe. I 

find it is considerably thinner than 

the old granite ware and bakes very BOILED FROSTING. 

nicely. 
It seems strange that fashion Recipe. 

should regulate opinion, but it seemS} 6,. eup of granulated 

that layer cakes are going out of thira a 7 Liana a sue oe 

fashion and flat cakes coming in. To- B oo water, white of one Se 

day I shall bake this in shallow ot ne eer and water without 

¥ eae ss stirring until it hairs or threads 

square pans. If it is to be kept for| Sion tried. It will take about six 
any length of time a thicker cake is| i vutes, Whe’ the-«o a re z = 

better: it does not lose the moisture | 15s) jeat the white : a oe = 

as quickly. This cake with molasses | | 14 when th = = Ee . ae 

needs rather a slow oven. I presume = Re a ae to the 

that most of you in making a cake ee 2 egree pour it slowly on the 

would not use as many dishes as I ee white, beating all the time. 

have. I would not if I were not Beat till stiff enough to put on the 

talking. All the ingredients can be —_ jae ounce or one square of 

measured with the same cup, by ae 's chocolate may be melted over 

measuring the flour, then the sugar, te feeets and added during the 

and then the liquid. I spoke a few — 

minutes ago about sponge cakes be- Boiled Frosting. 

ing more wholesome. They can also 

be made with fewer dishes than any It certainly seems to me that there 

other cake, and with uniform suc- is very much less danger of the sugar 

cess, for, as Mrs. Campbell has said, graining now, in making frosting, 

in one of the lectures on Household | than there used to be, and I think it 

Economics which she gave at the Uni- | must be the beet sugar, though it is 

versity at Madison, there is no “luck” not labeled in any way,—and that the 

about sponge cake—it is a scientific | difference in cooking is due to the 

process. The word luck is not rec- material from which it is produced. 

ognized in the cooking school. The | For this frosting I use a cupful of 

16 
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H! granulated sugar and a third of a cup| are perfect, means for learning scien- 

| of water, cooked until they spin a| tific methods of putting - things to- 

! thread. I think one trouble in mak-| gether, materials that are as nearly 

| ing this boiled frosting is that people | perfect as can be manufactured— 

; do not measure the water; another | there is very little on which the cook 

trouble is that they sometimes cook | can depend for excuse for her occa- 
| faster and sometimes slower, and |sional failures, except the weather. 

{ still another is that they cook in dif-| Question—How many whites do you 
j ferent dishes. You cannot make a| use? 

large omelet successfully in a small} Mrs. Jamison—One. If you put in 

sized pan, and the rule applies in this | two whites the frosting is thicker, 

| also. You must look out for the size| but it is more spongy. I do not like 
of the dishes you use. If you use a|it as well, but two whites can be used. 

frying pan or one with a large sur-| Question—Do you ever have any 

! face evaporation is too rapid. If you|trouble with the frosting being 

| put your sugar to cooking in a small sticky? 
dish when it begins to boil you can| Mrs. Jamison—It will not be sticky 
beat your egg. The test for the|if you cook it to the right degree. 

boiled sugar is when it threads, that) This is the hardest thing to do. I 

is, when dipping up the syrup it will | think the test of the soft ball is the 
* fly off in a fine thread. A good test best, and it will not be sticky after it 

is to dip the spoon into cold water | reaches that. The eggs need not be 
and then you can tell by the way the | beaten dry. 
syrup acts. It will form a ball when| I will give a recipe for a frosting 
cooked to the right degree that will | Without eggs. 
roll, and will not stick to your fin- 
gers. If it is disturbed ech ane it Dolled Creem: Hrosting. 
may grain. It makes very little dif-| Two cups granulated sugar, three- 
ference whether hot or cold water is| fourths cup of cream. Boil fifteen 
added, if you watch it very closely, | minutes, beat until thick, spread on 

but I generally put on cold water, and | the cake while warm. This is not as 

then I know just what it is going to | White as an egg frosting, but it is 
do. When I use hot water it does not | suitable for a dark cake, such as the 
give me quite the time that I like to | coffee cake given above. If cream is 
allow. not at hand milk can be used, adding 

The cooking of sugar is a vast field | 2 tablespoonful of butter. 

in culinary operations, because there 
are so many degrees to which it can 
be cooked, and with such different| APPLE AND CELERY SALAD. 
results. I do not pretend to know 
anything about it. There is a great LES 
deal to know and one needs a great| Equal parts of small thin slices of 
deal of experience and practice to do| apple, and cut celery. Mix together 
the various things that can be done | with a mayonnaise dressing. English 
with boiled sugar, but with a little | walnuts may be added, broken or cut 
care this frosting can be made nicely, | in small pieces, and half walnuts may 
even by one who has not had a great | be used for a garnish. Do not chop 
deal of experience. One thing 1|the walnuts, it makes too much dust 
started to speak of in regard to boil- | or fine powder, but cut them. Celery 
ing frosting is that it is affected by |tops can be used for a garnish, and 
the weather. On a clear day one is|if the apples have red skins leave a 
more sure of success. In this age | little of it on the slices and use them 

when we have cooking utensils that! for a garnish also.
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MAYONNAISE DRESSING. though you can sometimes get an 

olive oil with a milder flavor, and I 

Recipe. would suggest if one were trying to 

The yelk of one egg, one-half tea- | cultivate a taste for it, to procure it 

spoonful each of salt and sugar, one- from a drugstore. I think one reason 

half saltspoonful of paprica or a olive oil is not liked at first, is be- 

speck of cayenne pepper, one tea- | cause we do not always get it good. 

P spoonful each of lemon juice and | The California oils are being sold and 

vinegar, and a half cupful or more of | used quite a little. I think they come 

olive oil. Mix the sugar, salt and|mostly in bulk, at least I have not 

pepper, stir in the yelk, then add the |seen any California oils with the la- 

oil a few drops at a time till too thick bel on, but I know they are used to 

to stir. Thin with a few drops of | some extent in this part of the coun- 

lemon juice, then put in more oil, al-| try. They would be more agreeable, 

ternating with lemon juice and vine- | perhaps, to some tastes; they are con- 

gar until all the acid is used and the | sidered the very finest. We can be- 

dressing is as thick as desired. Use | lieve they are doing their best in the 

on vegetable, fruit, or meat salads. manufacture, in California, because 

Mayonnaise Dressing. they are trying to work up a trade 

The next thing I will make will beJ and get a market for their oil, and 

the mayonnaise dressing for the | they are undoubtedly producing the 

salad. There is nothing new about best article possible. 

this dressing to those who are in the| It is more reasonable to cultivate a 

habit of making it, but to those who | taste for olive oil than for the pickled 

have not had experience it sometimes | olives. Yet, while we know that in 

seems a difficult undertaking. It is general fish, eggs, and apples are ex- 

very simple. The rule that I have | ceedingly wholesome food—food that 

chosen for this dressing differs from is always to be recommended—there 

those in the older cook books by | are individual cases where even those 

omitting the mustard. It is a dress- things cannot be used. Some people 

ing that keeps nicely in a cool place, | can eat cooked apples who cannot eat 

and though the recipe I give is in them raw, and there are people who 

small proportion, it can be doubled, | cannot endure eggs and fish in any 

as I shall do today. The more oil | manner. We probably all remember 

that can be worked into the yelk of ; among our acquaintances those who 

the egg the finer the dressing is sup- | cannot eat some one thing. I know 

poséd to be. In putting it together |a lady who cannot endure the odor 

mix first the dry ingredients, that is of apples, and will not allow them in 

the seasonings, then add the yolk of the house. Her oddity is a trial to 

the egg, then the oil, a few drops at| her boys because they cannot even 

a time, until the mixture gets pretty | conceal them in their pockets with- 

thick, then the acid may be added, jout being detected. Another lady 

and after the acid the oil may be could not eat fish, and her partaking 

added in larger quantities. It can be of it always resulted in a slight pros- 

mixed with a wooden spoon or with | tration or something of that sort. So 

an egg beater. I like the Dover beater; | it is with olive oil; while there is 

after it gets worked up a little I beat often a distaste for it, because it is 

it with the egg beater, which gives it not commonly used, often a repug- 

a very much lighter color, and it is | nance to it, some times it is an in- 

considered handsomer. dividual peculiarity that cannot be 

Question—Is there any special | overcome at will. . 

brand of olive oil? Question—Do you ever use butter 

Mrs. Jamison—I am using the Lucca | instead of oil?
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I Mrs. Jamison—Yes, butter can be|of whipped cream, when it is ready 
| used in place of oil in making this |to be served. The cream is not to be 

i] dressing. Cream the butter very | added until the dressing is served, as- 
ij thoroughly, then add it to the egg,|it will not keep as well as the oil.. 
HI and add the acid to it. This as you see, is very stiff and light 

} Question—What proportion would | colored. 
i. you use? I am not sure but this salad dress- 
i Mrs. Jamison—I hardly think I can |ing may be considered very inappro- 

} answer that offhand; I think prob-| priate in a lecture before a Farmers’ 
i ably you could use about the same | Institute, where the audience is sup- 
i} amount as of oil, that is, half a cup! posed to be composed largely of far- 
i} of butter instead of half a cup of| mers’ wives, but I know of no rea- 

i} olive oil; one could readily tell by try- | son why farmers should not have the 
| ing. Put in all the egg will take. On| very best things to eat. Olive oil is 
4 this point I might give the opinion | one of the most wholesome and di- 

of Mrs. Rorer, who is undoubtedly | gestible forms of fat and is being 
' known to you as one of the most/| prescribed largely for diseases where 

iy eminent lecturers on dietetics, who| waste is going on rapidly. 
| lectured at the World’s Fair, and is 
| now conducting a very able depart- 
| inant in the Tadles’ Homie Jeeta GRAHAM BISCUIT. 
! She avers that the salad without the 
| olive oil is not a salad at all, and Resins. 
} should not be served as a salad; that One pint of graham or whole wheat 
} is, the virtue of the salad lies in its | flour, one-half teaspoonful of salt, 
} digestibility and wholesomeness, and |one teaspoonful of sugar, two tea- 

} the olive oil with the-green vegetable | Spoonfuls of baking powder, one-half 
furnishes the most wholesome com- | tablespoonful of butter and one scant 

' bination, especially for persons in-| Cup of milk or water. Sift together 
' doors, and is very much more easily | the dry ingredients and work in the 
} digested than butter. If we use but-| butter; see that the oven, the tin, 
i ter it is for the flavor rather than for | cutter and rolling pin are ready, then 
} its greater wholesomeness, and while | 24d the liquid, mix as little as possi- 
} its use in salad dressings is not to be | ble; turn out on the board, roll, cut, 

recommended, those questions are | Place in the tin, and bake a little lon- 
largely such as each one must answer | 8¢T than white biscuit. 
for himself or herself, because we 

know best what we can eat, and ee eS 

whether we can train our taste to| The process in making graham 
like the things we want to like. biscuit is very similar to the dum- 

One thing I should have spoken of | plings I made yesterday. There is 
in regard to this whayonnaise dressing | nO reason why soda and baking pow- 
—it is advisable to have the ingredi-| der should not be substituted for 

ents somewhat cool, but it is some-| each other, if the proportion to be 
times dangerous to have them too| used for each is understood. A 

cool. Olive oil is often kept in the | Slightly rounded teaspoonful of bak- 
ice box, and if taken ovit and used im-| ing powder to a cup of flour, or half 
mediately it is sometimes too cool | 2 teaspoonful of soda to a cup of sour 
and the dressing is sure to break. It| milk. It is not so necessary to sift 
would be better to have it of medium|the graham flour as it is white 
temperature. This dressing may be | flour, because it does not pack as 
thinned, if desired, or the flavor of the | White flour does, and perhaps I do 

olive oil toned down by the addition | not need to repeat here the answer
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to the question I was asked yester-|it up. Like dumpling dough it is to 7 

day about sifting graham flour. I|be turned on the board and rolled, 

shall not sift this today, because 1| without necessarily touching your 

think it is better not sifted if you can | hands to it, always remembering the 

eat it with the coarse parts in, but |less you mix, the nicer it will be. 

if you cannot I would always advise; I shall have to do as housekeepers 

sifting it out. 1 am referring of | sometimes have to do in an emer- 

course, to good graham flour. 1| gency, today, and use something else 

think it is better to fill the cup with | in place of the right utensils, because- 

some other dipper than to dip the|I forgot to bring my biscuit cutter. 

measuring cup 1n, because it does not| It is always advisable to use a small 

pack so much in that way. In using | cutter for biscuit as they bake nicer 

baking powder for these biscuits, 1t| if they are not too large. The object 

is advisable to mix it very thorough-| of the hole in the top of a biscuit 

ly with the fiour. That can be done |cutter is to allow the air to puff 

by sifting and then turning the|out. This can is less convenient be- 

coarse part in with the rest, or it can | cause it has none. 

be done by very much stirring. A| Always try to get as many piseuit 

coarse sieve is very convenient where | out of the first cutting as possible. 

one is using very much graham flour. |'These rules for biscuit apply to all 

I am going to substitute for the |soft doughs, doughnuts, cookies, ete.; 

milk (it is supposed always to be!the more they are worked the 

sweet milk where it is not desig- | tougher they are, so that the less 

nated) sour milk and soda, instead of | dough there is to work up the second 

sweet milk and baking powder. The | time the better. Always be sure to 

putter can be worked in dry with | have the rolling pin, cutter, and 

the fingers. In pastry it is better to| everything ready, as you get the 

keep the hands out altogether be-| best. virtue out of the material if it 

cause the warming of the butter will| goes into the oven as soon as 

render the pastry more tough. ‘There | possible after it is wet. A very 

is so small a proportion of shortening | good rule and a saving of time and < 

in the biscuit that it makes very |very often hurried steps, is to have 

little difference, and the butter | the utensils ready and the ingredi- 

should be worked in until it is lost.| ents measured before beginning to 

‘As I said yesterday, in making 4} put anything together. 

soft dough, work it is as little as pos- 

sible after wetting it; put part 

of the wetting on one side and CHEESE FONDU. 

work that, and then wet the , 

other part and work that. The Recipe. 

only difficulty in using soda is in Put one cupful of milk in a sauce- 

knowing just how sour the milk is.|pan; add one cupful of grated or 

If it sours in your own hands you crumbled cheese and one eupful of 

know about how sour it is, and how | fine bread crumbs. Season with one- 

much soda it will require. These pis- | half teaspoonful of salt and a speck 

cuit are rather harder to handle than | of cayenne pepper or a half saltspoon- 

the white flour biscuit, because they | ful of paprica. Cook carefully until 

are shorter; no more shortening is put | the cheese is melted, stirring contin- r 

in, but the graham flour itself, be- ually and serve at once. 

cause it is coarser, has the appear- 

ance of being shorter, that is, less Cheese Fondu. 

tenacious. It is just as well, if not For the cheese fondu which is the 

better, to use white flour in working | principal protein part of this meal,
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we season with a speck of cayenne 
pepper. Cayenne seems especially Scalloped Potatoes. 
adapted to cheese dishes, not only in I have been asked so many times 
flavor, but it helps also in the diges-| for my recipe for scalloped potatoes, 
tion of the cheese, and is very) that 1 thought it might be well to 
much better to use than white pep-|put it into this lesson. There are 
per, though that may be substituted.|raw potatoes scalloped by being 
‘Lhe principal thing to remember in |cooked a long time in milk, and then 
cooking cheese with milk, is to heat | there are the scalloped potatoes which 
the milk first, in order to make a| are first boiled and then put together 
smooth dish, and keep the mixture in| with the milk and butter, which is 

motion after the cheese is added./ the kind I am going to make today. 
Otherwise it will be stringy. ‘he/'The potatoes were boiled this morn- 

cheese is to be grated, and for that|ing with their jackets on. The ad- 
reason you need dry cheese instead of | vantage of cooking them this way is 
fresh. If it is very fresh you must| to retain all the flavor of the potato 

| crumb it with a fork. It is always a|or of the wholesome mineral salts. 
very good plan to grate the bread} For this dish of scalloped potatoes, I 

| using the inside of the loaf. The/am going to make a white sauce. 1 
' crust can be used for bread pudding | referred yesterday to white sauce, 

or some scalloped dish. This cheese| giving the different kinds of 
fondu can be prepared very nicely in| sauces, and now I will make this or- 

| a chafing dish and it takes but a few | dinary white sauce, or milk gravy. I 
' minutes to do it. It is very well| can make it a little quicker by heat- 
) liked even by people who are not very|ing the milk. Yesterday I put the 
| fond of cheese. Cheese put through | liquid in cold, as it was not conveni- 
} this grater is so very light that I/ent to heat it, but I think it is a 
, pack it down as | measure it. If you| good plan to heat it, if convenient. 
‘ are buying cheese for some dish, it|I shall use the same proportion I 
. is well worth knowing that a cupful| used yesterday in the gravy for the 
; is about one-fourth of a pound. chicken pie, a tablespoonful of but- 
| Question—How is cheese fondu to/ter, a tablespoonful of flour, and a 

} be served? cup of liquid. 
: Mrs. Jamison—It should be served| ‘he only point in this dish of scal- 

onto plates right from the dish in| loped potatoes that differs from the 
| which it is made, as it spoils quickly.) more ordinary way, is that the but- 
[ ter, flour and milk are combined in a 

sauce instead of being put in separ- 

SCALLOPED POTATOES. ately. Very often the potatoes are 
: put in in a layer, then butter put 

Recise over, and flour sprinkled on and milk 
pe. turned over the whole, with the sea- 

Use cold boiled potatoes sliced| soning. I use the same ingredients 
rather thick. Make a white sauce of/in the same proportions, but make a 
two tablespoonfuls of butter, two/sauce instead of putting the milk, 
tablespoonfuls of flour, and two cups| flour and butter in separately, and 
of milk. Put the potatoes and sauce/it seems to make a smoother 

: in a baking dish in alternate layers,|dish of potatoes. You will re- 
seasoning with salt and pepper.|member I stated yesterday in add- 
Cover with buttered crumbs, using | ing the liquid to the flour and butter, 
one tablespoonful of butter melted, | if it was added hot it should be add- 
and one cupful of crumbs. Bake| ed a little at a time, and the mixture 
from twenty to thirty minutes. might be cooking slowly while it
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was being added. If the liquid is 

added ea it is best to draw the The Unknown Factor. 

saucepan to one side so that it does| If the farmer had to consider the 

not boil at all while being added, individual tastes of each one of his 

and then it needs pretty good stir-| cows and his sheep, he would find his 

ring until completely mixed. There | work considerably complicated. 

is a good deal of virtue in beating,| Probably this is the greatest diffi- 

in making things of this sort; it will| culty to be found in preparing food . 

often bring the lumps out when it| for the human animals. It has been 

seems as if they would never come | suggested by some, in considering 

out. 
this subject of taste and its relation 

In heating the milk it is better to|to digestion, that the difference is 

place the dish containing it in hot mainly in the fact that what we use 

water, as it need not then be watched | is cooked, while the food for the farm 

so carefully, and the dish is not so | animals is more commonly raw, and 

difficult to wash. Sometimes a sauce- we do not fully understand the chem- 

pan on the top of a teakettle is a|ical processes which these different 

very convenient way, OF still better, | food elements undergo in cooking 

a teakettle steamer. I will season nor the full influence of heat on fla- 

the sauce with a little pepper and|vors. I have no doubt there is a 

salt, and the potatoes with a little | great deal in that, but even that does ; 

more salt, because, as the boy said | not clear up the mystery. A few 

the “Salt is the thing that makes po-| years ago people ate what they fan- 

tatoes taste bad if it is not put in.” cied, and gave very little thought to 

Other vegetables besides potatoes | it, so long as it did not really burt 

may be scalloped in a similar way, or | them, as to whether it was the best 

jn some cases it is just as well to put sort of food for them or not, but we 

the vegetables in a dish and pour the | are beginning to understand that food 

white sauce over them. It is a nice | has a value besides the physical ef- 

way to prepare cabbage or onions, fect it produces, and that mental and 

having them cooked first, and it is| moral qualities depend somewhat on 

also nice for macaroni. Over the | what we eat. In considering the dif- 

top of the scalloped potatoes { am| ferent nations, the pugnacity of the 

going to put a dressing of bread Englishman has been ascribed to his 

erumbs, using @ tablespoonful of | diet of beef; the hardiness of the 

butter to a cup of crumbs. These | Scotchman, to his oatmeal, though 

erumbs, of course, are not dried | we must remember that with them 

crumbs, such as we use for the pork | that diet is always accompanied by 

in the first lesson, but crumbs of | plenty of outdoor air and exercise;— 

stale bread, and in the preparing put-| the docility of the Chinaman, to his 

tered crumbs, where you wish the top | diet of rice; and so we might go on 

brown, and the dish does not require | through all the nations. Of course we 

very much cooking, it is nice to know | will admit that these characteristics 

you can brown the bread crumbs in | are influenced also by climate, tem- 

the butter. If you do not wish to| perature, etc., but the food plays a 

take the trouble to prepare the but-|larger part in it than has been 

tered crumbs, a sprinkling of the | thought until recently, and so food 

dried crumbs over the top makes a|is being studied along those lines, 

good finish to a scalloped dish, and and especial attention is being given 

it is better than to let them cook | to food as a thought producer. We 

without any such covering, because | would all like to know what to eat 

the sauce on the top skims over and|to make us bright. Of late, fruit 

docs not look well, and is harder to | stands at the head; it used to be fish. 

serve 
Fruit does not contain a great deal 

——————
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of nutriment, but it does contain the | wholesomeness; not only the glands 
? salts and acids which are exceedingly | of the mouth, but likewise the glands 

wholesome, and which aid very | that secrete the intestinal juices are 
materially in the digestion and ab-| stimulated by certain flavors. Hence 
sorption of other foods. There is| while it is wise to train our taste to 
both sense and nonsense in these | like wholesome things, it is not wise 
considerations. The great value of | to carry this too far or insist upon 
fruit for people of sedentary occupa-| ourselves or others eating things for 
tions, is undoubtedly that it satisties| which there is a positive dislike. 
appetite, and yet does not overload | While the food in itself may be per- 
the system with carbon or nitrogen | fectly wholesome and not in the 
that requires physical exercise to as-| least indigestible, it may disagree 
similate. with the person taking it, in which 
One element, surely, on which the | case very little nutriment can be ob- 

wholesomeness and nutriment of food | tained from it. This seems to be 
so much depends, is the flavor. We} proven by circumstantial evidence, 
very often eat more than we want, un-| which is all we can say so far, no ex- 
consciously, because we are searching | periment having yet been made fur- 
for something that tastes good} ther than that. It becomes the am- 

. and are hardly aware what it| bitious housekeeper of the present 
x is. I was interested several years| day, then, to study not only the food, 

ago in atalk I heard at a meet-|but the people she has to 
ing where food subjects were|feed, and to prepare dishes that 
being somewhat discussed, with the|are not only nutritive, but pala- 
experience of a lady who said she|table, yet without pampering to 
had never in her life had any special | the depravities which beset appetite. 
liking for candy. She did not think 
she had a sweet tooth. She lived in Closing Remarks. 

: her own home until she went to take Mrs. Jamison—At the close of this 
care of a friend in another place and | series of cooking lessons I wish to 
the meals were prepared by a maid | thank the ladies for their attendance, 
in the kitchen, who was ignorant |and for their apparent appreciation 
very likely of the rules of flavoring, | of the work that has been done, often 
seasoning, ete. The lady said she be- |at a disadvantage. I also wish to 
gan to have a craving for candy, |acknowledge my gratitude and ap- 
and did not know what it meant un- preciation to the young ladies from 
til after some thought, she concluded | the Appleton cooking school, who 
it was because the food she was eat- | have appeared in their white caps 
ing lacked in flavor. The first object | and aprons to serve the various dish- 

in preparing food is that it may be nu-|es that have been prepared. I think 
tritious, but the nutriment depends | their help can be laid to the fact that 
on the flavor more than we are aware | you have thoroughly practical and 
of. The digestive fiuids are not | wideawake school officers, for which 
called out as they will be by an ac-| you ought to congratulate yourselves. 
ceptable flavor. You know  that/I have enjoyed the afternoons spent 
sometimes the thought of a delicious| with you very much, and shall re- 
dish makes the mouth water, liter-| member them with great pleasure. 
ally; the very thought of it stimu- Mrs. Cary—Mrs. Jamison, in behalf 
lates the glands so that the saliva is|of the ladies of Appleton and the la- 
secreted. This is one of the myster-|dies in attendance at this cooking 
ies of digestion that it is hard to ac-| school, I thank you for the instruc- 
count for, but it goes to show how|tion you have given us. Ladies, I 
much our food depends on flavor for|think it fitting that we give Mrs.
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Jamison a vote of thanks. (Moved | knowledge that very much of the 

and seconded that a vote of thanks | success of the work has been due to 

pe tendered Mrs. Jamison). the good arrangements that the 

Mrs. Jamison—I thank you for ladies of the committee have made 

these kind words, and am free to ac-) for me. ' 

EDUCATION OF THE FARMER’S WIFE. 

Mrs. L. 0. GROVE, Monroe, Wis. 

Read at the Farmers’ Institute held at Monroe, February 23-24, ’97. 

Iam a firm believer in Farmers’ good cook was the noblest work of 

Institutes and always glad of the God; and that there was more truth 

privilege of attending one in this than poetry in the old saying that 

beautiful and hospitable county seat the royal road toa man’s heart is 

of ours. I was asked to read a pa- through his stomach. So it must 

per at this Institute, and the subject |be of great importance that the far- 

1 have chosen to write a few sugges- mer’s wife (and other women as 

tions about, is the education of the | well) who usually do all the cooking 

farmer’s wife. 
or at least have to oversee it done, 

‘The farmer’s wife requires a large should have a good knowledge 

and extended knowledge of a great of the great art of cooking. 

many things. Of course she should|She should know how, and be 

be well grounded in the elementary |able to make good bread and to 

branches taught in our schools— |cook meats, vegetables, and pastry, 

arithmetic, reading, spelling, writ- | coffee and tea, so as to be both pal- 

ing, grammar and geography. After atable and healthful. 

these I think she should acquire a It is well to know proportion in 

pretty thorough knowledge of and arithmetic but it is just as necessary 

training in vocal music, and instru-|for a woman to know the proportion 

mental also if she can afford it, but of saleratus to sour milk, or baking 

surely if she can’t afford the instru- powder to sweet milk, and the other 

mental she can the vocal, for the things accordingly. And as I believe 

throat is a wonderful instrument | there is intemperance practiced in a 

when by cultivation and practice its| great many things (if you doubt it 

range is 2 1-2 octaves or more. And|look up the definition of intemper- 

a home without music and without | ance in Webster’s International : 

singing is deprived of one of the | dictionary), I also believe it is a 

greatest pleasures of life, and one of | woman’s duty at all times to put in 

the most tender influences. Auerbach |a word against infemperance, for we 

says, “Music washes away from thea know, or ought to know, that it 

soul the dust of every day life.” is unhealthful and degrading to both 

The late ex-Governor Fairchild said | soul and body. Let us also study 

when he visited the cooking school | our cooking and see to it that there 

which was held here at the Roundup |is no intemperance practiced in that, 

Institute in 1895 that it was a hab-|by using too highly spiced and sea- 

it to say “an honest man is the no-|soned foods, and too rich, which is 

blest work of God,” but he thought a | also unhealthful. I hope the time is 

seg
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| not far distant when there will be, The farmer’s wife should thor- 
| cooking schools established at every|oughly understand the keeping of 
! county seat, or some other conven-| accounts, for to her is left most of 

ient place, where the girls can attend|the buying, and she is largely 
| a regular course of cooking, pass an| responsible for the expense of living, 
I examination, get a diploma, and that|and by entering the ordinary busi- 

it will be considered an accomplish-| ness transactions in an orderly way, 
| ment to have this diploma, just as|much trouble will be averted, and 

well as to be able to play Mendels-|the wife becomes the trusted and : 
i sohn or Handel on the piano. indispensable companion of her hus- 
i Again the farmer’s wife is so often| band without whose assistance and 

called upon to attend the sick, and|counsel, he attempts nothing. 
being generally remote from the|These are a few things I believe a 

} doctor and required to administer to|farmer’s wife ought to know and 
i the suffering, she ought to have a|her education be along these lines. 

1 good knowledge of the human body,| I now will close by quoting what 
| its diseases, and treatment. This | Hanford says: 

| can all be acquired by a very little “T am willing a woman should 
. labor and small expense. She should read Latin and Greek; 

know the general laws of health Should German and French and 
and proper sanitary conditions. Italian speak; 

j Her education would be incomplete And be up in the latest aestheti- 
: unless she has learned to cut and fit Gal teen 

| to advantage, the various garments If she only knows chicken from ' used in her household, and to do this turkey. 
not only for comfort and economy, Pans oo% - a = 
but for beauty as well. Most chil- taki PASE 12 an uniC Bed Aone: 
dren get their ideas of the beautiful a Patt 
and good from their mothers. To Read poetry, science, and culti- 
continue this practical education, vate art, 
she should read good books and mag- If husband and children were 
azines and reflect. Edmund Burke first in her heart, 
Says that “reading without reflection And if she knew chicken from 
is like eating without digesting,” * turkey;—” 
and no doubt that is true. One book “Knew barley from rice, knew a 
she always has and that is the bible; tart from a pie; 
this is the best of reading for it con- A boil from a stew, a broil from 
tains words of wisdom as well as a fry; 
the knowledge of salvation. : 

I believe it to be her duty to famil- ae ota went intolthe sharks 
iarize herself with the grand sayings : i 
and teachings of’ the holy scripture, Knew very well chicken from 
and her life will be made happier. ar 
She should cultivate a cheerful dis- For to make home happy, all 
position; her trials are many and knowledge must blend; 
severe and unless she is hopeful and Art, science, and service their 
cheerful by natural disposition, or benefits lend; 
acquire these virtues by practice and Then, ladies so clever and wise 
cultivation, her life will be hard, the condescend, 
children quarrelsome, and the home To know about chicken and tur- 
dismal. key.”
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DIVERSIFIED FARMING. 

JAMES H. BREWER, Berlin, Wis. 

Read at Farmers’ Institute held at Eureka, March 2-3, 1897. 

The farmer’s lot reminds me of a|@S they do upon the kind of man 

certain fish, or fish story I have that is upon the farm. Brains must 

heard—that in the beginning when | be mixed with the soil as well as 

all the various kinds of fish had been | manure. 

created, there still remained a lot of And so the farmer to be successful, 

superfluous bones on hand, so one must be educated and intelligent. 

more fish was made, the bones bun- He should be a whole encyclopedia in 

died up and thrown in, and the fish himself. He should be a chemist, 2 

ealled a red-horse. And a very good that he may determine the composi- 

fish it turned out to be. And so I|tion of the soil he cultivates, and 

have thought that at about the same the articles cultivated in order that 

time, when various trades and occu- he may supply the deficiencies in 

pations were being distributed—one either, and that he may know the 

to the doctor, another to the mer- constituent parts in various kinds of 

chant, the lawyer, ete., of course the feed, that he may feed his cows for 

easier ones all being gobbled up milk, his horses for muscle, his colts 

first, there still remained a lot of|and young stock for growth, and his 

hard, tough jobs, very similar in porkers to weigh 200 pounds in the 

name and appearance, and only shortest possible length of time. 

one class of people left to take We are each year advancing in all 

them; and so they were all bun- lines of agriculture, and he who 

dled off to the farmer. I like would keep abreast of the times, will 

the word, farmer, as Crabb is have to be ever on the alert for eas- 

quoted by Webster as saying, “A far-| ier, more rapid and economical meth- 

mer is always a practitioner, the ag- ods of production. By means of rail- 

riculturist may be a mere theorist.” | ways, and increased steam navigation 

‘And so the farmer, living as he| facilities, we are compelled whether 

does, sixteen hours out of the twen-| we wish to or not, to compete with | 

ty-four in God’s free air and sun-|the markets of the world. And so 

shine, inhaling oxygen from the the larger variety of products we 

fields and cow stables, building up| have to dispose of from our farms, 

muscle and brain from the “fat of | the more apt are we to get a fair 

the land,” with his brawny arms, his| remuneration for our toil, and our 

broad shoulders, and broader views, | incomes will be more evenly distrib- 

is better adapted and qualified to uted throughout the year. 

accept adversity cheerfully, yes, or I would not confine myself to 

even prosperity, although it may stock raising or grain; to grow the 

sometimes seem a long time in com-/one we must have the other. And 

ing. do not let us be satisfied with poor 

Farming is as much of a science as| stock, poor crops, or poor farming. 

most of what are called the learned | The first two of these will inevitably 

professions. Crops do not depend so| follow the latter. To remedy the first 

much on the kind of soil on the farm,|we may have to be to some extra 

ai
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expense for breeding stock at the; The average yield 6f wheat in our start, but when this is once obtained] state is about thirteen bushels per i with a little extra outlay of money,|acre; that of oats and corn thirty- i annually, mixed with good judg-|two, potatoes about one hundred ! ment, we may go on improving our bushels; our meadows average a ton i farm stock, until we have that suited! of hay to the acre, and our cows one i to our especial needs and purposes. | hundred pounds of butter per head. : For me, the stock that suits me best| ‘This is an average yield. Of course ! is that, that I can realize the most|there are a great many farmers in i profit from. This may mean dif-| our state that double this yield, 1 ferent breeds of stock, in different] when at the same time there would : sections or localities, and on differ-| be many others who would only get ent farms. one-half of it. To double or largely So let us study what it may be| increase the yield of our farm crops with us individually, and then get it./ is absolutely necessary to be success- Let us have the best, from the old/ful. To do this may somewhat in- mother here with her brood of plump} crease the labor and cost but should Plymouth Rock chickens, along with| not in proportion to the increase in the pigs that we can make the most yield. And so there is a vast field of pork from in the shortest possible possibilities and resources open to time, and with the least feed; the| the intelligent farmer. With the va- sheep that is best adapted to our|rious kinds of marketable grains, 
locality, be it for either wool or mut- hay, stock, fruit and vegetables he ton; the cows that will make most | can grow, he should never be without butter and that will respond| some kind of produce that he can the more readily to good feeding; and|turn into ready cash. 
horses that will find ready sales at} Another good feature for the good prices. farmer is,—he need never be out of In regard to other farm crops 1/a job. Dr. Franklin once said, and I would not confine myself to either | believe he must have had the farmer hay, wheat, corn, rye, oats, barley,|in mind at the time: “Are you your beans, potatoes or sugar beets, but} own master? then be ashamed to would study the law somewhat of! catch yourself idle.’ There are al- supply and demand, and govern my-| ways “odds and ends” that are liable self in a measure accordingly. Grain | to get behind in the rush of the busi- can be kept sweet and good for years, | ness season, that may be looked after by being stored in a dry place and| when favorable opportunities occur. shoveled once or twice a year from| An hour’s time can be very profitably one bin to another, thus giving one | expended once a week in picking up a chance to look up a market. To|and putting to rights around the 
do this, a man should be out of debt, |lawns and farm buildings. There is or at least have no one carrying him nothing that will call attention in such a way that he would be forced quicker or advertise a farm better to sell his produce to or through his| than when in passing to see every creditor. thing in shape and place, and neat 
The only way to feel free and inde-| and tidy around the home. It takes pendent is to keep out of debt, to pay | eternal vigilance to keep it so, but the 

as you go. If you can’t pay, better| satisfaction one takes in seeing it, not go. By this I mean the making | well repays him for all labor expend- 
of store bills, and for farm machin- ed. 
ery, repairs, etc. Most of us had to| The shop is a very necessary ad- go in debt for our farms at first or junct to successful or “diversified we might never have had one. farming.” In it there should be car-
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penter and blacksmith tools, and | life and prosperity will be added unto 

woods and iron, suitable for any re- him. It is necessary for farmers as 

pairs that may be necessary to make. | well as merchants or any other class 

‘And so many a trip may be saved to|of men to educate themselves, and 

a distant town in a hurrying time, vote their opinions, and the truest 

and the repairs made at home, often|of wisdom to so express their opin- 

in a few minutes’ time. And many |ion for the greatest good to the great- 

a stormy day may be utilized to good|est number. But polities will never 

advantage in the shop. It makes me) cure the effects of the drouth or a 

tired to see great big two-fisted man’s laziness or neglect. 

farmers in perfect health, growling One must work out his own 'salva- 

about their lot in life, and about the | tion on the farm, and it is better that 

oppresson they imagine they suffer, it be not done with fear or in a tremb- 

when the truth is, they are or should ling manner. Wise Plato said: 

be, the most independent and happy “The world with men was stored, 

people on earth. Slovenly farming} That succor each to other might af- 

and wasteful habits, with lack of ford.” 

energy, is more the cause of their| And so he who makes the world 

imaginary misfortunes than any| better for having lived in it, has 

thing else. surely not lived in vain. A farmer 

Farming is a business (or many who, having high ideals, has striven 

different kinds of business in one),| to reach them, has helped to place 

and he who neglects his farm in any this grand occupation of his on a 

way neglects his business. Industry | more elevated plane. If his talent is 

and good management will cure most | not what he may wish it to be, let 

of the imaginary evils farmers are him do his best with what has been 

complaining of, Let the farmer edu-| given him, and in so doing he will as- 

cate himself and family, make his| sist in elevating his calling, and at 

home and farm attractive, and his| the same time be instrumental in 

surroundings as pleasant as possible, benefiting his brother tradesmen and 

be diligent, be honest and upright in all their posterity, 

all things, then all the blessings of 
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HOME BUILDING—A PLEA FOR BETTER HOMES FOR 
FARMERS. ! 

| W. H. Pickford, Monticello, Wis. 

Read at Farmers’ Institute at New Glarus, Feb. 16-17, 1897. 

When a friend comes to visit you, building possibilities of our: occupa- 
have you not noticed that there are |tion. I can readily see how a person 
different degrees of visiting? During|living in a city can occupy a dozen | 
the day time you take him around| different houses and become attached 
with you as you go to your work,|to none. He buys his house room ; and you talk about your stock, your| just as he buys his groceries, and he 
crops, your buildings and such com-| gets as much as he can for his money. 
mon place things; but when evening|So when he finds he can get better 
comes and the work is done, supper| accommodations for less money, off 
is eaten, and the children put to bed, | he goes, with as little regret for the 
then you draw your chairs up to the| house that he leaves as I have when 
fire and talk of those things which|I throw aside an old pair of shoes. 
are nearest to your hearts, and which| But I cannot see how anyone can be- 
for some reason you could not bring| gin with a piece of raw prairie or 
yourself to speak of during the day.|timber land, and through years of 
It is in some such spirit as this that| toil and care, convert it into a home, 
I have chosen to speak to you on a| without growing into it, taking root 
subject which TI believe is dear to|in it, as Oliver Wendell Holmes says: 
most of us, and should lie at the very | “What a sense of ownership comes to 
core of our lives. a man who has seen trees, planted by 

I do not wish to underrate the im-| him, grow from twigs to giants.” 
portance of those subjects which re-] What man or woman is there that 
late to the raising of revenue on a|does not become attached to a place farm, but I will leave them to others| where every building, tree, bush and 
who have been successful in some | flower represents so much of their 
special line, and will ask your atten-| thought and effort. What a compan- 
tion to one which I think is of the] ion is an apple tree that one has greatest importance to us. I refer| planted and pruned and guarded un- 
to the subject of home building. You| til it begins to return fruit to him for may have heard of the farmer who| his care! Shall we smile at a man wanted to buy more land, to raise] who says he has some affection for 
more corn, to feed more hogs, and so| trees and buildings? It is a good 
on. There are many such men, but sign when a man begins to take root; many of us would stop that rotation | and happy is he whose roots strike and put in the phrase—to build a deep and wide, for he is anchored 
home. I did not say house, because | from many an evil. There has been house and home are not synonymous. | too little of this taking root in this A house is only part of a home. busy western country. 

Ever since I have been a farmer I| But the change is coming. I know have been impressed with the home many men to whom the market price 
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for land would be no temptation to | life work will make the world a little 

sell. They are there to stay as long| better, and we ought to be happy. 

as they are active farmers. When a| The general tone and character of 

man begins with bare land, and|these country homes has a greater 

works and worries until he has a com- influence than many persons suspect. 

fortable house, ample barn room, In every political crisis the nation 

sheds, fences, a well that is no longer | finds that the country is the balance 

an experiment, an orchard that is| wheel, and the brake on the body 

bearing him fruit, and all the other | politic. The shrewd politician is al- 

things that are needed to make farm-| ways a little anxious until he hears 

ing a comfortable, as well as a profit-| from “wayback.” But it is in bus- 

able occupation, he begins to find|iness more than in politics that the 

out that there are many things that | effect of country homes is felt. The 

have cost him both money and Jabor,| country is continually furnishing 

that he will sell at a loss if he|new blood and vigor to the city. The 

sells the farm, because houses and | majority of the successful men in the 

barns are somewhat like clothing, cities were country boys, and they 

they are intended to fit the owner; | tell us that other things being equal, 

they seldom fit a stranger So well; | the country boy has a better chance 

hence, they do not have as much value| than the city boy, because of his hav- 

in his eyes as in those of their!ing greater endurance, more frugal 

builder. 
habits, more tenacity of purpose, and 

We all desire to be successful, and|more self reliance; all of which are 

the world worships success. But/a natural result of life on a farm. 

success is a relative term, and means The isolation of farm homes is a 

one thing to one man and something | benefit or a detriment to our chil- 

quite different to another. To some|dren according as it is used. It 

it means the simple accumulation of | gives parents more complete control 

wealth, the making of a “pile,” the | over children than is possible in 

adding of one forty to another until | cities, and with proper training may 

one has the largest farm in the neigh- be a benefit to them. On the other 

porhood; the biggest bank account. hand, if they are allowed to grow up 

If this alone were success, then most | untrained, the result can only be un- : 

of us are doomed to failure. To couth, ill-mannered, and _ possibly 

others it means the finest house, the |immoral children. They absorb 

largest barn, the biggest crops; and much from their surroundings, 

judged by this we are most of us| hence the necessity of making their 

failures. But I believe that a man environment as favorable to good 

and a woman have a right to eall|growth as our means will allow. 

themselves successful, who for their Shall we rest. content with giving 

life work have built a home wherein them all they need of food and cloth- 

is found plenty and comfort, and out | ing? We do as well as that by our 

of which come children who make | cattle. Shall we not. also feed the 

useful and honorable citizens, and | eye, the ear, and the mind? If they 

this notwithstanding they may al-|are eye hungry, let us feed them 

ways have been a little pinched for | with flowers jn and around the house, 

money, and sometimes felt hard|with pictures that appeal to their 

times. If I am right in this then | higher natures. If they are ear 

success lies within the reach of most hungry, feed them with music and 

of us. It will be of a kind not em-| song. I know of nothing that will 

bittered with envy. We shall enjoy tie members of the family together 

it while we are earning it. It will |as well as music, only let it be dis- 

breed a healthy contentment. Our tributed among all the members
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{ and not all heaped on one. Let| that the one who by chance or choice 
them sing songs of sentiment and) is a farmer, shall not regard himself 
love, providing they are pure and/as the unlucky, one of the family. 

noble; but most of all, get them to| And yet you will not deny that they 
sing those deeply religious songs | sometimes do. Why should not the 

and hymns that most of us can re-|farmer have as much comfort and 

member that our mothers used to/as many conveniences in his house 

sing, and which we keep tucked |as a townsman of equal means. Why 
| away in our memories with other|should farmers who are well to do, 
| sacred things. allow professional men, merchants, 

The best time to teach a child is|and even clerks, to preempt fur- 

when he wants to know. There is|naces, bath rooms, hot and cold 

| a time in the child’s life when he is|water apparatus, cisterns, and 

| mind hungry. Can you not recollect}such luxuries or necessities—just 
it in your own life? It is just as}as you choose to look at 

much our duty to provide good mind|them? Do you know of any farmer 

food for them, as it is that we make} who has worried along the best part 

them healthy and strong. But, my|of his life without these things and 

friends, we cannot do this if all the| more too, and then moved to town, 

tools we have to work with are the|and on the income of one-third of his 
country newspaper, and almanac, | farm felt able to afford all of them? 

and a horse doctor book. Neither} Why could he not afford them on 

can it be done with half a dozen|the farm? Simply because he did 

costly subscription books. For these| not. Suppose we look at it this way. 

half dozen, let us buy fifty or more.| The farmer is looking over his ma- 

The novelist will show us human na-| chinery on a June day, and he thinks 

ture. The historian will recall the; haying is nearly here. He has an 

past for us. The scientist will study |old four-foot mower that will cut grass 
and experiment for us. The traveler| well enough although it may need 

will go from pole to equator, and|/a few new sections or minor re- 

they will all wait upon our humor;| pairs, but his neighbors all have six- 
and come and sit with us when we/ foot machines; so he goes to town 

invite them. In this age of good|and makes a trade for a new ma- 

cheap books, there is no need of a| chine, letting his old one go for a 
farmer's child being mind hungry, | little more than the price of old iron 
and going unsatisfied for want of|and he gives perhaps, in exchange 
them. Buy a few at a time, but|$45.00 cash. There is nothing un- 
keep buying. Whether they are|usual about that, is there? Maybe 
farmers or join the army that moves|you have done it yourself. Just as 
cityward, this trdining will be in the! like as not, the dealer sells him a 

right direction. It will tend to make| patent hog waterer, fully equipped, 
them gentle in nature, as well as| for $5.00 which is a nice thing both 
manly and womanly. for him and the hogs. And now he 

This movement of our young men| comes home feeling that he is an up- 
to the city, is to a certain extent,| to-date farmer, with a six foot mow- 

unavoidable. It is the natural rest-|er and a patent hog waterer. Now, 

lessness of youth. It is not desirable|suppose after dinner, when they 
that all of our boys should be farm-| have admired the paint on the mow- 
ers, or that all of our girls should| er and he has explained the workings 
become farmers’ wives. But it is|of the patent waterer, his wife were 

desirable that they shall not leave|to say to him, “James, I wish you 
us because our homes are bare, or| would fix up the bathroom and have 
our lives are dull. It is desirable | hot and cold water tanks and pipe it 

Se
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to the bathtub and kitchen sink.” , power. I believe if more farmers 

Would not his face be a study? | would make home building and 

Would he not say, “Mirandy, do you} home adornment an aim in life, we 

suppose I am made of money?” Out should be more contented as a class. 

of which investment would he get| We should not be in a hurry to move 

the most benefit? Now, if anyone|to town. We would be less envious 

needs a bath regularly and often at| of persons who make a great show. 

certain seasons of the year, it is the|In estimating one’s position, it 

farmer; but when he must steal a makes a_ great difference to one’s 

bath as he would a melon, he de-| feelings as to which way he looks. 

serves great credit if he keeps him-| It sometimes pays to look backwards. 

self clean. If anyone needs a kitch-|I believe that every man owes it to 

en sink with hot and cold soft water himself to be above his business in y 

on tap at all times, and a drain to| the sense of saying to it, “You keep 

that sink, it is his wife. Just think | your place. I am greater than you.” 

of the tons of water some one must | How successful is that man who has 

carry out of a farmer’s kitchen in farmed so well that you cannot 

a year, and the law of gravitation | touch him any where, but farming 

lying idle. 
oozes from him. I recognize the 

I may truly say that we are an en-| power and convenience of wealth; 

terprising set of farmers. We al-| but if in acquiring it we lose either 

ways buy the latest made machines | health, honor or happiness, it comes 

and some of us are SO enterprising | too dear. Let us be good to our- 

that we do not half wear out our old| selves and to those committed to our 

machines before we buy new ones. | care. Let us live this life well, re- 

Why should we not be as careful to| membering that when the Great 

fix up our wife’s workshop as our Equalizer, Death, comes to us, of all 

own? Let us make our homes as|the things that we have accumu- 

nearly as possible, suburban—keeping | lated, there is but one that we can 

all the advantages of the country, | keep, and that is the character that 

and adding as many of the conven- | we have built around the personality 

jences of the city as lies in our|which this body encloses. 

17
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OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED YOUNG MEN FROM THE 
FARMS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN—AN 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION WITHIN REACH OF 
EVERY ENERGETIC YOUNG MAN WHO WISHES 

TO EXCEL IN GENERAL AGRICULTURE. 

R. A. MOORE, in Charge of Short Course. 

: By a wise provision of our legislature in 1895 the Farmers’ Institute 

Bulletins now reach every district school in the state, and are not only read 

by the young farmers attending district school, but are drawn from the libra- 

ries and read by those at home under the same rules and regulations as other 

books of the libraries. 

With this distribution of eight thousand copies and a general distribution 

of 52,000 copies by Superintendent McKerrow at Farmers’ Institutes, Bul- 

letin No. 11 will reach the homes and firesides of more people than any pre- 

vious issue, consequently a chapter to young farmers seems very essential. 

There is no longer any doubt as to the advisability of the farmer being 

trained in the vocation he follows in order to succeed, as he has as deep and 

intricate subjects to fathom on the farm as the doctor, lawyer, or manufac- 

turer, consequently he should have the same opportunities afforded him to 

secure this proper training. 

Courses in the College of Agriculture. 

The University of Wisconsin has made ample provisions for agricultural in- 

struction in the College of Agriculture, which now gives the following courses 

to young farmers: The Graduate Course, the Long Course, the Short 

Course and the Factory Course in Butter and Cheese Making. 

Graduate Course. 

The Graduate Course is for graduates from our own and other universities 

who wish to further their education by original investigation and profes- 

sional training; rare opportunities are afforded such students in the Exper 

iment Station and scientific laboratories.
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Long Course. 

The Long Course which requires four years for completion affords special 

and scientific training in agriculture. It is designed for young men who wish 

to secure training along agricultural lines commensurate with that given in 

the scientific and engineering courses of the University. It is treated fully 

in the University catalogue which can be had by applying to the Secretary of 

the Board of Regents. 

The Short Course in Agriculture, and the Factory Course in Dairying are 

popular courses for young farmers, and of these courses, in particular, we 

wish to give information through the Bulletin. 

‘ 

The Short Course in Agriculture. 

The Short Course meets the needs of the average young farmer who can- 

not arrange to leave the farm for the entire year, but who can conveniently 

erter the college at the beginning of winter when the major portion of the 

farm work is over and less help needed at home. This year the term opens 

Nov. 30, and continues 14 weeks, closing March 3, thus letting the young 

men back to the farms before active work begins in the spring. 

The Short Course extends through two winters, and upon completing the 

studies embraced in the course, the student receives a certificate from the 

Board of Regents. 

Special arrangements are made for young men who can only attend one 

winter and do not wish to work for a certificate. To meet the needs of 

these an opportunity will be given to take all studies,which can be com- 

pleted the first winter and such other work in the second year as they 

deem most essential, providing it does not interfere with their schedule of 

studies. 

The majority of young men now do not wish to stop half way so arrange 

to take the second winter and complete the course. 

Employment for Short Course Students. 

Dairymen, Stock Breeders, Horticulturists and general farmers, realizing 

the worth of young men having training in their especial lines of work, 

apply to the college for our students. During the past few months over one 

hundred applications have been made for our young men from different por- 

tions of the United States. In many cases responsible positions are ten- 

dered them with corresponding salaries. Since the close of the last term 

thirty of our former students have accepted such positions.
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| The time is near at hand when the young man who wishes a responsible 

f positioa on the farm will be confronted with the same question that meets 
4 the teachers of our public schools, namely: “What are your qualifications?” 

i The age demands that a man should be proficient in the work he under- 

| takes if he wishes to push to the front. 

i The general satisfaction given by our students to those for whom they 

: ry labored the past season seems to warrant a larger call for them at the close 

y id ef the coming term than ever before, and no pains will be spared in filling 

ai | such places, satisfactorily and promptly with the young men fitted for such 

a y positions. 

bi The larger portion of our students return to the homes of their parents to 

i put into practical use the knowledge acquired while in the college. 

eYy 

i Lines of Work Pursued in the Short Course. 

ay The experience gained during the twelve years the Short Course has been 

all in existence has enabled the agricultural faculty to arrange a systematic 

BN course of study, thoroughly practical and especially what is needed by the 

zl) average young man from the farm, so as _ to gain the greatest amount of 

‘il! knowledge in the least possible time. 

apt 

a Live Stock. 
## : The increasing live stock interests of our state demand much attention, 

fi consequently three instructors are employed in this department. 

it First: the dean of the college takes up the work in feeding, giving stu- 

| dents a general idea of the composition of the most important feeds, and 

i standard rations used by the most successful feeders of Europe modified to 

t suit the conditions of the American farmer. The aim is to make the young 

men intelligent and economical feeders of live stock, utilizing the products 

in reach to the best advantage, thus marketing the grain products of the 

farms through the farm animals instead of putting them on the market at the 

low prices that are now being paid. 

The professor of animal husbandry gives a series of lectures on breeds 

i and breeding of live stock with reference to origin and general characteristics 

of each type of various animals. Live stock judging has become a very at- 

tractive feature of the course, and a great interest is taken in the same by 

all students. 

Heretofore students have done most of the judging outside in the yard near 

t the University barn and labored under many disadvantages, but last winter 

the legislature came to our rescue and enabled us to build a $15,000 

SS
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MEDALS AWARDED IN 1897. 

Duplicates of these will be awarded to Second Year Short Course Students in spring 

of 1898.
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} dairy stable and stock judging building for the use of the students hereafter. 

} With this building and its many conveniences, together with the dairy herd 

which will soon be purchased, the live stock department will be more inter- 

H esting and instructive than ever before. 

; Citizens of our state wishing to encourage the students to further effort, 

give valuable medals and prizes each year to those showing the greatest 

ait! proficiency in judging live stock. Eight medals and seven prizes aggregat- 

bil ing a money value of $350.00 will be awarded the coming term to young 

‘i men for proficiency in different lines of work in the live stock department. Wi 
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\; STUDENTS COMPETING FOR THE HOARD'S DAIRYMAN MEDAL. 

{ Judging Dairy Cows at the Brown Bessie Stock Farm, Owned by H. C. Taylor, Orford- 
} ville, Wis. 
y 

‘ The veterinary surgeon treats of the diseases common to farm animals 

ard lecturers on the physiclogy, anatomy, and hygiene of the animal body. 

Our object is not to make veterinarians of our students, but enable them to 

take care of the stock in general. Some of the leading veterinary colleges of 

America recognize the work of the Short Course and grant special induce- 

ments to young men who have taken it. The Chicago, and McKillip veteri- 

nary colleges of Chicago, Illinois, will accept our students as juniors, thus 

enabling them to secure diplomas by attending two sessions. The Ontario 

College, Toronto, Canada, which has a two years’ course, will admit our stu- 

dents as seniors, enabling them to compete for a degree in one session. 

Live Stock Judging at County Fairs. 

The thorough drill received by Short Course students enables the best of 

the class to become proficient judges of live stock. The leading county and 

:
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district fairs of the state now call upon the Agricultural College to furnish 

the live stock judges for their annual exhibitions. Last year our students 

judged live stock at 36 different fairs in Wisconsin, and this year they 

judged at about an equal number besides being called to do judging at fairs 

in Iowa, Illinois and Ohio. 
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STUDENTS JUDGING CARRIAGE TEAMS. i 
h 

Farm Dairying. 

Wisconsin, during the past few years, has rapidly pushed to the front in 1 

the dairy business, and our state is especially noted for its choice dairy 

butter. Im order to encourage and still further strengthen this industry, . 

“Farm Dairying” is taught in the Short Course. 
i. 

Here the students have an opportunity to make butter as it should be made 

on the average dairy farm. Cleanliness is one of the prime factors and the 

crusade against dirt is unceasing during the term. 

The instruction includes practice in running small separators by hand, 

steam or tread power, ripening the cream, the use of the Babcock test and 

the lactometer, churning, working and packing butter either in prints or 

tubs, and marketing the product to advantage. In addition to the practical } 

work mentioned, the students receive a series of fourteen lectures from Dr.
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Hi] 

Agricultural Physics and Mechanics. i 1] 
1 

The work embodied under this head has become so important to the farm- ah 

er that especial attention is given to this branch of study in the Short i 

Course. 
' i 

The students are drilled to consider the draft of horses, the draft of | i 

wagons, the construction of roads, the running of steam and gasoline en- : 

gines, windmills, tread powers and other farm motors. Attention is given to tt] 

the construction of silos, stables and other farm buildings so as to have 

them convenient and substantial; also the questions relating to the impor- ' i 

tance and control of soil moisture, drainage, irrigation, tillage, etc. tt 

if} 
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A LESSON IN TILE DRAINAGE, it 
' 

The completion of the Physics building has added much to the efficiency of 1 

this department. The work has grown to such an extent that Prof. J. A. i! 

Jeffery, a graduate of our college, has been called to assist Prof. King in his | 

many duties which devolve upon him through increasing work j 

Bacteriology. 1} 

The Second Year students receive fourteen lectures from Dr. Russell on the j 

bacteria that attack animal and plant tissue, and the relation of bacteria to t 

milk and its products, and to soil fertility. It is important that farmers | 

should have a general understanding of the relation of bacteria to the vari- i 

ous lines of agriculture. 
} 

Ki
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Economics of Agriculture. 

Recognizing the importance of a knowledge of agricultural economics Prof. 

Wm. A. Scott of the University School of Economics will give a series of 

fourteen lectures on this interesting subject. The course embraces such 

. topics as: Agriculture in its primitive stages, relation of agriculture to other 

industries, money and banks and their functions, the relation of the railroad 

\! and elevator systems to agriculture, how prices are determined, and the com- 

‘i petition that the average farmer of today has to meet in plying his voca- 

f tion. 

# Plant Life and Horticulture. 

i The many natural advantages of the state for growing fruit and vegetables 
* 
J are becoming more and more apparent,and consequently secure the attention 
| 

4 in the Short Course that they justly deserve. Under the guidance of Prof. 

Hy Goff and two assistants the students are taught to propagate their own or- 
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STUDENTS PLANTING APPLE TREES IN GARDEN GREEN 
HOUSE. 

chards and take care of them properly. They also receive lectures and practi- 

cal work on the seed and its germination; the nutrition of the plant and its 

development from the seedling to complete maturity; how plants are affected 

by external influences, as heat, cold, moisture, dryness, parasites, soil, cli- 

mate, ete. 

The students are drilled in the horticultural laboratory and in two large 

green houses where practical experiments are being carried on in plant life. 

|
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Agricultural Chemistry. i 

No longer can the average farmer of Wisconsin plow over the virgin soil 

and raise abundant harvests as in bygone years, for the soil has been rob- 

bed of its fertility by continual cropping. In order to restore the fertility, 

the farmer should understand the chemical elements contained in the soil, t| 

air, crops and manures and know how to utilize and care for all to advan- ( 

tage, so as to get the greatest possible good from them. The students re- i 

ceive aseries of lectures bearing directly upon these important subjects 

from Dr. S. M. Babcock. 

Farm Book Keeping. 
| 

A course in book-keeping is given to the first year students which includes 

a farm set of accounts embracing common accounts on the farm for an en- | 

tire year, also several sets of comm ercial acceunts. The object is to train 

the student so as to undersiand the mderlying principles of book-keeping, So ' 

that he cum keep a systematic sct of accounts in cornection with whatever i 

business he undertakes. In this course «re 4 eussed s7ch topics as notes, 
i 

vonds, mortgeges, drafts, checks and cemmercial papel’ in general. 
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STUDENTS AT WORK IN THE BLACKSMITH SHOP. 
1 

j 

Practical Mechanics. 
t 

A course in blacksmithing and carpentry is given to first and second year 

students. The instruction includes forge and carpentry work that is im- 

mediately applicable on the farm. All farmers should understand the use of
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j tools so as to do their own repairing, thus saving a great deal of valuable 

i time and money and utilizing material that would otherwise go to waste. 

i Short Course Literary Society, 9 © "YO 

j Realizing the benefits derived from intelligent discussions our students 

j have an organized literary society where they receive drill in essay writing, 

speaking, parliamentary practice and debating. 

i They are also taught how to organize and conduct district school meet- 

i ings, town meetings and farmers’ clubs. 

The students find this one of the instructive features of the course, con- 

sequently all take a deep interest in the meetings, which are conducted and 

governed strictly in accordance with Roberts’ Rules of Order, from which 

text the students receive their drill in parliamentary practice. 

Libraries and Reading Rooms. 

The students find this one of the instructive features cf the course, con- 

i and reading rooms connected with the University. The agricultural library 

alone, has over 4,000 volumes bearing upon agriculture, besides one hun- 

dred of the leading agricultural papers of the world. The general University 

library contains 43,000 volumes, and the Historical library over 100,000 vol- 

umes of choice literature. 

Gymnasium. : 

For a small fee Short Course students can take regular work in the gym- 

nasium, and a large number of the students last year availed themselves 

of that opportunity. 

Number of Students That Have Taken the Short Course. 

At the present writing 483 students have taken the Short Course. Of 

this number 64 have come to us from cther states, and 419 from Wisconsin. 

* Short Course Certificates. 

Three years ago the Board of Regents decided to grant all students com- 

| pleting the studies of the Short Course in a satisfactory manner certificates 

: signed by the Agricultural Faculty. Up to the present time 68 certificates 

have been granted.
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Requirements. 

Students in order to enter the Short Course should be not less than six- 

teen years of age, and have at least a common school education. 

No entrance examination is required; faithful and earnest application to 

study is expected of all. 

Many of the subjects taught are quite as essential to women as to 3 

men, for often they have a part or the management of farms and gardens. 

In order to better prepare them to meet this responsibility, young women 

are granted all the rights and privileges of the Short Course. 

Expenses. 

The Short Course is free to all residents of the State; those from other 

states pay an incidental fee of $10.00 and a tuition fee of $6.00. All stu- 

dents pay a fee of $1.00 for material used in the Farm Dairy Laboratory. 

The expenses of the First Year students from Wisconsin including board, 

rcom rent, books, incidentals and cost of visiting stock farms will be about 

$50.00; expenses for Second Year students will amount to about $10.00 ad- 

ditional on account of visiting Stock Farms. The entire cost to non-resi- 

dent students will be about $66.00 for the first wfrter, and $10.00 additional 

for the second. } 

For full information and Short Course circular, address R. A. Moore, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

FACTORY COURSE IN BUTTER AND CHEESE MAKING. 

PROF. E. H. FARRINGTON, in Charge of Course. 

The Wisconsin Dairy School has been called the “Parent” Dairy School of 

the U. S. Since the erection of Hiram Smith Hall, the $40,000 building and 

equipment devoted to this instruction, there has been an attendance each 

year of 100 students which 1s the full capacity of the present accommoda- 

ticns. This building was occupied by the first classin 1892. The winter 

term of twelve weeks begins Dec. 1st. The courses of instruction include lec- 

tures by eight professors, and from four to eight hours’ work each day in 

either the creamery, cheese factory or milk testing laboratory of the schoo}.
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This map shows the location of 141 of the creameries and 149 of the cheese 
factories operated in 1897 by former students of the Dairy School. Many other 
factories have been operated from time to time by our students during the 
past eight years. 

Since the opening of the Wisconsin Dairy School in 1891 there has been a 
total attendance of 665 students; 5430f these were residents of Wisconsin 

and 122 of other states and countries. 
Former students have become instructors at dairy schools in 14 other 

states. 
. 

At the Wisconsin State Fair of 1896, the Dairy School students took eleven 
out of a possible sixteen prizes offered for creamery butter and chedder 

cheese, 

a a aa
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A special course in milk and cream pasteurizing is also given for such stu- 

dents as desire instruction in this new branch of dairying. 

The milk which the students manufacture into butter or cheese, is bought 

from fifty-seven farmers or patrons who deliver it daily to the school. 

The most modern and approved methods and machinery used in creameries 

and cheese factories are obtained for the instruction in these. lines of 

* work, and the milk testing instruction includes twenty-four lectures by 

Dr. S. M. Babcock, the inventor of the test, on the chemistry of milk. 

q The dairy students in the past have included young men, old men, and 

women. Owners of butter or cheese factories sometimes attend them- 

selves, while others pay the expenses of a young man who agrees to work for 

them after taking the Dairy School instruction. Every one who attends the 

Dairy School must have had at least four months’ experience in either a 

creamery or cheese factory before entering the school. Each class has 

H contained men who have had years of experience in butter and cheese mak- 

4 ing as well as those of less experience. Students having this previous experi- 

‘| ence are able to begin on almost the first day of school to use the six dif- 

‘ ferent power separators, eight cheese vats, milk testers, box churns, com- 

‘ bined churn and worker, etc., which are in daily operation at the school. 

Dairy certificates are granted to students who have passed satisfactory ex- 

aminations and who have successfully operated a creamery or cheese factory 

for two seasons of not less than seven months each, and a favorable 

report is made of thefr work by the inspector. 

Residents of the State of Wisconsin taking the Dairy Course pay fees 

amounting to $6.00 to the University; those living in other states pay $32.00 

fees. The estimated expenses of a student including fees, board, etc., for the 

i term of twelve weeks is $52.00.
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Weights per Bushel (Commercial). 

Lbs. Lbs. 

WCE ooosicsscvesnwseccnvieesine cine MO EIBE. ec erescserescercsenses > ssesee am 

Clovers ........ccccscceccseccecces 60 Buckwheat .......-..-sesceeeeees 50 

Peas .....cccccccccscccdcccccccsece GO Milleb ............02----22eececeee 5D 

er eee 

Potatoes .......0.eeceeeeeceeeeeees 60 Barley ....-eeeeeseececceeeeeeseee 48 

Onions ............2eeeeeeeeeee+e+- 57 Millet (Hungarian) ..............- 48 

Corn (in the ear) .......-..+.2++++ 70 Timothy .......-2eeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 45 

Corn (shelled) ......-.eeeeeeeeeees 56 OatS 0. se eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 32 

RY ..ceeccccccccceecscccceseseeses 56 Orchard grass .........+--seeeeee- 14 

Seed Used per Acre. 

Drilled. Broadcast. Drilled. Broadcast. 

Bus. Bus. Lbs. Lbs. 

Whaat... <<. 52-2225. -0-- 1G 2 Clover (red) .........-... +++ 12 

RMI ss onaiaceeacece ne 214 Clover (Alsike) .......... ..- 4 

BY soso sce nanwnene Se 214 Clover (white)..........-. «++ 3 

en 216 se See 10 

Bes awe cence stool ... _ timothy.. 12 timothy)... "** 

MPRNIRAIS 5.5 ccs osisieoe pine. ¥% Timothy...........-..--- -+ 5 

eee ee 4 ... Orchard grass ........+-+ +++ 25 

Oats and peas { Oats .... 1 ee ee 3 

ee Gy ieee 3t ee ee 2 

Wiaz. oo... cec eee seceee eon 6801 Carvols........-..0-2002- 2 ose 
nn RR ees a Z, ileei es scene +o 

RONEN sicuiccceiciiecissene cea ae aoe 
a eae 

Vitality of Seeds if Properly Kept. _-. ~~~ 

Turnips ............0.se000++ 5 years Wheat ........-eeeeeeeeeeeeee 2 Years 

Rape .....22.eeseeceeseeseeeee 5 “ Buckwheat ......-----+++--+- ot 

Pumpkin: .........-..2:--.25. 5 © CWP on siecinneevinnincengar sess ane 

OUR. oe scsesscsascsmaccuesees S) CE MMBIRG, pomee eeeetece> erence See 

GN ao socaccocccucassuosses BSUS Sesecewowe teense reeee ss 

IE onan cnnccccccsccwcsiess @  t, HEMM (octencsesecenees- <6 ror See 

. DEE. eccveccececccccccccecsve Bf WEIMER -<ccocesensierres>s-eecl ame 

Barley ...........eeeeeeeeeee+ 3“ Orchard grass ....+...+++200+ 2 o 

| 

| Yield of a Good Crop of Farm Products per Acre. . 

| Clie nncveescccsnccescccecsenc G0 Be BRPO ovccseccedesercesncne+on OO 

| Corn (shelled) .........2222-. 50  “ Hay seeeeeeeeeeeeerereeeeeree 2 tons. 

| BGG oon oss ccceccsnsene OO Petnenee wcvicdeecincenescn<se cee meme 

| Wheat (winter) .............. 30 Turmips ........+eeeeee e+ 4-500 = 

| Wheat (spring) .........--. 25 “ Mangels cesesansnecwesesovche mene 

| BOGUS: wssnsss5sceencescenses 22 ~*~ Stpar Bec. opeesteignsieosere ween ce
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PAGE. 

; Acker & Gartenbau Zeitung (German) ....-.seeeeeeeeeeerererer
eee® 279 

Agricultural GgAbcNDR <nos-----neornngnotee es oetseneen E 279 

‘Alien, M. T., Potatoes .....+.-.soccece
rsrserereressseseeeee 22700077 292 

Alsmeyer, E. C., Nursery Stock susp pe dsne ner eewene=nasaeeeesens
e* 293 

American Grange SAMO, c << ois sana mar ncseooseseesteene
rery*" 278 

‘american Sheep Breeder ....------+ssceseccseeee
ee ere 277 

Arnold, Alex. A., Shorthorns and Berkshires ......+eeeeeeeerserere
s 309 

Boynton, W. D., Nursery Stock ...----c
ecssrsssssseerereeere

 rennet 308 

Bradley, W. C., SMEG oc -- oso nsssoseinsprmereerer
 erences Nery eT” 305 

Breeders’ Gazette Te cucu pestunsaiasacasentencmne
nseeseeren ete” 279 

Champion Milk Cooler ibs icnccm
osen reser eerest *tsener 

283 

; Chicago & North-Western Ry bck camioacinnesacseeeees 287, 294, 295, 306, 307 

Chicago, Burlington & Northern Ry. «.-----+77+795777""7"
"""598" "99 282 

ee. qunctees & © Pie ME <= o-p-oeoee oe 
299, 314, 315 

Coe & Converse, Nursery BEEK co ocnsioecesessersncnamsns
acierce se" 297 

‘ Convey, Thos., Poland-Obinas .......--sserrcceceesss reese er 276 

Cornish, Curtis & Greene, Dairy Supplies <5 ckssecseseneesemeoserms 
296 

Currie Bros., Seedsmen and Florists.....++--sssscce
reserseerereees 297 

i Primer TNS CD, Sac eosee -oeners a a a 281 

{ DeLaval Separator Co.
 cio ee au gut eeoner Memeete nar NCES” cover or 318 

Dickinson, Albert, Co., Seadamen ...-.---++7rerrerccsee
een ss T TT 276 

Dowden Mfg. Co., Potato Diggers ....-s+sessrorersooscs
eerorerree” 284 

Drake, H. B., Shorthorn Cattle ......sssccsse
rrererrresseeseee ee" 276 

pawands, F, C., Nursery Stock .......-ccrccrrsreene ec 288 

Bawarde, J. M., & Son, Nursery Stock.------+r--++rrccre
err ee 70007 301 

Egerton, J. F., Jerseys renews danse taennunaamnecneehate ee erete 276 

| Ellwood Mfg. Co. (Woven Wire Fence) ---++-+r+rrsrrr
rrresrese eee 275 

1 

Farmers’ eae a eas ener sere 
Ne ee 

277 

Farm, Field & Fireside .....-+-.-22000000770
 TTT TTT 

276 

Fox, A. O., Sheep and Be yaa
 acne o--e ee ORI 

Fuller & Johnson Mfg. Co., Farm Implements siicsck eerenseenncete= 313 

Genesee Salt Co. bs inpacrantosweetayc
eneeenenesenastrmersc

r 284 

German Kali Works, Hertilizerd .....s-cscsccocrconsonscs
nesesreee® 283 

Green Bay, Winona & St. Paul Ry.....+-sssss
reereeseeeeeeeeee 777" 300 
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Hanon, Chir., Butter OGIO. s..:c0cciiesis sin ceeses sec sccceceanewevecue 283 
Hatch, Bingrtam & Co., Nursery Stock.............eeeeeeeeeeeceeee 305 q 
ER MO, So oo sicn oc cen ccnenccccmescneseacaccscanesccsesees 279 

TIHnois Central Ry. .....ccscccccccccccccccccccccccccccvcvccccsccccs BUa, SOS : 

INGIANA VETMESP .......0cccccccsccsscrccscessecccssecsccesseccceces 277 

| Kellogg, Geo. J., & Sons (Nursery StocK)..... 0.5 cseeseseeeeeees 312 : 
Keystone Mfg. Co., Agricultural Machinery ...........sssseeseseees 281 

Martin, J. W., Red-polled Cattle ........scccecccccccccccccccccccees 276 

Morrell, F. H., Jersey Cattle 2.00.0. ccvcceccccccscccccccccscscoce 280 
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Ry. ........sseeeeeeeeeeee +290, 291 

National Stockman and Farmer .............-eseecsceccscecsceccs 278 
Northrup, King & Co., Seedsmem ..........cscccerccccccccccccccce 296 

Nortivwenterl: AGrICUMUTIBG 2. o.oo. cc ovccccccccccccecccccedeccess 278 

Nertivwestern PACE . -...<cccccccccec cecescrnceccenccentvevecesee 277 

ODIO Farmer ........csccccccccscscccs coccesvecccccccscsccccsecces 277 

Pages, J. C., Opera oo oon ness voce wcoesen se vos caseusesounec 276 

Prairie Farmer ...00000ccccccccccccies ceccccscccscsvcscescccescses 278 

Scofield, E. J., Nursery Stock, Swine.. .........csscseseeeeeeeeeees 288 
Scott, Kennedy, Potatoes, Poland-Chinas ..........ssssesesceeeseee 285 
Selle, A., POMMACHUIAG one ooocinsicss ocincscccsccccsccecscceseseoces 292 

SSROPMUOM ATCT WORE) oan ons nisc cw cece sccsescwccienccoceces 278 

Smalley Mfg. Co., Ensilage and Fodder cutting Machinery ...... cover or 319 

Superior Drill Co. .....cssceccevccccee soccccevccsccevcscccsvcssccs 317 

Thayer Fruit Farms, Nursery Stock ..............cceccccescccccecs 289 

Tschudy, F., and Son, Ayrshires and Chester-Whites ............. 276 

Vermont Farm Machinery Co., Dairy Supplies .............s++ee0 304 
Western Baral .......2.0secccccccses sesscscececsccesscsccccsoece 279 
Western Wheeled Scraper Co., Road Machinery ............ss008 316 
WRC Set BBY... oo 0nerccvncencectsrescsestaeeksesonesesetws IEEE 

WEOONEIN FAPME? 20.0.00.60 60000 ccccins crsccsvccsccsocessesseccsves 278 
WOGl BEATS B SHOOD ao iis. 5s oo sisincin ore nso sine scaisic ceioscsascesswsoune 277
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LAWN AND FIELD FENCES. 
| 58 INCH. Pa 
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ELLWOOD FIELD FENCE (Standard Style) 

: The Ellwood Woven Fence is made from the best galvanized 

: steel wire and is fully guaranteed in every respect. 

—_Perfectly Adjustable—Lasts a Lifetime. 

| . eee 

| The Original and Genuine.... 

| | | | 

| GLIDDEN BARBED WIRE. 

$b 

a5 we Ree wo © OF Np 
ww 

Ly Re Kee 

Every Spool Bears This Trade Mark. 

i} ADDRESS __——> 

I. L. Eliwrood Mize. Co., 
DEKALB. ILL. 

: | Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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I have been breeding ... ' ' ° 

Poland-Chinas__|*Ylite Cattle and Chester White Swing, 
is wee ee 

Gulls brod oF chipped. "Prices low, for quality, | Fair of 4896, and @ boar bred by Todd & Son of 
Ohio. Priceslow. Write for what you want. 

THOMAS CONVEY, FRED TSCHUDY & SON, 
Ridgeway, Wis. Cold Spring Stock Farm. MONROE, W S. 7 

J. W. MARTIN____—~ We claim cine prbeicorafB epcn herd in 

Breeder and Tmporter of Seca a 
RED POLLED CATTLE. |*eckrscistea by a grandson of Brown Bessie, Tol. 

tec's Signal and Paradise, three of the best Jerseys y 

1 Ges Bah Se on‘ saa fs | Sa arp a oa Raat pl he S1- e 

ie 57 first prizes at four state fairs ee eer ety see eee ; 

RICHLAND CITY, Richland Co., Wis. _| £21,58e.8¢ Prices low for quality. Oorrespon 
On C., M. & St. P. Ry. J. F. EGERTON, Footville, Rock Co., Wis. 

i Cheap Lands. 
250 Sh ropshires. The Farm, 2P., Fireside Sunny South 

Recorded Rams and Ewes. Colony in 
Choice Stock and Low Prices. NORTH CAROLINA 

MecDougal’s Non-Poisonoue Sheep | affords tho best opportunity for yoane men or ' 
Dip by gallon or case. others who want to secure a farm of their own, 

me a or to better their material condition, or are 
For price, write or come and see seeking a warmer or more healthful climate. 

J.C. Payne, Hillside Farm, Prairie du Sac, Wis. | it 3ffords, A DELIG hee ee eee 
QUART UADN RAPT | rors fears cither of which is of equal value to , 
SHORT-HORN CATTLE. |"iittiedvantancs of « southern home amid 

Mill Brook Stock Farm. Foe farther information send 10 cents for The 
ate, Ks ral 

Rat tails ‘Foland Chinas of tebe booklet telling all fabout the ' state and colony. 

Sidually for sale at prices thet ave igi, "| FAM, Field and Fireside Homeseekers’ Dept., 
H. B. DRAKE, BEAVER DAM, WIS. Chicago, Ill. 

CLOVERS, 

RED, WHITE, ALSYKE, CRIMSON, ALFALFA, 

TIMOTHY, HUNGARIAN, MILLETS, RED TOP. 

BLUE GRASS, LAWN GRASS, | 

ORCHARD GRASS, 

BUCKWHEAT, FIELD PEAS, BEANS, POP CORN. 

BIRD SEEDS, . 

FLAX SEED, ENSILAGE CORN, 

COTTON SEED AND LINSEED MEAL, 

GRAIN BAGS, ETC. 

Cor. CLARK & 16TH STS., 

CHICACO, ILL. 
276 
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all upto date Sheep Breeders, Wool - i 

Growers and Sheep F ‘eeders read the oe only 

American Sheep Breeder. ON o T 

If you want to buy sheep you will find all 

the vlnsg and a the Caos eben 

' sented in our advertising columns. you 

want to sell shee See them in the to send your address on a postal and re- 

' AMERICAN SHEEP BEE if| ceive free by return mail a copy of THE 

want to kee} te m sheep breedin; 

mee wool Sy eal the accae antes OHIO FARMER, clearly the leader of the 

read the AMERICAN SHEEP BREED- | Agricultural Press of America. “Upto date” 

ER. The veterinary department of the]. 

AMERICAN SHEEP BREEDER is in every way. Helps make the farm pay. 20 

worth ten times the subscription price. Send | pages every week in year. All original mat- 

; for sample copy. Address ee Oat c tosesins with 

: AMERICAN SHEEP BREEDER, ; great bergeine with other PSPS 

; W. W. Bunci, Mgr., 124 Michigan Street, | Address THE OHIO FARMER, Cleveland, 0. 

: Chicago, Ill. 

: ; 

| Nontnwestern Farmer,| fe Sheepien | 
ANYONE who owns sheep can secure 

, ST. PAUL, MINN. one month's subscription to 

we ovocst ——_MOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP 
and BEST Absolutely Free 

7 Agricultural Journal in the Northwest. ay sending his name and address to J. 

| so CENTS A YEAR. EWIS DRAPER, Manager, 505 THE 

] 
ROOKERY, Exicaco, ILL. 

Sample Copy Free. THE ONLY WEEKLY SHEEP PAPER IN THE 

a UNITED STATES. 

{ WEBB PUBLISHING CO., Pub ‘ishers. Regular Price, $1.00 Yearly. 

Te 
ee eae 

FREE FOR ONE YEAR! 
: 

Worthy Work at Fair Wages. 

THE INDIANA FARMER, ‘THE FARMERS UNION, is now making # thor- 
ough canvass of the country by townships and 

—owne of THE— counties and will add at least ONE HUNDRED 

i 
THOUSAND NEW SUBSCRIBERS to its list in the 

i GREAT WEEKLY FARM ensuing twelve months. At the same time it will 

| a ae | iaseeonsiane afm erp at 
; 

ter} 

i JURNALS OF THE CEN- a ‘This work is to be done S our commis: 

Tt rte ri for terms 

4 TRAL WEST. # # 
> laa ot work. Be ‘careful i ees sea iret let- 

Will be sent free to anyone Par whether you can work near home only, oF 

Wl be sen es to anyone |The 70 ciG 2 Faas One eng 
subscribers and four dollars. [and ranks with the best journals in the world. 

Address, 
Write at once to 

INDIANA FARMER CO., THE FARMERS UNION, 

i INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
324 Dearborn St., Chicago, I. 

i Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 

| 
277



“All good farmers read The | The Most Aggressive and Progressive 
| Farm Paper in the Northwest is the } 

Prairie Farmer, published Norlhwestem Agricul 
$ s eee eee weekly at Chicago. Special On MiNNRABGEIS “Guan. | 

subscription terms are given| OVER 16,000 SUBSCRIBERS. | 
‘ If you are not a reader of it, YOU OUGHT TO 

to Institute members. Write] Be. Brery ise is worth « year’s subscription te : 
: ain a for them, and mention that|‘™" waa 

— 47 —__————_| _ susscrierion, 50 cents A YEAR. 

you saw this announcement| Greatest Seed Premium Ever Offered. 
ae h pm ; poe Send for Free Sample Copies, 

in the Institute: Bulletin.” | oe eee 

Th A . B | . The Question is Never Raised j 
Among pecple who are well posted 

P f merical range l| elit. about * eevealieant papers re to 
THE OFFICIAL PAPER OF which of them all is 

THE ORDER OF P. OF H. IN The Greatest, the Best, the Hand- 
WISCONSIN, AND YBN MH somest, the Most Complete 
AN AGRICULTURAL JOUR- For they one and all know it to be 
NAL EQUAL TO THE BEST. THE 

—— . 
Every farmer in Wisconsin should read it. National Stockman 

Agents wanted in every grange and county in 

the State. Subscription price, $1.00 per wooed 1 Farmer... 
year. Liberal terms to agents. Send sub- Pittsburg, Chicago, Buffalo. 
scriptions and applications for agencies to| Headquarters, Pittsburg, Pa. 

GRANGE BULLETIN CO., Send for a sample copy, or better still one 
CINCINNATI, OHIO. dollar for a year’s subscription. 

a THE WISCONSIN FARMER 
SKORDEMANNEN. te ee eee 

7 | Proreral tateresisatane Rectaeeee 7 
The only Swedish Farm Paper OFFICES: Madison, Wis., and Des Moines, I: 
in America.  Semi-Monthly, To either of which comceeeiccaee station to ai 

scriptions or advertising may be addressed. 
et, All departments of the farm receive attention and 

SAMPLE COPIES FREE. | Te Tecciiee oe shed ee 
quiry department The breeder, the dairyman, the 

SS. frait, grower, the sheep husbandmen, the bee oo ae 

SUBSCRIPTION 75 Cts. PER YEAR. | most wish to know from the depertmeuts devoted ts 
Agents wanted in Swedish Sirc'sfWisstean tow to ese eee” 

i ee mer should be in ovacy Wisssasin ture bomen 

SKORDEMANNEN PUBLISHING CO, | eer ath tate op of greta deaminat t " Practical farim topics by practical farmers, ‘They 
1235-9 Guaranty Loan Bldg., Perniched eae te entry aateerteee tr sete 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. | Prise, $00 per year. Sample copies free on 
ee hae deme 

Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Send for Sample Copy -/The Farmers’ Review 
ae CHICAGO, ILL., 

, Is the Only Agricultural HOARD’S ne one 
DAIRYMAN, | Stnesrsotis Reports ’ ee 

ieee lial Wisconsin Dairy, Horti- 
UNITED STATES, cultural, Etc., Meetings. 

To W. D. HOARD CO., | ATRIAL FOUR MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION 25c, 
mons Sean SAMPLE COPY FREE. 

The OLD 
Published Weekly at $1 per year. , 

ee RELIABLE 

<a WESTERN RURAL 
Acker @ und The largest and best Dollar a Year 

° Weekly Farm Paper in the world. 

Gartenbau-eitung LARGEST list of experienced contributors. 

Is the only strictly Agricultural and Horticul- baie ee oe = 

tural Journal published in the German Newest and most complete market pene 

Lauguage in America. Upserpasse Household and Family t- 
ments. 

Sea ee $1.00 A YEAR. 

By THE HEROLD COMPANY, Write for sample free copy and premium list. 

Mitwavkez, WIs. THE WESTERN RURAL, Chicago. 

e e e j 

Agricultural Epitomist BREEDERS GAZETTE. 
Se annette n teen ett ttt e eens: 

TURAL PAPER PUBLISHED. Best Farm and Live 
‘ ‘ : Stock Paper Published. 

Timely, Practical, Interesting 
spe tte doen to. yous ot tatnie| og EEEDER'S CORNER,” in, charge 

; ol . - _ . 

oan oe van ack ine faces of Norcise, feeders in the country contribute to it. 
It is their paper and claims their support. All Sout ene and hae 

agement o' e stock farm. 
Regular Sebscription Price, 50 cents, ages weekly. Illustrated. Sample 

Reduced to 35 cents. eey free. Radreas 
@ SAMPLE COPY FREE.“ SANDERS PUB. CO, 

Address Epitomist Publishing Co., 358 Dearborn St., CHICAGO. 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. (AGENTS WANTED, 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers. 
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| 

é! Animals only of | 

High Individual Excellence and Pedigree 

compose the 

FORT WINNEBAGO JERSEY HERD. 
FOR SALE: 

Pure-bred bulls of grand individual merit. 

* WRITE FOR PRICES. # 

ADDRESS: 

F. H. MERRELL, Prop., 

y PORTAGE, WIS. 

la ‘Farmers’ a Bulletin” aa writing to advertisers. . 
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DISC HARROWS~ CORN PLANTERS- HAY LOADERS~SIDE HAY RAKES. 

—————— SESS 

RS Re DSS . AA AER DL, [sy 

Ho2Z| Husks Tae @RN, S LY ONE HANDLING Re 

Gs Tue Foover NO ye Cuears THE FieLo, iS 

AL) Sens THE FO0De! NB Fitts Tae BARN [™ 

3 SIZES. ea AND CRIBS. 

PLS 
iE <4 

(ae a eT SSN * 

FS ae 

CLL, 5 2) ry : 

Spinat Foover . 
\ 7 

OHREDDER. f yy v eee: I 

3 Sizes. yy ror‘pay 2 4 Sues. /| \F 

e WV FopoeR 0 mis Wf 

Pees “ Or Ensivace. § ewe: Fe anti 

; i ay } GP* eT pentovr wn 

Meh _. : Cy ae Two HoRSEPMER- 

"a Min. Set 
> (1 CSO A ARIE MIEMEES 2 oes 

CORN HUSKERS «° FODDER SHREDDERS~ SPIRAL FODDER SHREDDER-CORN SHELLERS 

4 S 4 N be Ri hee 

WEHAVENGAGENTS “")} 
i tabergeaa geese g° 

‘t i " Ua Ma? 

i them she deers Bro “y 1 Aue si ~ 
is. Ship anywhere 2 

renaming (OS) SaaS) 
jm thing warranted. [See a a 
hi} 100 styles of Car- re x POI 

vores at KIN CAH 
wigasgt, Phaetons as 10w ‘\S \ 

ds $5. Spring Wagons, Je za 

No.3714. Surrey 5 urnesa—Price $15.00. Road Wagons eal pend No. 606. ‘Sarrey—Price with curtains, lamps, suD- 

hee of as sells for $22.00. for large, e Catalogue. shade, apron and fenders, ($60. As good as sclis tor $40 

ELKHART carniaGe AND HARNESS MEG. CO., W. B. PRATT, See'y, ELEHART, IND. 

[DAUAE! ests 

\ : 
Ce oe "exces 

| WDD . ee i 
Asie ep eee ee 

ie es { Sey Z y : : ‘> @. PON Dy = 

NS Y aN OAC ect Nt ge eto 

| y ee 
ghexcabihe 

BEFORE USING. AFTER USING. 

DAVISSON'S LIGHTNING PLACENTA* EXTRICATOR for, the. Cow, is put up and 

Gees ONE. B. Davison & Co., Ono, Pierce Co-, Wis or Arkansaw, Pepin Co., Wis. 

| 
‘AGENTS WANTED. 

} Send for testimonials *(Placenta or after-birth). 

; 
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Is a sixteen-page illustrated monthly _ jill 
journal. Its aim is to furnish, in an | 
interesting way, information about the Il 
agricultural resources of the West. | 
Many renters of Eastern farms, many |} 
young men who wish to establish 
homes of their own, and in fact any 

farmer, will do well to | 
} 

SUBSCRIBE TO IT }| 
ae I 

. 25c. FOR ONE YEAR // 
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE. i} 

Address, with cash or postage stamps, 4 

THE CORN BELT / 
. 209 Abams Sr., CHicaco, Iu. 
RM . Ginseng y 

Wee 

| 
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ST. CROIX COUNTY 
Is considered by Prof. Henry and others who have made themselves acquainted with its re- 

sources and advantages, as one of the best agricultural counties in Wisconsin. 

. T have for sale two of the choicest farms in the county, 7 acres in each farm; both well 

cauipped with good farm buildings, that will be sold at a low price when the fine quality of 

the farms are considered. 
They are fully the equal of the best farms in Southern Wisconsin, and will be sold at 

about one-third the cost of like farms in Dane and Rock counties. 

For particulars apply to 

: D. C. FULTON, Hudson, Wis. 
a a pesekeenpalinseam nena nena sesame nnn net 

All farmers know its value. 

The wideawake farmer recog- 

O as nizs the importance of fer- 

@ tilizers, and applies them with 
profit to himself. 

An illustrated book which tells what Potash is, how it should 

be used, and how much Potash a well-balanced fertilizer should 

‘ | e e contain, is sent free to all applicants. Send your address. 

GERMAN KALI WORKS, 93 Nassau St., New York. 

Meek ee 4 eo 

aus DO YOU MAKE MILK? 
a i THEN YOU SHOULD HAVE ia. 

WW e J 

Re 

| oa Seyay Champion Milk Cooler and Aerator. 
os It improves the flavor, increases the keeping qualities of the milk 

DONT HAVE and ts products; is indispensable alike to the milk man and to 

iN SOUR creamery and cheese factory patron. Pays for itself in a few. weeks. 

Meo, MILK CHAMPION MILK COOLER CO., 
Send for our book, 67 University St, CORTLAND, N. Y. 

“MILK.” CLUB PRICES TO FACTORIES. 

OVER > ’ 

| eee CHR. HANSEN’S 
iz 100 ¥ 

ec) GOLUMBIAN BUTTER COLOR ore Y ' 

LOW IN PRICE, HIGH IN QUALITY, OF GREATEST STRENGTH, imparting the 

mmnnh permanent June color without streaks or spots. 

as — the “COLUMBIAN” to be pure, uniform in strength, and of unquestioned 

eriority. 
ris Chr. Hansen’s Lactic Ferment 

Ripens your milk for cheese and your cream for butter, imparting 
uniform, high flavor, and keeping Sa to the —- 

CHR. HANS. ‘S LABORATORY, 
LITTLE FALLS, N. Y. 

MANUF AT Ue ctract, Cheese Color, Butter Color, Rennnet Tablets and Cheese Color Tab- 

lets for cheese making on the farm, the Marschall Rennet Test, Lactic Ferment, Ete. 

— ere oe 
| Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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y y Be, 
4 a a | ] jx Highest award at the World’s Fair. 

Qo MES 
PER eee ee cee Pas in 

FR eee ad Se ee 

“i ' iP es os ae a ef J a t | ists eves ~ ooh 5 

\ ar “4 C Sa ls yy EZ ms a CY 

. - en 

SERVE A\> 
. An Elevator Digger that Cannot be Excelld, ers 

nee strong and easily adjusted to any soil, and can go = depth desired, 
With our twenty-four inch shovel you can be sure to get all your potatoes. 
Send for our 32 page catalogue and mention this bulletin. “. . . . . 

DOWDEN MANUFACTURING CO., 
PRAIRIE CITY, IOWA. i eta gm 

THE BEST BUTTER= 66 ” Makers want. -..'T he Best Butter Salt. 
If pri i GENESEE, does it to take chances with chi des in order to save a few cents in the price of the Salgt "1 GENESEE will make the highect Havored prise | winning butter, why will it not improve the quality of your butter every week in the year? Con- j sider this; make the experiment and you will find of. Never in the history of Dairying hes Salt secured such a record. The Butter Scoring Highest at the following named Conventions 

and Fairs was made with GENESEE SALT: 
—— 1896 — Exhibitor. Score. 

g National Cr’y Buttermakers’ Ass'n, - + Thos. Milton, 97.88 
‘ . Y? Nebraska State Fair, - - - - A.W.McLaren, 99 
Rion Jowa State Fair, - - - - - W. W. Day, 88% Tri-State Fair, - + + + + WRi Leighton, 9 

Indiana State Fair, - - - - R. W. Furnas, 9836 
St. Louis Fair, - - . - - D. E. Wood & Co., 100 
Illinois Dairymen’s Ass'n, - - - W. E. Walden, 8 

Dakota “ = - : : - De SmetCreamery, 98 
yan Kansas = oe - : - C. O. Musser, 98 &> lowa a sed - - : - HN. Miller, 99 

Ss WY @ Missouri - « - - - Helena Creamery, 98% = " Nebraska “ m8 - - - - Hampton Cr’mery, 8 
56 Minnesota “ . - aoe : H.C. Hanson, 

we a. National Cr’y Buttermakers’ Ass’n, - H. N. Miller, 98% Sx oF Vermont Dairymen’s Ass’n, : : + Strafford Cream’y, 98 ay wv, Minnesota State Fair, - - - - J.J. Lorentzen, 96 Sse? Towa State Fair, - - - - - Geo. Wicks, 91% RWtoorrmus 4 Central New York Fair, - + =~ Stamford Cr’y Co., 99% ‘3 FA Wisconsin State Fair, : : : - Dan. Bluer, 98 AS BA) Valley Fair, Vermont, - -* - +  ConwayCry, 9% ~ JZDySo.Dakota'State Fair, - - + + DeSmet Creamery, 98% BAe iehe "- 2- 0-1: ERR é Tennessee Centennial, - - - - ” Geo. Bradford, 97 
October 20, 1897. 

For further particulars, inquire of F. A. TRIPP, 34 CLarK Sr., CHICAGO, or Address 

THE GENESEE SALT COMPANY, New York. 
i & ; aa . e Mention “ Farmers’ Institute fees when writing to advertisers.
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KENNEDY SCOTT, | 
RIO, WISCONSIN, 

BREEDER OF 

Bred especially with view to bone and muscle. Hogs 

guaranteed of good quality and eligible to any record. 

The following are my principal Varieties 

SEED POTATOES. for the Season of 1896: Quick Crop, 

Early Ohio, Ohio Junior, Early Puritan, Rutland Rose, World’s Fair, 

White Mountain, Rural New Yorker No. 2, Carman No. 1 and No. 2, 

| American Wonder, New Queen. 

We have also a limited amount of 

The New Barley__—_— 

2 « MANDSCHEURI « « 
Came from Mandscheuri in 1889, and has been grown at the Ontario 

Agricultural College Farm since, yielding five bushels per acre more 

in the average than any other variety on trial. In 1892, the Wiscon- 

sin Experiment Station obtained a sample from Ontario, and grew it 

for two years. Prof. W. A. Henry considered it of so much import- 

tance that he offered 100 Ibs. of this new Barley to each fair associa- 

tion in Wisconsin as special premium for the best exhibit of cereals. 

‘Also have the Manshury Barley, White Schonen Oats and White Ger- 

man Oats. 

We Breed Registered Shropshire Sheep. 

Come and see the Stock. Correspondence solicited. 

KENNEDY SCOTT, RIO, WIS. 

Mention ‘‘ Farmers’ Institute an when writing to advertisers. 
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*> lant i ) (2,4 3 ff MANUFACTURERS = 

Contemplating establishing plants or branch factories in the West, 
will find it to their interests to inquire into the many 

advantages offered by a location on 

CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY, 

This popular Railway reaches with its 7,997 | 
miles of road the famous 

Water Powers, Coal Fields, 
Iron Ore Ranges, | 

Hard and Soft Lumber Districts 
LOCATED IN 

Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, North 
Dakota, Nebraska and Wyoming 

And by traffic arrangements with other railways, 7,350 stations located 
on 41,000 miles of railroad (one-ninth of the entire railroad mileage of 
the world and one-fourth of the mileage of the United States), and has 
on its lines more industries than any other western railroad, 

For further particulars, apply to 

MARVIN HUGHITT, Jr., 
General Freight Agent, CHICAGO. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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mn (al STANDARD 
, 

NOR ne Mis 
GERD EXCELLENCE 
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| Railway Construction, 

Operation and Equipment. 

be ee ed 

Everything Pertaining to its Service is... 

Modern and Progressive. 

eeneere 

The Through Car Route 
BETWEEN 

AND St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, Council Bluffs, 

Sioux City, Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake, Port- 

land, San Francisco, 

AND PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WEST AND NORTHWEST. 

aeeesee 

H. R. McCULLOUGH, W. B. KNISKERN, 

General Traffic Manager. Gen’l Pass, & Ticket 

ase 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers, 
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[,/ SAY NEIGHBOR F.C:EDWARDS TOLD ME Te PLANT MY SMALL FRUIT (2 
H iN LONG ROWS AND TEND IT WITHA —— HAVE ALL We. 
BWANT FROM THE TIME STRAWGERRIES RIPEN,EVERY WEEK TILL GRAPES| i . 

1, RE CONES AND YOU ‘OUGHT TO SEE THE CANNED FRUIT DOWN CELLAR 

: 1 TELL YOU_F-C. EDWARDS 1S THE MAN TO GET_PLANTS &TREES FROM 
ae i a I fare So on as an ae ee 

a Pe EAR EE REET SEs5 sees sis33 
Ns AS gia nas RAEH OA Se ee SH SEVSVSCRS SLITS ENS 
EP. SESE Le nape er 

et 2B SSFEFD a é EERSEEBEI 

Neer i et hE ATASE REESE | 
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EA ea 5 5 page ses SesEets seers 
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a= Sa Ney >, a Cer eta ~ teed 
= ® Rati be Se aa Be 1% es Ea NC (ee Se aN LE eee 
a Bi eS So Da 

8 I~ s = 
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RE. CC. Kdwvards’ Nursery. 
Grower of and dealer in SMALL FRUITS, TREES, VINES, AND ORNAMENTALS, a 

general and complete line of nursery goods adapted to our state. 
GOOD SALESMEN wanted in every county in Wisconsin to personally look after stock each 

year and take orders for coming seasons. To such, please currespond, or those desiring stock 

Address F. C. EDWARDS, FORT ATKINSON, WIS. 

E. J. SCOFIELD, Hanover, Wis., - a 
— GROWER OF — SA a 

4 RR ml — 

Strawberry and Raspberry Piants, xg ?ae 
Sees PP 

— AND BREEDER OF — 4 CA A9 

“SMALL YORKSHIRE SWINE.” Mit me AS 
500,000 Strawberry and Raspberry Plants for Spring of 1897. Over 50 JAMS 

varieties, including all the best new and old standard sorts for market 7AMU/RON ANS 
and the “farmer’s garden.” All Plants GvARANTEED First-Class and AR mh . \ 

Trve To NAME. Columbian Raspberry a Specialty. y} 

. " ‘The most profitable and healthiest hog, making the finest 
Small Yorkshire Swine quality of Pork and the largest gains for food consumed, 

y and the weight and style that commands the top price in 
the market. 

_ OUNDATION HERD is selected from the 
eZ LL best breeders in the United States. Herd 

W boars direct descendants from Imported 
Ui; Yop We Ye} Parents. Stock all recorded in the records of 

Ube EAP. the “American Yorkshire Club.” Pairs or BY, jee Ok LOS , 0 Lull Le tA Be trios not akin at reasonable prices. 
yi y ee maa Ng 

(aa Py, ; Bid Catalogue and Price List 
yet a qi ee m en Ri) Of pigs and Plants, with instructions on growing 
WR TANGMIVAIINE YG” Berries, Sent Free to all interested parties who 

- mention “Farmers’ InstiruTE BULLETIN.” 
senhenapeserr eens epee encanta eoneremnateedihalinasiaiaiian ea 
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| WE ARE THE LARGEST NORTHERN 

GROWERS OF ————- 

STRAW : é 

RASP 

BLACK 
GOOSE J 

CURRANTS AND GRAPES. 

We employ NO AGENTS but ship direct from our soil to yours. 

WE HAVE the largest acreage in America of ANC/ENT BRITON BLACK- 

BERRIES, the best of all. We have picked in one season over 2,000 bushels from ten 

acres, and over 300 bushels from one acre. 

WE HAVE over ten acres of Nemeha Black Raspberries — the best of all black caps. 

WE HAVE the largest acreage in the West (excepting the originator of that greatest of 

all Red Raspberries, for which we are the NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 

THE LOUDON. 
Our plants for 1898 will be the best ever sent out by us. 

WE HAVE 20 acres in Steawberries, and ten acres in Strawberry Plant Beds to dig for 

our customers in Spring of 1898. 

“ ” 

How Big Berries and Lots of Them” Are Grown 
ON THE THAYER FRUIT FARMS, 

Is the name of Mr. Thayer’s book which is given free to each customer. 

Our Price List of Berry Plants, Currants and Grapes is FREE. 

THAYER’S BERRIES AND BERRY PLANTS are known the world over. 

Now is the time to start in with a few Berries, and they can be grown anywhere by fol- 

lowing our methods. 
OVER 100 ACRES IN BERRIES—A sight during picking season well worth going 

1,700 miles to see. 
BOYS AND GIRLS OF WISCONSIN — Rent an acre of land, plant and care for it ac- 

cording to Mr. Thayer’s advice in hs book, read his BERRY BULLETINS (now published by 

all the leading agricultural ‘journals in the United States and Canada, and placed trae 

fo: ten million readers) — you will realize more from this acre tha#$any 40 acres on the farm. 

Remember, Price List Free. 

THAYER FRUIT FARMS, 
SPARTA, WISCONSIN. 

M.A. THAYER, Manager. C. E. 1OBEY, Supt. Cable or Telegraph, THAYER, SPARTA. 

Ber ieee eee ee 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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EXCELLENT 

FARMING LANDS 

De Nei, PB Sik Moi 

WISCONSIN. 

FINE TIMBER LANDS wT CLAY SUBSOIL, 

A Grand Dairy Country



——— —_— FARE THe 
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st 
DIRECT ROUTG 

— 

CanadianProvinces _— 
Newvy Engiand, 

Newy York 
AND ALL POINTS EAST. 

Solid Vestibuled train to Montreal 

Only through sleeper to Boston. . . 

The “Atlantic Limited” 
Every Day in the Year 

...And the... 

True Scenic Route, 

BANFF, GREAT GLACIER, 
VANCOUVER, VICTORIA, 

Wie ee ee OREGON, CALIFORNIA. 

Through Sleeping and Dining Car Service. 
Comfortable Tourist Car to Seattle 

WITHOUT CHANGE. 

“The Pacific Limited” 
Every Day in the Year. 

Woe eclicatars. write LOWEST RATES. BEST SERVICE. 

W. R. CALLAWAY, 
Gen’! Pass’r Agent, Minneapolis, Ming. 

F. D .UNDERWOOD, Gen’! Mgr. 

‘ Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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A. SELLE, Mequon, Ozaukee County, Wis., 
BREEDER AND SHIPPER OF 

° ° 
Pure Bred Poland China Swine. 

.)) 

\ 

e 3 v 
CUE ys Se aye ae 

pasha ey : a ’ <u S EB JP SSS oa eo | RNB eae CN EO ND eet ER. 
Leo OO 

SWEEPSTAKE SOW FLOY 73746, HEADS THE HERD. 

Am also grower of the wonderful Probsteir Blue Rye and Prussian Hybrid Oats, 
Give me a trial order and mention Institute Bulletin. 
a reer 

Spring Hill Farm pring . 
SEED POTATOES are Pure and True to Name. 

The following Varieties for sale at prices quoted below: 
Early. Medium Early. Late. 

Early Ohio, Early Vermont, Scotch Regent, 
Ohio Jr., Gov. Rusk, 
Early Puritan, = x Burbank Seedling, 
Crown Jewel, Lake Pride, Rose Seedlin 
Early Hebron, Early Rose, = Freeman, ki bi Early Pinkeye, Buttercup, Lake Hebron, 
Early Market. Clark No. 1.. Peerless. 

30 cents per Peck, 60 cents per Half Bushel, $1.00 per Bushel. 10 per cent. discount on 
10 bushels or over. Delivered free on board cars at Waupaca, sacks included. Cash to ac- 
company all orders. Orders booked now. All stock first class. 

Also Young Males, from Butler bred Holstein-Freisians, of the best strains known today, 
for sale, all eligible to registry. Prices given upon application. CHOICE BUTTER A 
SPECIALTY. No Catalogue. 

Correspondence Solicited. Give me a trial order and be convinced and mention Institute 
Bulletin. 

M. T. ALLEN, 
Box 195. Waupaca, Wis. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertiserg, 
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B.C. ALSMEYER, Arlington. J. J. SCHATTSCHNEIDER, DeForest. | 

Deutsche Baum Gart ) euische Haum Wartier. 

GROW and SELL FRUIT PLANTS. 

WE have an immense APPLE, CRAB-APPLE, 

Si +: b PEAR, PLUMB and CHERRY 

trawberry 
Plants —— Price of Apple and Crab-Apple Trees : 

In the leading sorts, from $3.00 to $5.00 per | First class stock, 5 to 6 ft., Fach, 20c.; Ver 

1,000. (On large lots special prices.) 13, $2.50; Per 100, $15.00; Per 1,000, $100. 

: (RED end Raspberries sack}, Red 
BLACKBERRIES, 

CURRANTS, Raspberries. 
GOOSEBERRIES and é ae 
GRAPE VINES. Beaton {f ¢ BEST for profit), 

The best HARDY VARIETIES for this Bares tener ee eee 
climate. Each 5c.; Per doz. 25c; Per 100, $1.00; Per 

1,000, $5.00 ; and everything at 

SHADE and comparatively low prices. 

ORNAMENTAL eens 

Trees na EVERYTHING is grown at De Forest, 
Shrubs Dane County, Wisconsin. 

For Street and Lawn Planting. Special Rates on Large Orders. 

write to E, CO, ALGMEYER. 
ARLINGTON, WIS. 

President and Secretary, for prices on just what you want. 

Tf you need anything of this kind it will pay you to write us, telling how much and 
what you want. We cansave youmoney. Our price list is free ; send for one. 

AGENTS WANTED. 

Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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FARM LANDS. TIMBER LANDS. 
Oooo OR oe 

e ° 

Northern Wisconsin. 
: ; 

. Chicago & North-Western Railway Co.’s 

—-—=LAND S =~ 

: A large tract of lands, heavily timbered with Maple, Birch, Basswood, Elm and Hem- 

lock, suitable for agricultural purposes, convenient to thriving cities and villages, which 

make for the settler a ready cash market for his telegraph 

poles, posts, cordwood and logs, g which he cuts in clearing his 

farm, thus enabling him with a small capital to make him- 
self a home. Farm produce j finds a ready market at mill- 

ing towns close at hand. i : 
Dairying is carried on with P success in Langlade and 

Shawano Counties. The soil is he = 7 well adapted to raising the 
dest quality of grasses ; water okt Sis aS is abundant and pure. 

Langlade County is particu- {apt MES larly well adapted to general 
Sea ae farming; all grasses, oats, an¥ Bas 3 D 9s 

& ig ~S i vA wheat, rye, barley, corn, po- 
pf 4 EIN Y Ne) Ra tatoes and all root crops 
ite yield large returns. 
| eee Gob nh asf By 2 Ee Ss . Shawano County is well 

| Roeeoecannted eee Aare Ps iH = >, adapted to general farming ' Ree deh =aihy es, and sheep raising. 

HH ae a ee a6 == Sat 7 This part of Wisconsin is 2 = " eae 
1 Cees) Cees SS no longer remote from mar- 
| tktbediattww A = YS i Gos kets, as the railroads leading 
| Meet ==) Fi ae ~ae into the mining aud lumber- 
| ee eg =~ #4 eee ; ing district furnish a ready 
| aie Lacy oe as” +) mys Cars market for all produce. 

| Ps SN te DP ‘ eet < These lands are for sale 

| ' sy Se CR} ier on long time, easy terms 
tet Oc es "apr eu RN rR Ale Pa and low rate of interest to 
3 ore *% / = Bog a” a he MN actual settlers, 

IT PRR eet? ann noel ORL BD ROS Visa School accommodation is | Bs YAR a NSE NL Ur as ie or 
i os re Uk een iy Os K&S good and ample; Taxes 

RR ER; BS Od Tie low ; Climate healthful ; No mY /,. A Heed a ers aS ; . 
WA " q Ue ae ape Ae air Vag? Blizzards ; No Droughts. 
Rae |) ay Roa: wy z ss 

UP Les ie ey <i We “Yi Timber for manufacturing 

CP SA) ’ ' i. is unlimited and of the best 
i quality for Stave, Heading 

and Hoop Factories, Furniture Factories, Saw Mills, Pulp ‘fills and Tanneries. Apply to 

J. F. CLEVELAND, Cc. S. PIERCE, 
Land Commissioner, CHICAGO, ILL. General Land Agent, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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4 TO coun 
Deadwood, 

Dakota Hot Springs, 

The Black Hills, 

And Wyoming. 4 

{ fast Train Service. 

PALACE SLEEPING CARS, 

FREE RECLINING CHAIR CARS, 

SUPERB DINING CARS. 

TOURIST TICKETS at 

REDUCED RATES. 

For Tickets, Time Tables and Full Information 

apply to Agents 

! Ghicaso & North-Western Railway. 

H. R. MeCULLOUGH, 
W. B. KNISKERN, 

General Traffic Manager. Gen’) Pass. & Ticket Agt. i ; 

iE 
eee 

Mention ‘‘ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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‘S‘Sering” | 7 W.K&G0’S “Sterling 
| | ad ent Cos: BRANDS 

| a. area R 

UU Ts represent the best 
| : qualities obtainable, 

GRASS & CLOVER ~iligh goeieaaan and high germination. | 

S : We are Re-cleaners of 

a3 iB Grass and Clover S<eds, 
Growers of 

a carters Vegetable and Field Seeds, 
Importers of 

Dee A Flower Seeds and Bulbs. 
OUR CATALOGUE (ready January 15th) is mailed free on application. 

It represents everything as it is without exaggeration, either in 
description or illustration. NORTH RUP, KING & Co., 

SEED GROWERS, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

— FOR THE — 

Creamery, Cheese Factory or Dairy, 
Hand and Power Separators, Animal | 
Tread Powers, Churns, Butter 
Workers, Babcock Testers. # 2 # 

Send for Pasteurizing Machinery Catalogue. 

Large and Complete Catalogue of Machinery Mailed Free. 

Cornish, Curtis & Greene Co., Cornish, Curtis & Greene Mfg. Co., 
ST. PAUL, MINN. FORT ATKINSON, WIS. 

Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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R. J. COE. a D. C. CONVERSE. 

WE GROW AND SELL Fruit Plants, Trees and Vines of the varieties best 

} adapted to our climate. (We grow fruit for market and know the varieties | 

1 that do the best.) We have the largest stock in the West of the great | 

| 
2 a 

Columbian Raspberry. 

| This and the [ Ol JIDON are the LEADERS 

PRICES REDUCED THIS SEASON. 

| Very large stock, consisting of Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, Cur- 

rants, Gooseberries, Grape Vines, Apples, Plums, Cherries, Pears, Asparagus, Pie 

Plant, Seed Potatoes. 
Then we have a large variety of Shade and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, 

Flowering Vines, Border Plants, etc. Send us a list of what you want and let us 

price it for you. 
Large stock of the ‘ Gold Medal” Fire dried Seed Corn again this year. 

Address COE & CONVERSE, 
FORT ATKiNSON, WIS. 
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: t Sy Ae FLORISTS, 

| u Y Milwaukee, Wis. 
. Send For FREE CATALOGUE, 
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Dairy Products in Wisconsin. 
HE word “Wisconsin” in connection with creamery products is r 

synonymous with “excellence” in the butter and cheese mar- 

kets of the world. The State is fortunate in comprising among 

its agricultural population a large body of thorough dairy far- 

mers from this country and Europe, conversant with the best methods 

and ever ready to adopt improvements. There is hardly a State in 

the Union where the people do more to encourage agricultural institu- 

tions bent upon promoting the spread of knowledge of correct methods. 

: 
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Along the lines of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL 

RAILWAY COMPANY dairy farming is reaching the highest 

perfection. 

The efforts made by Wisconsin dairymen during recent years to 

avail themselves of the richness which nature has bestowed upon the 

State have been untiring, and as a result Wisconsin butter and cheese 

is to-day famed far and wide. For further information, address, 

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, 
Gen’! Passenger Agent, C., M. & St. Paul R’y, 

CHICAGO, ILLINOS. 
i ES ee 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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| Agriculture in Wisconsin. 
| HE land in all portions of the State is especially adapted to 

raising all kinds of farm products. In the newer portions of 

i the State, where the timber has just been cut and the land 

; brought into cultivation, large crops are being raised. The 

abundant supply of pure water and the nutritious grasses afford the 

best of pasturage for stock. 

: a 3 q io. ae 

| oe 
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MFR. AF <a 9 BS 

THE LINES OF THE__———> 

Ghicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway 

reach the best portions of Wisconsin, where excellent land, adapted to 

stock or agriculture, may yet be had at low prices. Geta Farm 

of Your Own while the opportunity offers. Write to 

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, 

Gen’! Passenger Agent, C., M. & St. P. B’y, 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. 

Reps e e  — — 

Mention “Farmere’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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2 suoer uve © Green Bay § Western 
ZUMMIMMIMIMIMINS = ax 

Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western. 

SHORT LINE 
KEWAUNEE, GREEN BAY, WINONA. 

STEVENS POINT, La CROSSE, 
St. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS, | 

“@AND ALL POINTS IN THES 

WEST AND NortHwest. 

Car Ferries Across Lake Michigan Both Winter and Summer. 

J. A. JORDAN, J. B. LAST, 
General Manager. Gen’! Freight and Passenger Agent
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SNYDER Strawberry plant set 
Best Blackberry for —__—_ as it should be. 
all soils and locations 

IN... 
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Strawberries 
(Pistillate.) Warfield, Crescent, Haverland. 
(Perfect.) Bederwood, Splendid, Enhance. 

Raspberries 
(Black.) Kansas, Ohio, Gregg. 
(Red.) Cuthbert, Marlboro, Loudon. 
(Purple.) Columbian, Shaffer. 

Blackberries 
Snyder and Britton. 

Gurrants—— 
White Grape, Victoria, Red Dutch. 

Gooseberries——— 
Downing. 

Grapes 
Concord, Worden, Niagara, Brighton. 

We also have a fine stock of the HARDIEST varieties of Apple, Cherry, Plum 
and Pear Trees, Evergreens, Shade and Ornamental! Trees, Roses, Etc. 

We Warrant all stock sent out by us to be true to name, healthy and in a good grow- 
ing condition. Should anything prove not true to name, we will replace it free or return the 
purchase money, but will not be liable for a greater sum than was paid for stock. Can you 
ask more than this? You will find our prices right. We especially solicit 7ze Farmers 
Trade. Our price lists are free, send for one. If you need any trees or plants write us. 

J. M. EDWARDS & SON, Fort Atkinson Wis. 
Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Illinois <> Central | 
RAILROAD 1S THE FAVORITE LINE FOR \ 

WINTER EXCURSIONS SOUTH | 
BY ITS SOLID VESTIBULED TRAIN, THE 

“Chicago and New Orleans Limited,” 
: YOU CAN REACH QUICKLY AND COMFORTABLY 

NEW ORLEANS, 
Bay St. Louis, Memphis, 

Pass Christian, Vicksburg, 
: Mississippi City, Natchez, 

Ocean Springs, Baton Rouge, 
Biloxi, Hammond 

And all the well-known resorts on the Mexi- 
can Gulf Coast, Mexico, Florida and Texas. 

Its Solid Vestibule Trains . . . . « 

“THE DIAMOND SPECIAL,” and the “DAYLIGHT SPECIAL,” 
«Running Daily Between.... 

CHICAGO and ST. LOUIS 
Are the Very Best by which to reach 

ARKANSAS HOT SPRINGS, 
AND THE RESORTS OF THE SOUTHWEST. 

For further particulars, address 

A. H. HANSON, 
G. P. A. IIL Cent. R. R., CHICAGO, ILL. 

7 Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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7 eee Illinois <> Central 
RAILROAD AND CONNECTIONS 

nie Central Mississippi Valley Route 
MAINTAINS OVER ITS LINES 

Between Chicago and St. Between Chicago and Rock- 

Louis. Between each of the ford, Dubuque, Sioux City, 

following cities — Chicago, Sioux Falls. Between each 

St. Louis, Cincinnati, Louis- of the following cities— 

f ville, Evansville —and Sioux City, Sioux Falls, Du- 

Memphis, Vicksburg, Baton buque — and Memphis, 

Rouge, Natchez, Jackson, Vicksburg, Baton Rouge, 

New Orleans. - « + + © Jackson, New Orleans. . + 

pe 

Connections for all points beyond its . - 

{4 IMPORTANT GATEWAYS, Viz.: 

Chicago, St. Louis, New Orleans, Gineinnatl, Louisvitte, Sloux City, Dubuque, 

Gairo,  Paducan. Vicksburg, Evansville, Memphis, Sioux Falls, Madison. 

For Tickets, Rates, and all information apply to any Railroad Agent in the i 

United States or Canada, or address the undersigned General Passenger Agent. 

J. T. HARAHAN, 
M. C. MARKHAM, 

2d Vice-President, 
Assistant Traffic Manager. 

T. J. HUDSON, 
A. H. HANSON, 

Traffic Manager. 
General Passenger Agent. 

SSG 
or 

a 

Mention ‘“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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With Improved U. S. Separators. ee 

| | et 

je N Established Success, proven by 
| ae the experience of many cream- 
i @ Wi eries. Separate your milk in the 

HS u ; dairy and transport the cream only 
. | ‘) | to the factory, securing a larger yield Z 

| ji a better product, and much cheaper 
ia y transportation; besides other sources 
| <3 =| of profit. 

Several “Experiences” Follow: 
“Many patrons use the Improved dairy size| “I have had considerable experience with 

U.S. Separator, Actual experiment shows the | gathered cream from Improved U.S. Separators 
extra butter produced will pay for it in less | as nearly one-half of my patrons are using then. 
than two years.” 8. D, & E. F. HOBSON. | and it gives satisfaction to all concerned.” 
Island Pond, Vt. C. E, BOWER, 

— Caton,N.¥. Prop. Caton (N.Y.) Creamery. 

“Several of our patrons now use Separators, <r 
wainly the Improved U.S. It seems to us the| “We are receiving cream from No, 5 Improved gain is to the patron and that the gain warrants | 1, Separators, and think it is the Separator 
him in the expense.” to use for cream gathering.” H. W. BILLINGS, Treas., G. 1. WILCox, 
Conway, Mass. Conway Creamery Co | wWoodstock,Vt. Woodstock Cr’y Ass'n. 

We furnish Separators for the Dairy and the Creamery 
All Sizes from 200 up to 3000 Ibs. capacity per hour. 
All Styles for operation by hand; by a Dog or Sheep 

Power, or other light power; by Special Steam Tur- 
bine; or by belt power. 

All prices from $75.00, up. 

Ask for our Catalogues, they are Free. 

VERMONT FARM MACHINE COMPANY, Bellows Falls, Vt. 

Mention “Farmers? Tnstitute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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| Is growing good livestock on the farm. Those who are the 

most successful use _thoroughbred sires, for the improve- 

ment in any herd must come largely from the sire. If you 

want Jerseys that are descendants of famous prize winners 

and give satisfaction as milk and butter producers, or 

PoLaNnD Cuna Pics that are hard to beat, we have them 

for sale at reasonable prices. Come and see stock, or write 

; W. C. BRADLEY, 

HUDSON, WIS. 

BE ag cin ccc Oe re 

Door County Fruit Nurseries OOT County Fruit Murseties, 
HATCH, BINGHAIS & CO., 

Sturgeon Bay, - - Wisconsin. 

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PRODUCING 

FRUIT TREES, PLANTS and VINES 
For Culture in Wisconsin and the Northern States. 

Apple, Cherry, Plum, and Pear Trees, Grape Vines, and All Small 

Fruit Plants of Hardiest and Most Valuable kinds. 

Catalogue and Price List Free to All Applicants. 
Correspondence on Business Fruit Culture Solicited. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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é ALIFORNIA * 3 
FROM CHICAGO. |. | 

| 

——} All Meals Served in 

VARIABLE Dining Cars. 

ROUTE Palace Drawing- 
TOURIST : 
TICKETS, Room Sleeping 

Allowing privileges never be- Cars and ‘Tourist 

fore accorded can be obtained, Ziel RUS a ee 

together with full inferma- Sleepers are run 

tion, upon application to any 

/ Cickot nae or by writing Through to 

the See Donanite 

General Passenger and San TanciSco 

— and Portland 
Chicago. Se 

Personally Conducted without Change, 

ee leaving Chicago 
LEAVE CHICAGO Ss ee ee ee 

every THurspay. | Daily via the 

CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY. 
oh NG ar es 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Why Pay Rent P 

THOUSANDS OF ACRES 

Of fertile lands, capable of raising the finest quality of farm products 

in luxurious adundance, 

ARE FOR SALE UPON REASONABLE TERMS 

In Northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska and 

Wyoming. Reference to reliable statistics will demonstrate the fact 

that the pursuits of agriculture, stock raising, and dairying in these 

States are attended with profitable results. 

aaa Asa 
iL sens Gi 
CEE AD| 

Affords Easy Access to Unfailing Markets. 

! Correspondence solicited from intending settlers. 

Send for free copy of The North-Western Home Seeker. 

H. R. [icCullough, W. B. Kniskern, 

General Traffic Manager, CHICAGO. Gen’l Pass’r and Ticket Agt., CHICAGO. 

ee 
Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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OFFERED BY THE BOYNTON NURSERIES. 

7 PLANTS LISTED BELOW are fine, strong, first-class stock 
and best leading varieties for home and market fruits. The cur- 

rants and grapes are strong, two year plants. Staminate or perfect 

blossoming varieties of strawberries are marked with (s). 

({ t00 Strawberry—Bubach, and Jessie (s). 
1oo Strawberry—Warficld, and Bederwood (s) 
50 Raspberry—Cuthbert, Marlboro, Gregg. 

LOT NO.1 25 Currants—White Grape and Victoria. 
10 Gooseberry— Downing. 
10 Grapes—Worden and Concord. 

1 25 Norway Spruce 12 inch trees. 
This will make a fine, es fruit garden, and the spruce 
will make a nice shelter-belt on two sides. zi 
This lot will be sent, express or freight, charges pre-paid 

by me to any railroad point in Wisconsin, on receipt of $3.75. 

5 Apple—Duchess, five to six feet. 
5 “ —Wealthy, # 

LOT NO. 2 5 ‘ —Haas, “ 
so soenieer No. 20, five to six feet. 
5 Cherry—E. Richmond. 

$3 00 25 Norway Spruce—Twelve inches high. 
' Enough for a nice little orchard. A BIG BARGAIN, This 

Jot will be sent to any railroad point in the State, charges | 
pre-paid, on receipt of $3.50, . 

to Soft Maple—Five to eight feet. 
LOT ON. 3 2 Mountain Ash—Six to eight feet. | 

* 1 Cut-Leaved Birch—Five to six feet. 
1 Kilmarnock W. Willow—Six feet. 

$3 00 25 Norway Spruce —Twelve inches, | 
' Properly planted and cared for, will beautify any home. 

Will send this tot, charges pre-paid, as above described, on 
receipt of $3.50. Compare this with catalogue prices. 

10 Scotch Pines—Two to three feet. 
LOT NO 4 2 Blue Spruce—Twenty inches. 

= 25 Arbor Vitze—Six to twelve inches (fine for hedge). 
2 Balsam Firs—Two to three feet. 

$4 0 10 Norway Spruces— > 

' This beautiful lot of Evergreens will be sent, charges pre- 
on receipt of $4.50, or one-half number, all kinds for 

Er These Special Lots must be ordered by lot numbers. If your order is sent in early, 
we can make such changes of varieties and numbers as will better suit you, observing the 
same low prices if we place other stock that you may want, into these special lots; but we 
make no changes in lots if orders come in late in the season. Write for special prices on any- 
thing listed in our catalogue, and if you are buying in any large quantity, we can always give 
you some good discounts. The times demand it, and we will not be outdone by any reputable | 
nurseryman. Very sincerely yours, 

W. D. BOYNTON. | 
SHIOCTON, WIS. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’? when writing to advertisers, ; 
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ALEX &. ARNOLD, 
Eastside Farm, Galesville, Wis. 
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| I 
BREEDER OF 

SHORT HORN CATTLE, 
Berkshire Hogs and White Holland Turkeys. 

Recorded Cattle and Hogs 
Of all Ages and Sex Constantly on Hand. 

Stock Kept Constantly Thriving But Never Pampered. 

Milking Qualities Made a Specialty in Breeding Short-Horns. 

! The SHORT-HORN is standard for beauty and utility and the 

most valuable breed for the average farmer. 

The BERKSHIRE hog is also the standard hog, and weighs, when 

mature, about 500 pounds, furnishing, when ready for market, the best 

pork of all breeds, for the reason that the skin is thin, the bones firm 

and comparatively small, with more muscle or lean meat than any 

| other breed. They mature early, are good mothers, prolific breeders, 

| and when crossed on other breeds produce fine results. 

Gome and See the Stock. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

ALEX A. ARNOLD, Galesville, Wis. 
oe 

Mention ‘‘ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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A PROGRESSIVE STATE. 

Ce a od 

No other State in the Union of- 

fers greater inducements for the 

location of Industries and Man- 

ufacturing Plants than Wisconsin, 

with its limitless Iron Ore De- 
a posits, abundance of Hardwood Tim- 

ber, numerous Clay, Kaolin and Marl 

beds, and other advantages. 

The Wisconsin Central Lines pen- 

etrate the Center of the State, 
and Manufacturers can find ex- 

cellent locations for Plants, with 

facilities for reaching markets . 

everywhere. Reliable informa- 

tion will be cheerfully furnish- 

ed upon application to W. H. Killen, 

Industrial Commissioner, Milwaukee, 

Wis. 
HOME-SEEKERS 

will find the lands in Northern 

Wisconsin desirable, and splendid 

Hardwood Farming Lands adjacent 

to the Wisconsin Central Lines 

can now be purchased at a very low | 

figure and on easy terms. 

Write for free illustrated pamph- 

let with maps to Fred’k Abbot, Land | 

Commissioner, Milwaukee, Wis. 

H. F. Whitcomb, B. Johnson, 

Gen’l Manager. Gen’l Frt. Agt. | 

Jas. C. Pond, | 

Gen’l Pass. Agent, 

Milwaukee, - - Wis. 

“Mention “Farmers? Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers. | 
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St. Paul, 

) Minneapolis AND 

| Lake Superior 

| 
oem 

ROUTE. 
oe Te tive ee Sere eS er 

Fond du Lac, oe Mellen, 

Oshkosh, 4 Hurley, 

) Neenah, 4 PUMA —* 
Menasha, 4 met, 
Stevens Point, E CENTRAL q Ashland, 

Marshfield, » Wes ‘ Duluth, 

, Chippewa Falls, 2 St. Paul, 

Eau Claire, a 4 Minneapolis, 

: AND ALL POINTS IN THE NORTHWEST. 

Piped Sant Rae, San oe es ee ee ee cree eee 

| DIRECT LINE 

TO ALL POINTS (N_——_ 

uaa”, WISCONSIN | MIDDLE, 
WESTERN, [ . 

| EASTERN, } 

| H. F. WHITCOMB, JAS. C. POND, 

General Manager. General Passenger Agent. 

BS MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers, 
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GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, 
SPECIALTIES—Small Fruits and Seed Potatoes. 

SS ee oy 
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GEO. J. KELLOGG & SONS 
Can supply you, at low prices, with Choice Nursery Stock — fresh dug—at short notice. 

A two-cent stamp will post you on prices which are less than half traveling men charge you. 
GEO. J. will answer any questions on fruit that he can after 45 years experience. 
We will attend personally to your orders and everything done to make our dealings mutually i 

. satisfactory. | 

LOUDON, is the best Red Raspberry; COLUMBIAN, best Purple; OLDER, best Black. | 
1,000,000 STRAWBERRY PLANTS of 50 of the best lead- 
ing sorts. Don’t go to an old bed and get all pistillates when 
a dollar will get you 100 plants by mail, of best four kinds. 

APPLE TREES.—Plant hardy kinds. We have 25 varieties adapted to the N. W. 
GRAPES. Concord at 3c.; good two-year vines. Don’t pay 25c.; get our prices. 
CURRANTS Gooseberries and other small fruits 2 to 5c. each. 
EVER GREENS, Shade and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Plants, Roses, Etc. 

POT ATO ES Weare growers of 50 kinds of choice seed potatoes, best new var- 
:— ieties up to date, at low rates. Get our prices. Mention Bulletin. 

Send 15 cents and get a pound by mail of choice seed Potatoes. We will send you ten 
choice perfect flowering strawberry plants by mail for 5 cents, and 10 root grafts for Io cents 
by mail. 

: We offer the wonderful PEERLESS Apple 7 ft. trees. This variety we paid $10.00 
for 6 small trees; it is claimed to be a winter Duchess; it is the finest grower of a hun- 
dred varieties in the nursery. 7 feet trees 50 cents each. 

WE WILL FURNISH: (By Freight or Express) 
1 PEERLESS, the best new variety; 1 N. W. GREENING, the best hardy 
long keeper; 1 WOLF RIVER, the biggest fall apple (some measure 15 in.); 
1 GLASS GREEN, better than Duchess, and 1 WHITNEY, the best crab, ' 
5 to 7 feet, all for $1.00. Cash with the order. 

Geo. J. Kellogg & Sons, 2 
No. 1. JANESVILLE, WIS. : 

SSS eee 
Mention ‘‘ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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SELF-BALANCE HAMMOCK SEAT CULTIVATOR. 
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| The Only Up-to-Date Riding Cultivator on the Market. 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION. 

4 The cultivator is made almost entirely of steel, put together in a 

way to produce the greatest possible strength with the least weight. 

It is fully warranted to be the best all-round Riding Cultivator on 

the market. 
Ask your dealer for the Self-Balance Hammock Seat Riding Culti- 

vator, made by the Forrer & Jounson Mra. Co. If your dealer does 

not handle it write us at the factory. 

| Plows of All Kinds, Corn Planters, full line of Cultivators, Harrows 
| and other implements. Also Farm Wagons, Buggies and 

| other light Vehicles. 

) Send for Circulars of our Full Line of Implements, WAGONS and BUGGIES. 

FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO.. 
MADISON, WIS. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Locations for Industries. 
‘ a 4” 

HE name of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 
Railway has long been idertified with practical measures 
for the general upbuilding of its territory and the promotion 
of its commerce, hence manufacturers have an assurance that 

they will find themselves at home on the company’s lines. 
The company has all its territory districted in relation to resources, 

adaptability and advantages for manufacturing, and seeks to secure 
manufacturing plants and industries where the command of raw ma- | 
terial, markets and surroundings will ensure their permanent success, } 

Mines of coal, iron, copper, lead and zinc, forests of soft and hard 
wood, quarries, clays of all kinds, tanbark, flax and other raw mater- 
ials exist in its territory in addition to the vast agricultural resources. 

The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company owns 6,150 
miles of railway, exclusive of second track, connecting track or sid- 
ings. It traverses eight States. 

In Wisconsin there is an immense amount of timber tributary to 
its lines, including Pine and Hemlock. The Hardwood resources for 
use in manufacturing are also being rapidly developed. 

Taking Wisconsin as a whole, the hardwoods consist of the follow- 
ing and run in the following order: from Red Oak, the most plentiful, 
to Cherry, scarce: 

1. Rep Oak. 4. MapLe. 7. Buack Asa. 10, Bron. 
2. Brrog. 5. Ex. 8. WuiTe Asx. 11. Hioxory. 
3. Basswoop. 6. WuiTz Osx. 9. BUTTERNUT. 12. CHERRY. 
During the past few years the Company has made the Hemlock re- 

sources of Wisconsin widely known throughout Pennsylvania and other 
Eastern States, where tanneries are established, and has succeeded in 
securing several tanneries on its lines, These, in addition to creating : 
traffic for the Company, enable farmers clearing up land to find a ready 
market for their bark. More tanneries are wanted. 

A number of other factories and industries have been induced to 
locate—largely through the instrumentality of this Company — at 
points along its lines 

Large deposits of Iron Pyrites having been discovered in Southern 
Wisconsin, and of which the Company was recently promptly advised, 
have resulted in steady shipments to sulphuric acid works. Eastern 
manufacturers can be furnished with practical information in regard 
to the various raw material resources, and can find profitable locations 
for plants or branch factories on the line. The specific information 
furnished regarding any particular industry is reliable. 

Address, LUIS JACKSON, 
Industrial Commissioner, C.,M. & St. P.R’y, 435 Old Colony Bidg., CHICAGO, ILL. 

Mention ‘‘ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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a’ A GREAT RAILWAY. a 

pr aoe AN 
Mr 

a THE CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST PAUL i 

ae RAILWAY CO. owns and operates over 6350 miles 

AVS of road. 
ANN 

AN It operates its own Sleeping Cars and D.ning Cars. AN 

f\ It traverses the best portion of the Sta‘es of Iili- AN 

nois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, Iowa, M ssouri, AN 

AN Minnesota, Souts and North Dukcta. m\ 

ake Its Sleeping and Dining Car service is firs'-class min 

nV in every respect. 
ae 

AN It runs vestibu'ed, steam-heated and electric- AN 

f\\ lighted trains. ANN 

It has the absolute block system. AN 

AN It uses all modern appliances for the comfort and A 

px safety of its patrons. 
a 

nV Its train employes are civil and ob'ig’ng- a 

AV It tries to give each passenger “value received” for WN 

A his money, and AN 

Its general passenger agent asks every man, woman N\ 

AN and child to buy tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee 

aie & S. Paul Railway—for it is A Great Railway. A 

“\ Maps, Time Tables, and information generally, furnished free /M 

a on application to AN 

Ar GEO. H. HEAFFORD, MN 

a Gen’l Passenger Agznt, nV 

: 
CHiCAGO, ILL. “4s 
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Westen Wheeled Scraper Company, 
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Aurora, [llinois. 
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KV SNES POR, We issue a Catalogue giving full details, 
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Road Graders, Rock Crushers, Wheeled Scrapers, 
Road Plows, 
Elevating Graders, > 
Dump Wagonsaa I A J 

‘tie hy aN oO 
Carts, = Se en — gf 

Drag Scrapers, es . A | 
Wheelbarrows, cee] aay id 

Ftc., Etc., Etc. ~naess 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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The Superior Single Disc Drill. 
PATENTED. 

The First and Only Successful Disc Drill. 

Buy a Superior Single Disc Drill and increase 

your yield per acre, and reduce expense for seed 

, and also save time and labor in seeding. -. - 

Superior Single Disc Drill Sows and Covers Grain 

wherever a Disc Harrow will run. This is the drill 

that will not Clog up in Weeds, Corn Stalks, Grass 

or Trash of any kind. It will not clog up in Wet Soil. 

MADE ONLY BY , 

THE SUPERIOR DRILL CO., 

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. 

 __aaalsi ntlene) aesalenaeirn 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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DR. BABCOCK 

CREAM SEPARATORS. | 
ce - * } 

a a pease from Dr. Babcock re- 
A o garding anything connected , 

: : > with dairying is praise permit- 
Pp. — eo Eee. ting of very little comparison 

; fe . tt yng J with that of anyone else. Con- 
? Ths a =: 4 servative, conscientious, careful 

|< DS “Wan, of every word, and using very 
ee ee few words, commendation from f] 

oe Poaceae 1 — Vere Dr. Babcock leaves no need of CU eee - 3 ie y ig Vi ra ig commendation irom anyone e 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT STATION, ) 
Mapison, Wis., March 5, 1897. 

“For the past six or seven years we have used at the Experiment 
Station and in our Dairy School nearly every type of De Laval Sep- 
arators, and without exception they have given excellent satisfaction. ; 
We have had the ‘Alpha’ machines in our Creamery and Dairy School 
since their first introduction in the United States. These machines ; 
are easily managed, skim close under varying conditions, run light, 
cost little for repairs, and give a smooth cream, well suited for pas- } 
teurizing and the general trade, as well as for the manufacture of ( 
butter.” S. M. BABCOCK, Chief Chemist. 

Send for new “Dairy” catalogue No. 257 
or ‘‘Creamery”’ catalogue No. 507. 

The De Laval Separator Co,, | 
WESTERN OFFICES: GENERAL OFFICES: 

Randolph & Canal Sts., Chicago. 74 Cortlandt St. N. Y. , 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Balerat when writing to advertisers, \ 
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Our Famous Silo Cut- 

The Smalley Mon- 
ter. No. 14, with 

arch with Auto- 
SEMI-CIRCLE Car- 

matic screw feed. S a \) er $ rier. Equally well 

Warranted the 
adapted for ENSIL- 

Best Farm Feed 
AGE or DRY FOD- 

Mill on earth. 
eee DER CUTTING. 

SMALLEY METHODS OF STOCK FEEDING 

EMBRACE HE Sil ee ‘ 
on the Farm and the intell t feeding of ensilage. 

BRIEFLY HE Cutting or Shredding of all dee Fodder fed a Stock. 

HE Crushing or Grinding of all grains fed to Stock. 

HE Slicing or Pulping of all Roots fed to Stock. 

ore 

Secure a Saving of 30 to 50 PER CENT IN FEEDING and an equal 

ratio of GAIN IN PRODUCT. 

i 

oo 

No Up-to-Date 
STOCK RAISER 

or DAIRYMAN can afford to ignore them. 

SMALLEY 

| MANUFACTURING 

| | COMPANY, | 
Our Electric Root 

| le preg 

. No.13. 
ve .0 

aa see a Sole Makers of “Smalley Goods,” | ana rau enon 

THE BEST ROOT 

or two knives as de- 

CUTTER ON MANITOWOC, 
sired. 

= WISCONSIN. 

Deiat 
ee 

i Mention ‘“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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, 4 DOES YOUR TOWN WANT BUSINESS? 
If so, show the traveling public you are not dead by 

LIGHTING YOUR TOWN BRILLIANTLY. 

| 1. 15] Electricity is Cheapest, Safest, bat 
q 5 GEAR. FOR BOTH ma 

(9 Le LIGHT AND om | 

qf | gies The Northern Electrical | 
a ee 9 : : Pees Mant’s Co. of Madison, Wis, 

q Manufacture al! sizes of Dynamos and Motors and are prepared to EQUIP 
4 Towns AND FACTORIES with Engines, Dynsmos and Motors. 

—— Agents Wanted. Write sending sketch of streets, show- 
ing approximately the distances and locations of stores and houses. We will 
then serd you an estimate of what a complete equipment will cost for an 
ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANT and will also send you an illustrated catalogue. 
fevcerewvwerwevevevweweeceonf 

att sar Sheep! Se Z steep: Sheep! ; 
hg ss LE eee 

I didn’t get scared when the panic came and 
sell my flock. On the other hand I have taken ad- 
vantage of the opportunity to make it larger and | 
stronger and NOW I AM PREPARED to supply the 
demands of those who wish to replenish at mod- 
erate prices. [| aim to keep up a stock of about 

q 1000 PURE BRED AND HIGH GRADE b 

SHROPSHIRES S30 5%. = ome 
A. O. FOX, Oregon, Dane Co., Wisconsin. 

LOCATION: 
Oregon Station is on main line C. & N. W. Ry., 9 miles south of Madison. 

j Phone’ Betwooa Fars! Madison ct Oren. 4 
re
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